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&merlcan Broadcast ;ecepf ion
T E congratulate the B.B.C. and the
organisers of the recent Transatlantic
broadcasting tests upon-the measure
of success attained and, more particularly
upon the amount of public and press interst
evoked. It is all good publicity in the cause
of wireless. It is, perhaps, rather amusing.to
notice in sorne of the daily papers, that the
réceptioli of American broadcasting is con-sidered quite a recent ,achievement, whereas
it lias been quite a regular performance, with
scores of expe'rimenter foi some months.
As we mentioned Íat week, fvouiablI
périods for reception appear to ocur in cycles
and, 'judging by the number of reports
redeived at this office, atñiospheric conditions
appear to have been particularly favourable
':'
during the past fortnight.
;.
In this connection there is a splèndid oppor
tunity for the B.B.C. to accomplish some re-lay work on an extensive scale, following theiIecent successful wireless relaing from the'
Old Vic," and, just as we go tó press, we
learn that Capt. Eckersley, chiefengineer to
the B.B.C., is to conduct experiments with,the object of receiving the American transmis- sions, relaying them to Londou by land-linen'
and re-transmitting from 2 LO.
We can imagine a certain anioumt of disappointment hng felt by owner f, mult
valve sets w ho perhaps regarded such long
distance reception as their-own special accomplishment, but- think whatever disadvantagè -.
there are in this direction are éasily otit:
weighed by the pleasure which hündreds of
thousands of listeners will-feel at thus having
New York programmes brought within easy
range of their'single-valve and crystal sets.
There remains, of course, the great difficulty
of the difference in time between England and
America. Listening in at 3 a.m. may be all
very well once in a way, but can not he
'

-

indulged iii as a regular thing \re haie
recentl. had reports however of Sunday afternoon transmission in Anierica being received,
and we suggest that the B.B.C. makes tests
to discover whether reception at 7 or 8 o'clock
in the evening can be ielied upon. If so, it
would seem to afford a solution f this last-

-

tamecl difficulty..
Our New Scheme.
Elsewhere in this issue will be found full
details of our free gift scheme for readers,
referred to upon this page last week.
'We
take this opportunity of impressing upon all
òur readers who have not already placed a
standing order with their newsagent, the de-'
.sirability of doing so for the six special issues,
conimetci'ng with Vol. 3-Nø. i, which will
-be on sale'oñ Wednesday next. This advice
is"iven in all seriousness, as next week's
issue, and, in'.fact,'each of the six special
numbers, is certair to be in great demand.
We remember'that similar adviçe was givén
J
in announcing the publicati.of th first
number of Moder; TVireless, the first edition
of which, as many readeis will no doubt recol--lect,- was sold out within a few hours of publication. Thousand of would-be readers, who
lìd failed to' plae a definite order, were
'obliged to await a reprint edtiòn. Tlere will
be no reprint ii this Case.'
-.
scheme
Ts
phi'rined
Th-.Qè:gift
to
offr ápecial. inducement toall who are more
than superficially inteiëstèd iñ wireless, to
become acquainted with tité quality \yeekly
wiieless journal.
We have every confidence that, recogniing
our policy of having the real technical value
in the journal itself, they vihl become regular
readers. Our present. readers will, -of course,
he fully entitled to benefit under the schème
and, by recommending JVireless Weekly and
our special scheme, to theírfrîends, they will
benefit hotli them and us.

4;irs

-

-
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TRANSMISSION

1OOMETRES. c.w

By S. R. WINTERS.

Añ account of tite experiments carried out at he Bureau

of

Standards, Washington,

u.S.A..
W

.

'ti

.

RESEM BL! NG a suspended ltticework,
an aerial designed and installed by
F. W. Dunmore and F. H. Engle,
çf the Radio Laboratory of the Bureau
of Standards, United States Department
of Commerce, has made possible the
transmission of radio-telegraph signals,
on a wave-length of io metres, to a distance
of 300 miles. Continuous-'ave transmission
at wave-lengths exceeding io metres has

-

.Ç.

-

graph, the aerial used in this instande' is at
variance with the type elevated above the
roofs of residences and apartments and the
frame aerial. This semblance of latticework,
suspended above a house on the grounds of
the Bureau of Standards, a structure usually
reserved for tests with radio direction finders
is a combination of the capacity and coil types
of aerial. The coil design, as previous experinlents have determined, effectively radi-

I'

S

Ea,,

Ca's

_JIIMA*P'

a,,,

p1
V
V

'

:

.

s

Our photograph shows the hut contaming the apparativs,and the special
aerial used by the Bureau of
Standards during ¿he loo rnetres
tra usmission tests. Inside I/te maijr
cerio! is a small fronte aerial for

-

I

t:

V

V

reception.

5

4

V

I

For those who may be interested
our smaller illustration gives con
structionat data of tite three inLarge copter
dwWa nces employed.
stripping is used so as to minimise high-frequency resistance.

SV

V

.4..

rites electric energy at

been a subject of .&equent experiments, but
the sending oî wireless signals of 105 metres
vas-length is a departure in radio communication.
Novel experiments demand unusual equipmeit. fts seen in the acconpanying photo.-

abbrviated wâse-

lengths and has directional characteristics.
As the illustration reproduced with this
article shows, this aerial is comprised of a
number of wires in parallel in the form of a
It includes a
rectangle, with a gap in kt.
7c.

-
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aüdió-freieh arnplification being used for
sinpie-turn inductance coil and .cOiî.dêrse.
réception, The signals being very clearly reTh latter is formed by covéring the two
ceived at East Pittsburgh. Two-way comwooden spreaders with copper foil. The glass
munication was maintained between the latter
as
insurods between the spreadersfunction
point and Washington, while a report indilators. The parallel wires in this wavecates that the signals during these tests were
radiating system are bare copper strands,
hçard as far distant as Boston.
connected in parallel and spaced 3 in. aparP.
ñt
4-ft.
placed
The grátifyin sucess of the even in Light wooden sprèaders are
transmission tests prompted an investigatioñ
intervals as a méahs of nsuring the separainto the effects of short-wave signalling durtion of the wires.
The complete aerial is
ing daylight. Continuous transmission, therei8 ft. high and 4° ft. long.
fore, was conducted at two periods, beginning
at
power
coupled
is
The source of electric
at noon and continuing until io o'clock at
a point about the centre of he lower hon.
night. Thus a relative comparison was made.
zontal section of the aerial; This combinabetween the intensity of the wireless signals
tion type of aerial, with a S-turn secondary
sent during the day and those transmitted'
coil connected in series, constitutes a circuit
after nightfall. Quite logiclly, it was anticiwhich operates on a wave-length of w
pated that the signäls w'ould be weaker dur
metres. The valva circuit bears similarity to
ing the day than at night, but the actual rethe Meissner circuit. The..type G, 50 watt,
sults show ed that the strength of the signals
transmitting valve, manufatured by the
during the day and evening ',as the same,
Western Electric Company, is enìploied, four
onerated in
óf these bein
,,
parallel. This arrangenient.______-'. ----makes it possible to obtain an
\
\
aerial current of six amperes
at a wave-length of 105 niet res.
IIfflÌI!l
-/'- J-Dft'
72"The valve
transniitting
equipment operated most satisre'ii,, iwith 32,000. ohms
shunted by a 0.002 F èont
denser connected in the grid.
circuits. A similar condenser
5P/Ao6,,,J
shunted by a 50-ohm resist
O-002pF
A
ance in the high voltage
mii
L
-c
supply circuit proved to he a
stabilising. agent in the operation of -the valves;. The
primary or plate coiI-was-com-'32000.
CooìYe'
posed of two turns of hevr
copper strip, 2 in. wide,
,5Amp5.
A
shunted by a 0.002 1uF transmitting condenser.
¿o

-

-

-.

-

-

-

-

-

-

n

-

-

i

-

-

1IIIIIIlIlI

-

lII[

co

-

-

''

-

-

dh,,,o

Z

A

14-turn

helix was em-

.

plo)ed for the grid coil.
A
The complete circuit diagram of the Too-metres CIV. and interrupted
tapping at 5 turns from the
CIV. transmitter, using Jour 50-watt valves. Details oft/ic aerial togethr
centre was most satisfactory.
with condenser, resistance and other values are given.
The counli n between the p-rid
and plate coils is described
somewhat critical. A secondary coupling coil
irrespective of tiTe period of time at which
was employed for the purpose of transferring
messages were sent. This surprising result
the energy to the aerial. This coil, connected
apparently explodes the theory that the
in series with ihe a&rial, wás comprised of
absorption of wireless signals on short wave
thtethrn's 'of lrass srip,'r in.. wide. A
lengths is greater 'during daylight than after,,
¿hopper " was used when interrupted connightfall. The Radio Laboratory of .the
tinuous wave transmission was resorted to.
Bureau of Standards, ho.wever, withholds
the " chOpper " being connected in series
conclusions on this point uitil further experiwith. the lead from thefilanìent to thè radiomentè are conduted..Tle lack of fading, too,
freuency circuits
was a gratifvingbsraton, ahhough concLuTests have been conducted wit h th
ran
si\e evidence has no been ohtained on this
mitting outfit, a detector and one stage of
point.
(To be continued.)
i
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ATMOSPHERICS
By Lt-Col. Cheiwode Crawley, R.M.A.,
.A

few notes

MIlE.,

Depuly Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy, G.P.O.

particular interest now that long distance reception is being so much attempted.

TWENTY sears ago the problems of
the future seemed far different from
those which confront the vast army
wireless experimenters of to-day, but
the greatest problem of 1903 remains,
unfortunately, the greatest problem of
m923, viz., the elimination of the effect
of atmospherics on the reception of \viresignals.
This problem has been
less
attacked unceasingly throughout these twenty
years,.and every improvement made in transmitting and receiving circuits has helped in
its solution. No one can deny the fact that
great progress has been made, but most of
this progress has resulted, not from direct
assault but from, as it were, .an enveloping
attack produced by the solution of other
problems.
The first really notable advance was made
when reception by sou nd supplanted reçeption
by sight, that is, when the telephone receiver
ousted the thorse inker. This change brought
into prominence the fact that atmospherics
produced a low pitched note, through which
signals could be read whn the pitch of- the
note produced by them was higher than that
produced bs the atmospherics, even when the
sound of the atmospherics was as loud
as the sound of the signals. This was
a very great advance, in fact by far the
greatest advance made byany one change, in
the solution of this problem, and it is the irony
of fate that this great advance has paved the
way for the possibility of its suicide, and the
use, once more, of the printed record with ail
its potential advahtages for high-speed recepBut the printed record, which is a
tion.
necessity if a point to point wireless service
is to be a commercial proposition, has, as
before, showii that the reduction of the effect
of atmospherics is still of vital importance,
especially in long range working where the
unavoidable tise of long waves makes the
problem more difficult than ever.
For the first ten years of the period tinder
review there was little time to collect sufficient
data oil the subject, and no properly organas made to cia so until the matter
¡sed effort
was taken up by the British Association in
this country iii 1912, when a definite plan
was drawn up for obtainingdata from ship and
shore stations all over the *orld. By thè end
of the following year sorne very useful data
of

j

-

Pholo bi JVes!crn

Electric.

The Cathode-ray Oscillagraph. An instrument used
the wave forms of atmospherics.

for determining

had been collected, but in 1914 these stations
had very different work to perform, and the
whole scheme was abandoned. It must not
be thought, however, that in those early days,
before 1913, no data was collected, in fact the
data which
present writer ptiblished in
he had obtained some years before when engaged on wireless work in the Mediterranean,
and a considerable amount of far more important data had been published from time to
time, even indeed before wireless signalling.
was invented. But the fact remains that no
effort, properly organised on a large scale,
was made to collect data from the available
world-w ide sources until 1912. Since then,.a
i

t

709
'1
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in the nearby chain of hiountains, and similar
reports have been received in respect of the
great mountainous districts in Africa. Dr.
Eccles, in his presidential address to the Radio

great mass of hiformation has been Qbtained
by systematic observation, and although there
is still much to learn about the nature of
atmospherics,: and: ho\v best to cOmbat their:
effects, it is no longer a matter of hapliaard
groping in the dark.
Organised investigations, so far as Europe
is concerned, were interrupted to a great extent by the war, but American experimenters
were not slow to take full advantage of their
happier circumstances in the early clays, and
it is to them that we must look for much of the
data :iiow available. In this country, however, after e had recoveied from the first
shock of War, systematic observations were
'carried out by a number of our D.F. stations
between 1916 and 1918, and as a result much
interesting information has been -deduced by
Mr. Watson 'Watt, who considers that it is
now definitely proved that a very high proportion of the sources of atmospherics are in
areas where rain is falling, particularly on the
advancing edge of such areas.
Mr. Watt has also published recently an
interesting analysis of a year's obervations
made at.7 a.m.,. i p.m. and 4p.m., at a
station -in the S.E. of England, showing,
amongst other things, that the direction from
liich atmospherics arrived was well marked,
witli definite diurnal and seasonal variations
according to the altitude of the sun: The
mean diection for greatest disturbance was
153- degrees with diurncl variation of 6o

Society of Great Britain last January, laid
stress oi the influence of the position of the
sun órì the displaY of atmospherics. 11e stiggested that "as the sun rnoves round the
equator and warms the air on the land, the
consequent meteorological phenomena produce
atmospherics in England," and he w'enton to
show how this theory seemed to apply, in a
general wa to the facts established regarding
the directions from which, and the time a
which, atmospherics are received all over the
world.
Recenthy a paper was read before the Royal
Scietby Messrs. W,att and App1etoi, who
are working under he aUspices of the Radid
Research loard, giving results of observa.
tions on the wave form of atmospherics.
These experiments, which aré still conti nui ng,
are of great importance, as they consist of
inquiries into the very nature of atmospherics,
that is, their wave forms, more than into their
special origin and into their effects, fields of
investigation which have already received considerable attention.
As regards the açtual origin of atmòspherics very little is known, in facL. M
Chauvux in Part i of his " Electricité
Atmospherique," ys that no single theory
for explaining the interchange of electricity
between theearth's surface and the lower
atmosphere can b.seriously, maintained.
But, after all, judging from electricity itself,
so much canbe done without understanding
' origin ". that there :is no need to be dis-

z

-

-

The niost numerous disturbances arrived in
the fewest in March.
-.
A considerable amount of data has also been
published during the last few years in France
and Germany, and American experimenters
have produced much valuable infornìàtion as
a result of tests extending over several years;
especially in regard to the directions from
which atmospherics may be expected in
'arious localities. It i ñò' agreed that the
most trouhl&ome. atmospherics. originate in
mountainous distriëts; a fact which the writer
has had the misfortune to prove, to his own
complete dissatisfaction, in the highlands of
Central Africa, Jamaica, and the Azores. In
America, for instance, it has been found that.
the worst atmospherics received at stations on
- the Atlantic seaboard originate in the A11egheny and Mexican mountainous districts,
hilst those on the Pacific seaboard originate

heartened, and éven the much abused atmospheric lias its silver lining, as its systematic
pursuit leads inevitably to international cooperation. This is now: fully recognised, aíid
of
Scientific
the '' International Union

-

:
:

-

Radiotlegraphv," which came into being in
1919, has taken the matter undei its wing.
This, Union embraces Great Britain, the
United States, France, Italy, Norway, Belgium, and: will shortly include Austriia,
Japan, Spain and Holland. Most of what has
been done so far has been the result of rather
isolated in\:estigations. Flow much more,
therefore,:can we tiot hope for when the Inter.
national U.nioQ is firnuly an4 widely estahlished?
:
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"APERIODIC AERIAL' COILS
By G

I
-

Some

P KENDALL B

Sc

't

S/off Edt/or

useful noies on one of Ihe la/esi -deueloncji/s.

-

4
--

tically equals that of à good loose-coupler, so.
-that it is exceedingly helpful in reducing interference. Nevertheless, it is no more difficult
to operate than a single-circuit tuner, and has
none of the complication of the loose-coupledtype.
Further, if the coil is properly designed,- th're is little or no loss of signal
strength, and the calibration -of .the.circuit
remains constant whatever the -size of aerial.
with which it is used. This latter point is
particularly advantageous where portable sets
'are concerned.
'
Since the tuning is independent of the size
of the aerial, coils of the type which we ar
considering are especially useful upon the
shorter waves (&o metres and below, a
they remove any limitation upon the dimensions of the -aerial which would otherwise be
imposed by the exigencies of tuning. When
a " Ducon " is employed, for example, it
is often necessary to use a very small series
condenser to bring the system down to the
shorter waves, with consequent loss of efficiency inthe case qf an ordinary tuner. If
the " aperiodic aerial " method is substituted,

of iVireless Weekly ill have
noticed that a number of .interesting
READERS
developments are taking place along
the lines of the " aperiodic aerial
method of tuning.
This system of.
hining cOnsists, essentially, of. an aerial
ircuit which is probably almost aperiodic,
and which is very tightly coupled t
a secondary òircuit, which is tuned accu.

-

7E7EC7VRo

Fig.

i.-A

typical

circuit

employing

¿lie

i.

aperiodic

aerial systin.

rateiv to the received wavelength. The aerial
cii-cuit usually Consists of the aerial itself, a
few turns of wire on a coil, and the earth
connection, as shown in Fig. i. Provided
that the number of turns is small and the
resistance low, this circuit responds fairly
uniformly over the entire band of wavelengths covered by the secondary.
Since the aerial circuit is required to function aperiodically, it might be epected that
resistance in series would be beneficial rather
than harmhil, but the reverse s found in
practice, and it is essential that the aerial coil
be wound with quite thick v ire. It is necessary, also, to keep down the resistan of the
secondary circuit, and here alsd thick wire
must be used if really good results are to be
obtained. The essential features of this
system of tuning, then, are these :-Low
¡esistance in both primary and secondary circuits, a relatively small number of turns in

-

Fig. 2.-lllie.sratzng Me si,nultaneous winding of
ri;nary and secondary in a siral coil
such as a basket.

the aerial circuit, and extremely '' tight
coupling beteen the circuits.
Granted these, conditions, the methd possesseseeral gtat vittues. -First, its sharpness of tuning is very much stiperior to that
of the ordinary single-circuit tuner, and prac-

no series condenser is required, and signals
are therefore much improved.
The original t)pe of coil consisted of a
single-layer secondary winding upon a tube.
.the aerial coil comprising about ten turns
wound directly on, top of the secondary at a
7L1
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point- near its centre. (Several ëxperimnterconfirm that it is best to place the primary
fairly accuratel.r in tue centre.) The larger the
number of turns in the aerial coil; the less
sharp the lulling, hile if their number 's
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to the requrernents of the ' aperiodic
aerial " tuning system by vinding the layers
from one -bobbin of wire and' th.zig-zag turns
-from another. The result -is two separate
w indings, of w hich the ng-zag turns form the
aerial coil, ,exlremelv tightly coupled to the
reduced beyond a certain point, signal
strength suffers.
other winding, which onstitutes the second-. :
A coil suitable for hróàdcìst reception cdiiA goodcoil for broadcast reception hs
sists of a secnáry winding of 70 turns upon
ten layers of seven turns each, wound with
No. 22 cl.c.c., the ñìnè pacìng ttirris of No.
-in. tube, and an aeril cóil of 8 turns,
a
No 22 double-cotton covered wire being used
20 d c c being connected in the aerial cirfor the scondary and No. 20 double-cotton
Cuit. A section.of part of such a coil is shown
in Fig. 3, its innr dihmeter.heiig in. -'
covered for the primary. This coil wjll cover
a range of about 200 to 500 metres with a
Since the spacing turns kn this type of coil
variable condenser of 0.0003 /LF.
dross those composing the econdarv vi nding
Since extrenie tightness df coupling with
at angles, it would seem that the magnetic
the minimuii number of aerial turns is reçotipling between primary and secondary
quired, it is obvious that sorne form of multimust be poor: however, the coil gives exJayer coil should giYe 'better results thaì the
.cellent. results, nI i
uggested that the
type which has:-jus been described, and this
effective coupling is to some extent electroexpectation is borne out in practice. A
static.
number of experimenter, the, writer among
A great -variety of possible windings are
them have obtained remarkably good signals
provided by the basket coil, and some form
and selectivity by the tise of a variety of multiof simultai'eous vinding suh as that originlaver coils in which the aerial turns are interally devised by Di. Chapman for the Reinartz
woven with the secondari'. The first successcircuit.: For example, the first eight or ten
ful coil made by the writer was a duo-lateral
turns may consist of a double winding,
having 8o turns of o. 20 'd.c.c. constituting
primary and secondary being put on together.
the seconclary winding and io turns of No. iS
On the completion of these double turns thç
d.c.c. the prinlary. The latter took the form
primary is cut off and the secondary continued
for a further 6o or 7o turns.
------The simultaneous turns may he inserted at
000e®oe@
:any point in the coil, a good form hei ng that
0000®oe®e
CNDARY
AtmAL
included in the crystal set described by Dr.
TIRN3
--@OOøO000øOO
TUNS
__7_
Chapman in the currept, issue of Modern Wireless, in which the double turns are placed
at the midway point in the winding of the
coil.
Fig. 3.-A section of a lattice winding cotining
both primary and secondary.
A better niethoci, in the writer's experience,
is to wind on first eight turns of the secondary,
then one turn of the primar', another eight of
of a single layerwoiind upon the wooden
the secondary, one primary, and so on until
former before commencing to wind the 8othe coil is complete.
turn coil.
After putting on the secondary
w9nding, the whole was inipregnated with
Honeycomb and duolateral coils also. prothin shellac, baked, and removed from the
vide a convenient basis for simultaneouslyformer as one coil.
wound aerial and secondary coils. The
Better coupling would probably have reprimary can he inserted at any convenient
sulted if the aerial coil had been inserted in
point during the winding, an example having
the middle of the secondary by winding on
been Quoted above. The most effective way
40 turns of the latter, then the ten primary
of doing this appears to be by winding siwulur'ns, and over these the remaining 40 of the
taneously from two bobbins of wire, so that
secondary.
both primary and secondary are wound with
A particularly effective coil recently wound
the correct honeycomb formation where they
by the writer onsìsts of what is really a modilie side by side.
fication of the lattice (" Burndept ") coil. It
The impregnatiotlof' the fitiihed winding is
will be remembered that the lattice coil (see
a more critical matter than in the cáse of coils
]tfoderr Wireless, Vol; I, No. 4) 'is composed
of orchnary type; arid i'sems that it is essen'.of alternate 'layers, of wire and zigthg spattial to use the absolute minimuhi Of good
ing turns, and it is a simple matter to adapt
quality shellac or paraffin wax.
it
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-Resolves.

path to. a certaiii veiyabode -is stated
undesirable
THE
on the best authòrityto be
paved with good resolutions. If
this be so, and have no reason
to doubt it, thon that path must
be something very different from
the easy and inviting way that
some would have us believe it to
be. For nothing is more slippery
than a good resolution, and any
path paved therewith must offer a
foothold as insecure as the butter
slide booby trap of our boyhood
days. You may make as many
god resolutions as yoi îi1l, but
you simply cannot keep the
blessed things. TJugh you do
ypur best, they dude you arid 'arr
promptly grabbed by Old Nick to
be added to his collectioh of
paving stones, which must be a
fairly extensive one.
You will gather from all this
that I have lately been rsolving.
You are right.
Not
I have.
long ago I dédded that it was
about time that I put into practice some of the excellent maxims
that I had long been instilling
into others. Ms log should be
written up in a fair book, instead
of on odd scraps of paper scattered like the Sibylline Leaves
over tables and chairs, and even
No
at, times upon the floor.
longer would I beseech the partnerof my joys and sorrows to tell
me what her handmaiden had
done w ith the condenser which I
had certainly left npn the
mantelpiece, only to find after a
soul-shattering search tlat it was
nestling all the while in the coal.
scuttle, into which I then remembered having dropped it.
T.hc
wireless bench should become a
thing of orderliness and beauty.
instead of being a horrid scene of

I

-

-.
.

-

-

.

c-iaos that cried aloud to g&1s
and nlen for the touch -of a:
tidying hand.

Stones1ór the Old
r:
Man.

vice

-

L

-

and ve-e probably consuming. so muck juice that it
Everything should be put would actually pay to invest in a
away. In this drawer )ou would new lot, 1 vent forth and did in r
h,ìd-earned Fishers.
find valves and their appurten- several
ances, in that condensers, in that When I got back i wanted the
inductances, in that odd bits and ammeter and its cousin Milli to
Were
pieces. Every wire should have test their performances.
its ends properly made off. The they in ther appointed place? It was not until every
soldering iron should be busy No.
about the work of making proper drawer had been turned upside
connections where previously 'down that they came to light.
things had just been twisted hap- Those soldered connections, too,
are a bore; you cant just lipok
hazard round other things.
So far, you will admit, my con- things -on .heie or there in a ;
i
duct was laudable in the extreme. ilioment.
And it went even further than
The eason Why.
.
this, for I duly. carried many good
As
for
the
log
boOk,
whát's the.
resolutions into effect.
Beyond
this I catinot daim merit, for. good of keeping it if you cali
order- ha.i .once mòre given place never find it? Tidiness may.
to disorder; there are bits here look nice, but it isn't comfortable.
and pieces there. Everything, un I remember hearing a subaltern fact, is anyhow. Like a partially of much experience say in the
have early days of he war on learning
criminal,
reformed
I
But do nht that yet another brass hat visit
suffered a relapse.
". No
seek for signs of repentance, lcr was to be expected
soone does the camp get decently
there is no sorrow in my heart.
dirty. and- còmfortable than six
How it worked out.
blanky generals must needs couiie
\Vhen you place your valves in and inspect it and we've got to
their particular drawer you are tidy the 'lìole blinking place into
probably unmindful of the ancient discomfort.''.
There's a vorld of truth in
adage about the folly of pitting
all your eggs into one basket. I that. \Voman loves tidiness, or,
never gave it thought until one rather, she pretends that she does,
day that miserable drawer stuck because men think that she ought
anl I pulled until it came out by to; but man is never so happy as
'hen his den is littered with
my
scattering
the
roots,
cherished valves upon the cold, p?omiscuou ockls and ends.
unyielding boards. You may Then he can work with an
imagine that dreadful moment; -tintrobled mind, and usujlyhe
you may picture my anguish, can find things when he wants
calculate the number of bad them. That is the reason, Sirs,
marks that my naughty words why I have broken my good resoscored in the ledger of the lution, the reason why my wireRecording Angel, even with the less table looks like a haystack
that has been buffeted by aga.le.
o per cent, discount tha.t I am
sure h allows to u sorely tried At least I ti-y to persuade myself
wireless men in momeits of great that this is so, and I would like
you to think so. In my heart of
- stréss.
hearts I have a kind of feeling
crying
good
no
it
¡s
How'eve,
ocr spilt valves. Consoling that sheer, laziness ¡s the real
myself with the thOught that they cause of my backsliding from the
paths°of virtue.
had all seen a great deal of serlore Paving
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just when they are least wanted
It will contain the
to do -so.
fruits of ripe- experience
this sentence is not going well'
snmehow the fruits should be
ripe, I think, and the experience
hi1ier.- Anyhow, it will set forth
in the simplest and clearest of
laiwuae all the calamities that
ma hfall the enthusiast, how
caused and what to (IO

Royce car.

The Llttle Rift.
But, as Tennyson might have
said.
It is the little snag that cropping

-:

floor, are almäst -forced
to use an indoor earth. Cias
pipies should be entirely
chewed since the packing of
their joints offers a high resitänce ..... he clìoce lies between
the :radiator. systém if', there
is one, and thewater mains.. The
former :may. answer fairly well
but the' latter' will usually be
found bétter, though it is essential to make use of an ascending.
uain. A descending pipe 'may.
corne from a cistern, and so
make no proper contact with
earth at all.
'

-

,ve'r
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-
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Measure the distance rôuiid
pe with an inch tape. Deduct
a quarter of it, and add threequarters, of an inch for each of

the upturned ends.
This gives
'the, length of the Strip, to be cut
out. Thus, if a pipe inesurcs
in circumference, the length
3
3--*+I=3 in. Ci4t a strip
of sheet copper of the right
length and
in. wide. Drill a
2B.A. clearance hole in'each end.
and turn them up at right-angles,
as show n.
Below one of them
sokler on a flap
in. in length.
This is not a diilicult job, since

'

.

.

'.

/

'

-

.

'
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Copper is very easy to

solder.
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Fig 3

i.-A suggestion for an earth
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SOME GOOD EARTHS

E
:

.

the earth lead to the clip. A coat
of shellac varnish over the junction between clip and pipe vill
keep both from corroding, and so
will preserve a good connection.
An excellent outdoor earth is
'This is a 4
2.
6 in. length of stove pipé, or;
better still,'galvanised iron pip-'.
ing sunk'4 ft. into the ground:

-

.

.'

-

...........................................

unless:

)they.live. upon the ground

-

.

:

when they happen.
Some day i hope to write it,
and then you will fall, nietaphorically, of course upon my
neck and weep salt tears of gratitude, whilst I, pocketing as my

-

-

bought a pup,
And so not write the blessed
thing at all.
Many a tine havé I started
upon that noble work. My pén
flew lightly and, if I am to believe
the common plaint of editors,
illegibly, over the paper às I

tIeye

in fiats,

-

up,

Makes::writers realise -theyve

j923

.5,

described sonì little wayvard
ness and showed precisely,how it
might be tracked down and
cured.
And when I turned on my own.
set to enjoy an hour or so of
musicil relnxation. that selfsam
fault occurred, and all the little
demons that live around the wireless set held their sides as they
watched me tracing it by my
cunning methods and applying
the remedies that could not failbut did. Thn I tore out handfuis of hair and tore up handfuls
of fair written pages. Only one
chapter has ever survived. Its'
headed " Faults that Defy Detection," and it contains but three
words, " Try the coke hammer.'!
WIRELESS WAYFARER:

Der ¿cnt.. or even iç
if the publisher is kind, of the
purchase price paid by you and
all the brotherhood, will go upon
my way. rejoicing in a Rolls
rovalTty j

Some (lay I am going to write
a book for the benefit of stricken
wireless men whose sets play up

WELLERS

Dcçmbr

-

S

-.

clip.

If the pipe is of, lead, the earth
4Fr
lead should preferably be soldered.
lo it ; this, however, is. a job to
be und.ertaken only by the skilled.
lì
i
amateur. Those who are not
real experts with the soldering
at,,
iron will do better to use a clip
Fig.
2.-The
"Sove.pipc" earl h.
for attaching the earth to a pipe,whether it is of iron or of lead. Now place the clip, on a' wellOne such
that shown. in Fig. i. scrapedpart of the pipe, pass a
can be made and fitted in a 2B.A. bolt through the holes and
quarter of an hour:
sèrw hard dow n., Lastly, soldèr
'.

Fill the pipe with powdered coke.'
This will retain moisture and will'
keep the earth at the foot of the
pipe wet. An occasional bucket-'
ful of water should he poured into
the pipe.
Another good earth, can be:
made from a piece of ire net-'
ilig measuring about 8 ft. by;
ft. This is folded double so as
to make a mat ft. long. Theearth wire- is unstrancled azicl.
s.o,ldçrd to various points; thIs'
wiU lotl?e fquj-id dificult, as
1'ire 'is .......
galvanisect.
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SUPER-HETERODYNE RECEIVERS
By

F. de

WILLY

and R. E.

LACA ULT.

This is the conclusion of an arhcle dealing with the theory and construc.'ion
useful apparatus, which commenced in last week's issue.

-

N the circuit- of Fig. r, (lie con
stants are as follows: Li consists of
d.c.c. wire
20
five turim of No.
wound on a -in. diameter ebonite tube.
in. from Li on
L2 is wound about
the same tube and consists of 6 turns
of the same w ire. The coupling coil, L3, con-

T

nected in series with the secondary or frame
winding, may be from four to eight turns of
the same wire wound on a 3-in, diameter tube,
which may also be used to wind the oscillatoicoil, L4, which is composed of 46 turns of
No. 20 d.c.c. wire.
A tapping is taken in the centre of the vin¡ng for the return to the filament. The tuning condenser, Ci, has a capacity of o.000
F and C2 of o.00i &F. The coils L and L6
may be two 500-turn honeycomb or duo-lateral
coils shunted by condensers C3 and C4, of
0.0005 F capacity, which may be fixed. L7
is the reaction coil for obtaining regeneration
and oscihlationsin the detector circuit, and
may be a i50- or 200-turn coil. The other
constants of the circuit are as follows C,
huF;
0.002 F condenser; C6, 0.5 uF to
B2, filament battery; Bi and B3, 45 to 90
volts; C7, 0.001 F. The coils of the oscillator shown in Fig. 2 may be wound on
pieces of lubing 3 in. in diameter, mounted
so that the coupling between the two may be
varied. L consists of 15 turns of No. 20
(i.c.c. wire arid Li of 20 turns of the same
ire.
The variable condenser, Ci, has a
capacity of o.00i F, and C2 of o.00i to

of

that

as shown.
Two coils may be
clamped together so as to form a transformer,
r a single coil may be employed as a choke
coil in the plate circuit. Each stage may be
tuned with fixed condensers provided they are
all exactly of the same capacity, or else larger
coils may be used at their natural period.
The grid voltage of the amplifying valves mai'
be controlled with a potentiometer in the usual
manner.
The construction of a radio-frequency
amplifier using one of the above types of couphing requires care to prevent interaction betveen the stages, and self-oscillations starting
through reaction and stray capacities. Shields
may he employed, or the stages may be spaced

connected

[1

z

0.002

zF.

The circuit shown in Fig. i in our last
issue, although very èfficient, will not produce
the sanie results as a regular super-heterodyne
receiver equipped with a radio frequency amplifier on accunt of the limited amplification
obtainable through the regenerative action of
the detector.
Instead, a long-wave rádiofrequency amplifier may be employed coupled
to coil L5; it maw consist of two or three
stages w'ith chthe coil or transformer coupi Iig
The authors have experimented w'ith various
couplings such as shown in Fig. , and found
it possible to make very efficient trarsformers
and choke coils with ordinary duo-lateral cods
i

Fig.

3.-A

Super-Î-fe:erodyne circuit and radio-Jreuency
amplifier. -.

sufficiently far apart, and this, together with
the potentiometer control, provides stability
It is
in operation and high amplification.
advisable to use a rheostat for èach valve.
With the fixed type of I1.F. transformer,
only oiie tuned circuit is.necessary, placed as
stated above, either between the frequency
changer and the amplifier, or between the
latter and the detector. This method was employed in the super-hterodyne receiver built
by the writers. The et was built for broadcast reception and was assembled in a cabinet.
It is made in three units, the ftrst one containiig thè tuner and osillator, the second,
radio-f recitlency .amplitìer and detector, and the
third, the audio-frequency amplifier. Each
.T Ç
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unitis carefully shielded as

vell as the cabinet
itself, in order to prevent reaction and in(tuctive effects between the variouscirçuits.
For convenience, since it-was not possible
to use storage batteries, dull emitter valves
were employed throughout with dry cells as'
Jilament supply:
In. order to obtain more
strength in the heterodyne circuit, two valves
were connected-in parallel, hut with individual
rlìostats;- so that one may be employed- if
desired.
For ordinary purposes, only ¿ne
valve i required, but two were necessary in
sóme experiments which were carried out.
The tuner consists of honeycomb coils connected in a standard circuit, and a jack is pro.
vided so that a frame aerial may be substituted
for the secondary coil when necessary.
The radio-frequency amplifier consists of
four stages with transformer coupling, and
htector, the tuned Circuits being connected as
shown in Fig. 3, between the last amplifying
vdé and the dètector; The audio-frequency
amprilier used with the set does not present
aiìy departure. It. is composed of three

stages, with the.necessary jacks, rheostats and.
grid biassing bajteries. ,It is only necessary'
-. when 'çlesi red to operate -the loud-jeaker, be-'
cause when' heádphones ar ised, they are'
'generaliy plugged direçtly jn the detector
circuit.
When using an outside aerial with th«
honeycomb, coil tuner, a regenerative actièn
may be obtained by means of the reaction coil
connected in the plate circuit of the frequency:.
changer; but in this case the strength of the
local oscillatidns must be reduced by either
filnient control of the oscillating valve, or by
varialion of the coupling between the coil L4
and the heterodyne. The ëonstants for the
oscillator circuit are the sanie as those given.
previously.
With this receiver, using an.indoor aerial oi
the house lighting system through a condenser.plug, distant stations were heard, in spite of'
The selectivity is such
heavy interference.
that by moving only the vernier control of the
oscillator condenser, the nearer broadcasting
station can be entirely eliminated.
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hatubooks, are to be sent,jn ân envelope
tharked " Coupon," to

On \Vednesday next, December 12, will
appear the first of six especially attractive
Incidentally
issues of Wireless J'Veekly.
the first of these conimences anew volume.
Not only will each of these special numbers,
with the usual number of editorial pages,
contain articles which no real tireless
enthusiast-whether experienced or a met-e
beginner-can afford to, miss, 'but in each
will appear a special coupon, in connection
with a scheme
hereby Radio 'Press,
Limited, offer- free gifts, up to 5s. in value,
to all readers who comply with certain simple
conditions.

:-

RADIO PRESS, LTD.,

Devereux Court,
Strand, V..j.C,2,
accompanied by 'a postal order for ONE
HALF OF THE LIST PRICE OF THE
BOOK CHOSEN, plus 2d. for postage.
For example, if a half-a-crown book is
chosen, the six coupons and a postal order
for is. 5d. will ensure its dispatch.
If a
ios. book is selected, the six coupons,
together with a postal order for 5s. 2Cl., buys
the book. We invite all our readers to place an
order itnnzediately-a special or.ler form will
be found amongst our advertisement pagesin order to avoid disappointment, as there is
certain to be a great demand for the first of
the special issues.
If our regular readers will kindly bring
this scheme to the notice of their wireless
acquaintances, the courtesy will be greatly
appreciated.
....
-

-

THE CONDITIONS.
The coupon should be cut from each issue
and kept.until six coupons are obtained.
(For the benefit of readers who, through not
placing an advance order, are unable to
secure the first special issue, a .ccvenlh
coupon will appear and will be accepted in
lieu of Coupon No. i.)
The six coupons, together with an order
for any one of the Radio Press Series
-
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LONDON.-By far the most

We always
"comes over."
have a " good quarter of an
hour " when he is broadcasting.
D
h
o

omplete success in connection
with the transmission of the first
Act of " La Traviata" on the
evening of Saturday, November 24. This part of the performance at the " Old Vie " was
sent by wireless from the theatre
on a specially allotted wavelength to the British broadcasting
station, where it was picked up
on a special receivihg set, amplified, and simultaneously broadcast from the London, Manchester and Glasgow
stations.
Whilst there was practically no
theoretical difficulties in the way
of achieving this, it had never
before been attempted in the
history of British broadcasting,
and its success reflects great
credit upon the technical skill of
the engineers who achieved it.
The success of this experiment
may be very far reaching, and all
listeners, who yet possess a sense
of the magic of wireless telephony, ill await ith eagerness
further developments.

It is said that one can have too
much of a good thing, but the
grand old compositions are re
peated again and again, and their
charm never seems to wane. For
instance, just to mention a few,
we had Rossini's " William
Tell," Lincke's valse " Venus on
Earth," Ketelby's " In a

interesting experiment that
has been undertaken for some
time by the Engineers of the
B.B.C. was one which met with
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Russian Night," at 2L0,
was one of exceptional interest,
affording us, as it did, an opportunit of hearing Slavonic music
(with its strang.e blenthng of the
tender and barbaric), rendered by
Iwo Russian singers, both the
ossessors of remarkably fne
voices and a full appreciation of
the artistic, whilst the guitar
accompaniment gave us the
atmosphere that is peculiarly
gipsy.
D
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On this night,' too, ve had
another budget of hiuniour, clear
and clever, from Mr. Ronald
Gourley, the blind entertainer and
siffleur. How unobstrusively he

Monastery Garden," " Zampa
by Herold, a good prinkling of
Grieg's during the week, and we
enjoyed them all; then on the
light side we recently heard
selections from that good old
favourite " The Geisha."
This
is much better than being forced
to listen to some of the plagiarised patchwork efforts that are
served up to us by stunt jazz
bands, such as, for instance, a
fox-trot consisting of several
bars of terribly, aye aggressively,
negroid syncopated stuff, then of
all things, a passage or two from
Gounod's divine garden scene
music from "Faust," anon more
stunts and syncopation, and, by
iva' of a change, another foxtrot! When ve do hear a good
waltz we can, thanks to the stuff
that has gone before, appreciate
it the more.
D
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We thoroughly enjoyed Capt.
Eckersley's little address, and
marvelled at his speed of
delivery, and our sympathies
went out to his unfortunate stenographer, but perhaps he puts the
At any
brake on sometimes.
rate, ve always like to hear his
cheery voice so brimful of good
humour and happiness, and we
hope it ill not he long ere lie
and his staff accomplish relaying
wireless transmissions through
the air for bug distances.
7x7
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Our friends in Belgium must
have been very pleased to hear
the little message of good luck
transmitted in French from 2 LO.
We understand that the new Belgian Company is transmitting on
a wavelength of 410 metres.
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For1homing Events

DECEMBER.
5th (WED.).-MISS Florence Jenkins,
soprano. Mr. Pollard Crowther,
" Reminiscences of Japanese Cus

toms and Folklore." Canterbury
Tales, by Mr. Leonard Badman.
Wireíess Orchestra. Syncopated
Songs, by Miss Margot D'Arvis
and Mr. Fred Spencer as " Mrs.;

'Arris."

6th (THUR5.).-Musical Programme.
Maritana," from the " Old
Vic." Savoy Orpheans Dance
Music. Savoy Havanna Band.
7th (FRI.).-Orchestra. Signor Sik
Sideli, baritone. Mr. Ronald

Gourley, blind entertainer, pianist
and siffleur.
8th (SAT).-The Elite Concert.
Party. Capt. Peter Chevnev,

entertainer.
Miss
9th (SUN.).-Organ Recital.
Beatrice Evelipe, 'cellist. Mr.
George Parker. baritone. Miss
Dorothy Cowper, soprano. Religious Address by the Rev. J. H.
Ritson, MA., D.D., of the
British and Foreign Bible Society.
Mr. William Anderson, the principal Bass to the B.N.O.C.
Mr.
Rosal Air Force Band.
Anderson, singer. Band Selec'
tion.
Rex."
(Mox.).-" Uncle
ioth
Symphony Concert conducted 'by
Mr. Percy Pitt. Miss Thelma
Mr. John
Petersen, soprano.
Pauer, concerto.
iithi (Fuss).-" Aunt Priscilla " on
" How to Organise a Picnic."
" Uncle John's " Railway Talk.
Meredvhl Pianoforte Quartette.
Mr. George Howe and Mrs. Eliza,
beth Pohlock, entertainers. Mr.
Phihhip Wilson, tenor.
D
D
D
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Listeners to
broadcasting
station had the unique-so far as
2 BD is concerned-experience or
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-November 24 of, hearing an
To such fine effect did
encore.
Mr. Gorge W. L. Rae, one of
the city's fOremost tenors, renfler
O Sole Mio" (Capua) that
scarcely had hs concluding top
note died away than the studio
telephone bell rang and a request
came over from an enthusiast
thai the item might be iepeated.
Froth then until closing time-25
station
later
the
rninutes
director was literally bombarded
with similar requests by 'phone,
vire and messenger, and at 10.30
Mr. R. E. Jeffrey was able to
announce something nev in radis
transmission .trom his stationMr. Re 'rsoñded
an encore.
in his best vein.'
ti
the
BIRMINGHAM.-During
last few weeks there has been
noticeáble imprbvén'ient. in 5 IT's
transmission s of the Suncay
afternooti SB. concert from Lençlon.
Much of the 'okL, heavy
" mush " has disappeared, and
music and speech are clearer and
sweeter in tone. May the. improvements, continue, for these
concerts have become very.
popular in the Midlands
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Music.
7th (FRI.).-3.3o:4.3o, Lozells Pic7.30,
ture House Orchestra.
The
Station Orchestra.
Rev. C: T. Fry, Dean of Lincoln,
on "The History of Lincoln
Cathedral." 8.45, Major Vernon
i\lr. David. HamilBrook.
io,
ton,
Dramatic Recital.
-

Station Qrchestra.

8th

.

«jD

Fcrtlícoming Events
DECEMBER.
5th (WED.).-3.3o-4.3o Lozells Picture House Orchestra.
7,5,
Miss Carmen Hill, sopranó.
\lr. William \V. Allen, in 8,a
I)raniatic Recital. 9, Stat,ion
Orchestra. ' 10.15, Mr. \Valter
Badham, humOrous items.
(THuRs.).-3.30-4.3o,
6th
Miss
Morris,
contralto;
'
Winifred
Lo,.ells Picture House Orchestra.
7.5, Station Repertory Company.
,. Misi. Alice Couchnian, solo
pianist. 8.4., Mjss Ethel Malpas,
-

.

.

recitaI. 9, Spécial l)e'rfornhancç of
' The
Persian' Garden " (Leh-

niann)

Mr. Jack

-.-.

'.M'ednesbury.

.
.

-

.

.ioth.(Mo.N.).'-3.3u-4.3o, Mr. .Harold
Ladies.'
baritone.
Casey
..

Coiner

,
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CARDIFF

-

........

5WA ...... 353

2L0 ...... 362
NANCRESTER .2ZY ...... 370
ROURNEr400TH 6631 ...... 3015
NEWCASTLE
.550 ....... 400

.

.

...
-

.

routine.

.

..

Vnihes,

U loam,

to 15.20 p.m.

oorfr,.qth., pirro
a/brotad tropo,oritp ,ad
cher aItrallon, arr pend/pm.

-

.

rth (TuEs.).-3.3o-4.3o, Lozells
Picture House Orchestra; Mr.
Ronald Pearson, pianist. 7.15,
Mr. Joseph' Farringtön; ' Miss
Beatrice Miranda, soprano.
9,
'Ihe Kalamazoo Players in à
Humorous Play. 9.45, ?lr. Leigh
Phillips, solo violin, io, Dance

.

Rev.
james
of Newlands
.

.

(WED.).-Classical
Night.
Overture,
" William
Tell
(Rossini). Mr.' William Michael,
of the B.N.O.C., bass. "Credo,"
Othello." Mis Doris Lemon,
of the B.N.O.C., soprano:

12th

-

.

.

Music,

'

McMillan, 'iI.A.,
United Free Church; Religiqus
Address.
i ith (Tuas.).-Pròfessor Lindsay, of
Glasgow University, on
The
ttiect of Mechanical Invention on
Industry.'.'
Miss
Constance
Willis, of the B.N.O.C., contralto.

-.
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p.m to 5.0 p.m. noi
.8.20 to 10.20 p.m. GIlT.
-

-

.

.

to 10.20 p.m. O.15I.T.

London

'

DECEMBER.
9th
(Sux.).-.The

TIMES OP WORKIXU.
ddapa. ..... 2.0 to 420 p.m. and 1.0

:

..

'

.

o
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12th (WED.).-7.3o, Special perform.

ance 'of Benedict's Opera,
Lily of Killainey.
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cilumn recently we reported

.

.

o.

'on the reception in

Machester

satioi'

'of the distant
of th
1B.B.C., hut omitted 'Aberdeen,
which was not then, regularly
transriiftting. lt may now be
said ho\7ever, that t'bis station

The .Trans- atlantic tests from 'all the
'B.B.C. stations on Monday comes through very satisfacmorning', 3 a.m., proved of torilv, signals being tronc-e'r,
interest fo' añiateurs in this dis. 'in fact, than some.of the nearer
trict, a great number keepitig ai
Né*'castle
night vigil at their sets
iH
'Bournemouth came in lierei.on... ," r..'.
,',
The operatic
two valves-with a terrific ro,ftr;
and it was eai1y apparèn that " Pagliacci " was unquestionably
.
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'
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Forthcoming Events
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GLASGOW ...... SSC ...... 415
BIRMINGHAM
NIT ...... 425
ABERDEEN ...... 6BD ...... '405

.

.

metn,.

.

-

-

.

.

-'

retnove this possibility.

'-o

toire.-» As a. :duei they reridred
"Nedd and. SyRio':(Paglici);
in which they wÑe heard to'advantage., The following vening
Miss May Blyth (sopranQ), and
Mr Robert Parker (bariton'-')
were the star atiste's, the foimer
contributing several items from
Weber and Mascagni and the
latter from \Vagner. Thewireless public appreciated very
highly this delightful change
from the ordinary programme

-

-EJ

Mtny people in the Birmingham district are woiidering what
vi1l he the effect upoi broadcasting of the proposed new Post
Office wireless station at Rugby
This, it is said, vill be one of
the largest stations in the wòrld,
and as Rugby is Only some thirty
miles from Birmingham, it is
-feared that there may be some
interference with the broadcasting of the local station. Everyoii is hoping that the Post Office
authorities will do their, best to
-

recently
listerers
were
entertained by operatic singers,
members of the British National
Opera Company. Osi Thursday,
November 22, Miss Beatrice
-Miranda (soprano and Mr. Wm.
.Mihael
(bas)
contributed
several itenis from their. i-eDer-

.

.

.

- Sc6ftisl1

GL.1SGOIV.

Special
7.15-10.30,

:

.....

D

(SAT.).-3.3o-4.3o,

-

D

Children's Concert.
Station Orchestra; Lieut. \rthur
Spiy, Talk, on the Battle of the
Falkiands; and Miss Norah Leslie
Pigott, humorous songs at the
-piano.
9th (SuN.).-8.3o-Io.15, Programme
by the Station Orchestra; Station
Repertory Choir and Miss Nellie
Demp.ster, soprano. '840, Address
by- the Rev.- D. F., Crick,

-

D

the engineers at this station were
doing their-utmost o reach Uncle
Birmingham and MariSam.
chester, as usual, were most
çlusive, Glasgow and Aberdeen
coming tiirougli witn about twice
-.
their volume.

Dance

humorous. pianisms.-

.
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the

we have heard from

finest

The technical part was
perfect, whilst singers and
orchestra united in an exceptionally brilliant
production,
securing the true " atmosphere,"
which almost compensated for
the absence of vision.
ZY.
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Forthcoming Events
DECEMBER.
'
ib (WED.).-3.3o, 2ZY Tris.
.jo,
Qrgan Recital, Piccadilly Picture
House. 7.45, Eighth Symphonv
Concert by 2ZY Augmented Orchestra, conducted by Mr. Dan
Godfrey, Jun., A.R.A.M.; " A
Night with the Old Masters"
Miss Jo: Lamb, Salo Volin.
6th (TuuRs.).-iI.3o, 2ZY Trio.
6.30,
Girl Guides' and Boy
Scouts' Bulletins. 6.40, German
Talk. 7.5, Concert sb. from
Glasgow. 9.45, Talk on "A Ti-ip
to the Moon " by Mr.' W. R.
Stokes, F.R.Á.S.
th (FRI.).-3.30, oncert.bv
V. \Vhitworth, soprano. .Ime.
Shea, elocutionist. Mr. H. Read,
.

-

.

-

-

-

.

-

H. J Davies,
bass baritone. 6.30, 2ZY Orchestra. 7.45, 2ZY Opera Company
-. 1n "Faust" (GounoI).
8th (SAT.).-1.o, Oxford Pcture
House Órchestra. 6.30, Organ
Rachael Hunt, contralto. io.io,
7.4, Keyboard Kitty. 8, Miss
Miss
Madge Taylor, soprano.
io.io,
Rachael Hunt, contralto.
Football results.
9th (SuN).-8, Talk to Young
People, by Mr. S. G. Honey.
Talk b% Canon Shimwell on
.." The Coming Conference on
Politics and Economics
. Christian
of Citizenship." 8.45, Mr. Sidney
Miss
Wright, solo violincello.
Beatrice Miranda, of British
Mr.
National Opera Company.
Joseph Farrington, bass.
ioth (M0N.).-3.3o, 2ZY Orchestra.
,
Mainly Feminine.. Mr. C. P.
Crowther. vill speak on "Things
Japanese." 6.30, Boys' Brigade
Bulletin.
6.35, French Talk.
vIolin.

solo

-.
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-

-

-

-

--Wireis Wéelily

-

r%k.

-

6.45, Talk on " Photography."
by Mme.

iith (Tuss.).-Concert

Ella Goodfellow, mezzo-soprano.
Mr. A. Davies, tenor. Mr. A. G.
Mr. J. Bowden,
Yates, bass.
6.30, 2ZY
dialect entertainer.
Orchestra. Mi-. Klinton Shepherd.
8.45, Percy Phlage.

Talk.

9.40, Spanish

-

TEW4STLE.-A.consid

9th (Sux.).-8.o, Rev.

A:-Thomis,

-Address. Miss Constance \\ rilis,
able improvement in the reBritish National Opera Company,
ception of simultaneous broadcontralto. Mr. Lambert Harvey,
casting has been noted ecently,
tenor. Mr. G Van Hee, 'cello.'
a great deal of unpleasant
joth
(MON.).-3.45, Miss Eva Smitli
noises having been e1iminat'l:
Mr..\V. J. Starke,
soprano.
There is incidentally a curio
banjo.
error current locally as to the
xith (TuEs.).-3.45, Miss A. Armmanner in which telephony is restrong, pianist. Mr. J. Kellev,
relayed and radiated. The view
7.30, 5N0 Orchestra.
baritone.
held by a large majority of the
MissMr. G. Hodgson, tenor.
uninitiated appears to be that t :-- Elsie Downing, sopranQ. .
is received from 2 LO in a teleD---D
D
phone receiver or loud-speaker
of
NO's
which is placed in front
5
C' FIEEFIELD.-T he
remarkmicrophone.
:able. strides hich have been
-.
-T: -made in the scie'e of wireU
D
.0
.telephony were, testified
belje
ve are crrect
when
this,
the first wirekss relas
.stating that many would like to station, finally
became a recog
see a little more variety in the
nised
and
official
fact b the
Monday evening concerts transmitted from 2 Lo. Is there any ceremony of declaring it open,
definite reason that it should hé performed by the Lord Mayor.
The relay station, together
a symphony concert each
with
a compact studio for the
We have heard no regrets at the
once-a-week
broadcasting proomission of the men's hour from
gramme, is in Corporation Street,
recent programmes.
near the city's centre, but the
actual opening ceremony took
o
o
o
place away up on the western
Forthcoming Events
heights of the city, in the beauti-.
ful Mappin Hall of She1ield
.DECEMBER.
n1\'ersity.
5th (WED.)-3.45, Mr. J. W. Smith,
tenor.
l'ik.
\\'.
A. Crosse,
SiMultaneous Broadcatlsng
Rood
Events.
contralto. Mr. Norman Curry,
..
baritone.
DECEMBER.
7th (FR1.).-7.Io, Film Critique.
9th (SuN.).-Organ Recital.
Party.
Literary
thi
Mo.).-7.io,
7th (Fm.).-3.45, Mr. Ralph Elliott,
Critique. 9.10, Lieut.-Col. Mumpiano.
liss Noral Allinson,
mary.
soprano.
Mr. A.. Seabridce
violin.
ith (Tues.)._Savoy Orpheans.
7.30, Schubert Eening.
Mr. Lambert Harev, tenor. Mr.
r
12th
Dramatic
C" ED.).-7.lo,
Joseph Farrington, Ï..ondon, bass.
ritique.
Miss Beatrice Miranda, British
(1'HuRs.).7. I0
M1I5C
i3th
Company,
National
Opera
Critique. 7.25, Radio Society.
soprano; Messrs. H. Yeaman aid.
8.30-9.30, " Little Nellie Kelly:"
Geo. Dodds, duets with two
Act f, from
the New 'Oxford
pianos.
Theatre. 94s Sir Villiam Bull.
8th (ST.).-3.45, Mr. and liss
i4th (FRI.).-.9.4o-I " Little Nellie
Golightly, duets. Miss Robbins,
Kell," Act Il.
'cello. 7.30, 5N0 Orchestra. Mr.
'
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Hudson Barnsley, baritone. Electric Sparks Concert Party.
Miss
Elyn Wilson, soprano.

!' Pagliacci."
15th
8.50-9.30, Roosters Concert Party.

(SAr.).-7.3o,

m-ii,

Savoy Orpheans.

THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF "MÒDERN WIRELESS"
-

This issue contains, together with other interesting contributions, the following
"A Cabinet 2-valve magnifier.," by Percy W. Harris. "What to do with three Valves,"
by John Scott-Taggart. "Loud-speakers and How they Work," by E. Alexander. "Some
new American Single-valve Circuits," by A. D. Cowper.
-
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Staff Editor

uarzomet.r and choke coil for use zitli 1/jis circuit

of

Short stub axles pass through
stable series-tuiied
centre holes in the 'ebonite, and
anode method of H:F. amplification on the shorter waves make electrical connection with
ecribed by the writer in' Wire- 'the rotor-coils as usual.
\Then wound with 64 turns'
less lVee1v, Vol. i, No. ig, a
No. 22 S.W.G. d.c.c:'vire in the
tuning-coil'or variomete of un8 stator slots, and 6o turns of-the
usuall high inductance value,
together with low H.F. resistance same wire in the 6 rotor slo-ts,
'and miheral cìstributed capacity this túnes 'from bèlow' 300 to
'is required.
l'hos'e who try this circuit, will
fluIU'}.
be apt to meet with disappoint'mn.t a regards degree of atrfpli:ficatioiì, if they are tempted' to
-use the brdinary type of plug-in
,coil of» the requisite inductanc
value (No. ioo or 150), or variometers wound with a great deal
of crowded fine wire. The utmost
freedom of ôscillation is required
for good amplification; thé rélative high H.F. resistance of such
inductances, which were, of
course, desi'hed rather for
longer-wave reception, militates
greatly against this.
'
In the original article there
The Complete Variometer.
vas described a form of 3-pilehe

í23

FOR THE COWPER

INDUCTANCES

1N

Decé'i;zlfer5,

.

This föriiiof-variometcr is paticúlñrl' handy for trial adjustmerits of iìumbers of turns, etc.,
and forms incidentally a usèful
low-resistance variotheter for
-general use.
With rotor and
stator 'windings' connected
paiallel, it gives excellent results
on the sho,rt waves as an A.T.1.
The other alternative is a fixed
coil of high indúctane vàlue 'and
low HF. resistance and capacity,
tuned by the,'mjnimum possib4e
propoition of a o.00oi F variable condenser in parallel with it,
This gives a slightly lower degree
of amplification than the variometer described above, but many
'may prefer it, as the 0.0001
low-minimum air-dielectric variable condenser is a standard
component, and .it is easy to
arrange for two stages of HF.
amplification tO be tuned by
single control, by winding two
similar anode coils and tuning
these by two coupled (but wholly insulated) 00001 ¿sF variable condensers
A high-minimum mica-dielec..
tric condenser is unsuitable for

-

-

-

-

I1P!1

'

-_

oiirtd virloinetel suittble foi
/ NAÇIÇSAWJ4QTS
this urpose, with about 8o turns
in all of No '22 S.\V.G dc.c.
tise lere.,
xperiment as .s lown
wire.
A suitable fixed inductance is
2h"
that excellent results are obtained
readily made by Vifl(liflg 72
i
with a varipmeter mde up v.ith turns of No. 22 S.W.G. d.c.c.
both ro'tor and stator ¡n the form
¿
1
wire,
12 turns in each of 6 slots,
of the-iultipe:mi'niature .framè- '
Ieach
in. deep, of a fram--.
aerial introduced by Mr.- P. W.
e.,;
aerial type of former similar to
'Harri, to' which refercnc wäs
that illustrated in the' first article
made 'in that article.
':
in Wireless Weekly, 'Vol. -2,
As shown in the fig.ire, the
No. ig; with sides i in. wide
former 'for: both thtor and stator
6 in. long, of three-ply vood,
consistsofa. frnie constructed
'3/16
in. 'ebonite, or fibre. This
r
of two beht strips of ebonite and
L
will tuneas an anode inductance
two No.. 2 B.A. screwed brass
with a low-minimum o.000i ¿iF
rods. The -ends of the ebonite
4" ________ .
variähle' condenser (7-plate) in
comb.
by
a
strip's aré éut -,into
Constructional details of the
parallel with it from 3oo to about
. Sta toy and Rotor forurers.
hack-saw slots, and are then
550 metres wave-length and
bent through 45 degrees by
mmersing them in hoili'ngwater about:400 metres waye.lengt!i in 'has 'the rèqyisite lov H:F.
the sei tes tuned anodi position
resistance and low capacity
for a minute bending them with
alone or from below 300 to 460
The tacho chokes necesary for
the fingeis and pliers and hold
metres -with a low-minimum
tls'rnode-o,f H.F couling can
ing them in cold water until cold
to itain their sh-ipe
i he 0 0001 1uF variable condenser ni be wouid on similar formet s with
n;deej' ai-ici about 1h.
(wider) centre 'tooth- is lft 'tin- -parallel. - The wave-length ràng --6sfot
bent in the.case ofthe statorand can .readiiy..be extended by .put.of No. 26 S.W.'G;'d:c.c. wire
ting on a few more turns of wire.
suffic&s for ea:h choke.
carries the brass rods.
.
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AMERICAN BRØADCAST-I4ECEPTION.
reßos

received from

.

reaers

-.

Date.

Call
Sign.

Wavelength
in metres

I-IO-23
23-10-23
26-10-23

\VGY
WMAF

380
360

WGY

400

WGY

360
8o

IIII--23
14-I L-2

-

-

-Name..
Kirkpatrick

J.G.W.
,,

E.T.R.

J

19-II-23
-

400

J.G.W.
H.J.V.

380
380

G.S.

EJ.R.

400
.

.

.

380
-

.

TG H
-

.

L.V.McN.
A.D.C.

-

-

,,

,.

-

F.L.
J.N.D.

.

24-II-23 KDKA

JiF.-Detector-2
-

-

.. 1.30-2.30
1.30-2.0

..

L.F

Walsall ..
Liverpool

..

i

..

i

....

2

1.0

-2 30
-2.50

-4.r)

23O-3.3

-

ii o - -

A

.

H.F.-Dètector-i L.F. .. 11.0 -12.0
H.F.-Detector-2 L.F... 12.45-1.45

(Dual.)
Marconiphone V.z.A.

=

-

.

.. 7 0 -7.50.
H.F.-Detector-r:L.F.« ... i.i5-2.15
ii.o
.:-.
'.-.
Manchéstér- .. Detector-i L.F.
:- 12.30-1.45
Okehampton, -: rH.F.-Detector
Kirkpatrick
Walsall ..

:::

..

':.

:.-:

--

i

-

-

.

t...

Devon.

.:

...

.

-

.

Detector

Grantham
Lincs.
.
South Shields
Norwich

Stalybridge
Redcar

... Dector-x L.F
.

-

I

.

:-

-

:
. .--.

.

-

25

II 05-II

.......
:.

-

:-:

H.F.-Detector-i L.F.

WW. Circuit No. ¡6

..

Modified" All Concert
Recei er

.

=

r

..

11.0

-1.20

11.05-11.25:

-,

.

-

12.40-L55

.-

;

....

-

..

:

-

-

----.
..
HF.-Detector-2L.F.

1102-----

..

i
L.V.McN. South Shields
In this casé reception was carried on by the üse of a frame aerial only.

360

*

0

2.0

.

Marconiphone V

-

19-II--23-

-

-

-

Kirkpatrick

GW

J.C.

,,

i

.

M.V.R.

-

,,

:-

Bristol
Kew Gardens,
Surrey.

H.J.V.

18-XI-23

-

Marconiphone V.2.A.

-

.

16-II-23

-.

..

-

.

S

G.M.T."

Receiver.

-

I

-

-

;

.

.

:-

-

11.34-12.08
:

-

-

b

:
-

,

t

-.

-

-

-

-

-

H

--

--

s

:-

Our photograph shows Mr. West of the B.B.C. with the eceiving apparatus at sLO on which the opera fr0 of
"Old Vic was received on Nov. 24th, tifus eliminating the usual land-line.
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-SUPER-REGENERATIVE CIRCUITS;
ARE THEY WORTH WHILE?
-

-

-

By JOHN SCOTT TAGGART

F Inst P Edito,

Some critical remarks regarding super-regenerative circuits and circuits which ire supposed to
be

are becoming popular-much too
popular. \Ve have a super
a super that, and in 75
this,
per cent. of the cases the
imagined effect is not obtained.
Personally, I have become very
suspicious of many circuits which
claim super-regenerative proOne in point is the
perties.
autoplex circuit, an American
arrangement for which characteristic claims have been made.
ThiS circuit was reproduced in
pur issue of Nov. 14, together
with our statement that, so far
as 'e were concerned, this was
This, of
an untried circuit.
urse, is iii accordance with our
recognised pplicy not to advocate anything which has not been
fully tested out by ourselves.
The article resulted in an interesting letter, which we published
iñ our issue of Nov. 28.'
While a record of work and
experience of this nature is of
great interest, not only to ourselves, but to our readers, yet I
am inclined to think that many
of. the conclusions of our correspondent are not only hasty but
inaccurate. I do not myself see
how the final Circuit he gives in
Fig.
on page 676 car, act in a
super-regenerative manner at ail.
The autoplex circuit, as published
in the American periodicals,
might readily be explained by
siiply regarding the duolateral
còil in the grid circuit as an alternative to a gridleak, the actual
aerial circuit consisting of the
ariometer and the grid to filapient capacity. A circuit of tlis
kind using a leak across grid and
filament was used in the Air.
Force during the war.
The
arrangement of our correspondent in Fig. 5 on page 676

al

-

-

'1:
SUPERLATIVES

--

super-regenerative.

seems to 'be more or less 'an
ordinary arrangement in which
the aerial is connected to the
intermediate poin.t between the
Burndept S4 and the variometetin the grid circûit.
I have come to the conclusion
that a very large proportion of
those 'who have been experimenting with super-regeneration are
merely obtaining good results
because of ordinary regeneration
or reaciion. The high-pitched
whistle is a clue as to whether
being
super-regeneration
is
obtained or not. The absence of
the high-pitched whistle may. in
gonerl be taken as an indication
that super-regeneration is absent
and that the ordinary reaction
effect is being obtained.
This
reaction effect will certainly
result in very good signals being
obtained, and if the valve is
oscillating and the middle point
of the beat note with the carrier
i
obtained, long distandes may
be accomplished, and it is the
people who are doing this sort of
thing who cause such a great
amount of interference to their
neighbours. Experimenters have
been so accustomed to avoid reaction on the aerialthat when they
use it they imagine that they are
getting a
super-regenerative
effect.

These remarks apply to both
Armstrong's and Flewelling's
circuits. In both circuits it is a
very simple matter to be obtaining only ordinary reaction and to
be imagining that a superregenerative effect is being obIn reality the experitained.
menter is only making a nuisance
of himself to his neighbours.
Another fallacy is that good
super-regençrative effects are
obtainable on an outdoor aerial.
Even if such effects are obtainable, which is very -doubtful,:the

.'

results are bound to be very poor,
and for
this reason superregenerative and Flewelling cii'cuits are inevitably bound up
ith frame aerials or small indoor
aerials tliree,or four feet 'long.
On an outdoor aerial a dual
amplification circuit is unquestionably the ideal thing to use,
although here the type of circuit
-to be -employed depends upon
whether loud signals or long
ranges are (leSired.
If wetake it that frame aerials
are esseñtiaTl to super-regeneration andrifsuperregenerative dr-cuits are ued òn outdoor aerials
no better rsults are obtáined
than with ordinary reaction, Ñe
are faecl. ith the obvious ques" Is
tion
super-regeneration
worth wliile "
At the risk of being regarded
as a heretic, I must say that s
far as developments have gone
already, I do not think that superregenerative circuits are worthy
of any general interest being
taken in them. Of course, from
the purely experimental point of
view, the circuits are interesting,
but from the point of view of
the great mass of expèrimenters,
there is not very much advantage.
in trying to get with a very small
aerial what can be got very much
better on a larger one. Even in
the case of flats an indoor aerial
and an earth will, with a suitable
circuit, give btter results than a
frame aerial with a superregenerative circuit. In my view,
super-regenerative circuits have
their application in portable sets
for detectives, perhaps for motorcars, and for similar very special
purposts.
Iii the case of the
avçrage experimenter who is, out
more for results.than for certain
interesting tcchnica effects, thè
siperregeneratiy.e. çiçcui.t - is a
vil1-o' -the-wisp.
'

-
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A WINDER
FOR TUBULAR COILS.

has
E

VERYONE who has tried
found by experience bow
difficult it is to get windings
evenly and tightly on to a tubular
former. 1f one is making up a
sgIe layer inductance wound
with enamelled w ire for use with
a sliding contact it is essential
that the turns should be touching
one another, and that they should
be so tight that there is no chance
for the contact points of the
lider to cause them to ruck up.
Winding low-frequency transfoi-mers is such a tedious job
without a machine of some kind
that no one who is not endowed
/oee

,Vz'rs

8.A.RoDk,'2Lc'NG

2"

MEcc4No SrR,Á'_LI
Fig.

I.

Constructional details
of the winder.

with the patience of a saint and a
Chinaman's genius for taking
pains can possibly tackle the job
successfully. It is, for example,
quite a usual task to have to put
from 2,000 to 3,000 turns on the
primary and fron three to five
times that number MU to the
secondary
The little devicé to be described
can be made up from such odds
and ends as are to be found in
every wireless man's workshop
with the exception of a 12-lfl.
length of 2B.A. screwed rod,
which is not an expensive item.
It is so arranged that tubes of
any size from i in. to 3 in. in
diameter and of any length up to
ound with the
9 in. can be
greatest ease. If it is desired to
vith a sm'aller
niake up
i1s
diameter than i in. a second pair
òf cones tapered from, say ¡n.
to i in., should bé providçd.
The foundatiòn of the winder
in.
is a piece of any

vd

thick, 12
long and 5 in. wide.
On this are mounted two endpieces also of in. wood and 5 in.
fl.

sq ua re.

Diagonal lines are ruled across
these, and at the point of intersection a in. hole is drilled. A
slot
in. wide is then cut from
the top edge of the end-piece into
which are inserted two standard
condenser spindle bushes from
opposite sides, as shown in the
drawing. On either face of each
end-piece a little swing hook
fastening is. mounted.
This
serves to keep bush and spindle
in place when winding is in progress, but allows the work to be
inserted or taken out of the
machine very quickly.
Two cones of hard wood are
now turned up tapering from i in.
to 3 in. If the workshop does
not contain a lathe this is a job
that any joiner will undertake at
very small cost. Through the
centre of each is drilled a 2B.A.
clearance hole.
The spindle is now placed n
position, as shown in the drawing. At the left hand end is i
nut secured Liv a lock-nut. Inside the left end-piece is a thirJ
nut between which and the bush a
spring washer may be ipserted ii
-found necessary. Another nut
comes against the smaller face
of the left cone, and is tightened
hard down so that this cone is
immovable. ihe right cone is
free to travel up and down the
spindle, the limit of its movement towards the right being
bv another nut.
When an inductance is to be
wound the spindle with its
bushes is removed en bloc. The
crank and the right cone are
taken off and the tube is forced
lightly on to the left cone. The
right cone is then slipped on to
the spindle and tightened firmly
into the tube by means of its nut.
The crank is then replaced and
the spindle with the tube mounted
upon it is reinserted into the slots
in the end pãeces.
Tite crank itself is made from
a meccano strip of any coñveneiit

st

WeeKly

length.. For the handle nothing
is better than one obtained either
from an old sewing machine, or
even from some disused kitchen
utensil, such as a mincing
machine or a knife cleaner.
When using the device it is
usually most convenient to place
it quite close to the left hand edge
of a table and to fix it in place
by means of an ordinary clamp..
If, however, coil winding is fre.
quently undertaken, it may be
made into a permanent workshop
fixture, being screwed to the end
of the bench.
R. W. H.

I

DoernDrnrnDouoDbmDDDrJJ
9 A USE FOR BURNT-OUT 9
TRANSFORMERS.
H
9

D.
D
DDDDDDmDDDDDDDDDDDDDEI3
.

L.F. transformers
bunt out they are generi
ally thrown at one side
and left to rust.
Usually one
winding is burned out only-the
primary.
The secondary forms
a powerful choke, and as such
may be used for impedapce
coupled L.F. amplification.
The circuit is similar to thM of
the tuned-anode H.F. coupling,
WHEN

JEC.jOOC2#F

I.

J..

Circvii illustrating position
of transformer.
except that the coil is replaced by
Fig.

-

i.

the secondary of the transfornier.
A fixed condenser of 0.002 1iF
should be connected across the
choke, to by-pass H.F. currents.
It is necessary to use a grid
sF
condenser of about 0.005
capacity, and a grid leak of about
2 meeohms. connected between
grid and L.T. negative.
The amplification is not quite
so great as wit1i the usual transformer, hut quite a useful amount
of amolification per valve is
obtainable. An advantage ove.r
resistance counled amplificatiofl,
in which the choke is replaced h
a 5o,000 ohm resistance, is that
-only the normal H.T. voltage i
'required.

-k

(I,

E.L:S
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E are asked to announce
that members of the

Radio Society of Great
Britain, who desire to attend the
lecture which vill be given by
Mr. John Gray, B.Sc., of the
Institute of Aeronautical Engineers on " Leader Cable
System for Electrical Steering of
Aeroplanes," at the Royal
Society of Arts, at 7.30 p.m., on
Dècember 14, shQuld send a postcard to the Hon. Secretary of the
Radio Society, Mr. L. McMichael, 32, Quex Road, West
Hampstead.

El'

D

D

At an annual general meetin
of the Radio Society of Great
Britain, to be held on December
19 at the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, it will be the duty of
members to elect officers and
cómmittee for the forthcoming
year, and a new constitution will
be submitted for approval. This
constitution will provide for closer
union with the affiliated societies.

D

meeting of the Radio Transmitters' Society will take place
on Friday, December 7, at 6.30
p.th., at the' LondOn School of
Economics, Room 58B. when a
discussion on " Aerial Design for
200 Metres Transmission " will
be opened by Mr. George Leslie
Morrow (6UV). All members of
the Radio Transmitters' Society
are asked to 'make an effort to
attend this meeflng, to bring
their friends and join in the informal discussion which will
follow Mr. Morrow's opening
remarks.
-

D

D

D

of the outstanding pubfeatures- at the recent
Wireless Exhibition at the White
City was the - large illuminated
model of the R. I. transformer.
The interest taken in this model
licity

.

-

The following is an extract
from a report by the Operator-ink
Charge of s.s. Monica Seed,
which is fitted with a orystal
receiver by the Radio Communication Co. :When trading to Hamburg,
I was able to hear the broadcasting from London, Newcastle,
Glasgow, at distances to 400
miles; I have also heard Newcastle as far away as Stettin;
We are at
about 600 miles.
present .at Cadiz, Spain, about
i,000 miles from England, and I
can hear Bournemouth, and also
London when They send their
simultaneous broadcast, musid

filled to overflowing.

A series of
Papers was read, among which.
were included, the following
" General Principles Involved in.
the Accurate Reproduction of'
Sound by Means of a Loudspeaker" ('Prof. A. O. Rankihe
D.Sc.); "Theory of Loudspeaker Design " (L. C. Pocock,
B.Sc.); " The Sources of Disto:-.
tion iii the Amplifier '' (Prof.
C. L. Fortesçue) ; ' The Açoust'c
Problems of the Gramophone
(H. L. Porter, B.Sc.); .' The
Relative Importance of each Frequency Region in the Audible.
Spectrum;
Measuremeñts on
Loud-speakers '' (E. K. Sandeman, B.Sc.); "The Over-tones of
Receiver Diaphragms " (Prof.
J. T. MacGregor-Morris a'nd
Prof. E. Mallett, M.Sc. (Eng.);.
" Auditorium Acoustics and the.
Loud-speaker " (G. A. Sutherland, MA.); and ' Improvements in the 'Loud-speaking Telephone" (S..G. Ri-own, F.R.S.).

D

D

D

are asked by tle British
Ba,ftery
Supply
Service
to
anñounce that their advertisenient apearing in Vol. 2, No. 6,
in connection withthé supplying
of charged. accumulators should
read
For
a quarter
only is 3cl..a week inclusive.
tVe

......

D

'D
D
On Thursday; November 29, a
joint meeting of tlìe Physical
Socie-ty of London a-nd the Institution of Electrical Engineers
was held at the latter body's

headquatters in Savoy. Place,
Victoria Embankment.
The
object of the meeting was a disk
dussion on " Loud Speakers for
Wireless and Other Purposes'?
and the popular interest of the
subject was attested by the
remarkably -large attendance;- the
main hail of the Institute being
-

.

-

-

being exceptionallj clear."

D

D

A

-n.e

has induced the manufacturers,
Radio Instruments, Ltd., to haie
a number of similar models
built, and these will be available to prominent dealers -in
various parts of the country for
vindmv
display during the
Christmas season.

D

Various interesting points in th
Papers vere illustrated by demonstrations. By means of an
resembling
tie
apparatus
Western Electric public address
system the actual effect on speech
of suppressing cert&n frequencies was shown, the existence bf
stationary waves in the air was
demonstrated, and a very striking experiment was performed to.
show by means of Chladni'.
figures themode of vibration of a
telephone diaphragm at vario-us
frequencies. Mr. S. G. Brown
demonstrated and explained the
Frenophone, and a speech from
Capt. Eckersley dQscribing a new
loud-speaker having a diaphraem
approximately 12 ins, in dia-.
meter, -composed of radially
pleated paper concluded the prcceedings. This latter instrument,
also, was cl-emonsfra{ed on 2L0's
transmissioii.
-

-

-

-
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IMPROVING

CII

EAP TEL1PHOÑES.

OTHINO that one can do
will conyert
really bad
headphones into good ones,
but one can do a good deal to
rake badly-designed ones a great;
deal more comfortable for the
head than they are when first purchased. There is perhaps nothing
more irksome in wireless than to
have to wear for any length of
time a heavy headset which
presses on one's crown and vhose
eat-pieces squeeze the ears until
one feels almost as if caught between th jaws of a rat-trap.

I

OLO //yN&q

SS&?
F1.

i-The

rc.'BE

SOU'r/O/v
ear.pad fitted to (he 'phone.

The first part of the process of
improving uncomfortable 'phones
is to bend the bands gently until
they are afit for the head. This
can be done without any rièk of
breaking them ii they are held between the forefinger and thumb
of the left hand an( siaped very
gradually with the right. Be
careful not to make them gape
too large, otherwise the ncrivers
will not fit closely enough to the
ears, and faint signals may pass
undetected.
Here is a simple tip which provides both an ear protector and
a soundproof connection between
'phones and ears. Obtain a 6-in.
length of an old motor-cycle inner
tube with a diameter of about 2
Roil it up as one does a
in.
rubber handle of a cricket bat
preparatory to putting it on.
Leave about i in. unrolled and
force this end over one of the
receiver caps, as shown in Fig. r.
If necessary, it may be retained
in place by means of a binding of
rubber tape. Force the rolled up
part tightly against the cap, and
apply a little rubber solution to its
turns. Hold it until the solution

WeeKly

The

substitu-

tion of these will often be found
to work wonders.- Should they
be rather too large when purchased they can easily bè cut to
size with a strong pair of scissors..
Cáre must, however, be taken to
'see that they are not buckled iñ
the process.
Another common fault is that
the diaphragris are placed too
far away from the poles of the
magnets.
The only way to
reniedy this is to rub down the
case very carefully on a piece ot
smooth
carbot-undum
stoné,
taking great care that the edge is
kept absolutely level all round.

is:set. The pad will then be
ready for use.
If the weight öf the 'phones is
such that pressure on top of the
head becomes objectionable when
they are vorn for any length of
time, a little pad should be made
and attached to the underside of
each of the metal bands.
The
best wa of fixing it is to drill a
few small holes in the band and
to stitch through these.
One of the most objectionable
R.W.H.
features
of some makes of
'phones is their propensity for
tearing out tufts of the hair just
above the ears every time that
AN H.T. BATTERY CONthey are taken off.
This is
NECTOR FOR FLASHcaused by the pincer-like action of
the bands at the point of juncLAMP CELLS.
tion. A simple tip for remedying
this nuisance is to make a triMANY amateurs are availangular sleeve of linen or canvas
ing Themselve5o the excellong enough to cover the joint
lent economical H.T. batand to extend about
in. UD
the bands. When thisis don'e tery made up of flash-lamp cells
hairs cannot possibly get into the obtainable at from 2S. 6d. to 4S
V between the bands, and one is a dozen, which give gQod service
for months if bridged b.y a 2
safe from being plucked.
microfarad condenser and re
newed when they test below
3 volts. The diflìculty vih these
cells is the provision of a reliable
and easily-replaced connection
CAN VA '5
between the cells. Bending the
brass strips over and soldering
5EEvE
together, often recommended, is
a troublesome, precarious job,
and makes replacement difficult,
whilst the soldering of short connecting v ires is similarly objecThe small spring
tionable.
clips illustrated in Fig. i, cut
out of, say, No. 22 sheet brás
with an old pair of strong scissors, are easily made, give firm
edntact, and allow of replace.
ment of a cell in a few seconds;
The two side pieces are bent at
Fig. 2.-The 'phone cistion in position.
right angles, as shown at the
dotted lines; the strip is thea
Though, as we have said, baci folded in the centre and pinched
'phones cannot be made good, clown at the bend so as to press
something can be done in many the' ends together with considercases to improve their perform- able spri ng. Slight bell-mouthances to a certain extent. In the ing (with the end of narrow
first place, if the caps arc re- pliers) renders application easier.
The ¡ong connecting strip on the
mm-ed it will often be found that
the diaphragms are thick and battery is doubled down and
heavy. Light stalloy diaphragms bent as shown, and the clip is
can be purchased for about 6d. a simply pushed clown on to the
(ConIinred on page 727).
pair from many firms of telephone

i.
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RANDOM TECHNICALITIES
By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant Editor.
A Jew notes of gencral intcrest to

EVEIALréadrs

.

.

the

whatever was counted a succes,' ahd vhen
a few faint sounds of telephony, so weak that
the ufniost concentration was necessaiy to.
hear thèm, woûld sátify the ardent devotee.
The néw puhli which is taking up
broadcasting, ¡iots â scientific hohby«but
as a means of aailing itself of the exQellent programmes nów provided, is likely
to feel itelf cheated if it is sold séts which
give signals of such feeble intensity.

6f Wireless Weekly

häve. -sked me to give thém an
idea oL what would normally be. the
:"'
receiving range of the Pea-nut Reinart
receiver recently described in this journal.
writing. the article I
At the time
many statements, as,
not make
dici
although the set liad been tested on broadcasting from several stations, I preferred to
ivait a little and give the instrûthent ñiore
xliautive tet before publishing thè results.
I have now had many opportunities óf trying
it out, alid have no hesitation in stating that
on the average aerial atid' in normal coridi-tions all the British broadcasting stations
Recently I took the
can be easily received
instrument to Woking, a distance of 20 01
At this distance t
or_e miles from 2L0
was Just possible to hear London on a
Ducon," although signals were very faint,
but with an -indoor aerial consisting of afew
yards of wire taken out of the room and tipstairs we could hear London quite well in
two piirs of telephones.With a hastilyrigged outdoor aerial, consisting of a single
vire taken out of the window up to an insulator suspended from the window above and
thence to a clothes-prop not more than 8 ft.
high, all of the B.B.C. stations, with the exception of Aberdeen,. were heard in broad,
'daylight, Bournemouth coming in particulady well. I Jiave just l)eard that a friend at
Letchworth Iìas built up the receiver and
obtained even better results, using in this case
bright '' aid not '' dull '' emitters. Considering that high-frequency is not used,.the
results with this circtiit are certainly gdod,
and, ünlike the usual' Reinartz, there seenis
to be 'no loss whatever from using this partictilar.fom of"aeriàl coupling.

-.

f

-

*

Î was soriy to see.

-

.

-

'

'at
'

-

,

.

-

-

. .

that crystal 'sets werd

tation signals on a crystal receiver, save ii
skilled han with abnormally good aerial,
re far .too weakto sàtisfy the average broad
listener. We areno longer 'in the times
whei the reception of any 'virejess signals

A rather rare fault which gave me great
deal of worry a few evenings ago will pérhaps
interest the readers of Wireless IVeekly. I
had been building a two-vale note magîiifying unit, and ori completion tried it out with
mv usual test, e a pair of telephones connected to each end of the set and a watch laid
on the face of the input telephones
The
ticking of the watch %Ibrates the diaphragm,
the movement of the diaphragm sets up
minute electric- currents, -and these, beir'amplified by the niagnifyin unit,. gievèry
loud ticks in the telephones. I tried-thefifst.
valve and then the second, and obtained good
clear results with thé degree of magnification
I had expectéd: I then connected it up to a
receiving set (2 lI;F:nd i detector), and
adj usted it on' aniateu r wavelengths., With
the first magnifying valve in èiruit, excellent
results were obtained.' \Vith th second,
tremen dotis howling was set up. The howl-'
ing was immediately remedied by connecting
the two cores together7 but there iemai ned:
the most violent distortioii I- have ever héard.
- After testing every, part,
I 'fouirid that 'the
'econd transformer was faulty,, whereupon I:
replaced it by 'a brand new'transformei- of.
another make. Result, no howling, l)ut
again the same violent distortion I
The
chance that this transformer also was faulty
s remote, and a thorough test of the 'rest
of' the set showed that èvérythipg else as
'apparently ¡n 'good irder. Testé ofilie'
transformer hved that this, too, was perfect. After some hours of. testin it occurred
to me to replce the second'alye ockt. This
immediately remedied -the tr,ouhle Tesis o-'
'the socket showed that 'it as tlioroghIy bad
ir insulation.
."- z

*

)eing sold ¡n Woking for broadcast reception. 'At 20 miles from a broadcasting

-j:

experime;zter and home constructor:

:

'
'

-
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'PHONES IN EVERY

holes in the ebonite into which
the are screwed at very small
ROOM.
-exense should your tool outfit
not contain suitable taps and
,N EVERAL enthusiasts of the dies.
acquaintance have SO
One of the sockets is cut off
wired their houses that quite short, so that when a plug
though the receiving set itself is is pushed home its tip protrudes
not moved, telephones or loud- for a quarter of an inch or so.
speaker may be plugged o The other is left full length.
instantly in any room. This is
A strip of sheet brass in. wide
perhaps further. than most of us and
in. long is now cut out.
To one end of it is pinñed a
square of in. thick ebonite, the
S°R/N
pìns being short lengths of brass
wire riveted over lightly. To
the short socket is soldered an L,,.
shaped piece of sheet brass in.
G wide whose horizontal portion
comes about 3-32
below the
bottom of the socket.
The long ebonite tipped blade is
soldered to the uncut socket and
r
is bent so that it springs hard
against the L-haped piece fixed

WeeKly

They are then clamp.ed-tig-htly in
a vice and two i-in, holes i in.
apart are drilled as shown right
through from edge to edge.

(

.writer's

t.

/

i

j...

fl.

i.-Illnslrating

Fig.

the 'phone

connection.

X\
.,

It is, howwould wish to go.
ever, a great advantage to instal
a certain number of wall plugs so
that the reception of broadcasting
is not confined to the wireless
den.
The ordinary jack is not quite
suited for the purpose owing to
its comparatively great length.

í/4rt

T

.1,

rE,NAzs 9'
Fig. 3.-Tile plug in

Fig. 2.-Details of the socket,
-

-

We need something of the same
kind, however, so that the circuit
shall be automatically remade
when the plug is removed from
Fig. i gives, a
the socket.
general idea of what is required.
A very neat little fitting can be
made up in the way shown in
Fig. 2. Into a piece of 1-in.
ebonite i in. wide by z in.
long are fixed two statidard
sockets. They should be of the
screw in type; but if these are not
obtainable, plain ones should be
bought. The handyman at your
local garage will put a thread on
to them and will also tap the

An

HT. Uattery Connector
Flash-lamp Cells.

use.

for

(Co,itinued from page 725).
.

.

L

The flex leads of the phones a?e
passed through these holes.
They are soldered to the tops of
standard De Forest coil pins,
which are a driving fit for the
i-in holes. The pins are secured
by drilling and tapping. 4 or 6
B.A. holes through them from the
surface of the ebonite and insertin
screws.
To make the leads perfectly
secure they should he bound with
narrow tape t the point X in
Fig. , the tape beiñg taken
twice round the ebonite and tied.
A pull on the leads vill thus not
throw such a heavy strain upon
the soldered joints as might cause
them to give way.

'R.WFL.

--_- /___*_j ._k.
',

-H.
Fig. 4.-Constructional details
of the plug.
1...

to the short socket. A glance at
Fig. 3 will show that when the
plug is pushed in, the riff
engagrng in the short socket
bears on the ebonite square and
forces the brass strip away from
the L-piece. Direct contact between the skets is thus broken
so that current must flow rouñd
the telephones attached to the
plug.
As soon as the plug is
removed the strip springs up and
re-establishes contact.
The ebonite with its sockets is
mounted on a small box made of
varnished wood, which i fixed to
the wall with rawlplugs. Wiring
is done with good quality bell
\vire with a .good inner layer of
rubber insulation.
Fig. 4 shows !Iow the plug is
made.
Two pieces of 1-in.
ebonite 2 in. by i are fixed together by three
B.A. screws.

--¡

Fig.

t

F

¶

"

iiiiii

;

I

¿

W-___
8A77ER,E5
i.-The H.T. Baltery connector.

pair pf connections..

large

A

clip made i in. wide provides for
bridging two rows at the end of
a compactly arranged bättery,
whilst clips with short pieces of
flex soldered on make excellent

wander-plugs.

-

A.-D.C.
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RECE
By STA XLYG.
-

-:

A complete receivee.embody:I
tuning-in both brdcastin,
-

-.

L

One fixed condene 'of 0.00031
-'
pF capacity.
One grid leakof 2 niegohnisi

resistance.
'Eight valve legs.
'
One single-coil holder or pini
and socket.
Quantity of No. iS or -Noj 20
titined-copper vire for connectingpurposes, and systoflex.
The Panel.
This is made frrn eboriite, 9
in., drilled to
by
in. by J2
take the various spindles and
-

-

Fig:

E

i:-Aponi ofae1

reeiver described bere-

utdei was designed in order
TH
that long-wave telephony
and tèiegraphy, in addition to
British broadcasting, could he
received on a single instrument

.

.

simp'e construction.
The
apparatus is ûed in conjunction
with plug-in coils and, by means
of an extra " aerial " tern)inal,
the aerial tuning condenser may
be connected either in series or
in parallel.
'l'he photograph, Fig. r, shows
a front view of the complete
struinent, with the two aerial
terminals and earth termiiial on
the left-hand side, the H.T. and
L.T. terminals being on the
right. The two terminals seen
on the bottom of the panel are
for the telephones. Of the two
knobs seen in the centre of the
panel, that on the left is for
aerial tuning, whilst the one
to the right is the tuned anode
condenser. The two controls
for the filament resistances may
be seen immediately below the
two condenser knobs previously
referred tö. The coil situated
between the two -valves is the
tüned anode coil, whilst those on
the left are the aerial and reaction coils respectively.
The circuit employed is a
simple two-valve- arrangement.
using ôñe high-frequency válve
of

-

-

-

with tuned anode and the other
as detector. Reaction is introduced on to the aerial circuit,
and for this reason those readers
who Construct this receiver should

hear in minci that though this
form of reaction is now permitted
the
by
PostmasterGenerai, the privilege when
taken advantage of should. be
exercised witl extreme care to
avoid self-oscillation and consequent interference. The theoretical circuit is illustrated in

in-Fig.

E

E

E

E
E

E

E

E.

E

-

E

-

-

-

view of1he receiver.

2.

i

Materials Required.
The components and materials
iecessary for the construction of
a receiver of the type herein
described are as follows
One ebonite panel, 12 in. by

:-

9 in. by

-

C,:

in.

F variable conOne o.00i
denser (that fitted to the original
set is an ACH. condenser).
One 0.0003 1zF variable con
denser, or, as fitted in the original set, a two-plate '' Bity
condenser.
Set of coils to cover the va'elengths required (those shown in
the photograph are made by the
Igranic Co.):
Nine terminals.
Two filament resistances.
One " Polar " cam-vernier
two-coil holder or other make.
-

Fig. 2.-T/leoI'etical circuit diagram of the instruIt will be noted
ment.
that the ositire side of
the LT. battery is earl lied
instead oft/ic more usual
method of earthing the
negative side. Fig. 3.Showing position of dril]
holes and dimensions of
panel. A blue print of
this figure is obtainable
from the offices of this

journal.

h
442w

I

-

screws. The positions fot theser
holes should be determined by
means of intersecting lines drawn
with a sharp-pointed tool, and
-

-
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Iig rèacon, and capable of
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'-yith the holes drilled, thè panel
should be. treated on both sides:
to a thorough rubbing with finc...
emery paper in otder to .remoc3
the glossy finish; this Iãtfer°, J
i. ..-u
thugh effective inS aPpeárànce.;
being undesirable fron. an inu
latiori point of. view. The posi
tions of. the holes will be
gathered from Fig. 3, whilst the
disposition of the -actual COflt
Fig. 6-The back of Me recive shwing disposition of the concnenIs.
onents will be understood.. froni
the photoraphs Figs. and:6.
nects his parts on a temporary - From the LT. positive terminal
Should any.difficul-t'.he-eper.ibse-bo-ard in accordance with
connection is made to the remain¿nced in dtil1ing holes for the
the circuit diagram, Fig. 2. This
ing filament leg of the detector
valve legs, a template for cch
biethod, though perhaps delayvalve, the remaining filament le
drilling may be found .in
¡ng the completion of the finished
of the H.F. valve and the earth
Modern Wireless, Voi, i, -No.
instrument, enables the èoo-. tçrmirial. From the middle ter
6, or, as an alternative, a
structor to familiarise himself
minal marked A in Fige 4 C011.
complete valve-holder may be
with the circuit requirements,
.nection is made to one side ofpurchased, thus calling for less
aoci, most important of all, any
-the aerial tuning condenser, the :
accuracy in the drilling operamisunderstan-ling of the arrangeother sidc of which is connected
tions.
ment -will -manifest itself in negato one side of the aerial inducttive results before the work of
ance, and thence to the grid leg
Assembling the Components.
mounting the components an'i
oI the high-frequency valve.
As a thorough understanding
soldering
them
From the other side of the
together
lias
of the circuit is desirable before
been (lone.
aerial coil, co'rnection is made to
With satisfactory. results obthe earth terminal. The anode
tamed, tile components should
leg of the high-frequency valve
then he mounted upon the panel
is connected to one side. of the
tuned anode coil and to one side
and connected as shown in tile
theoretical circuit, Fig. 2, and in
of the 0.0003 F or two-plate
Baty " condeiiser and to oiie
accordance with the wiring diar
gram, Fig. 4. The arrangeside of tile fixed .condenser.
From the remaining side of
ment of the components when
mounted is such thit every con.
the variable condenser confleeting point is accessible for
nection is made to the other
easy soldering, and for simplicity
end of the tuned anode coil
3;s
and quickness f work the best
and H.T. positive.. From- the
method
to
use
in
other
side of the fixed conconjunction
J
with a careful study of Figs. 2
denser connection is made to the
and 4 is as folJovs<grid of the detector valve and
From the L.T. negative terone side of the grid leak.
Connecio.ri is now made froni
minal make connection with the
2'
the remaining end of the grid
switch arms of both rheostats.
the diffel-ent components are
From the ends of each of the two
leak to the positive L.T. terminal
mounted, and the many connecresistances make individual conand HT. negative. From the
plate leg of the detector valye
nections to the filament legs
tions soldered, it is suggested
that the reader lays out and connearest to the base of the panel.
make connection to one side of
.

¿
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the reaction coil, the other end.of-"(-for .wavelengths other- than
which is connected to one of ie broadcasting, if the test is to b
telephone terminais.
The re- ¡nade during broadcasting houri)
maining telephone terminal is and insert them in thei.r respecith the smallest
tive holders
connected to tue H.T. positive.
lt will be noticed that the posi- coil in the aerial socket. Turn
tive side of the L.T. battery is the rèaction coil at right angles
connected to earth, instead o4' to the aerial coil, switch on the
the usual connection from the filament current, and by turning
negative side. The reason for the adjusting handle of the

r

Lece;ithe

-

,

T93.

-J

-

in relation to the fixed coi', Ln
-.
i
a very slow movement, the. required signals are easily found,
and vill be strongest when the
anode ircuit is inresonance vith'
-the aerial circuit.
'
Parallel Capaity.
r
To connect the condenser in
.
parallel, the aerial connection ..+.
should be removed from A to
r.
Ai, which actually brings tile
aerial in direct connection with
the fixed coil of tile two-coil
holder, and one side of the con- .. . .,
denser. Theterminals A and E Z. should be short circuited by a
piece of vire, thus placing. the .
condenser across the aeria coil
instead of in series.
:.
General Remarks.
When complete the instrument
may be fitted in a cabinet made to
the dimensions given in Fig. , or r
if the reader préfers, a box with.:
sloping front may be used.
1.
:.
For tile convenience of those -.,
readers who prefer to work froÑ
:
full-size drawings, blue prints of
.
Figs. ' and 4 are being prepai-ed
and may be obtained from the :
offices of this jtnjriìal at a cost of
is. 6d. each.
-.

-

.

.

:

-:

.

.

.

:

.

-

-

.

........

.

.

.

:_________
-

PHONE5

Fig. 4.-Wiring diagram, of which a blue prin may
the offices of this parer.

this is in order to overany tendency to seif-oscilwhen the aerial and tuned
circuits are in resdnance.
Though pernaps some small
losses 'may -result from this
arrangement, all sucì losses may
adequately overcome by the
judicious. use of the reaction
coil. Those readers who prefer
to use the negative connection
may; of course, do .s.o. \% ithout
hesitation.
This last connection completes
the wiring of the rèceiver and
subject to the instructions of
both text und Eig. 4 having been
carried out in the correct manner,
the instrument is .now ready for

doing
come
lation
-anode
-:
-.

-

-

'

-

-

-

testing:
This is done as follows Connect the accumulator to the L.T.
terminals, -taking care before so
doing that the filament resistatices are in the " off " position,
and test each valve. Subject to
the filament brilliancy being con
sistent with the movement of the
switch arm, the H.T. batteiy
may now be connected.
Attali th aerial, earth and
telephones; select suitable coils
-

-

jJ

().

be

obtained from

Wireless

No.

:

-

moving coil towaids the fixed, a
relativelV loud " plook " will be
heard in the telephoûes. If there
is no evidence of this plonk, it
indicates that the set is not oscillatirg, in which case the connections to either the aerial or the
reaction coil should he reversed.
Operating the Receiver.
As previously stated, the tuning arrangements are such as to
be efficient on both short and
long wavelengths in that by
altering the condenser from .the
series to the parallel arrange
ment a receiver ,of this type wi-Il
permit tuning over a multiplicity
of wavelengths, according to the
coils inserted in tht sockets, and
for those readers who are not
familiar with which coils to use
for certain required wavelengths
reference to the chart given in
Moderii

r

6

will

help considerably.
To tune to
any given avelengtli, the aerial
and reaction coils should be
placed at right angles to each
other and by slowly turning the
ëondensers, at th& samè time
bringing nearer the móing coil
-

Fig. 5.-Tile conitnning box.

It ill be observed in Fig. rthat a fixed condenser is shown
(lotted across the H.T. terminals,
and though the writer found no

-

for this condenser, should
battery noises be troublesome
readers are advised -to connect a$:
shown a condenser of not less
than 0.02 ,zF capacity: A condenser across the telephones, to J
overcome the impedance of the
was h ieh-resistance w'indins,
need

1

-.

.

also tried, but since no ifference -in reception was apparent it sasT
omitted. 1f used, however, it ii
should be of 0.002 F capacity.
As to rèsults, using 54 volts
H.T. and a very indifferent aerial
(the writer being a flat-dweller),
all the' "B:B.C. stations were
received .withemark-able strength.
ñnd clarity; tliiitiiúih 'present'-

-

-

in'g nb difficulty:-
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Conducted by A D COJVPER M Sc
A Battry Tester
The Radio Communication Co
-Ltd have sent for our inspection
a battery tester This consists of
a test-lamp mounted in' the end
of the ebonite handle of a long
-brass plug,- wfth which coiinection is made to one pole of the
The
batteiy cell to be tested
circuit is completed by connecting to the other pole a pivoted
leg, which s\vings out compassleg fashion to a radius of a couple
of. inches
This is a neat, veilfinished, and ueful little accessorv
,

'

-

:

:

-

..

.Hig-Frequençy1coupling Unit.
-

The Armac Co have submitted
for practical trial a novel unit
intended to-plug-in in place of
an ordinary high-frequency amplifying valve, thereby effecting
economy of current.
lt has often been noticed-in
fact it appears to be rediscovered
about once a week-that a multivalve receiver will sometimes give
signals, on loud transmissions,
when one high-frequency valve is
turned off, or eveli with the valve
removed from its socket.
The
reason being that the small
capacity coupling through the
valve or wiring of the panel is
sufficient to pass on the oscillations from one tuned circuit to
the other. The Armac Co. have
utilised this fact in their unit,
which gives more efficient and
adequate capacity coupling, a
coupling condenser being mounted
neat ebonite case fitted with
;:t/ pins to plug into grid and plate sockets rpectively.
actual triaL na set;with
.lF. valve, the Itêr coiild
and. repled .by.this
unit; when aftei s1ihTretuhiñg,.
signals came in quite .well, rather
more selectively than without
extra tuned cfrcüit, though of
-.

-

ia

vtrjvp

tl,

use, two in series) wire found
to run an ordinary type of Eng1
lish dull emitter valve without
(the least sign of distress, or
,requiring. adjusent. of the filaTe1ephone Head
ment resistance aj frequent
-Messrs. S. G. Brown, Ltd.', intervals to
ompnate for
have sent for test a sample of polai isation
There was entiie
their light 2 000 ohm head sets, absence of nois'e, and there wa's
type A
These have the well- no fall in open circuit volts aft'r
known BSown reed and alunnn- a fairly long test run These
mechaum,
with cells can be recommended, ther:wm-coie
magnets adjustable by milled
fore, for supplying current for
head sc-evs at
hack f, the dull-emitter,valves (best in seriereceivers. These telphones ai-e parallel arrangement f foi a tvb'
light and for comfort have or three-valve set), for; use
an --. elaborate
uñiversal-joint remote country places where
mountiiu, with a double head- accumulators are ñot available
band capable also of a wide range on account of the re-harging
of setting. A generous length of problem.
A single, cell wduld
run a " pea-nut " type of vaWe
cord. is supplied with them. We
would like to see the positive for a period extending to months
terminal marked a little, more of occasional listening-in.
clearly, if the makers consider it
necessary o coi-inect up the
A Vario-Coup1er--,
'phones always in the one way.
On actual trial, on crystal and
Messrs. Gaston E. : Mrb<'valve, the 'phones were found
have sent for test asample of a
be light and easy òn the head, and
very handsome varió-oupler, fo'r
readily adjusted to a sensitive- panel-mounting or table use,
ness that left nothing to h
with primary tapped at i6 póiht.
d esi red.
This is built up on
d-mottled
bakelite formers and iextremely
well made and finished.
Th
Hellesens Dry Cells.
mouldècl base allows the instruSamples of the well-known ment tò stand secur.ely on the
Hellesens dry cells, type VIII table, while two small screws in
No. 2, have been submitted for
the spindle boss afford convenient
test by Messrs. A. H. Hunt, Ltd. means of niounting behind ra
These are 3 in. square by 6 in. panel. The instrument is df
high and give when new an fairly large size.
On test, the instrutheiit tuned
E.M.F..of about j. volts, showing a very large Current on fr&m 300 to abò.ré 7ôo metres on
momentry short-circit, indi- a P.M.G. aeriâl with The tapped
- cating.
that, they possess prirnàry, and iith a ò0005. ftF
- extremely
internal-resist- variable- condenser acïòss the
low
tòbe scondáy; the ¿esired degreòf
ance: .Áccordinly,
xpected that. tliey wu!d prove lôsé-coupling coikl be ieadiL
suitäble for thé süppli of fila- obtained by adjusting the rotr
ment current for. dull-emitter position, giving good selecti'vity
valves. On actual trial, over an The signal strength on cr'stal
exteiidèd period of continiioús recptior 'ws excellent..

course ithoit the ámplificator
of the valve
replaced
i

-

-

-

-
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Transformer.
possibilities in this direction
The Formo Co. have subniitted for the application of these handy
- for test a high-frequency trans- little transformers.
former of the semi-aperiodic
A Variometer.
high-iesistance type to plug into
Messrs. Gaston E.' Marbaix
the standard four-socket valve- have submitted a variorneter for
holder, and covering a range of test. This is uniform with their
110m x,000 to 3,600 metres withvario-coupler, and is of similar
out tuning condenser.
fine finish- and appearance, but
This is a neat little instrument, with larger rotor, giving small
substantially made, with the clearance and large inductancevindings in a groove in an ratio. On test, this gave excelebonite former. On actual trial lent signal-strength, and a
in an ordinary
o-valve rcçever
similar large wavelength range;
it covered the ranre soecified
quite well, giving good ampliA Lopse-Coupler for Panelfication at all points (best above
Mounting.
1,700 metres), being everywhere
There has been submitted
markedly superior to resistance- for test by Messrs. E. J.
capacity coupling. There vas no Baty a novel and exceedinstability displayed when using' ingly ëcmpact type of loosethis H.F. coupling. It can be re- coupler for mounting behind the
commended for use when it is panel, consisting of two small
desired to avoid the trouble of wider-coils on ebonite formers,
'tuniñg a low-resistance tuned each of about ioo turns of thin
transformer or tuned anode, \vire, mounted on a screw-operespecially in view of the tendency ated slide fitting which is fixed
towards self-oscillation of the behind the panel by two small
latter. The Radiola Concert was screws, only the control knob
received comfortably on two
showing outside.
These boils
form the primary and secondary
valves, with ioo volts on the
plates, without any sign of mcirespectively and have a range uT
pien.t oscillation.
around one inch of movement for
varying the coupling.
' Ferrix" Transformer.
On practical trial on local
Messrs: Rose, Lloyd and Co.,
Ltd., have sent for trial a sample broadcasting good signals were
of their " Ferrix " transformers, obtained, using a small series
for use on alternating-current condenser with the primary añd
nearly the minimum of a lowhouse-mains,
giving
several
minimum
o.000s ,iE variable conamperes of alternating current
denser in
parallel with the
at a low voltage, and taking

lRabio %octet
T.

&

P!

I.

ot

R. Section.

DURING0 the week ending

-

Low-Minimum Variable
Condenser.
An interesting and extremely
simple compact type of variable
also
from
condenser comes
Messrs. E. j. Baty, consisting of
two i-in. diam. metal plates,

-

Jrttatn.

c.Breat

A

one mica-faced, mounted on a
fitting which
screw-operated
fixes by two screws behind the
panel, the operating knob being,
as usual, al! that is visible outside. Small términal screws a?'e
The
provided for connections.
screw-spindle passes through an
ebonite boss provided with a
brass nut. On test the insulation

-

.

secondary.
The wavelength range available on a P.M.G. aerial vas
found to be from 360 metres to
800 metres, the last with o.0005
parallel condenser.
While lightly made, the conipactness of these inductances
offers advantages for use in, e.g.,

portable sets.

1921

was remarkably good, even ith the one (moving) plate screwed
solid up against the fixed plate.
In the latter position the maximum capacity vaS 0.0005 F the
maximum readily available being
about 0.0004 tuF. The minimum
capacity with the moving plate
well out was the extremely low
figure of o.0002 F. The greater
part of the range was, of course,
in the first turn of two, thus with
an ordinary No. o plug-in coil
the condenser tuned from 350 to
425 metres on half a turn.
Tested in crystal-reception in
careful comparison 'vith the standard type
of air-dielectric
moving-vane condenser, no difference in signal-strength vas detected, and the tuning was quite
convenient.
There are many occasions,
where an extremely low-minimum
variable condenses' is required
and where this simple type would
be extremely effective.

A High-Frequency

about as much power as a small
electric lamp.
It is suggested
that these may be useful as a
sou ree of filament-current supply
for radio reception.
The instrument submitted was
wound for iio volts A.C., of o
cycles and had two secondary
coils, giving nominally three
volts each, or six volts together.
On testing (necessarily it vas
actually tested on a E40 volt main
with a lamp resistance in series)
it was found to dive several
rmperes at well ¿ver 6 volts
under these circumstances, but
warmed up considerably.
A
smaller pattern, which has been
in the possession of the write
for some time, and has given
every satisfaction, round for
200-2ço volts A.C., keeps consklerably cooler in operation.
The present sample was tested
more particularly with a view to
filament lighting.
Evidently there are eneotirag-

5,

Nov. 25 many members of
the T. & R. Section vere
endeavouring to work relays.
This ias the first atteinpit at
forming organised chains of
Communication.
Acting on experience gained in the preceding
tests, the chains s'ere formed
when possible of members resident within 5° miles of each
other. The results show that it
is not easy to establish pci-feet
It is a
relay communication.
striking fact that several of the
stations which are received well
at considerable distances-e.g.,
in France, Holland and .even
Switzerland-cannot always be
heard for certain at distances of
only o or loo miles.
Concurrently with the Franco
British tests arrangements have
made with the Cercle
been
Radiod'Etudes
Vervietois
electriquet to listen-in for signals
on about 440 mettles, which will
be sent out by members of the T
& R. Section early in December.
Reports regarding the receptice of the French amateur
signals are being received, and
the substance of these vi!l be
publihed after the conclusion of
the tests.
-

,
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frequency currents in ihe anode popularity of the:peanut valves
wjll corlLlpare. with .. tllat. of the
circuit of the first valve. ... The New Valves
new o.o6 valv
amaïièr of
--.--.
conjecture.
Both t) pes have
The nw vajves are certainly valuable popertie and the focreating an imme1se amount of tgonist pf oné t'pe pf valve
iiiierest, and for a very good will explain how only
ecell is
r&ason. As is customary in the neded, while the suppòrter of
case of this- oürnal, I- arranged the other valve will point out
fqr the new valves to be teste
that although three cells are
figüre both :by- meins of measuring necessari, yet smaller ones may
The -aècianyin
slios a thiee-valve -receiver instrumeats and o actual sets.' be tiséd 'ánd 'tlie .niy be usCdhich w iÍl be foiind to give ex -----------cellent rCsults with a loud-'
..................
'T
':speaker, or Over long ringes
.:
The
with telephon'e ieceivers.
'-:
circuit has the adzantage thaf t
\ f,
L
is- particularly useful for the ref .èontiñiious: waves,
r3
r4
-'
spark signals, or telephony at
¿.5
-''
¿2"
will, by' simply varying 'the 'reaction coupling between L2 and
Li. The circuit, of course, 'Is of
vs '
'the ordina'r,' 'type,' except" that '"
this hint about a coupling conJ
denser. has been applied to it.
C'1,
c'3
This circûit'is only one examplé,
''2
but it will indicate where the
coupling condenser should be
connected. It will he seen that
E
r
has a
a condenser C4, which
capacity of about 0.0005 jsF, is
illustrating method of connecting condensers to obtain
connected between the anode of
additional transformer coy/sling..
the second valve and the grid of
the third. lt will be found that
The results of the o.o6 amp. fila- for long peiiods without polariin 'ñiny cases this condenser will
sation. A11 the manufacturers,
imprôve the quality of speech ment valves were realiy exceland music, although, of course, lent, although it as noticeable of course, vill talk about watts.
The priceof the valves, of
thei-e is no point in having this that different makes differel
course, seems much too high, but
In one case the
condenser if spark or C.W: Sig- somewhat.
at this price
nais are to be received. A simi- valve submi'tted for test gave an nevertheless,lar condenser, Cç, shown in emission only one-third of that of they represent ood 'aiue bedotted line, may be tried ii the the other valves.: This, of cause of their long life, and the
orresponding position between course, is detrimental to the use saing in cost of accumulators
the first and second valves, of a valve for loud-speaker pur- and the charging thereof will
although iti not likely to make poses, but does not materially balance the extra Cost of the'
mdcli différece heie owing to affect it as regards general re- valve. Incidentally, I tote' that
th& making effect of the con- cetion.
The complete results the Exide Company have prodenser C3,.:vhich vil,l usually of our tests were summarised in duced a very nice little accumulator cell giving two volts which
hñve a value of 0.002 F. This our issde of.Novembei- 2!.
latter conclns, however, 'might
The filaments are certainly may be used with (lull emitter
,be Drnitte& ,n ost
and the? valvs will valve. The accumulators, thy
thc' vçry.fin
self-capacity of T. is sufficienttQ probably rèquire a liftie nore state, my he léft for six thonth
allow the passage of the high- careful handling.
Ho
the without charge.

RECEIVED an interesting
suggestion frOm a well-known
I ñianufacturer
of intervalve
transformers. I pass it on as
suggestion hiclì is well worth
trying out. It consists in supple-.:
menting the coupling of an in
tcrvahe transformer :b5' meansof .a smallconderìscr of about.;
00005 tF capacity.
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With this 'circuit I have had
Cárdiff
in
clearly
in
and
London
come
some experiments, which I have
carried out with this circuit, may the headphones, with a strength
approximately that of a good
be of interest to your readers,
and also may obtain for me some crystal circuit 15/20 miles from
assistance or information, either broadcasting station. Newcastle
froni your technical stoff or from comes in, excellently, but faintly.
some of 'your readers regarding Manchester comes in strongly,
very difficult to tune in.
any particular difficulties.
The details of the installation Glasgow and Birmingham, how'ever, have notbeen'heard.
are as follows
You will notice from. this that
At sea'
Situation of Station.
level, about wo yds. frdm the the short wave stations come in
sea on the Cheshire coast, Lon- much better than the long waves,
and this, I attribute probably to
clon oo miles south-east; Cardiff
I find that
about
miles due south: Glas- tuning difficulties.
gow about 175 miles due north, the tuping is extremely critical,
th latt& being mainly over the as, with whatever combination 0f
coils I have tried-which run
Aerial.
ft. square, from Nos. 25 to 250-I cannot
Frame
wound with 8 turns insulated tise more than x to 20 per cent.
-bell wire; the jnsulation being of A.T.C. and a variation of
3 deg. is sufficient to switch over
rubber, cotton and wax.
Inductance.-3 coil-holder with from London to Cardiff. It is
Vernièr 'adjustment and lgranic obvious that the reaction setting
not only affects the state of the
coils.
Condenser.-A.T.C. o.000çzF valve, but probably, to some
variable, in parallel with 5 plates extent, the aerial tuning, the
variation of the capacity bètweeii
Vernier cross terminals.Fixed Condenser of o0002/LF the coils no doubt having something to do with this.
in the grid circuit, with o.006F
lt is emphatically not a set to
as bye-pass.
interest the ordinary broadcast- Watmel variable grid
leak.
Valve.-Xtraudion and non- ing listener, as, when giving the
best results, it burst into violent
dectipt French "R.1'
oscillation
at the -slightest proVoltage.
Varying
Plate
vocation, and body capacity
8ojizo.
effects are strongiy noticeable. I
The driginal " Flewelling
ciiiiit, with the ari-angement of find that when critically tuned,
three condensers did not work at with the signals coming in clearly
ali sell. I found great clifliculty and strongly, if I move -about
the table, the note varies and the
in finding any station, and the
signals were vety faint. I there- whole set tends to burst into
The 'setting 'of the
fOre: adopted the modified cir- oscillation.
cuit, published 'by. you in your variable grid-leak is extremely
issué of August r, nodifying it critical, and althoug-h I have
however, by using a vriable tried several types on the market,
grid-leak and fixed condenser, the one I am now using appears
f- the airangement to be most satisfactory, but still
instead
shown, which has a variable con- leaves a lot, to be desired, parde.nser and fixed grid-leak. The ticularly at the higher resist variable leak is carried. to-LT. ances. I sugget, for tIose of
an inventive turn of mind, that
positive.

THE FLEWELLING CIRCÙIT
SIR,-The 'following notes on

vert remarkable results.

bt

-

-'

-

-

io

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

.

'

-

.

-

-

-

they might clo wor thañ apply
themselves to the problem of
designing a really variable gridleak which'is steady in it action;
I have adaptéd 'a low-frequency
amplifier to-this set, with- excellent results, it being possible to
get speech and music sufficiently
loud in the 'phoiies- from all 'the
'statTons mentioned,- without the
critical tuning and high whistle,
necessary to ensure', results when
working on a single-ialve, ,and
the set under these conditions is'
infinitely mor,ë stable than wben
a single-valve is used.
This circuit is of fascinating.
interest, I think, to any experi-,
inenter, pros iding it, gives the
maximum
results with the
minimum apparatus and Com-:
plication, and while I am experimeilting with various values 'of
condenser and grid-leak, I should
welcome the assistance of others
who have been experimenting
with this circuit or of your
technical staff, if they can help
me to overcome some of -my
difficulties, which are
Firstly. - Some means of
tuning accurately the long wave
stations.
Secondly.-Sorne method of
screening apparatus from body
capacity effects.
With regard to the fit-st PI-o-.
blem, I am considering using
" Gimbal " coils, as by the use
of these, a vario-coupler effect
can be' obtained, which may
assist in fine tuning.
In conclusion, may I ask you
to use- your influence to advise
experimenters -to avoid using a
circuit of this type -on an outside
aerial during bt-oadcasting hours,.
the extremely unstable nature of
the circuit makes 'it highly
probabl that it 'ould interfere
very considerably with the pleasure of many people in the
n&gbbourhdod. -- Yburs fith
-

-

-

-

-

-

--

--

-

-

-

fully,

-
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W. C. J. (BISHOP'S STORTFORD) asks if
it is possible to make use of reaction *ithout
fear of causing interference.
It is possible to ensure that any rdiation which
may occur is extremely slight by utilising the
arrangement shown in the- accoipanying figuie,
in 'hich reaction is applied!t the closed oscillatory circuit, namely, thé iiìéd aodé ciruit of
the precèding valve.
:

be

-

P

-

.

i

.

_

-

_______
_______

T

j

c_3

j,,

cc

I

-

Z

ç

it is entirely due

.

S

-

J: P. (CLAPHAM) asks how it is

possible to adjust a valve to various points
upon Ifs characteristic curve.
Theactual adjustment consists in giving a potential tthe grid so that the anodé current is maintainedaf- the desiredavrage value. By includ-

ing a number of dry-cell batteries in the grid circuit, it is pssible to give to the grid any desired
positive or negative potential.
The diagram
herewith shows these cells introduced so as to put
a negative potential of from i to 4 volts upon
the grid, an adjustmeiit hich i of particular
salue when usingtlie valve as a low-frequency
amplifier.
Another method of effecting the
desired grid control is t9 connect a potentiometer
across the fllament lighting battery and connect
the potentiometer slider to the grid,
tuniñg
inductance. By this means the g!id condenser
can be controlled from Zero (the potential of the
negative leg of the filament) to either 4.Or6 volts
positive, according to the voltage of the filament
lighting battery.

-

'4

giet distances,

obtaind over

o the high power employed.

.

j

vihe

.

.

-

.

L. T. M.. (LEEDS) asks how he can test a
pair ot telephones which he suspect of being

defectivé

.

:

to

of
Place their tags across a single diy cell or
the adjacent sockets of an HT, battery and note
whether a click is produced attlie " make " ançj
break " of the circuit.
No click indicates a
break in either cords or winding. Replace the
-If
COlds with temporary leads and iry again.
there is still no click the fault-is in one or both
of the earpieces. Short ciruitfirst one and then
the other with a piefle of wirè and repeat the test.
1f shorting one earpiece enables clicks to be
heard in the other; tle shorted one is at fault. If
no result is obtained by shòftiffg either, both are
faulty.
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D. S. C. (BIRMINGHAM) asks whether an
increase in the size of a tuning coil will
result in reception from greater distances.

The distance over which signals can be received
depends primarily upon the power of the transmitting station and the sensitiveness of the
r'eceving ápparatus. Increasing the size of the
tuning äil ciòe not in any way affect either of
these essential conditions, but merely increases
the rahge of iraelèiigths to which the rceiving
set can be adjusted. Incidentally, the high-power
long-distante sfations usually eniploy long w'avelengths, so thaL for recepdon of. their signals a
large tuning coil would be required, and although
reception of signals from this class of station may

-.

.

.

O

-.-

R2
-

83
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L. M. G. (WANDSWORTH) Inquires as to
the function of a telephone condenser.

-

In the simple case of a crystal receiver, the telephone "condenser °ats as a reservOir fo the unidirectional radio-frequency. impulses which come
from the crystal, storing them and discharging
them through the telephones in the form of audiofrequency impulses. .This is a somewhat complex
point, ànd for a full explanation referente should
be made to good text-book of wireless theory.
In .valve sets this condenser-is often Drovided-4O--perform a second functiorr.of by-pasing radiofrequency impules, the passage of whìh would

-

-735
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otherwise be blocked by the high impedance of
the phones. This is the càse vhen the phones
are connected to the plate eu-cuit of a detector
valve, which is used for reaction purposes.
When low-frequency amplifying valves are used
a condenser to perform this duty is necessary
across the primary of the first intervalve transformer. In either case a good value for this condenser iS 0.002 F.

JUSTOUT!

I

don't-

I

-

understand
---t
Circuit diagrams

Tl:s number varies with the efficiency of the
receiving aerial and its distance from the broadcasting station. The following figures, however.
assume an average-size Out(loOr aerial, and
should give a general idea of the required amount
of amplification
Up to fomiles-crystal and two low-frequency
valves.
Up to io to 40 miles-HF., detector with reaction and L.F.Up to 40 to 50 mites-1-IF., detector with reaction and 2 L.F.
Over 8o miles-2 H.F., detector with reaction,
2 L.F.
These are the minimum number of valves for
consistent reception and without much skill in
manipulation.

-

-

WHEN a wireless enthusiast
decides to build his own Set,

his first job is to study the
necessary wiring diagram. And that
is where quite a number meet their
Waterloo.

Those of us who can read circuit
diagrams as easily as we can our
snorning paper are apt to show but
little sympathy for the extreme
- novice making his first flounders into
Wireless.
-

Radio

Iess,

however, appreciate

that the correct reading of circuit

-

D. N. G, (WOOD GREEN) inquires whether
there is ny special point to be observed
when maldng- Ihe connections to grid con-

diagrams is the first essential to the
successful building of a Set, and are
publishing an entirely new Book which
completely cuts Out this difficulty.
Every circuit diagram in "Pictorial
Wireless Circuits"

-

densers and grid leaks.

The primary object should be to keep these connections as short as possible. It is particularly
important to keep the connection between the
grid of the valve and the grid condenser extremely
short, the ideal--arrangement being to solder the
tag of the conden,er direct on to the grid pin
of the valve socket.
This arrangement not
merely reduces undesired reaction effects, but it
also helps to reduce inductance from lighting and
For the
power mains, near-by generators, etc.
same reason the lead from the grid to the grid
leak should also be kept short. The lead from
the grid leak tó thd filament (when this method of
connecting is used) need not necessarily be short.

is shown pictoriallythat is to say, tise

I
I

I

Pictorial
i
I

I

\V

i

r eles s

i

Ci r cuits

.

by

I

OSWALD
I

J.

RANK IN

ali

i

Book-

I

l/7

From

i

sellers

1/6

I

post

.

J

free

I

-

A. C. H. (LEWISHAM) is constructing a
frame aerial for the reception of broadcasting and asks for particulars.

actual êompouents
used are drawn instead of conventional
signs for them. Thus
there will be no eiccuse, forexample,for
any enthusiast not
knowing the correct
positicn for his filament rheostat.
Altogether over 70
circuits are shown,
ranging from simple
Crystal Receivers to
more elaborate Mtiltivalve Sets.

If difficulty in reading Circuit
diagrams has hitherto prevented you
from buildmg or impro\ing your
Set-get a. copy of this Book to-day.
[t will be eighteenpence well spent.

The -inding should consist of 12 turns of bell
'ire or No. 20 S.W.G.-d.c.c. copper wire in the
forni of a square, 36- to 4o-inch size, the turns of
wire being spaced about half an inch apart.

Published by

BOOKS.

'

-

-Tbut.

speaker efficiently.

i

g2i

,

I.-

N. M. D. (SYDENHAM) inquires how
many valves must be used to work a loud- -

s

RADIO PRESS, LTD.

From the number òf queries we receive
from readers it would seem that it js
not known how adequately do Radio
Press Books deal with the subject of
Wireless. A full list of our publications
may be found In our advertisement
pages.

Devereux Court, Strand, W.C.2
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Goôd Books and á few
simple household tools
Choose your Books
from this List:
Price
1.

Wireless for All

6d.

By JOHN SCOrr-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.
2. SImplified Wireless
By JOHN SCOTTTÂGG.vRT, F.Inet.P.
Re3. How to Make Your Broadcast

.........
.

ceiver

By Jome SCOrF-TAGGART,

F.Inst.P.

4. How to Erect Your Wireless Aerial

ByB. MITTELL,

AMIBE.

Construction of Wireless Receiving Apparatus
By P. D. TYERS.
8. The Construction of Crystal Receivers
By ALAN L. M. DOUGLAS.
Wireless
7. How to Make a "Unit
5.

I/-

1/6

If-

The

Receiver

By

-

B.

......
....
.

.

.

.

JOveN SCOTT-TAGGART F.Invt.P.

Radio Valves and How to lise Them
By JOHN Scorr-TAGOART, F.lnst.P.
13. 500 Wireless Questions Answered
By G. P. BENDALL & E. REDPÀTH.
14. 12 Tested Wireless Sets
12.

.

By P. W. BARRIS.
15. More Practical Valve Circuits
By JOHN SÇOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.
.

Home-Built Wireless Components
Wireless
Elementary Text-book on
16.

.

Vacuum Tuben
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART,

Published

1/6'
2/6

REDPATII.

Pictorial Wireless Circuits
By OSWALD J. RANKeN.
9. Wireless Valves Simply Explained
By JoveN ScOTT-TAOGuT F.Invt.P.
10. Practical Wireless Valve Circuits

8.

By

1/6

of the great charms of Wireless lies in its
appcal to our national character. We
ONE
possess in a far greater degree than any other
nation the faculty of teaching ourselves the use of
tools and Ihe ability to deise home-made substitutes for the more elaborate factory-made
article.

Thousands of enthusiasts have made their own
Sets not with the idea of saving money, but
because they are intrigued with the fascination of
being able to make something which will really
work.

116

2/6
2/6

2/6
2/6
2/6
3/6
2/6

10/-

F.Inst.P.
(post free.)

And a very large number of these Wireless experimenters have obtained their infoemation from
Radio Press Books
If you, too, have decided to enter the ranks of the
Home Constructors, look down the list of books
on this page and make your selection. Any of
them can be obtained from your local Bookseller
or we will send them direct at an extra cost of 2d.
per book for postage.

by

Radio Press, Ltd.,

Devereux

Court,

Strand W.C.2.
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VARIOMETER TUNED
An entirely new departure in Crystal
Set construction, at a moderate price.
FITTED WITH "STERLING" PATENT
SEMI-AUTOMATIC CRYSTAL DETECTOR.
TEDIOUS PROBING FOR SENSITIVE
SPOTS.
EVERY TURN OF THE WHEEL
FINDS A SPOT.

-

-.

z

=

=

---.--

--:--

highly-finished, Walnut Case,
"STERLING" High Grade
Head Telephones cord and plug and with cord
plug and socket connections for, earth and aerial
Complete in

=

'y1 with
one pair

,,.

E
)
No R

t

-

¡s.

i

APPROXIMATE RANGE FOR
BRITISH BROADCAST

1552.

PRICE £4-10-0
B.B.C. Tariff

of

30 MILES.

extra net.

An extra aerial -inductance is. mounted internally and can be switched into the circuit for

-

I

PARIS TIME SIGNALS.

H

Obtainable from all Eleciriedi Dealers and Stores.
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STERLING TELEPHONE
& ELECTRIC CO., LTD,
Manufacturers
Telephones and Radio Apparatus, etc.
of

(WHOLESALE

E

ONLY).

Telephone House, 210-212, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1.
E
Telephone: Museum 4144 (7 lInes).
Telegrams: "Cucumis, \Vesdo, London."
.
CARDIFF:
,GLASGOW:
BIRMINGHAM:
E
E
MANCHESTER: NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE: WORKS:
E 150. Edmund Street. 10, Park Place. 33, Robertson Street. 14, St. Peter's Square. 9, Clavering Place. Dagenham. Essex. E
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a gift of nothing more acceptable this Christmas than a well-made and
efficient Radio Receiving Set.
The Sets illustrated here represent a few of the
series of
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RADIOPHONES

any of which, from the Crystal Set at £3 103. to
the Six-Valve Jacobean Cabinet at £125, would
r
t
i. t gilt.
r
rorm a spiennia
"Cosmos" Radiophones are obtainable from all
Retailers of Wireless Apparatus.
Send for our Catalogue and Handbook L.W.71 17/1
Post Free If- from the Manufacturers-
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Milestones.

THE close of one volume, and the beginning of another, marks one of the
lesser graduations on the scale of our
career. It is not as important perhaps as a
birthday," but, nevertheless, is worthy of

notice as being an occasion affording opportunity for effecting such modifications in the
journal as experience and the friendly and
much-valued criticims of our readers indicate, coupled with a determination to make'
the journal " better and better.''
It will be appreciated that our policy of'
publishing the latest wireless circuits, and
only the best and thoroughly reliable literary
matter, is expensive, necessitating as it aoes
the retention of a fully qualified technical
staff; and only by the hearty support of all
our readers can such a policy be maintained;
The larger the circle of readers, the better
can the journal be made, so that, by recommending Wireless Weekly to theii friends
and acquaintances, readers ae not only tartin those friends upon the high iôad to success
in wireless, but are helping us to make the
journal still more valuable, with consequent
benefit to themselves.

Our Scheme.
especial object of inducing all
eiihusiasts who have already passed, or who
desire to pass, the first " broadcast listener
stage, to make our closer acquaintance we
have inaugurated a Free Gift Scheme, full
particulars of which will he fouiid'elsewhere
in this issue. Notice particularly that under
this scheme the gift offered has a definite
and readily ascertainable cash value.
In
addition, the selection lies with the recipient
wiìo is afforded a chance of obtaining one of
our " standard lines," thè success of which
has already been amply proved by the sales
records. Think this over, and if you have a
friend to whom a reliable wireless book at half
%Vith the

price would be an assistance (apart from the
valuable help obtainable from thi journ1
alone), advise him to order copies of the next
six issues, immediately.

Wireless Publicity.
Accorling to all reports, the recent Transatlantic tests, although not recordable as an
unqualified success, appear to have done a
great deal' towards furthering interest in
niatters wireless. We are also pleased to note
that the magnificent opportunities afforded in
connection with the recent election were' by
iio means neglected, and feel sure thaLmany
thousands throughout the country would
realise, perhaps f& the first time, tîat in not
possessing a wireless receiving set they were
at a considerable disadvantage. This is certainlyas it should be, and we trust that this
point will be made the most of in wireless
advertising, and that those members of the
public who have not wireless sets may be convincecl -that they are really missing something,
and take steps accordingly to remedy the
deficiençy.
We are now looking forward to the interesting experiment, which, if successful, will
enable practically every owner of a crystal
receiving set in this country to hear concerts
broadcast from one of the American stations.
This of course necessitates excellent and reliable long-distance reception, in addition to
high effiiency in connectionwith the landline and re-transmission. We understand that
the B.B.C. engineers are engaged upon the
problem, but tip to the time of going to press
no definite announcement can be made.
In connection with the recent Transatlantic
tests, we think there is a certain amount of
humour in the situation in which the B.B.C.
engineers beseech all listeners to stop their
sets oscillating, and then subsequently report
that several carrier waves were picked up by
them on their apparatus.
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LECTURES ON DUAL.
AMPLIFICATION
JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART,

By

Introduction.

s

it is proposed in the following six

instalments to cover shortly the
chief principies- of dual amplification. There is so much to say
about this very important subject, which has become almost
branch in itselof valve work,
that it will not be possible for
the author to deal with the subject, except in a brief manner.
Nevertheless, it is hoped that the
information given will prove o
value to those who are interested
in obtaining the maximum results
with a minimum number of

:

:

»

»

-

onnected the crystal detector D
and the primary Ti of a step-up
transformer Ti T2, the usual
blocking condenser C2, having a
capacity of 0.002 tF. (microfarad), 3s connected across Ti,
the primary of the transformer,
but in many (ases this condenser
may be omitted. The secondary
T2 of the transformer, which has
ñiore turns than Ti, is connected across the grid of the
valve Vi and the negative terñiinal of the filament battery Bi.
In the ano4e circuit of the valve
Vi we have the telephones T
and the high-tension battery 112.
The operation of this simple
low-frequency amplifier circuit
is as follows: In the aerial circuit we have high-frequency
òscillations, which, in the caseòf

¿urrents of any frequency» from
the lowest to the highest, but it
will amplify currents of differingfrequencies at the same time, the
two amplifications going en
simultaneously, but independently
of each other.
It will simplify the explanation
of dual amplification if we first
consider the valve acting as a
simple amplifier of low-frequency
currents and then as an-amplifier
of the high-frequency currents
obtained in a wireless receiver.

Fig. i.-Crystal followed by a single
valve a mlifier.

!-»-

F.In.P., EdiLor

No. I.

AT a time when one hears so
much of dual-amplification
circuits, it is only appropriate that a full investigation
should be made of the possibilities of this type of circuit, ani

z

WeeI1y

The Valve as a-Low-Frequency
Amplifier.
The three-electrode valve was
undoubtedly a distinct advance
over other low-frequency amplifying devices, and at a veryearly date it was applied to tlie.
-I

.

D

G

12
I

TTT
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1JL.

valves.
Definition.
The words " dual amplification " imply that a valve is
being used to amplify twice, and
that the two amplifications are
taking place at the same time.
The three-electrode valve will
act as an amplifier of currents of
all frequencies; alternating cur-

rents of the lowest possible frequencies will be faithfully amplified by a three-electrode valve,
and so will oscillations having
frequency of 30,000,000 per
second., In this respect the valve
is very different from amplifiers
of the microphore type which
vi Il only amplify low-frequency

currents.
Not only will the valve amplify

I

Fig.

2.-Pctoria1 forni of Fig. i.

amplification of signals frori
existing wireless receivers.
Fig. i shows how a salve may
be added to a simple crystal receiver in order to amplify the
low-frequency currents supplied
by the left-hand pertion of the
circuit. The aerial circuit is
shown tened by an inductance
Li and a variable condenser Ci
alihough, of course, any other
mtthod -of tuning the aerial drFor
cuit might be adopted.
example, a slider inductance
might he used, or a variometd-.
Across the aerial circuit we have

broadcast signals, bave a frequency of sornethmg of the order
of 1,000,000 per i.econd. These
high-frequency currents are not
capable of operating telephones
direct, and we therefore have tò
change the high-frequncy cur-,
rents into those of low-frequency.
The high-frequency oscillations,
if due to broadcast signals, are
nontinuaHy varying in strength
or amplitude, according to the
speech or music being transnutted. These variatiôns of the
strength of thè hgh-frequeicy
oscilIations are-of low frequency,
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even though the currents they
modulate " are of high frequency. l'he object of the crystal
detector is to eliminate the highfrequency currents, which really
serve simply as carriers of the
low-frequency currents.
In Fig. i the crystal detector
D has the effect of sifting out
the high-frequency currents, and
the low-frequency currents hich
are obtained by this process pass
through the primary Ti of the
step-up transformer Ti T2. The
varying currents in Ti induce:
exactly similar currehfs in T2,
but at the same time the voltage
of these currents is increased
because of the step-up effect of
the transformer, which in this'
case acts somewhat in the same
way as an induction coil which
enables us to obtain high voltages from simply a 6-volt accu-

niulator.
The voltage changes
across the secondary T2 aìe cornziunicated to the grid of the
iralve, one end of T being connected to the grid and the othet:
being connected to the filament.
The
ov-frequency 'poteintial
variations ou the grid of the
'alve vary the number of electrons flowing between the filament and the anode, and therefore the anode currents flowing
through the telephones T, which
are of the high-resistance type.
Fig. 2 is a pictorial representation of the Fig. i circuit.
A circuit of this kind is inclined
to be taken for granted, and yet
there are certain principles in-

1Jc3c4T

Lj

8,

82

E

Fg. 3.-Simple high-frequency
amplifier circuit.

volved which will also apply to
dual amplification circuits. Although the principles are quite
simple, yet when a new circuit
is evolved in which the different
components arc used in-a differcnt manner, standard principles
are not adopted, with the result
that in many cases failure results.
In the case of Fi-g. r, it will
he seen that the crystal detector
'has one terminal connected
directly to tue top end of the in-

December

ductance Li. This is called the
high potential end of the aerial
circuit; the potential at the top
end of Lx is continually varying
with respect to the bottom end of
the aerial circuit, which is directly
connected to earth, and therefore
remains at a steady potential,
which we may call zero. \Ve can
connect anything we like to earth
without affecting the operation
of the liigh-frequency circuit,
but if a connection is to be taken
from a point at high-frequency
potential to earth; such as the

12,

1923

but they have a capacity to othei:
parts of the circuit, and this
stray capacity " is undesirable
and leads to complications.
It is for this reason that th
crystal detector is connected to
the high potential end of the
aerial
w hile the relatively
bulky transformer Ti '1'2 has its
primary connected on one sid
directly to earth.

Another Point.
Another point to notice is that
the secondary T2 of the trans-

:H

Fig. 4.-PicIorial

top of Li, we have to be careful
that the piece of apparatus which
we connect to the high potential
end will not tend to damp out or
lessen the high-frequency potentials established across the circuit Li Ci.
All bulky pieces of apparatus,
such as telephones, potentiometers, batteries, etc., have a
certain capacity to earth, and in
many cases there is a tendency
for a leakage to earth. Te!ephone receivers, for examplc,
when on the head of the operator,
have a distinct capacity to earth,
since the human body may be
taken as being practically at
earth potential.
By a capacity
effect to earth, we mean that the
earth acts as one plate of a con-.
denser, while the piece of apparatus acts as the other plaste. The
effect of this capacity will be to
alter the tuning of an oscillatory
circuit in some cases, and to
-lessen the potential variations
across that circuit.
Not only
have such pieces of apparatus as
telephones, loud-speakers, hatteries1 etc., a capacity to earth

fcrm

of

Fig.

3.

5 oie end conformer Ti T2
nected to the negative terminal
of the filament battery Bi, while
the rheostat Ri is connected in
the position shown. When the
rheostat is in this position, there
is normally a drop of potential
across the rheostat, due to the
filament current flowing through
it, and this drop of potential may
amount to about i volt.
This
means that the left-hand side of
the filament in Fig. i is at a different potential than the negative terminal of Bi, the latter
being a-t a potential of i volt
with respect to the left-hand side
of the filameat. Since the grid
is connected through T2 to the
negative terminal of Ri, the grid
will have a potential of i voit
with respect to the left-hand side
of the filamen-t; with respect to
other points of the filament, t
will be still more negative. The
result of this is that, under
ordinary conditions, the grid will
not be made sufficiently positive
to draw electrons to itself. Th
moment the grid is macle to positive, it vill begin to attract elec-
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trons, arid these jflowing round
the grid circuit will have the
effect of introducing damping on
to the positive half-cycles of current supplied from, the secondary
of the transformer. This clamping effect vill prevent the full
degree of amplification being obtained, and it will also introduce
a certain amouat of distortion.
Another point to notice is that
the negati e terminal of the hightension battery B2 is connected
to the positive terminal of Bi.
For the sake of simplicity, this
conveition should be obsêrved
in all valve circuits where pos
sible, especially when two or
more valves are used. There are
arguments in favour of eonnect
ing the telephones next to the
filament battery in the case of
single-valve circuits, but if goodquality telephone recei ers arc
used, ther is no point in departs
ing from the regular convention;
High-Frequency Amplification
Circuits.
To thoe 'ho are doubtful
hether to use low-&eqaeuey oi
high-frequency
amplification,
lual amjtification provides the
answer, because in this case both
high and low-frequency amplification are employed. In general,
can say that low-frequency
amplification gives volume of
signal and that high-frequency
amplification gives range. To
the beginner, this fact seems
.strange, because he would
imagine that if stronger signais
are obtained, signals. from
further distances could. be recved This is, however% only
partially true. One can state th
,principk in a rather different
manner by saying that lowamplification
will
frequency
strengthen signals which are
already there, even though only
faintl heard, but wiil not bring
in signals which are orinari1y
inaudible. High-frequency amplivill
fication, on the other
strengthen any kind of a signal,
and will bring ii sigilals which,
without high-frequency amplification, are inaudible.. On .tlie
other hand, high-freqnency ampli.fication is not a good means of
increasing the volume of an
existing fairly strong signak
The reason for this is not far
to seek. A crystat detector, or
a valve detector, requires a cer
hand1

before

it wilt effectively respond. A
very weak oscillation will not
have any effect on a crystal detector; consequently, there will
be no low-frequency currents
produced through rectification,
and there vill therefore he
nothing to amplify.
Beyond rt
certain signai strength, however,
a crystal detector begins to respond, and the low-frequency
currents may be strengthened by
low-frequency amplification. The
signais, however, may still lie
too weak to be appreciated, and
some means, other than lowfrequency amplification, must ne
found to bring the signal strength
up to that required. It is no\v
that ve employ high-frequency
amplification. By using a valve
to amplify the high-frequency
osèillatioiis, we increase their
amplitude, and therefore th
vóltage changes across the
¿rystal detector-due to the big ifrequency currents -ai-e in.creased in magnitude. ' it is impòrtarrt to point ott hére that
the rectified ct,rrenf supplied by

-
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strong and which may. for example, have been made strong
by a preceding stage of highfrequency amplification.

Example of High-Frequency.
Amplification.
In Fig. 3 is represented t
typical high-frequency amplifier
circuit in which a valve amplifies
the incoming oscillations and a
crystal detector serves to rectify
them.
It will be seen that the aerial
circuit consists of an inductance
Li shunted by a variable condenser Ci. The inductance Li
is coupled to a secondary indtctance L2, which is shunted by, a
variable condenser C2. Both the
aerial circuit and the circuit L2
C2 are tuned to the incoming
wave-length. This method, of
loose-coupling will, of
be
familiar to readers, and it is
given in this case as an alternative to the' d.Hrect coupling iliutrated ir Fig.
In the anode
circuit of the valve \e have the
inductance L3 shunted by a
variable condenser C3. When
the circuit L3 C3 is tuned to the
incoming wave-length, much
stronger oscillations will appear
in this anode oscillatory circuit
than in the case of the oscillations in the circuit L2 C2. We
now treat the circuit L3 C3 just
as we would treat a seconday
circuit or aerial circuit, and we
Fig. 5.-Receiver involving a stage of therefore connect a crystat detecH.P. ind one of L.F. amplification.
tor D and telephones T across
the circuit L C3. The usual
the crystal detector varies as the telephone condenser C4 is consquare of the strength of signals nected across T, although in
many cases this condenser may
applied to it. This means, tht,
if we have a very weak highbe omitted.
frequency signal and douhe its
A circuit of this kind has the
strength, ve will get, not twice adantage that longer rang
the rectified current, but four may be accomplished with it. Lt
times the amount. Similarly, if is interesting to compare the results obtainable with the Fig. 3
we increase the big.h-frequency
circuit with those obtained with
current to three times its original
value, we vil1 get nine times the
response from the crystal detector. It 's therefore very important to. see that the high_
frequençy oscillations are strong
enough to work the crystal deHigh-frequency amplitector.
fieation.is therefore ideal if our
object is to strengthen w eak signaÂs or to bring in stations which
heaird.
could not otherwise
lowOn the other
frequency amplification is the
hand1

best method f strengthening
the signal which is already fairly
s

courser

.

the Fig. i arraìigement On very
short distanees the Fig. i arrangement is probably best At
about io miles from a broadcast-ing station, there is iiotliing to
choose between the Fig. i and
the Fig. 3 arrangements. As tILe
set is taken further and further
away from a transmitting station,
the Fig.
high-frequency amplifying circuit begins to sliw a
superiority over the Fig. r

arrangement.
Therr are Iwo points of nteret
in connection with the Fig.3 cir-

-

T"
-
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Fig.
we now- coiñct:.the
primary of a step-up intervalve:
transformer Ti T2, which serves
to pass the currents which vouhj:
have gone through tle tele-:
pliones to the grid of the secnd
valve after the voltage has been
stepped-up by means of the
transformer Ti T2. In the Fig.:
arrangement ie therefore have
one stage of high-frequency amplification, a crystal detector and
one stage of lov-frequncy amplification. lt will not be neces
sary to explahi how the Fig:
circuit works; it will be obvious

-

-

-

-

-

Pig.

:

6.Pioria1.fovni

cuit; one

is that the crystal detector must ha e one side con-

---

.

-

teleph-òne receiversT.
Such a circuit may he termed
a ' straight
circuit,- because
each valve carries out only- one

Combined Highand Low..Frequency
Amplification Circuiti
Since there are advantages
both i-n high and low-frequency
:amplification, a straightforward
compromise is frequently made
in order to obtain the benefits of
both methods. Such a compromise is illustrated in Fig. .
This circuit is really a combination o-f the Fig. 3 arrangement
and that illustrated in Fig. i.
Jn.steacl of connecting -the telephones in the position shown n

.fuñction.
Both valves ct as
amplifiers, but the first funòtions
as a hih-frequeny and the
second as- a--low-frequecy am'plifier. It is the purpo'se of a
dual-amplification circuit to coni-bine the two grades of amplificati-on in one vâlve, and the next .
-

-

-

-

2

of these lectures, dealing thith single

lRabfo %òcíct

òt

3ieat

-

-

-

-

-

Fig:

from the preéedin.g eplanation
that the first valve acts as a kiihfrequencyamplifier, the amplified
oscillations flowing in the circuit
L3 C3.. These oscillations ar
iectified by the crystal detectór
D, the rectified curent passin
through the primary Ti of the
Ti
transfòrnier
T2.
The
stepped-up low-freqüency currents are now applied to the grid
of the second- valve, which a-mphfles them at lo\v-fre4uency. The
amplified low-.freqúendy currents
are now made- tòooeiate thê

the 1sme timè prevent the valve
from ocllating; as it might
otherwise do if no crystal dctéct6r were cóiinected in the posi-tión shown.
Since crystal de-tedtors are verT commonly em
pldyed iii dual-amplification circùits, this damping. effect of a
crystal detector should be noticed
at this stage, because th advantages resulting from this damping are considerable.
Fig. 4 shows the way in which
different components would be
wired up to conform to the Fig. 3
circuit.
------

nected directly to the high otential etid of the Circuit L3 C3; the
-reason for this has already been
explained in connection with Fig
i, but here in Fig. 3 we have
similar conditions in the anode
circuit of the valve; in this ease
it is the anode that is at the'highotentiaI, and the
frequency
bottom entI of the circuit L3 £3
is taken as being at earth potential. Signals would still be obtained by reversing the position
of the crystal detector D and the
telephones T, but the results
would not be as good; flor' as
stable.
The other point is that the cristaI detector D, being a partial
-cönductor, adds considerably tò
the damping of the circuit L3 C3.
When a circuit has no parallel
resistance across it, any oscillation which i set up ii it will tend
to he perpetuated.
If we add
clamping to the circuit, by connecting a resistance across it, or
by connecting a crystal detector
icross it in the manner of Fig. 3,
we add to the damping a-nd at
Next thsek: No.

òf

«

-

I

consideration; therefore, is hov
we can dispense with one tf
these valves and obtain the
three operations of :high-frequency amplification, detection
and low-frequency amplification
by the aid of one valve and a
crystal detector.
Fig. 6 is simply a pictorial
representation of the Fig.
circuit.
-:

-

-

--I

-

-

-

-

-

v loe

dual circuits.

-

-

-

-

-

ßrítatn..

At the Annual General Meeting of the Radio Society of Great Britain, which is to
be hehl on December the l9th,at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Mr. E J. Hobbs
will read a paper on "Simplified Radio Calculation."- This will be illustrated by
lantern slides, and wi'l be of special interest to experimenters.
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A BROADCAST CRYSTAL RECEIVER
By

the home cmistriclor whose

The foriowing article should &ppeal t

THE outer or stator winding
of the variometer should be
wound upon a 21-in., cardboard tube, though in the set
under description, part of a
"P-ermagrip " motor cycle repair
outfit tube is used as the former.
The tube was given two coats of
shellac varnish, and when dry
tw small holes were bored of
an inch from the edge to secure
the wire. The winding on the
stator consists of 40 turns of

t

J. STIRLING, Jr

the stator coil. The winding is
now given a coat of thin shellc
and baked gently uti1 hard.
The inner coil or rotor is next
wound. A stout cardboard tube
of i in. outside dk*rneter is procured and 30 turns of No. 36
S.W.G.-d.c.c. are wound. The
winding of the rotor turns is
carried out in exactly the same
way as was done with the stator,
with the exception that there are
15 turns on each half instead of
20.
The winding is treated with
shellac varnish, as before. \Vhen
the shellac is dry the coils are
mounted on their spindle, which
consists of a 2 B.A. threaded
brass rod 2 rI/iôths long. Fig. 3
gives all the necessary constructional details, which are as
follows
Main spindl.e, 2 B.A. threaded
brass rod, 2 ii/16ths long, fitted
with fixe hexagonal 2 B.A. nuts.
The inner washers aire of cardboard, i/i6th of an inch thick,
+ in. diameter, whilst the outer
washers are also of cardboard
of
/32fld of an inch thick,
an inch diameter. The washer,
situated under the panel, is of the
same material and dimensions as
the outer washers. The washer on
the top of the panel is of brass,
I/32fld of an inch thick (2 B.A.
washer). The aluminiun er thin
fibre hand, for securing thç. '.ariometer to the panel, is. held in
I

Fig.

r.-

general view
eceiI'er..

of t/e
.

No. 36 S.W.G.-d.c.c. copper
w ire, and after 20 turns have been
wound, two small holes, as close
to the 20th turn as possible,
should be bored. At this point
the vire should be cut, leaving
approximately 3 in. spare, which
is t becoldered to the other half
of the stator. Nov bore two small
holes 3/t6ths of an inch further
along the tube, so that there is
a 3/i6ths gap in the middle of
the windina. Thread the '.'4n.
lead through these two holes'and
then solder it to the coil of wire
Ha ing soldered the joint, zo
more turns are wound, and at the
20th turn of the second half or
the 40t. turn of the whole winding, two m'ore small hoies are
bored, as shown in Fig. 2, 0p'p.
site the first two, to fix the end of

interesl jies in the building of crystal receivers.

held in position on the paner by
means of a thin fibre or aluminium band, clearly shown in the
photograph, Fig. 4. Before this
band is fixed, however,, several
layers. of thck brown paper
should be placed between the
windings and the band to protect

the stator turns.
The Panel.

This

29/iôths

is made of ebonite,
in. by 2 I5/I6ths in. by

r-

Fig. 3.-Constructional details of
the variometer.

in., drilled to the dimensions
shown in Fig. 5. The terminal
holes are drilled /i6ths of an in.
from each edge and in each of the
four corners. An engraved ivorine
scale reading o to t8o degs. ma
be fitted, thus adding greatty to
the appearance of the receiver.

Connecting Up.

The wliring of the receiver i
as follows -The lead from the
beginning of the outer coil is fixed
to the aerial terminal and another
ED Josv
short wire connects the aerial to
the t-whisker. From the crystal
cup a lead is taken to one of the
telephone terminals, whilst from
the other a lead is connected to
the earth terminal. Connection
to the earth terminal is also made
'
from the inner coil winding.
sta.or windiag.
Fig. 2.-1111f .rtrati-ng
Across the telephone terrninats a
F fixed
place by means cf 6 BA.. brass, small Dubilier o.x
cheese-headed screws fitted with condenser is shunted. This conhexagonal nuts, the screws being denser is suspended from the
actual telephone terminals by
of an inch long.
One end 0f the oijte winding means of two stIff copper vires
so that it hangs. eertieafly and
is soldered to one end of the inner
coil, and the whole variorneter clear of the rotating coil.
III«

1
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the
control were made from'
pieces of ebonite and copper
respectively. The knob is f in.
thick, roughly filed to a fin.
circle, with a tapped 2B.A. hole
drilled in its centre. The pointer
was filed out of some old srap
brass, 1/16th of an inch thkk.
The box containing the instrunient was roughly knocked together out of
ich cigarbox wood, the dimensions being:
Base, same as panel, 2 9/16t.hs
-

T,he knob and pointer for

-__8RA51

-

1923

12,

-

coil

Fig.

i-An

underside view of

ER TB

the receiver.

I

The cat-whisker and universal
joints were made from scrap
metal to the details shown in
Fig. 6, except for the ball, rod
and small ebonite knob.
The actual cat-whisker is made
from thin copper
ire wound
round a thin knitting needle; one
end is soldered to the detector
arm and the other is hammered
flat and cut with a pair of scissors
to resemble the point of a watch
hand.

CRY5TA

r
I

iF
PLAN

o

6sa

ELVATløH

8A3

o

COP'ER
9/3

,

PA1-L

ø. BASE

ELEV

FRON
SACK PLATE

5

-

5ANL

/8z TAEH OTT

851
BOTTOM

-

-

C11ON HROUGH PANEL
SHOWING FIXING OF PETCTOR.

rw

Fig. 6.-Constructioaal details of tle
crystal detector.

2%
1

in. ; the two ends 2 9/J6ths in.
by 2 9/i6ths in.
The crystals used in this re-

k

Fig. 5.-Dimensions and posilions of
drill holes of panel.
n. by 2 i5/i6ths in.; the two
sides, 3 3/i6ths in. by 2 9/i6ths

ceiver, with excellent results, are
electronite, permanite, heitzite,
and several others. Four pairs
of Brown's " Featherweight
4,000 ohms telephones have been
worked on this set with perfect
reception.

HOW TO ADJUST THE VARIABLE

L

GRID-LEAK
-

pROBABLY many experimenters have grid-leaks of
variable resistance but do
not knòw how to regulate them.
Much depends upon the value of
the leak, and many faults arc
often (lue to this source.
If its resistance be too high the
grid of the valve vill have an
owing to
excess negative
the accumulation of electronsL
and, in consequence, any attempt
cause
to use réaction will
If, on the other
howling."
hand, the resistance is too. low,,
charger

ByH.A.C.

a loss in signal strength vill
result, and where the grid-leak is
connected between the grid and
the filament direct, it is often a
difficult matter to cause the valve
to oscillate.
By using a gridleak of fairly high resistance
stronger signals may often be
obtained than when the resistance
is of a lower value.
Perhaps the following method
of adjusting the leak is one of the
most satisfactory.
The leak is
first adjusted to a high value, so
that when the reaction coupling
-

is increased the valve " howls."

The resistance is then graduall
lowered until the howl is entirely
eliminated when using fairl
tight coupling of the reaction
coil. In this position the valve
will work well, and maximum
signal strength may still be
htained. This adjustment may
vary slightly with different values
of filament current and high-tension voltage, so to try different values until the best results are
obtained is the best course to.
adopt.

FI
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Spooneritis.
Do you ever suffer from the
embarrassing attacks 0f the
malady spooneritis, which
causes your tongue to become
temporarily unruly and to turn
ocds inside out? Occasionally
i fall a victim to it, babbling
during a brilliant explanation of
the mysteres of wireless, o-f
casket boils, meat votttrs, plattery bugs and things of that kind.
I once perpetrated, completely by
misadventure, the most appalling
one in a foreign tongue. Whilst
trying w itnout marxea success to
show my complete mastery of the
language in a Swedish draw'ingroom I was abashed to find the
three ladies who were there
suddenly turn red and all begin
talking hard at once. What I
said I never knew, Since no one
would say more than that I had
spoonerised not wisely but too
well. But it must have been a
pretty meaty one, for they were
obviously electrified, and it requires something with a fairly
high potential to electrify the
charming Swedes.
Little Puddleton wás the scene
of a beauty the other week, when
ft considerable star in the radio
firmament was bïlled to lecture at
the vireless club. Under the able
chairmanship of Sir Ponderby
Bunch, after whose receipt of his
present title Little Puddleton
was for some time known as The
Village of the Dreadful Knight,,
everything passed off well, until
the lecturer was warming to urs
work in a fine peroration.
Such," he declaimed, " was
the tiny station that stood upon
this site but ten short years ago.
To-day we have a wondrous installation flinging far and wide a
hundred willow cats.
"wallow kits," whispered the
chairman, in a hoarsé semi-shout
doing his bit o help a man in
dire straits. '' Er, er, I should
say callow wits. Oh, damnit! a
hundred thousand watts," bleated
the much-tried star, and sat down
mopping a fevered brow.
.

$Lt k

-?--:

The Cussedness of Things.
Funny how perverse things can
be at times. I have, as I mentioned recently, a broken arm,
whose bits, with the akl of
medical tinkering, are slowly reestablishing contact.
In the
ordinary way the terminals on my
set don't work loose.
At the
present time every single one of
them shows a marked disposition
to come unscrewed all on its little
own.
I've one hand left of
course, which is ako one left
hand, and that should be enough
for any wretched terminal. Unfortunately, you can't make twisting motions with the unaccustomed left without doing the same
with the right. Any turning of a
broken arm is-well, it is things
that can be expressed only by
asterisks. Hence, as I tighten
those infernal terminals, I pile
up quite a score in the Recording
Angel's log.
But the urst instance of the
general cussedness of thing-s that
I erer came across was that of
the Reverend Stephanns Chittermole (pronounced Chimmle, to
rhyme with Scamperholme), who
was presented with a wireless set
by the ladies of the parish in
onler that he might have a leetle
recreation amidst his all too
arduous duties. The Reverend
Stephanus was not measured
for the set as he should certainly
have been. lt was so built that
rae reaction Terminais
ere
directly in line between the
operator and the aerial tuning
condenser. The ghostly man
(this is. to show you that I know
my Tennyson) combined abnormal shortness of sight with an
almost- freakish length of proWhenever he leaned
boscis.
forward to peer at the reading
on the condenser scale he shortcircuited ihe terminals with his
nose, whose consequent redness
after each wireless séance gave
to some very unkind
rise
rumours.

:

Tracked to his Lair
Thenew commandment "thou
shalt not encrg-ise thy neighhour's aerial," whicli has replaced the old ordinance limiting
the use of reaction, seems to be
broken in sorne parts with a consistency that is worthy of a better
cause. My own was so enthusiastically energised a few days,
or rather nights, ago that the
howls of Radiating Rupert were
audible in rooms on the Ioor
above my wireless den. If you
have an ammeter ìn series with
your H.T. supply oe of these
howls will make it give a kick
like that of a mule.
I tracked one of the squealers
to his lair quite by accident last
week. He was by no means a beginner, and he wanted to show
off his set. As he sat atuning
there came an eerie screech
which died away to nothing and
then gradually rose again to its
fullest power. I expostulated
promptly. " Oh,
(hat's nothing," quoth he, with a cheerful grin, ' that's only the carncr." Only the carrier, ve
gods! And there are thousands
of similar cheerful criminals who
believe that they are doing no
wrong if they pick up their
favourite broadcasting station in
this way. They do not realise,
I think, that while they are gaily
flirting with those carriers strong
men in neighbouring houses are.
rearing out handfuls of locks that
they can ill soare and caIlinç
upcn all the firies and demoi
to arise instanter and smite the
author of the ear-destroyia
squeals that are making the night
hideous..

The Radiowoman.
have met the superwoman.
Twice have I come across charming beings whose friends held
them in awe as real authorities
on wireless. The first was a
holI&w fraud, but so pretty' a
fraud withal that no one probably
had the heart to sho her up.
Even her little habit of mixing
I
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volt
and amperes passed
with no more comment than a
slight raising of the eyebrows on
the part of the less impressionable of her masculine hearers.
The second is a sheer wonder.
She really does know the business, and I am ready to wager
six to four in "peanuts " that
she could give you points at
VTouId that
reading Morse.
more of her sisters would follow
her excellent example; but I am
afraid that there is little chance
of won-ien taking seriously to
wireless, or, at any rate, of
their aJmitting that they possess
an intimate knowledge of its
workings. If they did so they
còuld not assume that appealing
look of pathetic helplessness
whereby they entice mere men to
do for them awkward little jobs
that they are really perfectly
capable of doing for themselves.
Woman is not so foolish as to
surrender one of the most effective weapons in her armoury like
that.
up

Look Before you Leap,

In tinie I suppose we shall
find devotion to wireless on the
part of the husband cited as a
divorce.
reason
for
valid
Then," as a correspondent,
whom I deduce to be a married
man, remarks in a breezy letter,
" then we shall be able to do
sone really serious work!
There are times, of course, when
it is difficult to reconcile marriage with a whole-hearted de
votion to wireless. Som tinie
ago I warned any ladies who
were thinking of committing
matrimony with radionianiacs to
think twice before they took the
plunge. But there is also the
man's side of the question to be
considered.
Two little hints I would give.
If you discover that the object of
your attentions is addicted to the
terrible habit of knitting jumpers,
Never
break it off at once.
mind if she sues you for breach
Care not at all if
of promise.
-

have to make an ass of yourin the witness-box whilst
counsel rends you metaphoric.ally limb from limb. Do not be
downhearted as the court rocks
with glee over the sloppiest passages of your letters when they
are read out. You have done
the right thing, for nothing is
more searing to the soul than
the click of knitting needles
when you are straining your ears
to catch a faint signal. The
second hìnt concerns those whom
it is too late to save fron
Hynen's clutches. Never bring
home the evening pâpr. Leave
it in the train, give it to the
ticket collector, do what you will
with it, but don't bring it home.
i you are so misguided to do
so, your better half will sit
reading it and rustling it until
you, with the 'phones about your
ears, are driven to the verge of
conjugicidal insanity.
\VIRELESS WAYFARER.
you

self

A POSITIVE SELECTOR SWITCH
THE selector switch is one
of the most useful of those
that find a place upon the
wireless set, but the ordinary
pattern has one rather serious
drawback, which becomes particularly obvious when the switch
is employed either in the aerialtuning circuit or in the grid circuit of a valve. One of its contaits, that made by the laminated
arm, is positive; but the other,
which occurs between the panel
and the bush in which it revolves,
is of rather a changeable kind,
and it is apt to become less and
less reliable as the switch becomes worn with constant use.
When a switch of the ordinary
type is used so as to enable the
gridleak to be connected in }arious ways at will, in the manner
which was described not long ago
in this journal, or as a simple
means of varying the grid biasing potential of low-frequency
valves (see Wireless Weekly,
Vol. 2, No.
iç, page 662), a
faulty or poor contact between
the spindle and its bush may give
rise to a certain amount of parasitie noises.
Having traced one case of
crackling to a selector switch
(which he is proud to say was not
home-made !), the writer has

converted all such switches in\
his possession to the positive
contact pattern, now to be
described, with excellent results.
lt is such a simple business that,
anyone can make the improvement in a very short time.
The existing laminated arm is
removed and replaced by a
double-ended one of the shape
shown in Fig. i. This can be.
made from three layers of thin
springy sheet metal. The aim
intended to make contact with
the studs is made to the same
dimensions as the original one.
llIIII
-

Ii

Fig.

i-The

:lII...

Selector

BAA5S
!JTR,d

Switch.

The other should be-k in. or so
shorter, and its end should be
bent so that it makes contactwith the ebonite. The arm is
now mounted and the switch
turned once or twice so that the
short arm scratches a segment
of a circle upon the ebonite
corresponding to the travel of:
the long arm. Near the ends ofthis line, and in the middle of it,are drilled three 4B.A. clearance

holes. A curved brass strip in.
wide is now cut out, and in it
are drilled three very slightly
countersunk 4B.A. holes.
The
heads of three 4B.A. countersunk screws are now filed almost
away. These are inserted into
the holes in the strip on the
panel, and are tightened by
means of nuts. The heads are
then trimmed off with a file and
with emery paper, until they are
absolutely flush with the strip. Tap connections are made as
before to the studs, and the fixed
connection is made by a wire
soldered to one of the screws
which retain the strip in position.- If the ends of the arm have
been bent well down, contact
will now -be quite. positive, and
the arms will automatically clean
and keep bright their paths over
the studs and the brass strip.
The reason why one arm is
made shorter than the other is to
allow this form of connection to
be useçi with switches the studs
of which are so numerous that
they occupy more than a semicircle. Since the radius of the
brass strip is less than that of
the studs, the device can be used
even when the studs stand upon
the circumference of a- complete
cirche
R. W. 1-1.
-

-.
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remains to be
L ONDON.-It
seen what the recent ireless.
telephony tests between America
and Great Britain will bring to
the listener on each side of the
Atlantic. 'Whilst the attempt to
get into conversation in the early
hours of the morning of December znd was unsuccessful, the
engineers of the B.B.C. are optimistic regarding the future. This
failure was due to four main
causes :-bad atmospherics at the
time when the test was taking
place, interference from oscillating sets in London, interference
by the unexpected transmission
of l'Ecole Superieur des Postes et
Telegraphìese, which vas also attempting to call up America, and
apparently a weaker transmission
than usual.
Three of these
causes can be remedied by human
agency, the other is outside that.
D

D

D

Both Capt. Eckersley and
Capt. \Vest when discussing with

the writer the possibilities of
these transmissions expressed
their conviction that conversation
will undoubtedly take place with
America, and at no distant date;
furthermore, they are seriously
considering the possibility of a
test which, if successful, would
enable even the owner of a crystal
set in this country to listet to a
transmission of an American proOne need not be too
gramme.
fanciful in one's imaginings to
visualise the time when by agreement international concerts wijI
be received in paIces and cottages in most parts of the world.
That is th outstanding fact
remaining from the e,ccitement
-.
creat&I by these tests.
D

D

Operatic Night

D

"-Monday,

December '-was òne of supreme
excellence. The artistes were all
star. of the first magnitude, but
whether ¡t *as the opportunitiés

of the " Tales of Hoffmann " or
not. we thoup-ht that Miss Ger-

trule Johnsors singing was the
outstanding feature, particularly
in the closing scene of the third
act.
Then came the grand,
solemn, requiem-like music beforé
the epilogue, and personally, we.
cannot conceve why the composer (Offenbach) did not end hIs
opera at this point instead of
bringing us back once again to
the vine room to hear Hoffmann's
recitative telling us that his tales
were now told.

D.

O

D

Generali) speaking, the Opera
was a great success, although it
did suffer somewhat from the
fact that it was produced in a

studio insufficiently roomy for
such a large company and augmented orchestra, giving rise at
times to somewhat " dead " or
fading " effects, but ve understand 2L0 are well on the way
with experiments to produce
these operas in a larger studio,
and let us have a little of the echo
effect that we associate with

Opera Houses and large halls:

0

D

D

Forthcoming Events-

OECE \IBE R.
12th (Wtn.).-53b,
Uncle Jeff
will talk to the children.

Lnndon \Vireless Orchestra.
Mariorv Phitlips. contralto.

'

Miss
Miss

Lditiì

- James,
pianist.
John
Henry's account of "What hap-

ne t

to

me

at

the

General

Election."
i3th (THURS.).-" Auntie Hilda "
and " Uncle Fluniptv Dumpty
musical
talk.
Dance Rand.
Musical Coniedv. " Little Nellie
Kelly," Act I. The Rt. Hon. Sir
William Bull, Bart., MP., P.C..
vill give a talk on " Inventions
of this Country.''
Lecturei4th iFg,-Ocdiestra.
br Mrs. May on " Housekeeping." Mr. Stanley Holt, pianist.

Acts II and lii of " Litle
Nellie Kelly."
15th (SAT..-" Pagliacci " from th.
" Old Vie."
Roosters' Concert
Parti'. \V. j. Bassett-Lou ke,
M.lnst., Laco.E., will talk on
Models and Model Railways.''
Dance music from the Savoy

Hotel.
D

D

BERDEEN.

-

D

Whatever

4
41
doubts there may have been
as to the wisdom of having a rea!
Seotch nicht broadcast from 2B[)
wei-é completely set at i-est by thé
result.

Probably no programmç
since the inauguration ceremony
has evoked such enthusiasm, and
it. comment is any criterion, a
repetition should not long be
delayed. Aberdeen listeners had
another new experience last week
hen the performance of the
opera '' Carmen " t the '' Oki
\Tjc "
Theatre, London,
vas
relayed to the farthest North

staton with excellent results.
u-

o

n

-

During
BOURTJE1IIOUTH.
the past week, we have bad an

exceedingly interesting series ol
transmissions from the Boumemouth station. On Wednesday,
November 28, a new play by
Thomas Hardy, the \Vessex
novelist, was performed at Dorchester by the Hardy players.
This was transmitted by land line
to Bournemouth, and broadcast
from that station to an eager and
Unforexpectant
audience.
tunately, o\ving partly to the fact
that the ball in vhich the play
wa produced vas poorly suTted
for the purpose, and partly to the
hissing noise, caused apparently
by the microphone, reception was
somewhat indistinct, even on a
crystal .set 2 miles from the
station.

D.

D

D

Ou Friday, Nov. o, Mr. G. K.
Chesterton, spealdng at tbe

II
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Bournemouth Rotarian banquet,
gave his unseen listeners a
thoroughly enjoyable tiue. On
Sunday, December 2, Miss Carnien Hill gave the Boirnemouth
folk a song recital. As reception
that night was distinctly good,
ittle need be said except that the
snger was in good voice. Miss
Carmen Hill not only knows how
to sing, but how to make her
audience understand what she
sings.
Her enunciation was
excellent, every word she sang
being clearly heard.
D

D.

D.

and (liStrict amateurs are overjoyed
at an early possibility of their
local station's wavelength being

-

increased to over 400 metres. On

tile present wavelength
353
metres
London, working on
363 metres was practically a dead
letter, as being only io metres
between the two, it was almost.
impossible to ge
the latter.
When Cardiff was transmitting,
Bournemouth, too, was subject to
serious interruptions for the same

if one happened to be
within io niiles of the Cardiff
reason,

station.

Major

E.

i6th (SUN'.).-Beethoven Night. Mr.
David Thomas, vocalist.
Force
Air
17th (M0N.).-H.M.
Rand. Miss Lilian Lewis. contralto.
Literry Night.
isth (TUEs.).
Shakespeare Night. Critical Conimentary by Prof. Cyril Brett,
Lyrics by Miss
MA., Oxon.
Constance Willis.
D
D
D

GLASGOW.-The Officials of
5SC are at present arianging

for a series of short talks on
educational and other subjects of
universal interest. It is proposed
that a Committee representative
of the arious educational bodies
in the city will be Set up in an
Already the
advisory capacity.
Glasgow Education Authorities

EJ

EJ

.

appears to be tile general
opinion in the district, both by
users of valve and crystal sets,
that Simultaneous broadcasting
has been rather overdone and, in
view of the very fine programmes
given from Cardiff in the past,

listeners have shown by numeí
ous letters to the Station Director
that a reversion to the old réginid
vihl be appreciated, and that
special events only should be
simultaneously broadcast.
D

D

D

Forthcoming &ents

DEC EMBER.

Popular Night
(WED.).
Vocalist, Mr. Joseph Farrington
Miss Beatrice Miranda, soprano.
Chat on British Mammals by [)r.
Jas. J. Simpson, M.D., D.Sc.
ì4th (FRI. ).-The Cardiff Musical
Society's Small Choir. Mr. Frank
Taylor, baritone. Mr. R. J. Pugsley, Chat on .'' Individuality
12th

Owen Gane, baritone. Mr. Alec
Mr. Charlie ChipJohn, tenor.
niunk in " A Restaurant Episode."

,.

Loaioa

...... 495

,.

......

U 10a.m. Io 12.30p.m.

Cundayo ..... .0 r.m

to

5.0 r.m.

s

0.iOtO1O.lOp.m.G.fl1.T,

SOTE

by Mr. Jame.

-

H. Baird, A.F.I.
(TiniRs.).
Talk bo th
"Week's Music ' by Mr., Percy
Fifty Minutes with
A. Scholes.
Children's Games
the, Kiddies.
and Selections by the Orchestra.
Old and new choruses by the
Uncles. S.B. from London of the
Comedy, " Little Nellie Kelly."
Old-time Dances.
z4th (FR!.).-The Weekly Film Talk
by Mr. G. A. Atkinson. A short
tdk on " Football," by Mr. Tohn
Leggat, Secretary of the NW.
Lanark . Referees' Association
Mr. William MacDowel!, baritone.
Miss Catherine Paterson,
contralto. Dance music. S.B.
from London of the Comedy,
" Little Nellie Kelly."
i5th (SAT.).-The Possilpark and
District Prize Pipe Band. Mr.
Cunningfiani, baritone.
A.
R.
Mr. George Hewson, banjoist. A
.

Joseph Conrad and his

"

av nirse0
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D
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ANCHESTER.

- The

Sun-

day.evening talks to young
people, given by Mr. S. G.
Honey, Assistant Director of the
Manchester station, are becoming
very popular with the younger
listeners, and it is good to find
that they appreciate serious talks
well as the more jovial week-.

day chats.
¡url,er aiten,Iions ars pendIng.

have appointed a representative in
connection with the scheme.

D.
The simultaneous broadcasting
from London of ' Five Birds iii
a Cage " by Miss Gertruçle Jennings, vas one of the finest things
ever listened to by a Glasgow
Everywhere
wireless audience.
people have expressed their
appreciation of this class of entertainment and desire that material
after this light comedy type
should be introduced more freproScottish
quently into
grammes, in place of tile preponderance of " highbrow '' items.

I

Business"
rath (S.T.).-Mr. Willie C. Clissitt
on "Sport of the \Veek." Mr.

irr

ABERDEEN ...... OBD

T923

.A

" Shorthand,"

13th

.

W,.n!ng!h.
Coil-Sip,
rARDIFF ........ 5WA ..... 363 metroa.
°LONDON ...... 9L0 ...... 363
MANCHESTTR ..2zT
EOURNEMOLTH OBSt ...... 395
NEWCASTLE ....5N0......'0O ..
GLASGOW ...... 5SC ...... 415
..
N1RMINGEAM

°

It

on

chat on

TRANSMISSIONS

T2,

Doris Lemon, soprono. Mr. WilChat
11am Michael, baritone

el1-

knovn Dog judge).

W.ekda,

D

Gunn (the

H.

-

I.

U

I

Forthcoming Events
DECEMBER.
.tth (WED.)..-Mixed classical music
by the Wireless Orchestra. Miss

-

-

.

.

The transmiSsions from the
Piccadilly Picture Theatre, which
have been suspendéd for some
time, have now been resuned,
and although considerable Improvements have been made, it is
dopbtful whether the organ music
vill ever equal the tranmissions
we had from the Steinway Hall.
The " full organ " comes out
vel}, but the small stops, though
of good quality, transmit weakly
and require considerable amplification to briii them up to suit;
able strength. The structure of
the building makes it a most
difficult matter to find a suitable
position for the microphone.
EI

EI

D

Forthcoming Events
DECEMBER.
.

12th

(WED.).-3.3o,

Concert

by

Mme. V. Whitworth, soprano.
Mme. J. Shea, elocutionist. Mr.
H. Read, solo piano. Mr. FI. J.

12
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Davies. bass baritone. 6.io, 2ZY
Orches'tra.
7.45, 2ZY Operatic
Company in " Faust " (Gounod).
i3th (THURs.).-I 1.30, 2ZY Trio.
6.30, Girl Guides and Boy Scouts'
Bulletins.
6.40, German Talk.
Picture House
Oxford
7.45,

Orchestra.

ith

(FRI.).-Concert by Miss N.
Riley, contralto. Mr. A. SchoMr. O. Collet,
field, comedian.
baritone. Mr. 'r. O. Snawfield,
solo piano 6.40, 2ZY Orchestra,
Children's Music. 7.45, Popular
and Light Music by 2ZY Orchestra. ÑIr. T. Sheriock,' baritone.
Miss C. Willis, soprano. Talk on
A Winter Walk by the Mere,"
by Mr. T. A. Coward, M.Sc.
15 1h (SAT.).-3.3o, Oxford Picture
House Orchestra. 6.30, Organ
Recital, Piccadilly Picture House.
7.5, Heysvood Co-operative Glee
and Madrigal Society.
i6th (Su.).-3, 2ZY Orchestra. 8,
Talk to Young People, by Mr.
S. G. Honey. 8.30, Rev. L. J.
Shields, Director of the industrial
Christian Fellowship. 8.45, Mr.
Pat Ryan, solo clarionet. Miss
Doris Lemon, soprano. Mr. Wm.
Michael, baritone.
17th (MON.)-3.3o, 2ZY Orchestra.
6.35, Boys' Brigade Bulletin.
i8th (TuEs.).-3.3o, Concert by
Miss Eugenie Crompton, soprano.
Mr. R. Baget, elocutionist. Mr.
H. Thorpe, baritone. Mme. A.
Sampson, contralto. 6.30, H.M.
Royal Air Force Band. 8.i, Mr.
Harry Hopewell, baritone. 8.45,
Talk by Mr. J. E. Phythian,
on Burne-Jones' " Star of
Bethlehem." 9.40, Spanish 1'alk.
D

D

D

[\fEWC/1STLE.-Owiflg to the

unfortunate indisposition o
one of the artistes last week, it
I

W

-

V

vas found necessary to engage a
substitute at short notice. with
the result that an entertainer
filled the gap under,.the name of
Quip and Jest." He appears
to have given universal satisfaction and great curiosity has been
expressed as to his identity..
Many have also expressed the
hope that lie will frequently figure
in the programmes. We aie
given to understand that his re
appearance is very probable, but
that the desire for anonymity of
the very well-known gentleman
who thus conceals his light under
a bushel will be respected.
Forth.oming Events

DECEMBER.
12th (WED.).-3.45, Wardle's Highland Pipers' Band.
Mr. A.
Robins, cornet.
Mme. jennie
Forster, soprano. 7.30, Orchestra.
Mme. Dorothy Forster's
Quartette Party. Mme. Edna
Sheard, contralto.
i3th (THURs.).-3.45, Miss Dorothy
Sanderson, soprano. Mr. S. Coulson,

¡8th (TUES.).-Miss Florence Farrar,
plano. Mr. T. Brennan, euphoNatalie Crear,
Miss
nium.
soprano. Orchestra. Domin o Set
Concert Party.
.

D

D

D

response
to
the
Sheffield wireless public to write
to the relay station stating
whether they desired Sunday
afternoon transmissions, Mr. F.
Lloyd received a huge post showing a substantial majority for
this. The result is that relayed
matter will be sent out on Sunday afternoons, commencing on
Many
Sunday, December 2.
objections contending that the
wävelength of 350 metres was not
uitable have been made, and in
consequence it has been altered
to 300 metres.

S HEFFIELD.-In
to
his appeal

D

D

iolin.

i4th (FRP.).-3.45.-Miss Florence
Fari-ar, pianist. Mr. M. Henderson, concertina. Miss Ella Dent,
soprano.
7.30, Operatic Night.
Orchestra. Mr. J. Clinto, tenor.
Miss Doris Lemon, soprano. Mr.
Wm. Michael, bass.
15th (S.tr.).-3.45, Clay-Page Trio.
7.30, Mme. Mabel Herbert, contraltp. Mr. Stuart McKintosh,
baritone.
6th (Styr..).-8.3o, Res'. R. Robertson, address.
Wailsend Male
Voice Choir. Miss Ida Covey,
soprano.
17th (MON.).-Mr. J. Phillips, tenor.
Mr. E. Forster, cornet.

Weekly

reless

D

Simultaneous
Broadcasting Events
DECEMBER
12th (IVED.).-7.30,

"The Lily

of
8, Dance

Killarnev " (Benedict).

Programme.

13th

(TiIuIS.).-S.2o, " Little Nellie
Act 1, relayed from the

Kelly,"

New Oxford Theatre. 9.56, Sir
William Bull.
i4th (Fin .).-7.25, Shakespeare Programme. 7.30, " The Lily I
Killarney." 9.40, " Little Nellie

Kelly,'' Act II.
15th (SAT.).-" Pagliacci "
cavallo).
8.o,
Concert Party.

(Leon_

The

Roosters'
-

t

Scientifit Supply Stores.-We
have received a oopy of this firm's
ltest catalogue of w ireIss and
e1eetrkd apparatus. It contains
copous illustrations and describes
a wide range of apparatus in its
48 pages.
The Bowyer-Lowe Co., Ltd.Publication No. 20 of this firm
describes a series of components
specklly designed for mounting
on wood panels. The advantages
of this method will at once be
apparent to the experimenter.

respectively.

Electric
Co., Ltd.-This firm has sent us
opies of pubications Nos. 371,
describing two crystal
376, 3
sets and variable air cc*ndensers

lished by this firm,
11ich describes the new Darimont cell.
This is a primary cell capable of
supphing filament he.ating cur-

Sterling Telephone

&

rent either for low- ¿
-

-

TRADE NOTES

These condensers

will be of interest in that they
are so designed as to have a
straight line characteristic. A

report upon their working is
given in Vol. 2, No. 20, p. 699.

Darlmont

Electric

Batteries,

"Superfine" Cabinet Receiver.

Ltd.-Wireless enthusiasts should
obtain a copy of List No. i, pub-

r3-

high-

temperature va1vs.
Messrs. Mired Graham & Co.
-We have recéi ved booklets
giving particulars cf the latest
models of Arnplion kudspeakers,
of which the prices o-f certain
models have ben reduced. These
incofpoate special features, notably the wooden trumpets.
Tingey Wireless, Ltd.-We
are in receipt of an attractive
pamphlet describing the Tingey
This model is fittel with variable
reaction, and it is claimed that
under reasonably good conditions
all the British and Continental
Broadcasting may be received.
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-
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power and -likh.

INTERFERENCE
-ing mains carrying altetnating current is one of the
erratic and incalculable factors
affecting reception conditions;

-

:::

ST100

This ius&u,nenl has .beeTispécidlly designed-for use insituation. w/ze,c reflex circuils suffcr jrcí;n in1er4rènce bj.
It conipletely dnnznatcs such induction effects and does not require an earth connect,o
lighting and power ma n

'tion from

j

.1923

in some (prhaps the majority) of
eases one may have a house full,
wiring and hear no more thap
a faint humming which is barely
hoticeable. lu others there ma
be no mains within fifty yards ot
more, and yet the induction
cffects are so pronoui:iced astd
produce an overpowering roar if
anything but, the simplest re:
ceiver is used:
In view of certain experiences
of the writer during the War
when using amplifiers for pickin'
up earth-borne buzzer signals, :t
seems probable that stray cur
rents in the earth may explain;
in part at least, the erratic nature
of the phenomena obserd,nTd:'
this' suggestion is strenktheied
by the fact that removing the
earth connection from the receiver very óften stops the interfcrence completely.- A 'partial
cure may also be effected in -many
cases by the use of a counter
'poise earth.
Mast reflex circuitsare particit-lady prone to -trouble "of' this
nature, siiièe they usually mbody
': valve carrying
LE. current,
whose grid and filament are connected directly to aerial and
earth, and any audio frequency
impulses therein are therefore
picked up and amplified. STioo
is no excetion to the rule an
its well-known great advantage
atè somewhat offset in some situatiòñs by the fact.
The STioo recéivér illustrated
in the accompanying photogiaphs represents an attempt to
overcome the difficulty in i sinple
way, without departing far from
the original form of the circuit.:
The obvious line to adopt is to
separate the first valve from the.
aerial-earth circuit by means of
sorne type of coupIin which w'ill.
transfer the H.F. impulses of the'
signals but not the audio frejuency ones of the interference..
An ordinary loose-coupled tuner
is fairly successful, but reduces

-

.
-
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Fig..I.--Thefinis/ledjn.sfy.u.yeiit. A gcod co'ibiínation of valves is suggested by this
photograph, nanely, an ordinary receiving valve in thefirsi ochet and a mallpower
valve in the secoid
-.
-

the stability of thè circuit and
adds to the complication of its
operation:'-The latter objection
can b rernovcd by employing one
df the '.', aperiodic. ,rial " coils,
described last week;. but the
stability is still very great, anc!.
the method finally adopted is to
use the same type of centretapped coil as that described by
the present writer under the title
of ''A New Single-Valve Cirhuit?' recently (Hire1ess JVeeklv,
Vol. 2, No. 19). The circuit thus
modified is fairly stable, practically free from induction effects,
and does not require an earth

'

=

There is,- hvevr
a 'slight reduction ip' signal
stÌ-ength,.hich Was.not.ohserved
in the case ¿f thé single-he
circuit; the STioo. usually ha
'ai arìle " reserve of power,"
and the reductior i not serious
in any case; the price is worth
paving to be free, from A.C. in
terference
in those positions
.
where it is serious-.
The general arrangement of
the set can be seen from the
photographs, and we vill now
proceed to consider its construction in detail:

conpetJn:

-

.

-
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The following parts are necessary
One sloping front cabinet.
One ebonite panel to fit (w in.
by 9 in. is a convenient size).
T
valve holders.
Two variable condensers of
0.0003

Wireless Weekly

1923

13

'C3

F.

Two filament resistances.
One on-and-off switch for panel
mounting.
One crystal detector for panel
mounting.
(Burndept or other screw-adjustment type recommended.)
One Igranic L.F. transformer.
One Radio Instruments L.F.
transformer.
One fixed condenser of .000x
F.
One fixed condenser of .00c3
F.
One fixed condenser of .002
F.
One grid leak of 0.5 megohm.
Nine terminals. (Five of these
to be provided with ebonite
bushes, since they are mounted
on the side of the cabinet.

tQJTz
Fig.

3.-The

circuit

Messrs. Bowyer-Love supply
these.)
The circuit is shown in Fig. 3,
and it may be helpful to identify
the various components therein.
Ci is the condenser of o.000j
C2 and C3 are the variable condensers, C4 s of o.0003 tF, and

of

C5

Ti

the receiver.

is of o.o02 tF capacity.
T2 is the Igranic transformer,

and T3 T4 the R.!., this arrangement having been found to give
particularly good results.
The inductances Li, L2, are
basket coi.ls of 40 turns each,
wound with No. 20 S.W.G.
double cotton-covered vire and
joined in series. They are placed
together side by side i such a
manner that a current flowing
through them travels the same
way round in each, i.e., so that
their magnetic fields are added.
This is shown in Fig. 4. The
coils arc bound with adhesive
tape to each other and to a strip
of ebonite n the manner shown
in Fig. 6, this ebonite arm being
mounted on a spindle (see the
photograph of the interior of the
set), so that the coils may be
swung across the coil L3 to produce reaction. (if no reaction
effect is obtaina.ble, reverse the
connections to L3.)
The coil L3 is another baskets
having 80. turns of No. 22
S.W.G. d.c.c., and mounted by
means of a small bridge-piece of
ebonite on the ebonite end-plat
of the condenser C3, as sliovn in

Fig.
The resistance R3 is the half
megohm grid leak, and serves tue
purpose of improving the quality
of the reproduction of speech and
music.
If any difficulty is ex
erienced in controlling the sei,
i.e., if it shows a tendency to iiistability, this resistance should
be connected directly between the
grid and filament of the first
This "as not found
valve.
necessary with the set illi4strated,
.

Fig. 2.-The interior of the cabinet. Note positioi of first interoalve transforuier
(Ti Ts). This is situated midway between the filament resistances, and has the condenser C4 across its secondary terminals. (See the wiring diagram.)

i5

-
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and. somewhat better signaIsvere obtained with the conection shown. The resistance is'
connected in circuit by being inserted in the clips of the condenser C4, which is of Dubilier.

Fig. 4.-Connect the basket coils Li and
L2 in series, so that the currents travel in
the sanie direction in each.
This
diagram shows the coils separated a ¡111k
to make the point clearer.

make. It is most important, by
the way, that both the leak and
the condenscr
should be of
thoroughly reliable make. Their
values are somewhat critical
within certain limits, añd should
not be departed from.
lii passing, it should be mentioned at this point that the success of a set of this sort depends

this true of the question of
switching; do' not on any account
attempt to add switches to use
one valve alone, the crystal alone,
and so on. (Note that the only
switch included in the set is the
small on-and-off switch for the
filament current. This is a convenience on any set, and does not
complicate the wiring unduly.
It is mounte'l on the panel 'between the filament rheostats.)
The arrangement of the- terminals of the receiver calls for
some explanation.
The two on
the left of the panel are alterna.
tive points to which the aerial
may be connected, their purpose
being to enable one to cut mit
the condenser Ci, if desired. 1f
the aerial is connected to the
lower ternilnal the effect is to cut
this éondenser out of Circuit and
join the aerial directly to the
'centre point of the coils, Li, L2.
This is desirable in the case of
small indoor aerials.
When a large aerial, a Ducoii
or a gas-pipe, is used, it should be
connected to the ipper terminal,
when the circuit is as shown in

12,

1923

Fig. 3. Incidentally, quite good
signals can be obtained at moderate distances by connecting this
terminal to earth and dispensing
with the aerial.
/TAPE

NÚr.51

\'ßAsxFrCo,s

\

\Eaav,r.e

A,q,'i

-2.ßA.5P/NDL

./PANE
,.

FiE&-The

spindle carrying the coils
The knob is that seen near
lije, centre of the panel.

Li and L2.
-

The pair of terminals on the
rig.ht of the panel are for the
loud-speaker, and the 0.002
condenser is connected acros
these.
Ori the side of the cabinet on
the right is a row of terminaJs
for the external connections to
the batteries. These terminals
are spaced i in. apart, and are
-

..5cnEvv

j
I

sxer Ccv

/j=

ThPPATeÏCONZMNSER

i

Fig. 5.-How lo mount the coil L3 on the
ebonite end-plate of the conde nser C3.
The screw shwn is displaced from the
centre of the condenser to clear the spindle
of the latter.

very largely upon the use of particular valves for the components,
a suitable lay-out of the parts,
suitable valves, and H.T. voltage, and so on.
Therefore,
adhere closely to. the data given,
iince it should be realised that
the real purpose of an article of
this sort is to provide a set of
values and a method of arrangement which has been found by
experinient (often laborious) to
work satisfactorily.
AnS' departure in the important parts f
the design from the instructions
given is liable to upset the whole
Çircuit and make it necessâry to
do the whole of the experimental
work over again. Especially is

Fig. 7.-The wiring of the receiver.
The lop of the cabinet is shown turned
back. Note the connection between
2 and the centre point of coils Li and L2.
The actual I.P., O.P.. etc., connections of the transformers are best found by
experiment, but primary and secondary are shown by the letters Ti, T2, etc.,
respectively.

i6
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bushed with ebonite. Their purpose is to enable different fiIa
nient and anode supplies to be
provided for each valve, so that
different types of valve can be
used in the first and second
sockets. They are five in ntimber, and we will refer to them
as Nos. i, 2, 3, 4 and 5. No. i
(at the front) is the common
negative terminal to vhich the
negative poles of all the batteries
are connected; No. 2 is the L.T.
positive of the first valve; No.
is ditto of the second; No. 4 is
the H.T. positive of the first
valve; and No. 5 (at the rear) is
ditto of the second.

It is therefore possible to use
separate accumulators for the
two valves and apply a diffeient
voltage to their anodes. This is
an advantage where economy of
upkeep is important, since a dull
emitter can be used for the first
valve and run from dry batteries,
while the second mIy be a special
power valve. This last is desirable if the best results are
to be obtained, since the smaller
dull-emitters do not seem able to
carry the necessary power in a
circuit of this sort. One of the
large dull-emitters, specially designed for loud-speaker work,

may, of course, be used, and, in
any case, a high anode voltage
(between ioo and 300 volts)
should be applied and provision
made for putting a negative bias
on the grid of this second valve.
A single grid cell is shown in the
photograph, and its connections
are given in Fig. 7.
The best results yet obtained
by the writer have been with a
Cossor "Red Top," as No. i,
with xoo volts on the anode and
a small power valve as No. 2,
voIt
with ¡4o volts 1-LT., and
on its grid. Both were run from
the same 6-volt accuthulatr.

-

/

"Wireless Weekly" Free Gift Scheme
and kept until six coupons
are obtained. For the benefit
of new readers, a seventh coupon
will appear, an will be accepted
in lieu of Coupon No. r. The six
coupons, together with an order
for any one of the Radio Press
series of handbooks named below,
are to be sent in an envelope
marked "Coupon" to: Radio
Press, Ltd., Devereux Court,
Strand, W.C.2, accompanied by
a postal order for ONE HALF OF
TIlE

E

PRICE

LIST

BOOK

THE

OF

plus 2d. for postage.
an opportunity to obtain,
at half price, any one of the most
authoritative and practical wireCHOSEN,
Here is

THE CONDITIONS.
At the foot of this page wilt
be found a coupon (Free Gift
Coupon No. a), which shu1d be

ot

cut

This present issue is of particular
importance, for three reasons
Firstly, it commences a new
volume, \ol 3.
Secondly, it is the first of a
series of suc special issues.
Thirdly, it contains the first
coupon in connection with
our Free Gift Scheme, whereby
we offer free gifts, up to 5S.
in value, to all readers who
comply with certain simple
conditions.
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handbooks published. We
strongly advise all readers to
place an order for the next six
issues with
their newsagent
immediately-for their convenience
an order form is given below--in
order to avoid disappointment.
as there is every indication of the
demand exceeding the supply.
and there can be no reprint.
If our regular readers will kindly
bring this scheme to the notice
of their wireless acquaintances,
pointing Out especially that there
is still time for them to participate
sn tise scheme by ordering next
week's issue, the courtesy will be
much appreciated.
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REDUCEDPRICE NOW 21/Filament Volts ......... IS-2.O
Overall Length including
Filament Current ... .30
pins ............ 110mm. max.
Anode Volts ............. 20-50
Cap ............ Safety -pia.
Bulb Diameter ........ .gnim.
Do not put more than 2 volts across the filament.
Eminently suitable for reif ès circuits.
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This valve can be run off dry cells, reducing upkeep costs to a
minimum. The current consumption at a filament voltage of
2.5 volts is only .06 of an ampere.
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LOUD SPEAKERS FOR WIRELESS
PURPOSES
Below are given summaries of a series of interesting tapers recently delivered before
1/je Institution of Electrical. Engineers and 1/je Physical Soccely of London.

Thursday, November. 29,
joint meeting of the
Physical Society of London
and the Institution of Electieal
Engineers was held at the headquarters of the Institution for the
purpose of discussing " Loud
Speakers for Wireless and Other
Purposes." The discussion vas
opened by a paper from Professor
A. O. Rankine, D.Sc., on " The
General Principles Involved in the
Accurate Reproduction of Sound
by Means of a Loud Speaker."
Professor Rankine gave a general
outline of the problem, and indicated the important factors which
were to be covered by the
speakers who followed.
He
emphasised the fact that the subject was one in which practice had
far out-stripped theory, and urged
- the need of more research work,
the practical side having been
forced into unduly rapid growth
by a sudden demand. He further
considered that absolutely faithful reproduction would never be
possible, partly because of varying absorption and resonance
effects in the auditorium, and,
moreover, that it w as not necessary.
The human ear is really
accustomed to various forms of
distortion, and makes uncon-scious allowance for them.
Professor Rankine went on to
show that to obtain good reproduction it is necessary to eliminate
resonance effects in the mechanism, but that this can only be
done at the expense of sensitivity,
and a compromise is required.
Three principal methods of re- ducin- resonance may be used:
the ¿iaphragm or other soundproducer can be heavily damped,
its natural frequency cart be made
lower than the lowest audible
note, or raised above that of the
Whatever method is
highest.
used the essential condition- t
success is that the inechatisni
should not be asked to produce
more than a certain volume of
N

a

sound: over-1oadng accentuates

every defect..
The speaker deprecated.the use
of horns to obtain large sound
volume, and copsidered that they
inevitably led to distortion. Dealing with " room effect," he urged
that reverberation or echo should
not be introduced into the transmission, since when a loudspeaker is used a second set of
echoes may be produced in the
listening room, with objectionable
results. He disliked, personally,
the admixture of any echo effect,
but explained that the habit of
listening to music in resonant
If
halls led many to prefer it.
used at all, echoes should be pro-

-

though the damping be stich as t
preyent any natural oscillation.
Practical loud-speakers Consist
of a rather sharply resonant
system working into an acoustical load, namely, a horn. It
is not quite accurate to describe
the horn as a load, because the
useful work is the energy transmitted through it.
The horn is
operating in a CapaCitanalogous
both to an electrical transformer
arid to an electrical transmission
line.
The likeness to a trans
former is seen in the passage of
energy from the high mechanical
impedance of the diaphragm tG
the low impedance of the open
end through a coupling device,
which reduces eneriv reflection to
a minimum and air
at obtaining
the greatest possible transfer of
ehergy.
Fhe acustical impedance of a
horn.at its small end deencls a
good deal on the cross-section
and also varies with thea solk!
angle and the form of the horn,
but the total impedance is also a
function of the impedance into
which energy is delivered, i.e.
thc open end.
In general, the
horn impedance varies with frequency, and. thoub horns of
uñiform inpedance can be made,
they are not necssarily the best.
The acousticìl impedance is
virtually coupled to the diaphragm, and has a considerable
effect upon its mode of vibration.
Ihe resonance of a diaphragm
without hort may be suh that it
vibrates with more than ço per
cent, of additional amplitude at
tesonance over a irequency reglou
perhaps ioo periods w ide. \Vliei
ne horn is put in place the
diaphragm is hde to do more
work and the resonince is made
much less sharp. Thus, the horn
n-iay actually improve the reproduction besides increasing the
-

-

A

lypíosl Loud-Speaker

br

wireless.

duced at either transmitting or receiving station, but not at both.
B.Sc.,
Pocock,
L.
C.
A.M.I.E.E., followed with a
paper on " The Theory of Loud

Fíe dealt in
Speaker Design."
detail with the question of
sensitiveness
the
balancing
gained by resonance against
the distortion resulting from
its undue use, and showed
that reproduction cannot be
p?Ieet in any resonant system,
or in any system containing mass and stiffness, even

volume of

siunl.

To

-

be concluded).
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the Panel.

IN this

and the following
articles of the series full constructional details will be given
so that a beginner will find no
(lifficQity in completing the panel,
or the various coils and other
small components to be used with
it.

Each of the series of articles
will be essentially practical.
Readers who desire to obtain a
thorough knowledge oftlie theory
involved are referred to the
various handbooks published by
Radio Press, Ltd.
The photographs, Figs. i and
2,
show the front and back
respectively of the completed
panel.

Materials

Required.
ebonite panel, 7 in. by 5 in.
in. thick.
by 3-16 -in. or
piece of ebonite
in. by
1* in. by 3-16 in. for plugs.
2 No.
B.A. screws, each i in.
long, and 4 nuts.
12 terminals.
21 valve legs, with 2 nuts each.
ro valve pins, with 2 nuts each.
i piece of thin sheet bi-ass 6 in.:
i
I

2'

-

by 3 in.
3 yards No. í8 S.VT.G. tinned
copper wire.
.2 yards No. 32 S.W.G. enanielled Eureka resistance wire.
i piece ebonite rod * in. diametet- by i in. long.
i variable grid leak.

Panel.

-

The first procedure is to mark
out and drill the ebonite panel,
and, to facilitate this work, a fullsized plan of the front of the
panel, with the positions of all
holes clearly shown, is given in
Fig. 5 (see page 23).
When the ebonite panel has
been cut to size and squared-up,
the drilling plan should be carefully placed upon it and the positions of the holes marked by
meaiis of a spring centre-punch or
other sharp-pointed instrument.
The actual sizes of the various
holes are not specified, as the dimensions of terminals, etc., will
vary somewhat, but the following
are usual sizes
Tern1inals ...... No. 2B.A.
Valve legs ...... No.
B.A.
The diameters of the holes for the
spindle of the filament rheostat,
and for the variable grid leak,
should be drilled to suit the actual,
componets which it is proposed

:-

-

-:

-

-

-

This panel has been specially desid jmf
trying n urnerolt s c2rcuits, ranging..'from
advanced dual-arnlifi cation circuit end
which (hefollowingis tliefirst article, cthoul zt

-

............................................
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to fit.
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Having carefully marked the
positions of the holes, it is a good
plan to enlarge the marks
slightly, with a counfersunk drill,
for instance, in order to prevent
the twist drill from wandering.
Drill slowly, and take care to
keep the drill at right angles to
the panel.
Having completed
thé drilling, remove all the
original surface polish of the
ebonite, both back and front, by
the use of a little pumice powder
and oil, rubbing energetically with
a piece of soft flannel wrapped
round a flat piece of wood, which
should result in a fine matt
finish.
Engiaving.
If preferred the constructor can
have this portion of the work
done by one of the better class
wireless dealers at a cost of
approximately 3s. 'Vith a little
care, however, quite a satisfactory result can be obtained by
using a small diarnoncl-pointd

4L VE

'.

PINS-I

T
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.

-

Fig. G.

.
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---2'/
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.

-

.
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graver-similar to a scriber but
with an oblique diamond-shaped
point-a little practice being
obtained first of alL upon a scrap
piece of ebonite. After the letters
figures have been cut, they
should be filled in with white
1ANELlead,
any surplus being subsequently cleaned off with turpen1
tine.
Assembling and Wiring:
The various terminals and
legs may
be secured to the3
panel, as may also the grid leak
and filament rheostat.
The
wiring is to be done with the
tinned copper wire, in accordance
with the full-sized wiring diagram
(Fig. ). All connections should
be carefplly soldered and, if care
is taken-to preserve the straightness of the various wires, a good
appearance is obtained, as will be
seen on reference to the photograph (Fig. ), which shows a
back view of the completed panel.
As the wiring proceeds Cross off
the items one by one upon the
full-sized plan, and when all is
compieted, carefully check.
RSALand

14e home constructor facilities for
lordsple
crystal LirCuit to 1/je more

-

lenatve transmitter. In the series,
diJfeivnt circuits will befully explained.

C)
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Fig. D.

Fig. 3.-A. B. C. D. E showing
strùctional details of the resistance,
bridges, connecting bars, condenser and
crystal detector.
-

The Auxiliary Resistance.
This is incorporated in thé
panel, to enable a dull emitter
vahíe to be used. It is made by
closely winding the two yards of
enamelIecl Eureka wire upon a
piece'of ebonite rod, as illustrated
in Fig. 3 (a). First drill a No. 4
B.A. clear hole, 3/i6th inch from
each end 'of the rod, and secure
the two screws in position. Remove the enamel from each end
of the Eureka wire, soldet' one
end to one of the scre s, and
wind thé whole of the wire upon
the rod, soldering the remaining
Cfl(l to the second
screw.
This
resistance, which has a value of
about io ohms, is then to be
secured, where shown on the
practical wireless plan, Fig. 4.
(Constructional details of an extra
resistance for Pea-nut valves will
be found in Wireless TVeekly,
Vol. 2, No. 19.)
The Grid Condenser,
This item may be either bought
complete or made up in accordance with the details given in
Fig. 3 (b).
It comprises two
pieces of copper foil, with an
in.,
overlap of i ins, by

-

y'LFig.

2.-Back of Panel

view.

separated by a piece of thin mica,
say o.00 inch thick, with two
extra pieces of mica placed on the
outsi(le, the ends of the foils
being soldered over and secured
with clips of soft brass, to which
the coniietions are subsequently
to be soldered. When completed
this condenser is to be soldeed in
position, as shown in the wiring
diagram (Fig. 4).
As other condensers of this
type will be required for use in
some of the circuits later, the constructor may at this stage make
these up as pci' table given oil
next page.
A small label should be placed
beneath one of the outer pieces of
mica, t& indicate the value of the
condenser.
Connecting Plugs.
From the piece of ebonite,
in. by i1 in. by 3/i6th in.,
2
in. vide
cut, four pieces, each
by i in. long. 3/i6th in. from
each end of these strips, drill a
hole to take the screws of the
valve pins, clean off the original
polished surface as in the case of
the panel itself, bevel the edges
of the strip, and secure the two
valve legs in position connecting
together by means of a piece of
the No. i8 S.W.G. tinned- vire
(or a narrow brass strip if preferred), as shown in Fig. 3 (c).
One of the pins in each case may
be cut shört, to enable the con-

-

E

E

E
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nector to be pivoted upon the reflaming pin rhen changing eon.nections, thus obviafing the
necessity for withdrawing the
plug entirely.
Four of these
plugs should he made and num-

;beied.

The Crystal Detector.
This item also cn either be
bought complete, or may be made
trp -in accordance with the detid(s

Connecting Straps.
Four of these straps are required, as shown in Fig. 3 (e);
two of the shape shown in the
in. centres), one
upper sketch
to the shape shown iQ the lower

given in Fig.

If a letector
3 (d).
is bought, it merely requiies the
addition of the two valve pins
/i6th in. apart, to be connected
to the pillar anl cup of the 8etector respecjively.
-No.ef Plates.

o Condenser.
0.0003 F.

Size

o.òoi

F.

O.Öb2
0.004

MF'.

o..00ú

F.

2

Overlap
Jj

X

6

6

MF.
.

S

X

i

ij

AT.
inches

t

'

Allow

i

in. extra on

,,.--..- length of foil

for brass clips.
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Fig. 5.-Drilling Plan

sketch (2 in. centres), and a
fourth strap similar to this latter,
but with slots at i in. centres.
The Containing Box.
This may be made of niahogany, oak or other hard wood. The
-

-

dimensions are 7

-Full

Size.

in. long by

The
5
panel is secured by means of two
No. 4 B.A. screws, with one
No.
B.A. nut screwed lightly
in. wide by 3 in. deep.

upon each.

In our next issue will be given
particulars of coils, variometer,
etc., together with diagrams and
instructions/or connecting up the
first group of circuits.
-

-

-
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little experience he can build up
a gorxl set which will give' the
results he desires. '1heexperi_
encecl man knows that such is far
from being:, the case,: as' the
technical difficulties of working.
several stages of highfrequency
make such instrurneñts, so
stable as to be practically unoikable. This brings'us to the'
first poin.t I wish to emplisise-.a ci cuit which looks all rig/it on

or later every home
soñstructor arri%es 'at 'the
st'agé'.when the mere reproductiori of other people's designs
He has
sio longer' satisfies him.
perhaps built several sets, start
hg wth a simple crystal recei er
and proceeding from this to a
alvé mágnifler, a'two-valve set
with reaétion, and, finally, to a
multi-valve set in the most
In building
elaborate st)le
them hhas acquired experience
itlî the drill pliers and soldei
ing iron, so _t!iat these tools,,
once handled so gingerly and
clumsily, are now ready servants
of his will. _'The operation of the
set has shown him just vht he
should expect on Jus own aerial
f5om a crystal, one-, two- and.
three-valves and he' is naturally
longing to exprèss hiown inchviduality in a spciJ design.:
Here gènèrally he :" sticks,' for
t.hereisa',great gap between the
fullydetailed 'desèription of a set
with ts 'couplete wiring diagram and the. conventionalised
drawing,' which-goes ui-ider the
name of a " circuit diagram.'
The.-. lack of information on
gap., has.
how to. bridge
this,
me 'to,. writ
impelled
serieTs of articles, 'not .with
any idea that they are represèñtink nev nformation, but
inly tomak accesible to the5
2eneral reader 'such data 'as s
nerally äcqui'red- by. painfuY
and eNpensive experience.
Let u se first of all what a
circuit diagram really is and what
it cai and cannot do. Unfortunately there are too many
people who confine their " experimenting " to pper. cir.cuits
and fondly imagnè they have.
solved their difficulties by produc-.
ing. some new forri of diagrain'
which ought to produce the:
results they dèsire. Eery readeiof wlrelèss literature is acquaintd with circuits so. freely given
of three, four, and even more°
s'tages of high-frequency amplifi_'.
cation, with switches to Cut out,
ech 'or all of the valves. -TEe.
beginner is liable to gain the
impression that with such a
clrctnt diagram before him and a

pfrçr

nay be quite useless

practice
-

'

-

S

.

sucéssful'desii

of

,

.....

.

s

freqienc aniplificatin is uefi;
Théii again, a circuit' diag-rm,'

unless it is specially Jetterd;
rarely gives sùch .data a tlTc
number of tunis 'of 'wire, the
capacity.of condeners, etc: \Ve
.may know that a certain corne
;bination of capacity and induct:
ancè shquld have'a frequency
corresponding with wavelength
of, say, 400' metres, yet thi is
not suflicient In obtaining this
frequency wé ñay: have eithr
large inductance ith small cai'a
.

-

un-5

in

.

-

:

-

following article, the first of a special series, (lie essential princip(es
an1wr.
- are dealt with in, a sinspk and practical
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An example of neat design

Note the wwhmanlzhe appearance oft/je connectios

city or large capacity vith,ithll.
iñductance. The proportion of
connected electrically, without.
ipacity tò inductanèe is often of.
giving any indication of how the. the higiést im'portance' and rnay
components an best be arranged
b.e quite sufliiérit todeterrnine.
togive.the most efficient results.. whetherá set efficient or not.
Still anoth'er point is of im-.
FO'r'tI1jS reason it is quite possible to have a dozen differentl
ortance in'ou preliminary con-.
receivers all constructed from the sderation. A' circuit diagram,
same circuit diagram, yet all. valuable as it is to the mote..
working at a different efficiency.
advanced reáder can never incrporate much vifa information:
One of them may be practically
perfect instrument,, whilst an-.. tiat w must have before starting,
other may be so inefficient as to, on our instrument desgning..
give with three. ralv'es results
Xou might, for' example, write to,
which would be obtained on 'à
nie and send me a circuit diagram.
properly-designed single valve with the question, " will this
set.
This remark. particularly. Circuit enable me to hear Radiola,
applies to sets in which high- in 'vVigan? !'. First of all I have
A

circuit diagra

shows, first:

of all, how the various parts are

i

:

a
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therefore unacquainted with the
local conditions, whkh may be
vastly different fi-orn those which
pertain at my home. Secondly,
I (lo not know what your aerial is
like, and mere physical dimensions will give me very little indi.cation of its receivjng qualities,
unless maybe I have a contour
map of the district showing every
house and building. Thirdly, I
do not know the conditions under
which you will work your
apparatus, and how far the set
will be from the leading-in point.
Other questions having bearing
on the set are your earth connection and the way it is made, the
nature of the soil in which the
earth plate or pipe is buried, and
whether or not you are sufliciently close to a transmitting
station to be seriously interfered
ith by it. So you will see that
we must not rely too much on the
circuit diagram.
You may think I am overpreliminary
thes.e
stressing
points, but I should not do so if
they had not been the subject
matter of a vast amount of correspondence with readers of my
books and articles. Bad as are
the effects of " switchitis," they
pale before the devastating
results of " oircuit-diagramitis,"
which has caused more waste ot
ebonite and wireless material
than any other disease with
which we enthusiasts are aicted.
The choice of a circuit naturally precedes the design of an
instrument, and here, of course,
there are many pitfalls to be
avoided. A very large number of
experimenters attempt to jump
fi-bm a crystal or a single-valve
set to a five or seven-valve instrument f very elaborate design.
This is the very worst possible
way of acting. Yet, however
bad the step may be from a technical viewpoint, one at least has
sympathy with the experimenter
who acts in this way.
His
reasons are easy to understand,
for with his simple set he gets
neither distance nor volume.
Knowing that high-frequency
amp! ification increases the range
of a set and note magnification
the volume, he very naturally
desires to include two or three
stages of high-frequency to bring
in " practically anything," a
detecting valve, and two or three

stages of note magnification to
work a loud-speaker
In choosing a circuit we must
therefore have clearly before us
the purpose for which the set is
to be designed. We must also
be clear in our minds as to
whether we are prepared to have
a number of controls and to put
up with a good deal of trouble n
adjustments to get the results.
Simplicity of manipulation is
only too often obtained by a
sacrifice of sensitivity and efficiwhilst conversely the
utmost efficiency is frequently
paid for by a most exasperating
complication of adjustment. A
further point of importance and
one .. too frequently, ignored
by those
ho prepare catalogues of commercial sets is
that no tnatti how complicated
the set may be, and no matter
how many valves may be inchided in it, the reception of
distant broadcasting (such as
Aberdeen in London) can never be
so successful as the reception Llf
the local station. I know this vilI
surprise many readers, and may
possibly bring forth an indignant
protest from certain manufacturers; for this reason I will
explain why the statemeiit is so
boldly made..
In listening to broadcasting or
telegraph signals by wireless, we
Io har only the signals
sent Out from one station. If the
ether were but the bearer of this
one particular set of oscillations,
nine-tenths of our troubles would
disappear, but unfortunately tuis
great medium has to carry a vast
number of other vibrations varying in strength and character.
By utilising the principle of resonance we can filter out a large
proportion of the unwanted
signals, but there vill always be
a residue of impulses we do not
want.
Certain wireless transmitters
(some are much greater offenders
than others) radiate not oniy
signals of the wavelength they
are designed te give out, but also
sub-multiples of these waves.
The major portion of the power
is radiated on the fundamental
wavelength, but a certain proportion is wasted in these
harmonic radiations which may
be so numerous as to be foun1
right doín on to the shortest
adjustment of our tuners. If a
ency,

dee
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harmonic happens to fall on a
wavelength very close to that we
are listening to, then it will cause
interference by producing what
WC call a heterodyne note with
the carrier wave of the broadcasting station. Lastly, but by
no means the least trouble, there
are the noises created by what are
termed " atmospherics." These
atmospherics are natural electrical discharges originating in
storm centres, and even in calm
spots in certain conditions.
Atmospheric disturbances can
rarely be tuned out, for they have
not any particular wavelength as
have ordinary wireless signals.
In case you may think I am
wandering away from the subject, I now want to explain how
the points mentioned in these
preceding paragraphs have an
important bearing upon our
choice of a circuit. The ideal n
wireless reception is to get a
good volume of signals from the
station we want to hear with
minimum of interference from uitwanted signals. When we are
listening to the near-by station,
the strength of signals is such
that with no magnification whatever, we can obtain very considerable strength, and thus we
can say that the ratio of 'wanted
signals to unwanted signals is
very high.
In these circumstances we shall hear practically
nothing
atmospheric
from
troubles, harmonics or weak interference from other stations.
Contrast this with the conditions pertaining when we endeavour to listen to very distant
broadcasting such as that from
the other end of the country or
even from America.
'What k
this ratio now? The distant
signals will be so weak that without considerable amplification or
magnification (it does not matter
which term we use) they will nót
satisfy us. Magnification with
valves seems a simple matter,
but unfortuñately it is frequently
overlooked that the magnification
of the wanted signals is also
accompanied by a magnificatioiì
of those we do not want, so that
no matter how loud we may nakc
the distant signals, that very important point, the nztio of
t

wanted

to

unwanted

signals,

remains practically the same.
A further article of this series

will appear

next week.
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THE SIMPLEST SUPER
By A

D COIVPER M Sc

Staff

Editor

that.2

Those readers who are faniliar with Super circuits, together wit/i those lo/o llave noi yet exprininted
Cow-per ' circuit of particular interest.
with 1/leal, wiIl find the following article by tue inventor of the

EXPERIMENT

shos

the -iglit place for the frañie
aerial in a " Super " is jn
the plate-circuit, where there is
po\ver directly available to overdome radiation and ohmic resistunces. It is then mutth easier to
build up violent oscillations in
the vei-y brief time available in
the manner that is characteristic
of all super-regenerative circuits.
In the veJl-kiio n De Forest
'' Ultraudion '' circuit it 'ill be
remembered that the tuninr
p
inductance (a varionietet) is connected directly between the plate
It
and the gi-id-conclenser.
seemed of interest, therefore, to
see if this could be adapted

.
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use in a super Circuit, as we have

the most direct possible
energising of the tuning inducthere

ance.
As vill b

Fig. 2.-Tile Complete Receiver.

-

seen from the cirr
cuit diagram (Fig. i), the small
-

-condenset-

represented

by

the

grid-to-anode capacity of the
valve is practically the
hole
tuning-condenser capacity across
this inductance. - Any potential
difference set up along the inductance will, by charging the grid
and plate with opposite signs,
accentuate the P.D.. by thç
familiar " valve "effect. of the

grid

controlling the electron
stream, so giving rise to violent
oscillations.
-.

be
a loud howl will
produced, which can be tuned up
into
high-audio-frequency
a
quenching whistle by adjustment
of grjd-Jeak value in- the usuál
way. The Ultraudion circuit is
an essentially unstable one,
hiich
is, ici ordinary practice, held
clown at a point just below oscillation by a variable condenser
across the plate and filament
(original De Forest), or across
grid and filament (Albright and
.May modifications).
The latter
is omitted here, of coUrse.
A little experimenting along

grid-leak,

these lines resulted in the super
circuit shown, which can fairly
claim to be the simplest, at least;
of any published hitherto.
lt has one-hand control, one
tuning inductance (or fráme
aerial), and variable grid-leakwhich latter does not need to be
continuously variable. Tuning
is effected by a small two-plate
tuning condenser. A any capacity above about .000! F in the
plate-circuit is found to prevent
-

T
4-

-

3ogo

y.

Fig.

r.-T/ie

circuiS ar?angenienl.

1f the oscillating circuit liai
extremely low H.F. resistance
and capacity (this is absolutely
essential)3 with proper value of

entirely the " super '' action, an
extre.niely low minimum-capacity
variable condenser with this
maximum value is required, so
that even the or(llnary three-plate
vernier " is unsuitâble here
--

Fortunately,

however,
several
firms have recently put on the
market a form of two-plate micaand-air condenser, with the movable plate moved to-and-fro from
the fixed plate by a screw action,
thus giving the desired very low
minimum capacity.
That -illustrated in the figure, with two
plates,
in. diam., was supplied by E. j. Baty
The fixed tuning inductance,
if used (with small vertiëal
ae.rial, or merely " capacity '
.aerial), must be wound with
-

thick wire; the ordinary tunirg
inductances of the plug-in type
are designed for longer wve
-work, änd their high-frequency
resistance is so high for the short
aves that they render this cir
cuit: inoperative.
For i.vave
lengths from ço to about
o
metres a coil of some loo turns
of 'No. 20 d.c.c. is required in
any one of the familiar
capacity windings.
That used
by the writer in this and other
super receivers is wound ou a
in. diameter former in. wide;
with two rows of 6 pins each;
those in the one row being opposite the spaces in the other,
alternate layers being wound
honeycomb and lattice fashion.

-
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Starting round No. i, the wire ts
taken round No. 3 pin of the

sistihgof

opposite row, then back round
No. 6; and so on, for one lay.er;
then a layer of ten turns wòund
side by side, lattice-coil fashion,
etc. Thi makes a fairly compact coil, only 3 in. diameter,
even with ioo turns of this thick
vire. The wire is stiff enough to
hold together without paraffin or
shellac if simply taped together.
A coil with a similar number
of turnS on a 3 in. diameter
former would suflice, but would
be rather clumsy unless two-pile
wound. An alternative offers in
the form of two 50-turn basket

ach layer con-

1923
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in. ebonite screwed to the base.

a roughly-piled wind-

-onwhich also the coil-holder and

ing everal wires deep. It was
equal, roughly, to a 250-turn coil
in effective impedance.
The grid-condenser is preferably of small size-&öooI F;
while the 'phone blocking condenser, which is quite essential
in this circuit in order that the
whstle shall be produced at all,
is of unusually large value-viz.,
0.01 jiF.
If unobtainable, one
of 0.005 will do, but the larger
Ordinary
is
value
better.
paraffin-paper and foil condensers
rarely have sufficiently good insulation for this kind of work.

terminals are mounted. A suitable frame-aerial has 24 turns of
No. 20 or 22 D.C.C. wire spaced
at in. by fibre (or ebonite)
comEs attached to the arms of a
wooden cross 2 ft. square.
It
should be noted that the numbr
of turns required is unusually
high, to tutie over the range 350
to 450 metres or thereabouts, on
account of the extremely small
tuning capacity available.
If a
plain vertical aerial is used, it
should not be more than tbout
ft. high, as a longer one
brings in more " mush," which
actually drowns the less poerful
cignals.
It is attached to the
plate terminal, the tuning-coil
being left in position.
No
" earth " is needed.
The operation of the circuit is
similar to that of other grid-leakhowl supers, of the Flewelling
-type, or that described by the
writer in the September 26 issue
of
Wireless
Weekly.
The
account given on p. 416 of the
issue mentioned, and the note on
p. 540 of Vol. 2, No. iç (October
24), should be referred to in this

-J

w
i;

Con n ecti on.

Ui

The first thing is to get a loud
One may start with 30 to
o volts applied on the plate of a
hard R vahe with the fiLament
as bright as possible and with
minimum condenser across the
inductance, the grid-leak being set to its maximum value. Then
this howl must be brought to a
shrill whistle .by adjusting the
grid-leak, and the station tuned
in by finding, the array of heterodyne " bumps " which announce
its vicinity, and getting into the
silent region between the loudest
of these bumps. Hand capacity
effects will be very marked ; it is
well to screen the tuning handle
as far as possible by a metal plate
conneoted to the L.T.+. Finetuning is a matter of several
trials.
howl.

U.

L
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Fig. 3.-Practical wiring diagram.

coils connected in series and fastened close together with paraffined paper between. As pointed
out, the ordinary thinwire inductances marketed arc useless for
this purpose
buch preThe radio-choke,
vents the high-frequency energy
from shorting to the filament via
the 'phones and H.T. battery,
can be any coil of over 200 turns
of usual dimensions; the Size and
type of covering of vire are
largely immaterial. A No. 250
plug-in coil suffices admirably.
For the sak.e of compactness, a
special small choke vas used in
the receiver illustrated ; this consists of about 4 ox. of No. 32
enamel-covered wire ound on a
spool
in. diameter by r
in.
long, in tht-ee multiple layers
separated by several layers of

Those shown are of an extremely
convenient type, allowing of instant changing for experimental
purposes, and were supplied
by the Grafton Electric Co., who
also supplied the coil-holder.
The grid-leak is of the múltitapped variety, supplied by
Messrs. Peto-Scott; the filament
resistanCe, which should have a
smooth, silent action for proper
fine-regulation of the whistle, is
the handy coni pact forni marketed
by T. C. Ball.
The components are
conveniently mounted on a wooden
base-board, as illustrated in the
photograph, Fig 2, a small
ìbonite panel, 6 in. by 4 iii.,
carrying the valve-holder and
fixed condensers; adjustable coudenser and filament resistance
being mounted on small pieces of

-

The

results

are

comparable
with those of other supers, and
can actually approach the singlevalve Armstrong if a short vertical aerial is used. The quality
of speech, however, was found by
the writer to be rather poorer
than in more elaborate supers;
probably this can be eliminated
by more careful tuning and adjustment of HT., filament ternperature, and grid-leak..
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Choke Coils for Low-Frequency
Amplification.
IHAVE been carrying out some
interesting experiments with
chcke coils and resistances in
The
low-frequency amplifiers.
idea that iron introduces distrtion is a very prevalent one, but
one which is not founded on

Fig.

Wirek

-

'.-.Chok-couled L.F.

arnplificr.

practical experience. Whi'e it is
tiue that a poorly designed intervalve transformer vil1 introduce
distortion, yet that most useful
of metals-iron-must not be
blamed as a result.
The natural tendency is to turn
towards resistance coupled lowfrequency amplifiers. A good
deal has been written in the past
with regard to resistance coupled
low-frequency amplifiers, but it
would be idle to suggest that a
resistance coupled amplifier is any
improvement upon a transformer
coupled arrangement. It is just
as easy to obtain distortion with
a resistance coupled amplifier as
.ith one using a transformer.
\?Vhcn using a resistance, a value
of from 50,000 to 100,000 ohms
is required, and a variable anode
resistance is very suitable for this
purpose.'
The coupling condensers may have a capacity of
0.002 /2F, a gridleak of 2 megohms being employed. One of
the biggest disadvantages of the

resistacc coupled amplifier

is

that a much larger high-tension
voltage is required. The anode
resistance cuts down the voltage
on the anode of the valve by
about a half, which means that
to obtain proper results the
nodc voltage requires to be
about-twice as much. This is a

very serious bar to the general
use of resistance coupling, but
take into consideration
when
the fact that the results are considerably inferior to those, obtained with a transformer, we are
bound to regard this fcrm of
coupling with a considerable
amount of suspicion.
I have, however, recently been
making some comparative tests
ith iron-core choke coupling,
and the results are surprisingly
good. The choke-coupling method
lias two big adwantages over the
resistance coupled arrangement.
In the first place, ordinary hightension voltages. may be eiiiployed, and in the second place
the signals oltained. are much
stroñger. In preliminary. expeiiments, I have found that when
the iron-core choke is used, the
results are just as good as those
obtainable with the average,
well-designèd intervalve transformer. Anyone can readily make
an iron-core choke, and the cost
of manufacture is very much less
than that of intervalve trans-

formers. I therefore .certairily
recommend readers vl-io are using
two stages of low-frequency
amplification to try the choke
method of coupling. I first tried
using the secondary of an intervalve transformer as a choke and
got perfectlygood resijlts. There
seems to be an opening here
for intervalve transformers with
burnt-out primaries. Good results are also obtainable with the
primaries of interalve transformers. Wondering if a. closedcore choke was essential for good
results, I tried the secondary
winding of a microphone transformer, consisting, simply of a
straight, open-ended, iron wire
core wound with a primary and
secondary.. Excellent results were
obtainable. I then used a special
choke made for the purpose; this
is illustrated in Fig, 2. lt.sïmply
.eonsists of a bundle of iron wires
in. in
measuring 4 in. and
pped
diameter; a bobbin is
29

-Wteh1y

j

over this core and is wound with
14,000 turns of No. 44 sflkcovered vire. As a matter of
fact, the actual amount of wire
used does not seèni tò be af all
critical, and all kinds of -different
chokes were tried with succcs.
Fig. i slows the typC of circuit
employed. It will be seen that
the input to the valve Vi is the
usual intervalve transformer Ti
T2, but in the anodi circuit of
the valve Vi, a choke Z is connectel instead of the primary of
a second interalve transformer.
The anode of the firit valve is
connected thlough the grid condenser Ci to the-grid of the
second valve. This condenser Ci,
I find,shoWd have a' capacity
f
0.002 F. I triod different capacities up to 4 microfarads, but
found that 0.002 /AF' gave as good
I
results as any other value.
thought I detected a slight increase in signal strength. when
using microfarad, but if there
was any improvement, it was so
slight as to be almost imperceptible. The gridleak R3 may
be of practically any value; and
an ordinary gridleak of 2 megohms resistance will do perfectly
vell, and no advantage is to be
gained by having a variable grid.

leak. The condenser C2 across
the loud-speaker is optional; it
may have any value from 0.002
j&F to 0.05
F, according to the
winding and type of loud-speaker
and the impedance of the valve
used.
A concluding point is that for
uritv of reproduction the simple

choke coil gives remarkably
effective results. I shall be glad
to hear from any readers who
tr) out this arrangenient

-
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L.F. Intervalve Transformers.
Burndept, Ltd. have submitted
for test samples of their low-freq uency intervalve transformers,
No. 226 (high ratio) and No. 333
(low ratio). These are designed
fòr use directly after the detector
valve and, for the second step of
L.F. amplification and power
amplification, respectively.
On' test, the No. 226 showed
excellent in'sulation resistance, as
was: :th 'be expected from the
di-astic factory tests to which the
transformers are, we learn, subjected.
The capacity " O.P."
to " I.S.'' was unusually low
(o.00óoç8
F in the sample submitted) ; the primary winding had
obviously a high impedance, and
slìoed a fairly high D.C. resistance.
The amplification
in

actual reception of broadcast
speech on a two-valve set without reaction was excellent, comparing favourably with the standard, and there was an absence
of distortion, when using 90
volts on the plate of an R valve,
nias.

The transformer is of small
dimensions, but has an ample
section of iron ; it is substantially
built and neatly finished. In the
present pattern only small soldering tags are provided, but we
understand that terminals which
permit, however, of soldering, if desired, will be fitted in
future models.
The No. 33 (which should not
be;used.direcfly after an ordinary
rectíf3iiilg. vlve) showed a highresistance and high-impedance
primary, but the secondary has
-not so hgh a value in prbportion
as in the No. 226. The insulatior resistance was cond.
general appearance and flnih it
is similar to the tânsformer
previotisiv mentioned.
Tested
-in actual reeptionas the second
L.F. transformer in a two-valve
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amplifier using L.S.'i and L.S.2
power amplifying valves, with
high plate voltage and the proper high negative grid bias, very
resulted,
amplification
good
sufficient, in, fact, to overload a
small loud-speaker.
Polar Condenser.
The. Radio Communication
Co.,.Ltd.., have sent for examination a sample of their " Polar
variable, condenser, for panel'
mounting, in which, by the use
of mica dielectric an exceedingly
compact form' is given to a condenser of fairly high capacity.
This instrument takes the form
of a brass box, some 3 in. square
by only
in. deep, which is
arranged for mounting behind
the panel by means of two small
screws and ebonite distancepieces. A black metal scale,
knob and pointer, the last
secured by a substantial setscrew, are also provided. Small
terminal screws project at the
back of the brass case.
On test, the sample was found
to have the rather l'iigh minimum
capacity of nearly o.000x uF, the
maximum being around 0.0012
F, thus giving an available
range of o.00ri zF. On trial in
actual reception, no sensible
difference in signal strength
could be detected in critical comparison with an ordinary airdielectric condenser, both tuningin various transmissions, including the Dutch concert, on a
single-valve and the same tuning
inductances, at similar signalstrength The Polar condenser
was found easy to adjust, the
long open scale (practically 34-O
degrees) being appreciated in this
connection.
A Hertzlte Crystal Sold under Seal.
The Arnax Crystal Co. have
sent for test a sample of their
Hertz.ite
crystal,
which
is

-

marketed in sealed containers,
together with a cat's whisker for
use with it.
This crystal' proved on trial to
be excellent, being sensitive practically all over; the surface of
a fresh fracture was as good.
The cat's whisker was of the
right size and spring, so that it
was light on the crystal, whilst
enabling one at the same time to
maintain a steady contact.
A Crystal In Sealed Boxes.'
The North-Eastern Instrument
Co. have drawn our attention to
the fact that they have been'
marketing their "Gymosite"
crystal for some time in sealed
boxes, as had been suggested as
a
desirable practice in the
Editorial columns of Wireless
lVeekly.

'On examining a sample of this
sealed crystal, w& fòund it to be
of the finely granúlar 'ariety,
with an ample number of senitive spots. It gave good results
on test in actuál reception.
-; -:
Headset.
Canadian Bandes, Ltd., have
sent in for test â set of headphones, - the

Tone," of

Brandes" Matched

ohms resistance.
These are of moderate 'weight,
and are fitted 'ith a conifortable
type -óf -hèad-baed, 4.rhh s
easily adjusted an4 does not
catch iñ th hàir.
The pair submitted had 'a
generous length of ¿ord, with the
positi.re- end clèarFy 'marked; the
4,000

interior finish and workmanship
were of the best, in keeping with
the external appearance.
The
nickel-plated magnets were particularly noticed.
On practical trial in valve and
crystal reception they proved to
be exceedingly sensitive, comparing favourably with the best
English and Continental types af
phones.
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of "hich are 9-16 in. apart, will
depend upon the dimeter of the
plugs and sockets to be USed.
If possible plugs and sockets
wi-tb threaded shanks should he
obtained, otherwise the more
commonly seen typé with plain
shanks should be procured, a
suitable male thread being put.
on to each. If dies of the right.
size are not in the workshop out
fit, this is a job that any garage
or cycle shop will undertake at
very small èost. The size of the
LEG.
5ocxET H
holes in the ebonite should b&
such that threaded shanks
ill:
îust 'pass comfortably through
theni.
Now take a basket. coil anti.
F
place one of tile ebonite, strips
on either side of it. Pass plug
k
through one iair of holes and
Fig. x.---The mounting for coil.
nuts.
secure it by means of
Into the other pair of holes in-,
arrangement, each must be sert a socket and secure in the'
mounted upon its 'oWn piece of same way.
Tighten the nuts
thick ebonite provided with con- sufliciently to clamp the ,coil
tacts of the kind mentioned.
firmly between the strips, but
This is rather an expensive busi- not so as to crush it. Now trim
ness, since each coil requires a off the ends of the shanks and
fairly large piece of ebouite, and solder to them the end of, the
it also entails a good deal of work coil windings. If a rule is made
if a dozen or so coils have to be
to attach the " In " end to the
dealt with. The writer, who uses plug and the " Out " end to the
coils of very many types puzzled
socket in all cases, then the
over the problem for some time windings ill always run in the
before a method was found of same direction when the coil is
1iountiiig all of them so that they mounted.
could be used upon the same
The next step is to make the
tuning stand and vere quickly attachments which fit the tuning
aiid easily interchangeable.
stand, Of these, only two or
For each coil two pieces of three are required, according to
3-16 in. thick ebonite, i in. long
whether the stand is of the twoan(l
in. vide, vere cut out.
or three-coil type. For these we
The pair vere then clamped to- require a piece of i-in. ebonite
gether in a lead-jawed vice and 2 in. long and i in. wide. In
drilled as shown in Fig. i. The one face of this, quite close to
size of the two holes, the centres
the top, two-in. holes 9-16 in.

are literally dozens
ef methods of mounting
basket coils, m3st of' which
're satisfactory in their own vay.
Ïhere is, however, one great
ravhack from which all of those
»'dinarily used seem to suffer.
1f the coils are to be mounted
so that they are interchangeable
with honeycomb or duolateral
soils upon a standard holder
'with plug and socket fixing

1'
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T
Fig.

2-The

plug-in arrangement.

apart are drilled, as shown iii
Fig. 2. Into these are inserted
one plug and one socket, the two
being held in place by 4B.A:
Screws driven in from the edge.
In the lower edge of tile holder.
a second plug and socket are
ñiounted in a similar way.
Systoflex-covered wires are then
used to join the screws holding
the two plugs in place and retaining the two sockets.
When it is desired to. use
basket coils on the tuning stand,
the ebonite pieces just described
are fixed into it in the ordinary
way. Any basket coils provided
in the manner, described, with a
plug and socket can then be
slipped on in a moment.
It might he thought at first
sight that when mounted in.this
way the coils would ìot be.
capable of the close coupling that
is required at times owing to the.
length of the plugs and sockets.
As a matter of fact, this drnculty,
does not arise. The writer uses
a tuning stand with which coils.
have a straightaway movement.
It is never found that they re-.
qure to be less than i in. apart,
and the usual distance hetven
primary and secondary is con-

.

.

-

siderably greater than this.

HOLDER FOR NUTS AND WASHERS
: qiirel

nuts and washers
usually find their way to the
SMALL
bottom of the junk box and
are found only after an exhaustive
search.
Even if the constructor keeps a
separate box for such parts much
time is wasted in finding a nut of
the size required.
Probably the
following idea is new to readers,
but in any case will save considerable time and trouble, as aoy re-

size of nut or washer is at
once to be found.
Into a wooden base of con-'
venient size, say 6 in. by 3 in. by
in., drive 8 short thin knitting
needles. Nuts and washers may
then be threaded on these needles
in sizes. 2,
8B.A.,
, 6 and
washers being placed on, say, the
front row of heedles and nuts at
the back.

The holder illustraed

-

W.

-

B.

-

3',
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DUNSTÄN'AND

2L0
grateful
if
S!R,-I shall be
you
will give me space in your
columns to tell your readers of
rtn event which has been arranged
for the evening of December 23,
in which I hope all " listenersin " will find interest.
In connection with th
St.
Dunstan's Carol League, which
labours devotedly to raise funds
for the furtherance of St. Dunstan's work, a selection of
Christmas carols will be simultaneously broadcast from 2L0
between 8.30 and 9.0 p.m. by
four, gentlemen from St. Paul's
Catheclral choir, who have been
chosen by Dr. Charles Macpherson, the choirmaster.
I want to ask your readers if
they will arrange for this occasion,
'' listening-in '' parties
amongst their friends, and will
make during the evening, a collection 'on behalf of the funds
which St. Dunstan's so badly
needs.
I hope, before or after
the singing of the carols, to be
able to tell all " listeners-in
something of the work St. Dunstan's has done, is doing, and
must do in the future for the men
who made the great sacrifice of
their sight in defence of King
and Empire.
May I add that I shall be only
too happy to send special collect-1
iilg nvelopes to those of yowreaders whó will write me at St.
Dunstan's headquarters, Inner
Circle, Regent's Park, London,.
w many thanks for
otìr help in this matter.-I am,
.
L FRASER.
etc.,
.
(Chairman).
ST.

-

.

A NEW
-

Sig,-I

SINGLE-VALVE
CIRCUIT.

write to thank you for
splendid single-valve circuit.
*hich
described by Mr.
Wireless
G.
P. Kendall in
Weekly of November 21st.
1
tli

I23

SI

v

_:-

-

'

*

2,

bave constructed this circuit and
liad marvellous results. Unfort'unately I could not procure the
ebonite former; however as an
in.
experiment I wound on a
cardboard former, 8o turns of
No. 24 double silk-covered wire,
and in all other details the set is
exactly as you describe.
The following components
ere used
J.B. variable condenser.
Dubilier fixed condensers.
Lissen variable grid leak.
D.E. 3-valve and Igranic
aerial Circuit type variometer.
The following is a report of
my first experiments, which I
think are nothing short of marGlasgow came in (20
vellous,
miles) with great strength on gas
pipe aerial. I then tried for
other stations with the same
energy
and
was
collector
thunderstruck to find that i could
tune in ali other B.B.C. stations,
Boui'nemouth (400 miles) being
next best to Glasgow. Most
wonderful of all, I was able to
tuoe Glasgow (415 metres) out,
and tune in the new Belgian
station ori 410 metres, this
station being quite as loud as the
This was all ofl
English ones.
the gas pipe aerial, admittedly
the tuning was very critical,
especially as I have no anticapacity handles or screening of
any description.
I was so delighted with results
that I decided to be one of the
many listeners to America at
Unfortunately I over3 a.m.
slept myself and did not start
listening until about 3.15 a.m. I
immediately got a strong carrier wave, and on tuning in I
found I was listening to a
speech, every word of which
came through perfectly. At the
finish the announcer stated that
for the benefit of those who did
not hear the first of the speech
he would again state the speaker,
which he then did, the name being

'r

.

,.-

Owen Young, Chairman of the
I-le
General Electric Company.
then announced that the Wireless
Orchestra would play" God Save
The King," which they did and
repeated, the station then closing
down, stating that the time was
8-r8 standard time.
I got other carrier waves but
ivas not able to pick up more than
a word or so here and there,
whereas the above results from
WGY were perfect without
fading or disturbance of any kind,
and I think it marvellous.
The following are the details of
how I received the above. I did
not risk the gas pipe aerial for
this reception, so moved my set
to another room and attached my
outdoor aerial (no earth of
course). I was using the D.E.3valve run with
volts off a high
tension battery and with 36 volts
on the anode.
I will not weary you with
further remarks, but must thank
you for this circuit and hope you
think the above really good
results for it. I am again using
the gas pipe to-night and I am
listening to Glasgow as I write.
Again thanking you. I am, etc.,

Beith, AyrsFiire.

-J.

1tEER.

*

r

The number of STIOO sets that have
been made by experimenters is legion.
Our photograph shows an arrangement made by Mr. W. Barber, who
No amateur could wtsh for
states
a more perfect Instrument."
'r

';t
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W. H. (NEWCASTLE-OÑ-TYNE) enqulres
,with regard to the use or a wavetrap.
You do not state whether the condenser in your
receiver is in series or in parallel with the tuning
If it is in series, the type " C
inductance.
\vavetrap will not be very successful, but if it is in
parallel you should get good results with only a
slight reduction of signal strength. If the condenser is in series, the type '' A '' trap is generally the most successful, but in this case you will
require to increase the Size of the aerial tuning
If
inductance in order to get the best results.
yur present plug-in coil is a No. 50, try a No. ioo
instead, when using the series
òr even a No.
Wavetrap.

io

depends principálly upon. the efficiency of the
receiving aerial and the skilful manipulation of
the apparatus.
With the set in question, Glasgow is received
here in London without d.iffièulty, but for Satisfactory operation of a loud-speaker, it will probably be found necessary to construct and add a
further L.F: unit, similar to unit No. 2. In order
to obtain the best results, it is essential that the
tuned-anode circuit should be in resonance with
the aerial circuit, and to ensure this the compensating condeser should be added, as explained
in tile handbook.

P. M. (HUDDERSFIELD) wishes to make
a receiver employing a crystal detector, one
valve and a transformer.
For simplicity of construction and ease of opera-

A. R. P. (BARROW-IN-FURNESS) asks
for particulars of American broadcasting

stations frequently heard in this country.
WAVELENGTH

CALL
SIGN.

KDKA.
-

WDAF.
WEAF.

I

tion, the single-valve Wireless Weekly Reflex
of this
receiver, as described in Vol. 2, No.
journal, and which requires just the components
you mention, should meet your requirement. At
distances up to about 15 miles from the broadcasting station the set referred to will operate a
small loud-speaker fairly satisfactorily.

STATION.

Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co., East
Pittsburgh, P.A.
400.1 Kansas City Star, Kansas
360.

:

485.f
400.

WFI.

400.

WGY.

485.
380.

WITIAZ.

400.

WIP.

485.

WJZ.

360.

WLAF.

360.

City, MO.

Western Electric Co., Nev

L. D. (PORT GLASGOW) àsks several
questions, the nature of which will be
gathered from the following réplies.

York, N.Y.
Strawbridge
&
Clothier,
Philadelphia, P.A.
General Electric Co. , Schenectady, N.Y.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.,
Troy, N.Y.
Gimbel Bros., Philadelphia,

Your trouble in connection with the addition of
one stage of high-frequency amplification toyour
existing crystal receiver may be due to everaI
causes, such as
(i) The new aerial tuning varioeter may be
faulty.
Test this by connecting the crystal
detector and telephones across its terminals 'and
using it as a variometer tuned crystal receiver.
(2) Without the aerial connection, the
second
variometer may not tune to the desired wavelength.
Connect across the input terminals of
this variometer a compensating cthìdenser having
a capacity of 0.0002
or 0.0003 1LF.
(i) The valve itself may be faulty, and if this is
suspected and you are unable to test it properly
yourself, we advise that you call upon your wire-.
less dealer and ask hiii t'o try the valve for you
in a receiving set.
The crystals in tliedetecto'may be insensitive. This point can be tested as indicated in
No. i above.

:-

P. A.

Westinghouse
Electric &
Manfg. Co., Newark, N.J..
Johnson Radio Co., Lincoln,

-

Nehr.

WMAF.

36o.

WMAL.

360.

Round Hills Radio Corp.,
Dartmouth, Mass.
Trenton Hardware Co., Trenton, N.J.

A. J. R.. (EDINBURGH) .enquire regarding the receiving rangè of the " unit" set.

There are many factots, which (letermine the
actual receixing range, but, with any given, set
situated at a given distance from a tiansmitting
station of known power, successful reception

-()
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Good Books and

a few

simple household tools
of the gfeat charms of Wireless lies in its
appeal to our national character. We
possess in a far greater degree than any other
nation the faculty of teaching ourselves the use of
tools and the aiity to de'ise home-made substitutes for the more elaborate factory-made
article.

Choose your Books
from this List:
I.

......
......

Wireless for All

By JOHN ScOrr-TAOGART.

Price
Od.

F.inst.P.

2. SimplIfied Wireless
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, Finst.P.
How to Make Your Broadcast Re.

ceiver

.

By JOHN SCOTT-TAOOART, Finst.P.
Aerial
By B. MITTELV, A.M.I.E.E.
5. The Construction of Wireless Receiving Apparatus
By
D. TYERS.
4. HOw to Erect .Your Wireless

1/6

1/-

Thousands of enthusiasts have made their own
Sets not with the idea of saving money, but
because they are intrigued with the fascination of
being able to make something which will really

1/6

.

The Construction of Crystal Receivers
By ALAN L.M. DOUGLAs.
Unit" Wireless
7. How to Make a
C.

......
....

Receiver

By E. REDPATH.

8. Pictorial Wireless Circuito

By OSwALD J. RANRIN.
V. Wireless Valves Simply Explained
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART F.Invt.P
10. Practical Wireloss Valve Circuits
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.

o

112. RadIo Valves and How to Use Them
By JOHN ScOrr-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.
3. 500 Wireless Questions Answered
By G. P. KENDALL & E. REPPATH.
14. 12 Testad Wireless Sets
.

By

P.

1/6
2/O

2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6
2/6

W. RARIS.

3/6
15. More Practical Valve Circuits
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGOART, F.Inst.P.
2/6
¡6. Home-Built Wireleos Components
Wireless
Elementary Text-book on
10/Vacuum Tubes
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.
.

-

(post

work.

1/6
.

And a very large number of these Wireless experimenters have obtained their information from
Radio Press Books

If you, too, have decided to enter the ranks of the
Home Constructors, look down the list of books
on this page añd make your selection. Any of
them can be obtained from your. local Bookseller
or we will send them direct at an extra cost of 2d.
per book for postage.

free.)

Published by
Radio Press Ltd.,
Devereux Court,

Strand. WC.2.

Íii4kJii
con'Q.t2L

Z4

,tQ.b46

2&)'a.11.j.
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-w-THIS instrument is of highest grade finish and will

FOUR VALVE
LONG RANGE
RECEIVING SET
.

WHOLLY BRITISH

MANUFACTURE.

meet all the requirements of those desiring perfect
reception of Broadcast music and speech, either
from local or distant stations, whea operated on a
standard P.M.G. aerial. The design of the instrument
¡s. such that excellent loud speaking can be obtained'
when operated on distant stations.

Complete with all valves, one pair of "Sterling" Super Quality Héad
Telephones with' cord and plug, High Tension Battery, Grid
Battery, all fitted in highly finished
.
.
walnut cabinet. Price
.
B.B.C. Tariff 25/- extra net., LOW TENSION ACCUMULATOR3 7 9.
.

:

- - --

1

:

Obtainable from all 'Electrical Dealers and Stores.

- - -- - -

I.'

I
I
I

--

:4L ¿I
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/1-

;

S:

S

ri

/

N

/

--

wT

í=!\

- ----

/

L

- .%

-- -- -

-

-
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u

-- -- - -w - el
Equipment showing " Sterling " Four Valve Long Range Set as above, operating a " Sterling
Standard Loud Speaker on a " Sterling " Portable Frame Aerial.
Advertisement of STERLING TELEPHONE & ELFCTRIC CO., LTD., Manufacturers of Telephone and Radio Apparatus, &c,
210, Tottenham Court Road, London, Wz, Branches: Birmingham, Cardiff, Glasgow. Manchester, Newcastle.
Works: Dagenham, Essex.
Printed for 6he Proprietors, RADIO Pssss, LTD., Devernux Court, Strand, W.C.2, by Tar AVENUE PRESS (L. Upcott Gill .t Son, Ltd.). 5557,
Lane, Lindon, W.C.2. Published on Wednesday of each week at 3, Bolt Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4. Address for Subscriptions and Editorial
Communications :-Devereux Court, Strand, London, W.C.2. Advertisement Managers -mr SCHEFF PuBLICITy ORGANISATION. LTD., 125, Pall Mall,
l..ondon, S.W.1. Registered as a newspaper and for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription rates e-32/6 per annum, 16/3 for six
months, post free. Sole Agents for Australasia :-GoIDOJ & GOTCH (Australasia), LTD. For Canada :-IMPERIAL News, LTD. For South Africa
CENTRAL NEWS

AGENCy. LTD.
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Xma Prent

\170U could' make

a gift of nothing more acceptable this Christmas than a well-made and
efficient Radio Receiving Set.

1Q/

The Sets illustrated here represent

a few of

the'

series of

COSMOS

RADIOPHONES

any 0f which, from' the Crystal Set at £3 lOs, to
the Six-Valve Jacobean Cabinet at £125, would
form a splendid gift,

"Cosmos" Radiophones are obtainable from
Retailers

of-

sil

Wireless Apparatus,

Send for our Catalogue and Handbook L.W 7117/I
Post Free 1/- from the Manufacturers-

TROPOLIT
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Experiments give

(rom

.
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r

RADIOBRIX

:

\

who are

Wireless

MANCHESTER

The Book of Circuits shown here
contains much valuable wireless
Obtainable (rom
information.
all Newsagents & Radio Dealers.
1/- (Post Free 15.i
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The Rado Society Again.
THE Radio Society is truly in the melting

t

.

outgrown its cornmittèe, some members of
which thought that the old pompous and
bullying methods could be perpetuated,
pot. Those whom we had regarded as
whereas the whole progress of the Society
fabric
pillars
suppòrting
the
permanent
depends upon the goodwill of all. The
of the society have resigned. A new comSociety must keep the widest publicity posmittee has been proposed, and the new officers
sible, and must not he satisfied with reaching
will he elected to-day. Decisions will also he
only about io per cent. of those interested in
of
the
taken regarding the new constitution
wireless.
Radio Society of Great Britain.
As regards the secretarial appointment .of
So much for the facts. Such fai-reaching
Mr. Phiilip R. Coursey, we cannot but think
changes Cannot be allowed to pass without
that this is a blunder of the first order. Much
comment. We cannot regard it ás anything
as we esteem Mr. Coursey, and great as have
entirely
connew
else hut intolerable that an
been his services in the past (it will be recalled
stitution should be forced on the hiembers of
that we presented Mr. Coursey with a siher
the Radio Society of Great Britáin without
watch earlier in the year), we think he is
any opportunity for them to consider it iii
entirely unsuited to the class of work which
detail. The temper ofexperinienters in the
must he carried out by a secretary of such a
country, and of provincial societies, is, not
society. His talents lie more on the scientific
such that these rush tactics can he. practised,
than the business side, and lie is far from
At the time of going to press we have no
being the man to carry out a fighting pro: indication as to the nature of the ,new constigramme for the rights of experimentets and
tution, and that it should be brought forward
for the support of experimenters.. We
in such a way as to prevent any criticism is
repeat, no 011e has done more for certain
reprehensible in the last degree and will çio
nothing to increase the confidence of the .. tions of the amateur nlovernent than' Mr
country in the Radio Society.
,,,, ..., Coursey, and hisassistance and adiice will
The committee members are .apparently :. be well worth retaining, but not as secretary
of the Society.
A disadvantage, moreover,
blind to the general state of feeling, but we
,of his appointnlerfl is that he is intimately
remind them of the. secessioli of most of the
best transmitters in the country, thç forthation -._,,associated with a wireless journal, the Editor
which is already a member of the cornof a league of Southern Radio Societies which
openly declares that lt neither wants afflhià-'' mittee. At times scb as these the secretary.
of the Radio Society of Great Britain should
tion nor any other Connection with theRadio
he an entirely impartial and independent per.
Society,, and the attitude of over 50 wireless
son, acceptable to all sections àf the movesocieties, which out of a total, of about 53
me ut.
'
declared themselves entirely iii sympathy with
our remarks regarding: the attitude tpwards the
We believe that Dr. Eccle 's'Prsident is
clearing away the obstacles:,:itì the way of
\Vireless Relay League; are 'not these facts
sufficient to indicate that the old committee
establishing a really stron national RadiO
Society, bitt nevertheless, the secretaryship is
had lost the confidence of the great mas of
experimentrs? A fitting climax to the career of
an appointment of importance and a man with
political instincts and marked business ability
'the retiring members of the committee is the
attempt to make alterations in the constitution
should receive the appointment. Mr. Coursey
by methods which cause the recent rush
is a busy mati, and we have reason to believe
General Election to fade into insignificance.
that the position has been more or less thrust
We have good reason to believe that there
upon him. I-lis valuable services should be reis mòre in the committee changes than meets
tained, but we dò not consider that he.is qualithe eye, but àIl *iII agree that a change was
fied for the particular class of work whïch the
necessary. The fact is that the Society liad
secretary is called upon to perform.
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AMIThIFIGATION,
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SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS LECTURE.
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..

5

High and Low-Frequency Amplification were explained and Fig. 6 was a two-valve rceiver in which the first valve
acted as ¿e high-frequency amplifier; followed by a cr)stal detector, and a valve acting as a low-frequency a,nplifier.

Simple Dual Circuit.
THE advantage of the dualamplification circuit will he
at once apparent when it s
pointed out that the Fig. 6 twovalve receiver gives no better
results than a single-valve dual
circuit, such as that illustrated in
What we have flOsV
Fig. 7.
done is to use the valve not
A

Fig.

7.-A

single. valve

duaL

circuit.

only as the high-frequency amplifying valve, but also as a lowLet us
frequency amplifier.
examine for a moment how the
Fag. 7 circuit works.
We have the aerial circuit L,
C, tuned to the incoming wavelength. To L, a coil L2 is
C2 ¡s
coupled, and the circuit
also tuned to the incoming wavelength; this circuit is connected
across the grid and filament of
The fact that the
the valve.
secondary
of an intervalve
is included in
transformer T,
the grid circuit does not affect
the high-frequency currents beis shunted
cause the sondary
by the condenser C5 of, say,
0.00 i
or 0.002 iF capacity.
In the anode circuit of the valve
C,,
there is the tuned circuit
which is adj usted so as to be i-n
resonance with the incoming
signals.
The valve is now acting as
a high-frequency amplifier, an(l
magnified oscillations appear in
the circuit L3 C3 when the latter
is correctly tuned. The crystal
detector D and primary T, of the
.step-up transformer T1 T are

connected

aross

the

circuit

L C, with the result that the
rectified currents pass through
and induce varying currents in
the secundary T2, of higher
T1

voltage.
In the Fig. 6 circuit we connected the secondary
across
the grid and 1ulameìt of a second
valve wlich acted as an amplifier
of the low-frequency currents.
In the dual-amplification circuit,
however, we convey these lowfrequency currents, not to the
grid circuit of a secon.d valve,
but to the grid circuit of the sanie
valve that has been used for aniplifyi ng the high-frequency oscillations. In the present case we
include the secondary T in the
grid circuit of the valve, as
shown in Fig. 7.
It will be seen that the potenT2

circuit to the low-frequency currents, for the simple reason that
its capacity is too small; the lowfrequency potentials are communicated through the inductance coil L2 to the grid.
The
grid itself is kept at a normal
potential which is slightly negative owing to the presence of the
rheostat R1 in the negative lead
to the filament, as lias already
been explained in connection
vi.th the " straight " ciicuits previously described.
The low-frequency poiential
variations of. the grid cause lowfrequency anode current varIations, and these pass thrpugh L,
and
through
the telephone
receivers T, vhicth are included
in the position shown. \Ve have
therefore amplified the low -frequency currents:
-

.

-I

L2

T2

T5

T2

L3

.

Fig.

8.-Picáorit

Jorni oJ Fig.

7.

tals across

lt will thus be seen that the
wil4 now be
T2
to the grid of the high- and low- frequency current3
valse, the potential of this grid each take separate paths which do
varying at a low frequency with not iiterfere with each other.
rcspcct'to the filament The con- The high-frequency currents n
denser C3 does not ict is i short Oit, g' id cirtuit pass through tPlL
applied
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condenser C5 and are unaffected
by the secondary T2. The highfreauencv currents in the andd
circuit energise the oscillatory
circuit L C, but are unaffected
b,y the telephones T, which are
shunted by a condensei- C of,

for- example, in the case ve have

just. considered, the telephone

simulresponds
diaphragm
different
taneously to the

to

.notes ........
Let_us consider, for a. moment
the state of affairs when a person
is walking due east along aroad.
To those of u on the earth, 'his
motion is a very simple one, but
to anyone who could stand away
from this earth and watch the
man walking, there would be
If, for
two distinct motions.
example, he %veie walking backwards and forwards along a
road, not only would this motion
be seen, but also the rapid motion
of the earth through space. One
,moment the nian would be going
forward rapidly and the next he
would lç going forward- more
slowly, but those of us on earth
would think that he was simply
going backwards and forwards.
So it is in the case of a valve
amplifier. We can consider, that
the chief anode current variations
are those clue to the low-frequency currents, but that at any
given instant the general up anJ
-

-

Fig. 9-Direct-couple duàl circuit.

The
say, 0.002 1F capacity.
-low-frequency currents do not
-interfere wit-h the operation -of
- the
crystal detector and the -detector circuit because these circpits3 as regards low-frequency
-currents, are virtually shortcircuited by the inductance L.
Fig. 7 is shoin pictorially in
-

-

Fig.

8.

-

-

Why a Valve can'Act as a Dual

Amplifier.

-

To many it will be a strange
thing that a valve can carry out
LWt)

t.

:'

-

the látter will have two

1923

distint

motions; it will be carrying out
a slow to and fro swing, and it
will also be vibrating at a high
frequency, 'which will give forth
the distinctive note. In the case
of the valve acting as' a dual
amplifier, not only is the anode
curren.t varying up and down at
a comparatively slow rate, but it
is also trembling, as it were, all
the time.
As far as a person
with a musical ear is concerned,
the swinging of the tun-ing fork
would not matter; it would be
the- high-frequency vibration
which .'ouId count, because it
would send out a musical note.
So, in the same way, the
crystal detector of a circuit of the
kind shown in Fig. 7 is not at
all worried or concerned about
the low-frequency current variations in the anode circuit. What
it is interested in is the trembhog, or high-frequency variations, of this anode current,
because these are the variations
which the crystal is to rectify.
Similarly, the telephone receivers
are quite unconcerned wjth the
-

-

-

-

-:

-

1IIIUiLaLICULLSty

iULLC1IU!1

without any mutual interference.
The reasoñ is that the two sets
of curients are sufficiently -different in frequency to enable us
to: separate them by means of
ductance coils and condensers.
tIra valve vere amplifyíng
lò'v-frequency currents of slightly
flfferent frequency and we had
telephones in the anode circuit of
the yalve, it is obvious that both
set
f cùirents would be heard
in the telephones, one, say, as a
high note, and the other as a
slightly lower note.
It would
not he possible, without the use
of special apparatus, to separate
t,nCn

c;n-nftic

ï

nr

low-freand
¿1uency signals, however, it is a
very simple matter to separate
the two sets f currents. We
take advantage of the fact that a
condenser will readily allow the
passage of high-frequency currents, hut not the passage of lowfrequency currents, and that an
ordinary inductance coil, as used
for tuning purposes, acts as a
virtual short-circuit for low-

high-frecj"uency

Fig.

îo.-Pictorial form

down trend of the anode current
is being aft ecteci by very rapid
changes of current due to, the

of

Fig. 9.

high-frequency part, or compo-

,nent,of the anode current varia-

.tiòns, because they cannot rehigh-frequency oscillations w hicli sponcl to them; they only take
notice of the low-frequency curare being amplified.
Another analogy may help. If rent variations.
we take a tuning fork and hang
A Direct-Coupled Singte Valve
it up by a piece of string and
Dual Circuit.
then give it a sharp knock so that
it gives out a note, the tuning
The use of a tuned oscillation
fork will, be moving in one transformer or loose-coupler, as
frequency currents.
The idea of one piece of ap- manner only; it will be vibrating it is sometimes called, involves
paratus carrying out two duties, at a certain frequency. If now extra apparatus and greater skill
at once is, not really new at all, we give the string a pull so that in manipulation.. Many, thereThere are numerous, analogies; it sets the tuning fork swinging, fore prefer to use a direct-
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coupled arramgénient in zbich the
aerial circuit includes an i,nductance coil and a variable condenser, this circuit, or a portion
of it, being connected across the
grid and filament of the amplifying valve. Such a circuit is
illustrated in Fig.
Fig. io is
the pictorial equivalent of Fig. 9.
The aerial circuit is tuned b5r
nleans of the inductance L1 and
.

Fig.

u-Showing

position

of

Iran sfornzcr.

This
a variable condenser C1.
circuit is connected across the
grid and filament of the valve V1,
a condenser C3 of o.00i ,uF
capacity being connected across
of the step-up
the secondary
transformer T, T2. In the anode
circuit of the valve we have th
tun.ecl circuit L3 C2, the telephones
T shunted by the condenser C1 of
0.002
F capacity and the hightension battery B2, having a
value of from 40 to sao volts,
according to the type of valve
used and the strength of signal
desired.
The amplified oscillations in
are rectified by the
crystal detector D, the low-ftcquency currents passing through
T, and inducing curreats of
higher voltage in the secondary

other reasGns we always o41sider
the grid potentiai with reference
to the negative side of the filament. We dO not \vo;ry very
much what the potential of the
grid ìs with respect to earth. In
nearly all cases the filament battery is connected to earth iii the
circuit efnployed, but in the case
of the Fig.
circuit it is by no
tneaas at earth potential, and
when the circuit is operating the
low-frequency potentials across
12 will cause the filament battery
Bi and the filamen.t to vary at a
low-frequency potential to earth.
For example, at one moment the
filament battery and filament may
he at a potential of + 3 volts with
respect to the earth, and the next
moment it may be at a potential
of volts with respect to the
eàrth.
Since the grid is cónnected
through L, to earth and to the
right-hand side of T2, we can say
that in one case the grid is at a

From what has just been said,
vilI be clear that the riththand side of the secondary T2
being connected to earth vill
always he at a fixed potential,
arid that it will be the left-hand
side of T2 which will be the point
of varying potential. This means
that the left-hand side of T, and
the apparatus connected to it,
namely, the filament battery B,
the high-tension battery B2, etc.,
will always be at a varying potential to earth when signals are
being received.
We. can consider, with advantage, an analogy to this. If .ve
have an ordinary oscillatory cir
cuit, consisting of an inductance
anti a condenser in which oscillations are flowing, this is comparable to a see-saw; one end goes
down and the other up, and then
vice versa. If, however, one'enul
of the oscillatory circuit is connected to earth; then the potential of that end is fixed, and it s
it,

T2

L2

-

C2

C2

-

T

P2g.

This secondary is included in
the gri(l crrcuit of the valve, and
a result, the grid potential will
vary at lov frequency.
It may be asked, " But how
can the grid potential of the
valve vary at low frequency when
the grid is connected to the coil
L, to earth? 1f it is connected
through L, to earth and L, acts
towards the low-frequency potentials just as an ordinary wire connection would, how can the grid
potential be anything hut zero?
This point has worried many
students in the past, but it is clue
to a misunderstanding of the
meaning of grid potential.
Grid potential is nothing absolute. It is always relative to the
potential of the filament, and for
the sake of cotvenience and for
-

12.-PiCtorial fonn of

potential of volts with
respect to the filament, and at the
next moment at a potential of
± 3 volts. Thus, although the
grid potential with respect to
earth may remain constant, ts
potential with respect to the
filament is varying all the time
when the circuit is operating
and signals are being received.
Some Disadvantages.
The Circuit of Fig. 9 has a
serious disadvantage which few
have appeared to realise. The
author has got over the difficulty
by the arrangement in Fig. ii,
hut before discussing this figure
it ill be as well to point out the
disadvantages of the Fig.
Circuit.

.

Fig.

ii.
/

the potential of the otlier end
which must vary with respect IO
earth. This effect may be compared to that obtained when a
fisherman with a long, slender
fishing rod causes the tip of the
rod to swing up and down by(a
sharp, but almost impercptbde,
wrist movement at the thick end
of the rod which is in his háñd.
One end of the rod is anchoed,
as it were, while the other inc!
swings freely up and down.
In the case of the Fig. 9
circuit, it is the right-hand side of
which is anchored, as it were,
to earth, while the potentiI of
the other end swings up and
down-. Unfortunately, it also has
to cause the potential óf large
massés of apparatus, such as fila-

/

T2
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hightension batteries also to swing up
and do\vn, and they do not lik
it. It is like adding a weight lo
ihe tip of the fishinig rod ; the
immediate effect would be to prevent the tip of the fishing rod
from moving only to a small
extent, and if the weight vere
heavy enough, the movement
would he prevented altogether.
Coming back to the Fig. 'c
CirCuit, it will 'be seen that the
accUmulator and high_tension
battery, instead of being t earth
potential, have to adapt them-,
selves to the low-frequency' current variations. The batteries
have an -appreciable capacity tó
earth themselves, and this capa-"
city vill therefore act in parallel
with the secondary L and help to
lessen the low-frequency potentials pplied across grid and fila:
ment.
If there is any leakage
between either of the batteries
and -the earth, the signal resulte
wiJi be seriously impaired, and
therefore perfect insulation is
necessary in a case such as this.
Another disadvantage is that
no part of the circuit connected
with the filament may be touched
without affecting the strength .f
the
low-frequency
signals.
Touching the filament battery i
or the high-tension battery B.., or

meit accumulators and

-

nt

the telephone rceiver T, iill
only weaken the lov-frequency
currents, but vill probably set up
noises.
undesiräble
hovling
Touching these parti is like
tying a weight on the end of the
fishing rod
Overcoming the Difficulty;

'
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To overcome the dilliculty )f
the batteries, etc., being at what
've can call a low-frequency
potential to earth, the author
devised the idea of connecting the
secondary of the step-up trans.
former in the position shown n
Fig. i i. It will be seen that the
filafrient accumulator B, th
high-tension battery B2, and the
left-hañd side of the telephones
.1, are all atearth potential, and
therefore may he touched with
impunity. l'he top end of the
secondary T2, however, which
corresponded to the right_hand
in Fig. 9, is connected
side of
through the inductance L1 to the
irid of the valve, and this time
the grid of the valve, instead f
being at earth potential acquires.
with respect to the earth, and
also wit-h respect to the filament,
a potential which is continually
vaying when signals are. being
received, owing to the low-frequency potentials across the
secondary T2.

-

...

would be to touchthegrid of.
the valve or the top eñd of T2,
and this, in practice, would never
be done. Moreover, the advañtage of this arrangement is that
low-frequency 'potentials:
the
across T have only to change
of
the very
the potential
small structure of the grid which
has a negligible capacity. Rcfer:
ring back to our analogy of the
fishing rodj ve have taken off th
heavy weight at the end, aidthe
whole Circuit of Fig. r r is, much
more stable.
A pictorial representation of
Fig. ii is shown in Fig. 2
In Fig. ii a condenser, C3, is,
of course, actually part of the
aerial circuit, and the lìigh-frquency oscillations in the aerial
circuit pass through C3, which
consequently affects sme\vhat:
the tuning of the aerial circuit.
The best capacity for C is o.00i
or o.00i pF. The secondary
does not in anyway affect
the flow of oscillations in the
aerial circuit. It has been suggested that the use of th trans
former in this position would
lead to more interferente from
electric light mains, but in .praC:tice this does not, as a rule,
seem to he borne out.

.

-
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SIMPLE C.WS.ÄNt
By E REDPATH

y

1'

....

Asistan Editor
L

The instrument described in Ike following article is simple lo construct an-d affords
experimenter a starting piit. in transmission work.

lk&

-:

-

-

-.

¿

deterrcd
MANY

*perimenters are theoretical and practical knowfrom taking up ledgé of wireless transmitting and
experimental transmissio;
receiving apparatus
(2) He must be able to transmit
ork for two reasons. Firstly,
the neÇessity of qualifying for a and receive messages in Morse
full experimental licence which, of code at a 'speed; not less than
(As
course, is necessary before trai's- twelve words jer minute.
mitting aparatus may be in- an alternative, a qualified operastalled and worked, and,secondly, tor may be engaged.)
the cost or difficulty in construc(3) He must have a letter from
tion of the necessary apparatus..
at least one licensed experimenter
In order to qualify for such a who is agreeable to co-operate.
licence, the applicant 'should com() He must indicate the nature
ply with the following condi- of the proposed expérimental
work hich he intends to carry
tions
Out.
(i.). l-Le should have a good
:

-

r-

.

-.

--e-4--e-

-

-

To the enihuist, the fore-going conditions scarcely preetit
an insuperable difficulty.- -. 'The
practical know ledge reuired io
accordance ith the first condition above mentioned may be obtained b - constructing transmitting apparatus and using 'it' in
connection with an artificiaLaerial
consisting of a small nductance
coil, condenser and resistance.
Permission to .experiment' '.vith.
transmitting apparatus on. 'an' arti.ficial or " non-radiating " aeriat
may. be obtained upon application
to the 'Secretary, G.P.O., Lon-

--t-

-

-

don, and at present no chàrge is
macle..

-

.

-

Beforèautliority can be granted
to operate a transmitting set upon
à rgul'ar aerial, the remaning
conditions must be complied with
and it must be clearly shown thai
the nature of the proposed experimental work necessitates actual

L

.

radiation.
With regard to the question of
e.st of apparatus.
Provided that
it is nòt desired to transmit over
considerable distances, which, of
course,
ould require the use of
a high volfage supply with attendant -generator, or transformer
and rectifiers, quite interesting
and useful experimental work
may be carried out by means of
apparatus- costing no more than
-.

.

-

the average 1-eceiving set, and
deriving its power from the usual
I

type of dry-cell high-tension
battery.
A low-power transmitter of this
description is shown in the photograph, Fig. i. The insthiment
is arranged to give any one of
three kinds of transmission,
namery,. continuous wave Morse.

.:,..

"buzzer

-

interrupted"

.

i

CW.

-

Morse, or radio tel.ephony,, and,
as will be seth from the phoito
grah, only a single valve ¡5 employed, w-hrcli, together with its"
fliament rheostat, is nlotknte(l
upon the top of the cabinet
Upon the sToping front of the
.

Fig.

i.-The

conipleted t,ansrniUe.

j

.
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cabinet, immediately beneath the
valve, is the microphone. This
is of the standard " soliç1-bacl '?
type. If preferred, of course, a
hand microphone may be em-.
plo'ed, in which case two terminais should be provided. Upon
the left of the microphone is the
aerial, hot-wire ammeter, reading
+,-.-'-.-'.,
'-.

-

T

-.

-..

December I, 1923

WeeKly,

¡.,.,,
,-

-

-

-

-,'-"

low-power set, an ammeter reading- up tO.O.25 ampere only wouki
To the right of
be preferable.
the microphone is the buzzer,
fitted upon the front of the cabinet
sp as to be easily accessible.
The five-point selector switch
tunes the aerial circuit approxiinately, fine adjustments being.
carried out by means of the knob
and dial upon the left, which
actuates the variable condenser in
the closed oscillatory circuit.
The knob and dial to the right of
the cabinet, varies the reaction
coupling, the adjustment for most
efficient operation being indicated by tlie glow of the small.
flashlamp bulb fitted immediately
below the three-point switch.
The nature of the transmissionis vared by means of this
switch.
When in the position
shown in the photograph, and
with the transmitting key either
held clown or screwed down, the
microphone is brought into circuit
for radio telephony.
With the
switch arm upon the centre stud,
çontinuous-wave Morse signals
may be sent by rpeans of the key
shown connected to the two terL
minais in the lower front of the
cabinet, and, with the switch arm
upon the right-hand stud, the.
same transmitting key operates
the buzzer, and interrupted C.W
or " buzzer-modulated" Morse
signals may be transmitted.
The aerial and earth tern-jinals
are fitted upon the left-hand side
of the cabinet, and the battery
terminals, five in number, at the
foot of the right-hand side
These terminals are just visible in

o.o- to 0.3 1tF). This is
optional with a good battery.:

The aerial circuit include the
aerial itself, iE; a fixed coñdenser C1,, having a value. f
0.003 jF; the ve-point selector
switch, S1, the aerial tuning inductance L1, the hot-wire ammeter, HWA, and the earth
connection E.
/
\/

-.

-

.

-

of the Set

When the valve is glowing at
its correct brilliancy, tlie-hightension supply connectéd, and
the transmitting key K depressed,

...................

i-

-

-

-
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The Action
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the photograph.
The
arrangement
circuit
adopted is shown in the diagram,
Fig. 2. It will be seen that tlw
general tuning arrangements are
similar to those of an inductively
coupled single valve receiver, but
that the positions of the closed
circuit and the reaction coil are
reversed ; the former being now
connected to the anode, and the
latter to the.grid-of the valve.

H.

2-The

Fig.

1 100-200 VOLTi.

circuit arrangement

Inductively coupled to the coil
is the closed circuit inductance
L, with parallel variable conL1

denser C2 (capacity o.0005 reF),
the small flashlamp being included
in the oscillatory circuit thus
is
formed. The lower end of
connected directly to the positive
H.T. terminal, and the upper end
to the anode of the valve, so that
pulses of current from the battery
in order
must traverse the coil
to reach the anode of the valve.
L, represents the reaction coil,
variably coupled to L,, and having
L2

L2

one end connected direct to the
grid of the valve and the other
end, via the secondary winding
of the microphone transformer
T,, T2, and transmitting key K,
to an intermediate terminal on
the 6-volt filament lighting

accumulator.
R is the' usual filament rheostat,
with variable connection to the
negative side of the filament
The negative
lighting battery.
terminal of the H.'F. supply is
connected to the positive side of
the filament lighting battery,
whilst across the H.T. terminals
may be connected a reservoir
condenser C4 of large capacity

grid circuit is completed
through the reaction coil L, and
the transformer secondary
This alters the potential of the
grid and a flow of electrons takes
place to the anode, through the
coil
to the positive of the hightension battery. This is equivalent to a pulse of current from the
battery through
to the anode
and, provided that the direction
of the winding of the coil L, is in
the correct sense with regard to
that of L,, and that a suitable
electro-magnetic
Coupling
is
maintained between the two coils,
continuous oscillations are maintained in the closed circuit
C2,Fig. 2, as will be indicated by
the gloving filament of the
flashlamp.
By adjustment of the aerial
tuning switch S,, the aerial cirCuit may be brought approximatèly into resonance with the
closed circuit, the best adjustment
being indicated by the maximum
deflection of the needle of the hot
wire ammeter HWA.
the

T2.

L2

L2

L2

Constructional details and notes
regarding the operation of th
transmitter, will appear in next
week's issue,
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Relief.
LAST week I told you that
once in a Swedish 'home
my tongue twisted itself
into the uttering of a Spoonerism which caused consternation.
I thought at the time
that I had uin.wittingly committed some terrible bloomer,
and for years I have known the
murniurings of an unèasy conscience ou this account. Only
the other day I came across a
Swede and besought him to tell
me
what my uhintentional
jumbling of words meant. You
may picture my relief when I
found that it was only some perfectly harmless swear words of
quite
drawing-room
calibre.
Other countries, other customs
But I have not
A relief, yes.
forgiven ¡ny conscience for
treating me thus. I will get even
with it somehow.
-

What a Life!
There can be no doubt about
it that ve wireless folk are a
much-enduring crew,
hardy,
aad that we are fired by a
devotion for our art and
mystery that surpasses even
the sighing swain's passion for
the Iadye fair to whose eyebrow
h.ç con1oses odes of well-rriglì incredible badness.
His, we will
admit, is a thorny path beset by
many a pitfall, for oman is as
unstable and as difficult to handle
as a set provided with half a
dozen tuned anodes, and in her
case no one has discovered any
effective method of silencing.

making its eventful journey
through the mazy convolutions of
myriad wires. So far so good.
The first shock to the system
occurs when we read that no matter how they may have behaved in
the (lays of such highly respected
persons as Ampere and Volta, the
up-to-date currents of to-day
have decided to flow in the opposi te direction, completely messing up the ideas to acquire which
we suffered the martyrdom of the
cane. Nor is that all. The way
in which the valve plays hanky
panky with his law is enough to
make poor old Ohm of pious
memory turn in his grave, and
give birth to a new one:
head.

-progress=1

We Never Sleep.
In our early wireless clays ve
apply the wet toiel and burn the
midnight oil laboriously, unleai:n_
ing what ve learnt so painfully,
and making ourselves familiar
with a host of forbidding words.
In the next stage we are found
also at hours when we should
have sought our couches long
ago, tinkling with pliers and
soldering irons and screwdrivers
at refractory sets which refuse to

behave themselves properly. The
third stage finds us burning the
midnight amp as we sit with
waiting
for
bated
breath
the sound of nasal accents that
'ihl tell us that we really are

listening to WMAF o:r WJZ.

All the stages,

as

you

vill

notice, have one factor in corn-

But what of ours? Ah, what?
When we begin ve hastily
marshal such scraps of electrical
knowledge as remain to us from

mon: we neer go to bed till
The
daylight gilds the skies.

our schooldays, patting ourselves
on the backs on the score that
ñow at last we have found a use
for them. Positive and negative
have, we feel, no mysteries for
LIS:
Positive is wherè the juice
starts fi-orn, and negative is tile
haven where it brings tip after

sound o'nig-hts, wallowing disgustingly in quite unnecessary
slumber hilst we toil and mou
without so much as winking an
Wireless, I firmly beeyelid.
lieve, is hastening tile coming of
the superman, who will require
neither food nor rest. You ha e

unenlightened, who have not yet
been converted to wireless, sleep

probably

reached

the

stage

aÂready at which it is necessary

for your good wife to drag you
semi-forcibly from your wireless
den to the dining table, when experiments are in progress.
Daylight Losing.
If only one could find the perfect wireless wife one could
organise things properly so as
not to in.terfere with one's activities. Breakfast after the night's
vigil would be at noon, lunch at
4 p.m. Tea could be fitted quite
nicely into the broadcasting interval at seven o'clock in the
evening, lust dinner would just
fill the otherwise almost dead
period that occurs between midnight and half-past one in the
morning.
I fear, though, that
the radio Cook sutticiently enthusiastic to make this delectable
programme possible might be
even harder to find than the vireless wife.
Alternatively the requirements
of the age may produce the super-.
Willett who will introduce no
mere trifling change like Summer
Time, which is worse than useless to the wanglers òf condensers.
He ill do something
really useful by persuading Parliament to adopt Radio Time.
That 'ihl indeed be a masterstroke. On a given day ve 5hall
all put our clocks back five hours
and keep them there. l'he Daylight Losing Act will rid us of as
much as possible of this wretched
sunshine aod will enable us really
to get down to serious wireless
work.
The super-Willett will,
of course, be made a duke, receiving as his coat of arms sable
between a chevron of aerials

argent three condensers or:
crest, a gridleak rampant gules:
motto, " This Freed 'em."
Christmas Horrors.
In years gone by Christmas
used to be a season looked for-

t

ward to with a certain amount of
foreboding by husbands and w ives

4'
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giver, who will be anything but
I know one
as well as by those who; having les suceptible.
pleased when such ill-favoured
plighted their troth., were, so to couple who work it excellently.
chickens
come home to roost. lt
her
present
s
-HisChristmas
to
matri-'
speak, under. sentence of
is a very difficult problem, and
mony. The trouble, -if you re- usually a case of briar pipes,
member, was that wives would whilst she gives him a vanity bag one which requires a little tact
give hisbands cigars o-f the and a yeaf'ssupply of face pow-. tor its solution.
Suppose, now, that A-it is
genuine Flör de Cabbagio brand, der. Thus, each in the end gets
which could be smoked with im- what is needed. But wireless, I always poor old A who is getting
suppose that A is
punity only by those with the fear, has rather torn things, and into trouble
presented
an
ancient aunt,
by
irrethat
the
there
are
signs
Husbands restoutest hearts.
taliated by presenting their pressible feminine is breaking out from whom he has expectations,
spouses with hats which tq the again. Only yesterday I beheld with the world's worst receiving
feminine mind seemed worse 011e selecting a cheap ìnd ex- set. It is certain that she will
always be coming round to hear
ceedingly nasty little transoffences against decency than did
it.
What should A do2 Anthe cigars to the maculine. -former, which she told the salesswer adjudged correct: A should
Young Strephon laid a huge man was to be a Christmas pretake it at once to the local power
bunch of hyacinths at the feet 'if sent for her husband.
make
He
should
Amaryllis, and she, poor girl, What to do with Wireless Presents. station.
-friends
with
the
and
engineer
The great problem is to know
though she loathed their scent,
-had to keep them near lier for what to do with such appalling -should induce him to attach the
fear of hurting his feelings. Her gifts when they come along. 1f terminals marked AE and E o
the largest possible source of
you consign them to the -junk
countei-stroke was the necktie.
He should then SIiO\V
You must have liad one in your box, the giver is sure to find them power.
the remains to his aunt, explainYou can't give them
young and gallant years: a fear- there.
some thing of motley colours away, or you may be sure that ing to her how terrible the results
knitted with her own fair hands, the recipient will take tile first of atmosp.herics can be. A can
which had to be worn though it opportunity of getting rid of then instal a respectable set with
them by passing them on. Thus the certainty that she will be far
made even the cab horses shy.:
too nervous of it to wish to have
Of late theré has been an im- describing what is known as
provement, for people seemed to vicious circle they may eventually anything to do with it.
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Our photograph shows fir. J. A. Partridge of Wimbledon, a British amateur who ha succeeded in getting into touch
with Mr. Warner, tise Secretary of the American Radio Relay League. Mr. Warner transmitted several messages from
America, one of which izas addressed by Mr. Hiram Percy Maxim. President of the American Radio Relay Leagne,to
Admiral oft/se Fleet Sir Henry Jatkson, whò,last year, was -President of the Radio Society of Great Britain. The
message reads as follows
"Sir Heiry Jackson, London, A.R.R.L.-Have great pleasure in transmitting to R.S.GB.
greetings by direct amateur contact across Atlantic (stop) Expect viitybuin London, February. Hiram Percy Maxim.
from xM.O. to 2K.F. The President of.the Radio Society of Great Britain has asked Mr. .Part ridge to transmit the
following niessage to Mr. Maxim at the first opportunity
The President and Past-President of the Radio Society of.
GraJ Britain have received your greetings and pin with you sit tenders ng felicitations to the amateurs of America an
of Britain now united by this trinmh."
42
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A STABLE TWÓ-VALvEDUÄL CIRCUIT
By A. D. COWPER,M.Sc., Staff Editor.
A novel

circuit employing

¿he

series-tuned anode H.F. coupling invented by

cariously. In a dual circuit using
valves only this damping is not
available and there is an added
danger of L.F. energy reaching
he detector, being amplified
there as well as rectified, and

The writer has recently described (JVireless Weekly, Vol.
2, No. 19) a modification of the
conventional tuned-anode highfrequency coupling, which possesses the useful property of

2.o0oo4.000w.
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Fig. x.-7.he. ci?CUit arrangernet.

inherent stability, w ithout the
additional complication of any
external stabilising devices.
The effect of stabilising rosistànces, positive grii-bias applied
by potentiometer, etc., as is well
known, is to flatten the tuning.
and lower the amplifying power
of the circuit; but such devices
are generally necessary in H.F.
amplifying circuits where tuned
lo -resistance tranSformers or
anode inductances in general are
used to stop the petsistent selfosci1laton.
In dual-amplification circuits
this difficulty is often aggravated
and is the prime cause of thàt
terrible howling frequéntly associated with such circuits. When
çrystal-rectification is used, the.
considerable damping effect of
this on the plate circuit of the
last H.F. valve will sometimes
hold the-circuit down, even. if pre.

Author.

handed back via the L.F. transformer
to
build
up
the
characteristic howl.
With this stable series-tuned
anode coupling the first trouble
can be almost entirely avoided,.
so that there remains only the
second, which implies a complete
isolation of the detector-valve
from L.F, impulses, and the
usual danger of casual capacity
couplings, etc.
The circuit slion in Fig. z has
accordingly been developed. It
follows the Marconiphone dual
circuit in the mode of introducingthe L.F. energy into the gridcircuit of the first valve, behind
a grid-condenser and through a
radio-choke, and in the use of a
ra(lio-Clloke on the plate of the
first I-1F. valve, for connection
to the 'phones and H.T., but has
the series-tuned anode coupiing
referred to, the anode-tuning
variometer being connected in
series with the plate and the
second grid-condenser.
This
gives a stable and effective I-I.F..
coupling, if the variometer is
wound w itl the right, amount of
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fairly thick ire, and has reason
ably small distributed capacity,
For radio-çltokes,.. gooI low-.
capacity coils of not stop thin
wire are indicated. Nos. 200 and
250 Igranic, and similar coils,
are effective here, or a choke consisting of
lb. No. 26 S.W.G.d.c.c. wire wound in a multigrooved former of the type described by Mr. P. W. Harris in
No. io of Wireless Weekly.
giving about 250 turns. A barreltype of single-layer inductance
of the same iìumber of turns on
a 4 in. .diam. former will also
.

suffice.

'1'lie detector valve is effectively
isolated as far as low-frequency
impulses are concerned by yet
another radio-choke .(Vvhich, for
audio-frequencies, is. a (lead shortcircuit), connected just in front of.
the usual grid-cóiidenser.
A
plate variometer on the detector
valve,, consisting of about çp
turns of Ño. 26 S.W.G.-d.c.c.
wire on a -in diai. stat3r nd
'corresjonding rotor, bridged bi'.
a fixd condenser of 0.0002.
provides reaction, withóut. cldnger. of howling.
.

.

The, first plate variometer must
have a larger inductance, as the
pvailable tuning capacities with
which it is asociated are small.
A large Igranic variometer served
admirably, for the broadçast
range. There are required about
8o tuims each on rotor and stator
cf
in. diam., or rather more
than the customary amoûnt on
smaller varionieters. An extra
loading capacity of an appreciable size (above 0.0001 tiF) cannot be used across this vario-:
meter, as it interferes with the
correct functioning.
Other details will be gathèred from the
circuit-1iagim, which gives the
recessary values.
On actual trial, this circuit
gave excellent loud-speaking on
local broadcasting, with absence
of any whistling or howling.
Only if the intervalve circuit was
touched by the hand, or if the
rad jo-choke connecting this to
earth became disconnected, was
whistling observable, and the
'phones could- be worn without
upsetting the stability or tuning,
whilst leads could be taken anythere desired to a loud-speaker.

-

-

'
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-Naturally, another note-magnifier
could be added if desired.
For searchiI)g. a little electrostatic reaction by means of a
three-plate variable condenser
connecting tfe grids of the two
valves generally gives quiet and
It is
controllable oscillation.
best to arrange to switch out the
last (L.F.) stage when searching,
putting the 'phones temporarily
in the plate-circuit of the second
valve, between the reaction varipIt vas not
meter an(l H.T.+.
found essential to use grid-bias.
on the first valve. The tuning-'
range, as shown, was from 320 to
420 metres on a P.M.G. aerial.
50 coil and Series'
A No.
variable condenser of o.00i
can be used for aerial tuning in
.place of thevariometer nd fixed
condenser, but may not give quite
as good results. Excellent loudspeaking should be obtained up
to 30 miles or so on a good
aerial ; and most, if not all,
stations
should . be
B.B.C.
received on the head-phones, with
suitable inductances. The make
used
L.F.
transformer
of
appeared t b largely immaterial.

veat IßritatlL

of

Officsand

'9;

Cornníittei, and other business

.

.

t!:

'nie Annual Gneral Méeting of'
this Society will take place this
evening (Dec. 19) at 6 p.m., at the
Institution of Electrical Engineers.
A short lecture illustrated by lantern
slides will be delivered by Capt.
E. J. Hobbs on " Simplified Wireless Calculations,''
Further businéss of the meeting
will be the election of Officers and
Committee of the Society for the
forthcoming year. The new Consttution of the Society upon which
the President and Committee have
been engaged for some time vill be
submitted for members' approval.
At the unanimous request of the
Oliicers and Committee Dr. W. H.
Eceles has consented to continue in
the office of President for the forth-

coming year.
The following iìominations for
other officers have been made
Acting Vice-President Brig.-Gen.
Sir Capel Holden, K.C.B., M.1.E.E.
Hon. Secretary: P. R. Coursey,
B.Sc., A.M.1.E.E., F.Tnst.P.
Hon. Treasurer: Prof.. .Erriest
Wilson, M.I.E.E.
-

:-

:

From amongst- a large

numrof

names considered, the Committeé
have selected the following for
nomination to serve on the Committee for the forthcoming year,
and these names will be submitted

or confirmation at te Annual
General Meeting
R: L. Smith-Rose, Ph.D.
R. Carpenter.
H. S. Pocock.
Captain M. Ainslie, R.N.

:-

J. H. Reeves, MA., M.B.E.
Thomas Hesketh. M.I.E.E.

Stanley Ward.
J. H. Hibberd.
Mr. Frank Hope-Jones, Chairman, Mr. L. McMichael, Hon.
Sec., and Mr. L. F. Fogarty, Hon.
Treasurer, although eligible for reelection, have intimated to the
President and Committee that, in
view of the fact that they. ha'e
served some ten years in office, They
do not desire their names to go for
ward for re-election.,
These officers have been unani.
mously elected by he Committee.
Vice-Presidents of the Society.
Mi-: R: H. Klein, founder of the

Socity,
President.

ìacãteS his office as Vice-

It will be found in the new constitution of the Society, which is
being submitted to members, that

it is not proposed to continue the
offices of Chairman or Vice-chair-.
man, and consequently no nominations for these offices are put for-.
ward.
On account of the verv large increase in the clerical work connected with the conduct of the
affairs of the Society and Affiliated
Societies, the Committee reconimend that the appointment shall be
¡nade of a salaried assistant and
that oflice accommodation shall be
-

provided.

TRANSATLANTIC TESTS
The Radio Society's transmitting
station has been allotted the call
sign 6XX. Mr: Coursey, who is
arranging these tests, is busy fixing
a schedule for the 6o experimenters'
who are entering.
These tests vill take place
between December 22 and Tanuary io from-i a.rii.-6 a.ñi.

-
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A TWO-VALVE POWER AMPLIFIER
By STANLEY G. RATTEE,

:

-.

Staff

Editor.

-

Herein
is escribed an instrument which may be added to any crystal or single valve receiver,
permitting thereby the use of a loud-speaker.
-

:

introduction.

A power amplifier

is not in
itself a radio receiver, but an
nn,nint .,rr
nn.
nr
IhIfltt tSiIiI4L
"5 '-'"e
more valves in order to amplify
whatever may :be applied across
its " input " terminals, whether
it be connected to the usual broadcast receiver :or whether it be
' connected to a mirophone circuit
for amplifying the direct voice of
a speaker. Each stage of amplification comprises a valve and
low-frequency transformer of
good manufacture, guaranteed to
stand high voltages, the sub.
sequent result, such as absence of
distortion, depending very considerably uixrn the merits of the
transformers chosen.
As the output of the amplifier
is a considerably magnified repetition of the input, the specch or
music must be free from distortion before being applied to the
power amplifier, otherwiise all
such distortion ill be considerably accerjtuated. For this reason the input signals should.
where possible, be received without the use of reaction, or if used
the valves should be worked well
below the point of oscillation.
General Remarks.
The instrument to be described,
ard illustrated in Fig. i, was
designed to fulfil the conditions
that it may be permanently connecteci to a wireless receiver, yet
at the same time permit the user
to receive direct from his original
without disturbing conntions. In order to do this in the
shortest possible time, a system
of plug and jacks is employed.
The plug and jacks, there being
three of the latter, may be seen
in the photograph, Fig. i; that
on the left connecting the telephones direct to the receiver, the
niddle ene introducing one stage
of power amplification, and the
- third jack putting both power
a1ves in the circuit.

st

The terminals seen. to the left
Fig. i are, reading £rooi the
top :-First pair, the tco " in-.
of

Fig.

i.

A

front view o/the instrument.

put " terminals; third, a dummy
terminal put there merely to
balance out the number seen to
the right of the photograph; last
pair, the L.T. positive and L.T.
negative.
Those terminals siown on the
right, rending in the same crder
as before, are :-First pair, telephone terminals permitting the
use of extra telephones w hen the
plug is in the first position,.o.r, in
other words, when the power
valves are hot in circuit; third
terminal, HT, positive.
The
fourth terminal from the ton is a
corn mon terminal for both H. T.
negative and L.T. positive, whilst
the fifth r bottom terminal is the

LT. negative:

The two knobs seen in the
ntre of the instrument are the
filament resistances, whilst the

sockets seen above them are for
varying the grid potential. The
centre socket connects the two
secondaries of the low-frequency
transformers (IS.) and the other
four, reading from the bottom
and clockwise, are zero vots,
3, and 4 volts negative. The
grid potential is varied therefore
by connecting the centre socket
with any one of the remaining
four, accofding to the number of
cells required.

i,

Materials.
In order to construct a power
amplifier to the specification
herein the following materials
and components are necessry:-
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With .the panel prepared thé
With the plug out, contacts
are made between 4-5 on the- components should be mounted
single-circuit jack, - 2-3 and at in their respecti e positions,'
- 4-5 on the double-filamént jack. which w ill be seen from a back\Vith the plug in the single- of-panel view to be given next
circuit jack, contacts 4-5 are week.
opened and connection between
Connecting Up. -

One ebo.nite panel, 8 in. by..
in. by

1923

19,

.

in.

Ten terminals:
One EIwell plug.
One single-circuit jack.
double-filament jack.
Onc singlè-filament jack.

.

-

-

+
-t.

-

:

Though the connecting up of
the various components is not a
very difficult matter, on account
of the smallness of the panel and'
the large number of connections
required to bring the jacks into
citcuit, the wiring of the amplifier
should be caried out with some
Firstly, connecioh,
method.
should be made from the left-.
hand L.T..negatie terminal to i
of the double-filament jack, i of,
the single-filament jack and right-,
hand' L.T. negative terminal.
Connection shouldnow be made
from the left-hand LT. positive
terminalto one of the filament
legs of
to one of the filament
legs of
änd on to 'the right-'
hand L.T. poSitive' terminai.'
From 2 of the double-filament
jack make connection to the arm
of the filament resistance controlling. V, and from
of the
single-filament jack make connection to the arm of the filament
resistance controllin V2, and to
of the double-filament jack.
- At'
this point connect the
accumulator, fi-t the valves in
position, push the plug, firstly,
in the double-filament jack, when'

-

5

'

-

--

'

V1

V2

Fig.

2.

-

The circuit used in the amplifier. The dotted lines indicate
connections when the plug is out.

One flashlamp battery of 4
volts.
Two filament resistances.
Quantity of No. i8 tinned
copper wire for connecting
purposes.
Quantity of Systoflex or other
similar insulating h-iaterial.
Eight.. valve legs or 2 valve
holders complete.
Two low - frequency transformers (those embodied in the
set under descript ion are one
EIwell itronclad type and one by
Radio Instruments, Ltd.).
One Mansbridge condenser of
i uF capacity.
Five sockets, with. one plug to
fit same (those seen in Fig. i are
the "Clix " plugs).
-

.

4-6 is made, thus piacing the
telephones or loud - speaker
directly across the " output" of
the receiver or " input " of the
amplifier.
With the plug in the doublefilament jack, contaots 2-3 and
4-5 are opened and connections
made at J-2 and 4-6, thus light¡ng the filament of the valve V1
and connecting the plate of the
sanie vahe to the H.T. positive
through the telephones.
By putting the plug into the
single-filament jack, contact is
made at 1-3, 4-6, thereby bringing intO circuit thefilaments cf
both vahes by way of z- of the
single-filament jack and 2-3 of
the double-filament jack. The
plates of the valves V, and
are connected to the H.T. .positive
by way of 4- of the doublefilament jack and primary of thé
second transformer and for V,
and for
the contacts 4-6 cf the
single-filament jack and telepnones
The Panel.
This ismade from ebonite 8 in.
by fi in. by
in. drilled to the
dimensioiìs given in Fig.
and
carefully rubbed with fine emery
cloth to rethcve. any conductiveforeign matter there may hé in
the glosy finish.,
S

Wththê introduction of jacks,
the circuit appears at first to be
rather formidable, but it must be
remembered that the arrangement is nothing more than the
usual two-valve low-frequency
amplification circuit with certain
improving additions. For purposes of simjlicity and clearness
the theoretical circuit is shown
n Fig.. ..with the arious arms
of thé jäk séiaratèd and
-

n-u mbered.

-

2-

:1

----.-.+t
¿

I

I

I

4'4

i

534
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i

I

'-4-H
I

1-

V2

The Circuit.

-.

.

ej

-IML

1-

4

-I---Iz

.

V2

I-

Fig.
-

____

.

Panel .dimensions and drilling
plan.
valve should light, and

one
secondly, in the single-filament
jack, when both val'e shçuld
light.
.
-
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LOW
BASKET COILS OF
CAPACITY
-

.

-

-

..........

THE importance of having
coils oi low self-.capacity is
well known to those v ho
experiment in short-wave reception. The ordinary basket coil
is fairly satisfactory up to a
point, but it has its limitations.
Its weak points are these. Coils
of the òrdinary commercial
variety are wound upon formeis
shaped like a wheel minus ts
i-im.When completed, the coi
is immersed ïn shellac or paraffin

U
Fig.

i.-Details of former and
coil-holder.

\vax, the '' spokes '' being withdrawn when it has set hard. In
order to make the coil aiiything
like robust a great deal of. wax
or shellac must be allowed to reSince both 1)f
main upon it.
high
these materials have
dielectric co-efficient, that of
shellac being 3 and that of wax
rather more than 2 as compared
with air, their presence between
the turns of the windings increase the self-capacity of the coil
extent.
considerabfe
to
a
Secondly, the spacing between
layers is provided merely by the
wire itself-that is to say, turn
No. 2, spaces No. i and No. 3,
and so on. The turns, therefore,
touch each other at numerous
points. For this reason vell-insulated wire must be used, which
again increases the self_capacity
of the coils. Last, but most important of all, thé particulargenerally
method of vindin
usel make.s it a matter of the
utmost difficulty to duplicate
éoils exactly. Though you use
vire of the

same

size

and employ

Weekly,

'Wireless

'.

'

:

Fig. i shovs the vay in vhieh
the saw-cuts are made in the
'side of the nes. For nè No: 'i
the cuts or 'he left 1lr begin 3/16
from the bottom and will
be
in. apart. On the right the
cuts will have the same spacing,
but will start
in. from thé
bottom.
We may call this- a
left-handed peg. Peg No. 2 wìll
be right-handed--that is' to say,
on the right side its cuts yiU
start 3/16 in. from the böttom,
and, on the left
in. from the
will again be a
bottom. No.
left-handed peg, and No.
a
right-handed, and so on, until we.
réach No. ', which,like No. i,
will be left-handed.
If the pegs aré made cf.
sèasoned hard wood, such as
mahogany, oak or teak, single
cotton-covered wire may be used.
Should it be desired to make u
coils with bare wire, 'the pegs.
should be of ebonite.
The method of winding is
quite simple. In the bottom cut
of peg No. i a small hole is
pierced with a bradawl -ad th
end of the No. 26 S. %V.G.wire is pushed through it. The
loose end can be secured if the
'

jfl.

¿

saine former, you can never
that two ordinary
baskets wound to exactly the
same dimensions vill be perfectly
matched.
The method of winding to he.
described is believed to be quite
novel, though, as in wireless,
one is always finding that one's
own ideas have been thought of
some time previously by someone else, it is quite possible that
it has already been worked out
independently by other experimenters. The chief point in its
favour is that the turns make no
contact whatever with one
another; hence single cotton
covered or a single silk covered
wire may be used, or even bare
wire if the winding is carefully
done.
The former remains in.
position when the coil has been
wound, which makes it unnecessary to appl) any wax or varnish
stiffener. Lastly, this method of
winding makes it, possible to
duplicate coils exactly.
The
self-capacity of the finished inductances is so low that they are
most suitable for short-wave

thie

be certain

Fig. i siio s the way in which
the former and coil-holder are
made. The former consists of a
dise of liard wood 2 in. n
diameter and
in.
in width.
Round the circumference of this
is fixed an odd number of wooden
pegs--seven or nine rill do very
well-in which saw-cuts a re
made in the ay to be described
presently. The pegs are secured
by being glued into holes drilled
in the circumferen. The best
way to obtain the correct positions for the holes is to use a
circular or semi-circular protractor. If there are to be seveil
pegs, thé angular distanée between them v ill be 51 ; with
nine the angular distance is 400.
The length of the pegs will depend, of course, on the number
of tur.ns to be wound. -It may 1e
calculated very- easily in inches
as one-sixteenth of the number
Thus for a
of turns plus
2o-tur1 coil the length of each
peg, excluding thè portion glued
rnto the former, would be

i

in.

7

Li:.

-

l'i

:.-::..-:
-

'

-.

--

Fig. 2.-lili iratingmethod
niOunling coif,

.-

of
-

fofe -does not grip it sufficiently
tight b' taking a turn with it.
joihd a small screw driven into
the wooden disc.
(ConcJudd on page

48.)
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A TWOVALVE POWER AMPLIFIER
-

:Fron th-t5p "input" teiininâf;
coinection is máde to the ¡p f
the first low-frequency trans:
former, to one of the extra
telephone terminals and to 6
of
jack.
the
single-circuit
Fron the O. P. of the lowfrequency
transformér
cois-'
nection is made .to 5' of tlie'
single-circut' jack, whilst the
remaiñing " input " erminal is
coñnicted to the other terminal for extra telephenés añd
to 4 of th same jack. The
l.S. of the first transformer ii-.'
connected tò the socket niarked'
A in Fig. 2, whilst the OS.'
connected to the grid leg
i
of the valveV;. To the piate of
the Erst valve connect 4 of the
double-filament jack, and from 5'
of the same jack connect' tó the'
OP. of the second transformer.'
A lead is now taken from the
grid of the valve V. to the O.S.
terminal of the second low-frequency transformer, whilst the
1.S. is connected to the cei'tre
socket marked A ¡i Fig. 2.
The plate of the second valve
is now connected to 4 of the
single-filament jack; the next
connection being made from the
-

.

-

'

Grid Cells.
Thesé cells are connctéd to"
the four sockets marked B, C,
D, E in Fig. 2, with the
positive end of the battery connected to he L.T, negative.
From the same end of the battery.
connection is made to the sceket

-

1.P, of the second low-frequency
transformer to the H.T. positive,,
to 6 of the single-filament jack
and 6 of the double-filament jack.
Across the H.T. lxsi.tive terminal and H.T. negative and
L.1. positive terminal is connected a Mansbridge condenser
of 1uF.
i

-
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The Containing Box.

-

-

'

.

O

marked B; from the negative side
of the first cell connection is made
to the socket marked C; from the
negative side of the secónd cell
connection is made to D, -aid'
from the negative side .of the
third cell connection is made
to E
.

-

O

'

-

O

-

-

-.

-

LS2,

'

---------

-

O

O

-

When using an instrument
of this type with high-plate
voltages, every consderation
given to the' choice of
-. should be
valves, and for the best loud
speaking those valves known as
power valves are the most suit-able. Practically any type of the
most known types cf these
valves, such as the
Mullard PA., e.tc,:_ will give
satisfactory results, though with
voltages up to, say, xoo volts,
the ordinary receiving valve may
be used.
Note--In nxt week's issue.
will 'Le giveñ a wiring diagran
thgether. with details -of resnits'
obtained.
: -----LS1,

:.

-

'

Valves.

lI

lI\\ \f 11

U\i

46)

At this-point a flexible wire is
taken through the socket and:
soldered to the póint A on the
under side of the paiiel; to the
end of the wire is fitted a suitable
plug, by theans of which all or
none of the cells may be: con
nected in the circuit.,
"
The Containing Box.
The dilnensions and shap of,.
this may, of course, be left fort
the constructor to exercise his
discretion, but for the guidance
of those who wish to construct
an instrument strictly in accordance with that seen in Fig. i, the
dimensions of the actual box are.
given in Fig. 4, the wood being
polished mahogany.
The box
illustrated in the photographs
was supplied by Messrs. Pickett

\'.

.

-,

-(Continued from page
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BASKET COILS' OF LOW CAPACITY-(Concluded from 'J,age 7): ..
'course, 'upon the èonstâñts.ef'
The \vire is now woven on through a small hole piered'
the user's. aerial, but for the:
round the pegs in the usual one of the spokes.
placed
basket manner, bein
The holder, provided with p1ti. standard amàteur type, with a'
and socket or with any other capacity of about.' 0.0003 1tF,
in the lowest saw-cuts and
fifteen to' eighteen '-turn's will.
stretched as tightly as pos- form of mounting. that m'ay ap
ieal to the construètor, is seen usually be abdut right for shortsible. When the seventh peg
is 'passed, the vire goes on to in Fig.; 2. lt consists of apieCe wave receptiòn up: to 300 metres
the second row of cuts, which are of i-in. ejonite 2 in. in length if a o.00i uF'condener is usèdand i in. wide. It is secured
in series. The secondary coil in,
in. above the bottom of the
pegs and i/i6th higher than the to, the. disc of the former by a, this case, if a ó.0005 pF condenser
The wir,es' is used, will require about tenty
first row. There is thus a space couple of screws.
the coil may conveniently to twenty-four turns. It is imof i/16 in. between the turns of from
be taken to either side of the'
successive layers measuring froai holder and secured to thescrews
possbe to give the number cf,centre to Centie of the wire..
vhich hold the 'plug and socket' turns that ,i,ll suit 'every set
Winching
continues'unti1 the in olace. '
exactly, since condensers are not
-"
required. number of Iurns. has- - The number of tirn of vie' always what they seem, and a
been put on, when the end is required for short wavelenths is great deal- depends ipai the
made fast is the san-ie way a the not very large. The exact figirc capacity w1ich exstÑ within the'
beginning ._ by ' beng-- passed for the- primary wll depend, of set itself. -- R- W.. H.
-

'

'

-

-

-
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HOW TO

DESIGN YOUR

OWN

SET..

No.11.
By PERCY
The second

E can divide the wireless
apparatus we use into
di'isions.
three main
Firstly, we have the tuning
apparatus, which brings us
into resonance with the signals
we want to hear; secondly, we
have the detecting apparatLis
changes the high-frew hich
quency oscIIation into currents

': HARRIS. Assistant Editor.

anide of a serien of six wizick

began

in our last issue.

amplifying apparatus, we caz
ChOOSe either a crystal or a
valve. Although one frequently
sees it stated otherwise, a single
valve without reation is considerably more effiaient thân 3
crystal, but we must not forget
that a valve requires the expensve accessories of high änd lowtension batteries Thoùsands of

VE

O

-

A single valve receivei- with re
action used on a good aerial will,1
when conditions are favourable,
bring in alt the broadcasting
stations, but w hen the set is
adjusted to this degree of sensitivity there is a great risk
radiaon and causing interference to one's neighbours. Such
a set with note magnifiers added

'f

,

],

L

u

Jí
A

A

simpl.ì Iwo-circuit crystal receiver

whih will operate a telephone

earpiece or a loud-speaker; anJ
thirdly, we have the magnifying
apparatus used when the intensity of the signals is not sufficient
to give strength to our reception. The important sub-division
is that 'of the amplification
apparatus into two main 'parts,
high-frequency amplifiers and
The
low-frequency amplifiers.
purpose of high and ow-frèquency magnification has been
dealth with so many times before
that ¡ do not intend to discuss ts
merits ant i emerits here. lt is
assumed that the reader who
1hes to design his own set is
su1cìently acquainted with these
principles.
A1thoub :there are numerous
devices capable of changing
oscillation into
h igh-.frequency
currents which will operate the
telephones, in practice .only tw
are used to- any degree, the
crystal and the w.alve. ¶f we
decide upon a chcuit which his
a detector alone without any
-

Iwo-circuit receiver with "sland-by tune

listeners are situated in spots so
close to a broadcasting station
that -à crystal receiver on a good
aerial wil give them all the
strength they require f telephone reception. Three or four
miles from a broadcasting station
a well-designed crystal recei r
on a good outdoor aerial will
operate half a dozen pairs of telepitones quite comfortably.
A
single valve magnifier added to a
crystal used at this distance will
vork a loud-speak-er for an orditiary living room, and a two-valve
note magnifier of eflicient design
will be ample for the largest
room. But save in very excep-'
tional circumstances which very
rarely occur) a crystal set with
itote magnifier will bring in
nothing whatever from a broadcasting station in another part cf
the country .... 'The. desigi of
crystal receivers will be dealt
with n a further article, wherein
I hope to show why some homemade crystal sets are so inflicie

-

.

-.
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-

switch.

will work a loud-speaker and can
frequently be made to give

lol-

speaker results from several
broadcasting
stations.
The
method, however, i not reconimended for distant reception
owitíg to the distortion Which s
produced when a sing'e valve is
used at its maximum sensitivity.
The introduction of one stage of
higli-frequen y magnification to
precede the detector (whether
this he crystal or valve) will enable us to get the distant stations
without the need of pressing our
apparatus to the last limit
Naturally the addition of
further stage of high-frequency
magnification would appear to tie
most desirable, but as will he
seen from the article of this
series which will deal with t1e
design of 'high-frequency am.
pliers, the disadvantages of
mult-stage high-frequency amplification
frequently outweigh
the advantag.s. For this reasoi.
three-valve sets with one stage
of high-frequency, a detector and;

-

-

-.
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note magnifier, and fur-va1ve
signals can be obtained with a which just covers the range of
wavelength required with this
sets with one stage cf high- \V C I 1-designed
loose-couple'.I
frequency, a de&tor nd two apparatus. 1h selectivify, 'how- partcular md uctancè,. we can
notmagnifirs tare highly .po'-,
gaii veryonsider- -attain -very high -- efficiency.
With
sets the sehsi: ahlby using a. lpse-coupled set, Method No. , whilst pissessing
t'iTity is iifficient Lo hear
althoiigh we must pay the price the disadvantagè of t'he deaddistant broadcastiiig statio!is in complication and difficulty of end effects which, as we have
whilst the note magnifying tuiiii-.
Furthermore, whéji said, in very large inductances
sagès are suffiäii to give the. .refction is used, the handling may be highly detriniental, yet
enables us to attain finé tuning
may become so complicated that
necessary " bod1."
thé im'pròvethent in- selectivity - with a minimum amduñt of
So fa we havi dealt witli
switching over a very cçnsiclermay not be worth while, and
what are commonly called
still further, if' we use tuned able band f vaelengthvith' traigh ' circuit. Within the
last few nionths. .hovever, we high-Ireq uency ampli ficàtion with out changingthe induçtanc4
Let us assüme for the mthute
tvo' or three stages, the iseof
have been introducëdtoriumerous circuits. kro7ñ .as "dtial .jdose coupling. ill add greatly that we warlt to design areeivcr
amplificti9n :":o( ' reflex:'': cir± tq the-enei-al in sthhiiity charitc
Cuits witli many pe.culiarities"cf
terisih'g ubh 'highly 'señsitive
5
their own. In :a dual gmplifica
circuits
tion circuit one or' more valì.rcs
are made tqsrve hóth as high-. Dsign of Single-circuit Tuners.
freqtfencyand low-frequency, amA single-ciituit tuner 'consists
plifiers, and thus ve can econo- of one of the following combiña_\:.
VAVEE
mise in filament current and tions
'GROOVE 70
74RE
END
G-"
TU
(i) Continousiy 'ariable inUnfortunately, dual
-valves.
without condeñser.
amplification circuits are more ductance
This may be sub-divided into
difficult to construct' and less
three forms
stable in operation than wiat
(r) Inductance with slide?
are called '' straight '' circuits.
(b) Inductance with units
However, for loud-speaker recepand tens switch or
tion from the nearest broadsome such equilvalent.'
casting station (if this be within
(c)' Variometer.'
20 miles or so) a goòd dual ámplL
(2)
Fixed inductance with 'fication circuit, such as the
variable condenser either in
STioo, is'i(leal.
series or parallel.
A novel form of uñer.Design of Tuning Apparatus.
Inductance tapped in steps,
()
cover all wavelengths between
Whatever circuit ve choose, it with yariahie condenser either ¡if to
L
It is
300 and 3,000 metres.
or
parallel.
series
is hound to include ipparatus for
choice.
will
that
our
proIabfe
Metiod
No.
i has the great
tuning, so that our first considerOn methdds-2 or. 3.. The
simplicity
fall
advantagç
of
and
ation wilI be how best to design
cheapness. In the sub-divisions rnot general vay oL applying
method 2 is to ùtilise the very.
(a) and (b) have the disadvantage,
popular muIti,laer plug-in coik
when a large inductance is ustd
to cover a considerable range o( such as Igranic,.Burndept, Garn-.
wavelength,
of
possessing brell, Atlas, etc. We may also
dead-end " losses. These cant usé bsket .coils or slab coils:
On short wavelenths well-made
be somewhat reducéd by. (a)
short-circuiting the turns not basket coils of fairly. thick wire
with a minimum of wax or
used, (b) short-circuiting a por
4I1.I-.
tion of the turns not used, just shellac are highly efficient, and
ahead of the tappings (this probably would be more used f
method is used in America to this were iealised. Multi-ktycr
coils for' short vaelngths ii
some degree); and may be: entirely avoided by iib-dividing less efficient than single-layer,
the inductance so that portions for which reason'' 'the ieaditî
A typical two-coil' holder.
n'iakers- are now making th
not used are entirely cut out.
this portion of the apparatus. Our 'fhe introduction of (lead-end short wave plug-ill coils of o-n
-'
tuner may be what is called a switches, hoever, 'makes for or two layers at most.
Method No. 3 can be put into
single circuit '' or ''two cir- complication, and cannot generpractice by uisiñg a suitably
cuit," and we must decide first ally be recommended, as the saim
of all which of these two kinds effects can be obtained il a proportioned single-layer coil cr
simpler way. Method No. 2 has by making what is known as a
to use.
So far- as signal strength ìhiuch to recommeñd it, as we bank-wound inductance.
concerned, there is little..,to' çn "entirely avoid dead-end
choose between the two ththods,' losses, and, if we choose ail elliNext Week .-No. 3 of 'this
although on short waves'with i. tient inductance of suitable
Serie.s.'
crystal de'tector slightly louder value and a variable condenser

evran-
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the secsid of a sepies deaiug iezt the construction of the pnel
arrangement of the numerozes ct,ceezts sn which st forms tue pr:ffcirxiliuia

The follo ving athcl&

s

-

r
T

-

'

-
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HÈ paeI and its ¿oniponent
parts haying bee satisfactorily completed 'in accordarice'with the partictiiaìrs given in
our last issue, it is necessary to
decide what typé of tuning toils
are to be emp1oyd.
readers who do not
wish to wind their own coils are
advised to obtain a -set of the
honeycomb, diolateraJ or lattice-

type coils, No. 35, 50, 75 and
loo. These coils will satisfactorily cover, the broadcast band--

Tuning Coils.

-,

e.

xirr.

+

A,

I.

C

L,

C

a.

Os

O

-

o

-

o

-

o
114.

OU

p
.

i

Kt+

'-LT.+

'F,o,it i:woJ

I.

-

the

Panel.

-

f wavelengths, and larger coils
may be added later as desired,
for longer waves.
A standard type Of s-coil
holder will also be required, and
this agai-n may either be purchased or constructed in accordgiven
atice with ,partict.Llars
tinder the headîng o "Constructional
Notes '
in
preous
There will also be
issues.
required a o.opi JLF and -a
o.0005 1,sF variable 'condensers,
and, as these are obtainable at
very reasonahle plices, it is
perhaps scarcely worth while
buiding them.

2

-

B.A "sp'indle:

.

.

'

The statot is 4 in. dia. and
2
-long, .wou.nii with 4o.turns
of 'The. sañie. wire, leaving space.
midway along its' length for the
spindle.
For a tuned-anode circuit the
same sized 'tubes may be used
but each tube should be wound
with 70 turns of No. 32 S.W.G.ft.

-

diameter centres, the w indings
consisting of
50,
and 90
turns of Nô. 24, 26, zS, and 30
S.W.G.-d.c.c. wire.
Coil Variometer.
An
easily-made variometer
for aerial tuning .(which enables
a variable condensef.to be disperised with), consist of tw
formers as above, each voun&
'with o turns of No. 26 SW.G..
d.çc. 'ire, the wiñdings being
connected in series and the two
coils arranged.so as to slide over
one am,ther, or to open out
like -the leaves of a book.
For a tuned-anode circuit, twii
similar formers, but
n. in diameter, will be vequired, eavh
wound with 8 turns of No. 2h
or TNo. 28 S.WG.-d.c.c. vire.
Basket coils may also 'be used
as high-frequericy transformers,
for which purpose two formers,
each 2 in. in diameter, with
i-in. centres and having nine
slots wound with ib turns of
No. 42 or No. 40 SW. G.-d.c.c.
vire, will 1e ruired.
'\rith -the above-described
eoils to select from, together
with the coil-holder, wariable
conden,sers and fixed condensers
mide in accordanoe with the
instructions given in the preceding article, the reader will he i.n
.a position to try out most of the
circuit 2rrange1nenls, four of
'which tare given in this issue.
Solenoid or Tubular Variometer.
when used for aerial
tuning, should conist of a 3
long fo the rotor
dia. tube 2
-

-

-

This4

Ifl.

Ifl.

-

after the oth turn sufficiently
wIde to permit the fitting of the

¡ng of various types of multi
layer coils w ill be found ir
Modern IVireless, No.
(May,
1923): Basket coils may be used
if preferred, a useful set being
made up quite .easily upon a-in.
diameter formers (of stout eard'board. or thin fibre), havig
either 7 01' 9 slots, and i-in.

-

.-

wounLvith 40 turns ¿fNo. 2
S.W.G.-slc.c., leaving a space

:

A full 'description of the wind-

rBasket

-.

and the!

.

0CC. \v1re.

I-

-'

.

-'
.-

-

J

-

The crystal detecto,' and bridges for
use with the panel.

With a view to facilitating
the work of Lonnecting up the
' arious circuits, the reader is
advised to i-fake up a nuìriber of
flexible connections, each consisting of a length of single elec-

tric-ligliting flex, 6 in., 9
12 fl., or 55 Ia. long, provided
with a "-spade " or " tag
terminal at each end. A neatiappear.ance is maintained if the
out'er covering df cotton ii
stripped off, leaving the wire'
simply ..ubber covered .

s.'
i':';

.
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CRYSTAL RECEIVER. T
silder coil, basket, honeycomb
or duolateral 'coil or a variometer. The variable condenser

-
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002
Fig.

IA-A Simple Crystal
Receiver Circuit.
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Connecting Up.
Connect tuning coil (A.T.I.) to
AE and-E terminals. Plug the
crystal detector into grid and plate
sockets of valve holder: Shortòircuit grid condenser by placing
Plug No.
into socket marked
"out:" Place Plug No. 4 in
socket of Flewelling circuit
marked "in." connect- phones
to terminals marked P and XHT.
(Try 0.002 F condenser across
telephones.)
Grid-leak
Plug
No. 2 to be inserted in socket
out."
Auxiliary resistance
(AR) " out."
No batteries
required.
A.T.I. may be a

(o.00i tiF) is shown in parallel
across the A.T.1., but it thay be
used in series as indicated by
the dotted lines.
Telephones
should have a total resistance of
4,000 ohms (2,000 ohms each
earpiece).
General Notes.
Carefully adjust the point of
contact and the mechanical pi-essure of the wire upon the crystal
in the detector (or, of course,
the pressure between the two
crystals if a combination detector
'is used).
With an average
aeri?l, 2L0 should he tuned n
at about io deg. on the con(tenser
scale.
Quite gotl
speech and music can be received in two pairs of telephone
receivErs at distances up to io or
15 miles from the broadcastiiig
station.
-'.Excellent results will be
obtained by using the basketroil variometers, but actually
-' this will depend to a large
extent upon the crystal detector
and itsadjustment, as well as
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CIRCUIt No. 2.-AN INDUCTIVELYCOUPLED CRYSTAL

tu

this paneLas tk

-

careful tuning and the
general efficiency of the- receiving aerial-earth systen

-

-

-

upon

-

-

i

-

1923'

19,

-

AT
'N°35

-

.

4

-

°

IN

0

Fig. xB.-T/e panel connections of
Figure IA.

RECEIVER;
secondary coil,

Connecting Up.
All the
panel connections
remain unaltered. A No. 50 Or
No. 75 coil is substituted for th&
No. 5 coil used in the previous
circuit, the last-named coil being
now included in the aerial circuit
and inductively coupled to the-

-

cI

-

-O-QOIaF
,

r))

.T.

JOpOO5

c2

1oO2pF

.J.Lz

(

J

Fig.
E
-

2A.

coupled

-An

crystal

Circuit.

indùctively
receiving

which has a
in parallel
with it.
In this circuit, also,
the variable condenser may be
used either in series or in
parallel with the A.T.I.
Improved results are sometimes
obtained by earthing the telephones as indicated by the
dotted line.
General Notes.
This circuit is much more
selective than circuit No. i, and,
if the secondary or closed circuit
condenser is kept at a low value,
more turns (i.e., a larger coil)
can be used, thus giving an increased potential to operate the
'crystal and accordingly an ino.0005 1zF

'crease in signal strength.
If
used in conjunction with a really
good aerial and -earth sysfem,
the British broadcasting stations
should be clearly received up to
a distance of 15 to 20 miles.
52

---

condener

.-

Fig. 213.-The panel connections of
Figure 2A.

Preliminary searching fòr signals with this arrangement should
be carried out with the coils L1
\Vith
and L3 tightly coupled.
signals obtained the coupling
should be loosened and the set
retuned by means of the conand
densers
C1

C3.

-

---

----
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CIRCUIT No.
'

RSAL

PANEL
z4nit.

-.

Connecting Up.
Plug in the grid condenser by
placing Plug No. i into socket
- -:

Lß

N"35

LItIJß,

J}.-I}iBz

Fig. 3B.-The panel connectiofls of
Figure 3A.

Ei

Fig.4B.-The panel
Figure

Connections of

4A.

Connecting Up.

Grid condenser Plug No. i
"in." Grid leak Plug No. 2
shunted (S).
Connect variometer to terminals P and XHT+.
Connect telephones to terminals
2 and
Place strap across ter.
minais HT
and LT +. Large

-

2

I

i

C3

(

cz

-

OOoO3

I

'

I

R

L1

-

.

rr

ir.''

,

iwenly possible arrangements using

vain

SINGLE-VALVE RECEIVER.

Place_ grid leak
into socket marked
shunt" (S). Connect brass
strap across terminals P and
XHT positive. Connect telephone receivors to terminals 2
and
place battery strap
across terminals HT - and
LT ±. Connect up LT battery,
test the valve filament, and
then connect HT battery to correct terminals. Connect ATI to
terminals AE and + E.
A.R.
Plug No. 3 " out " if using
ordinary valves, but " in'' for
a dull emitter valve.
Note.-The telephones may be
connected to the negative HT
and the positive LT and ter
minaIs 2 and 3 short-circuited
with the brass strap.
In all
further circuits the LT and HT
batteries will be omitted from
the practical wiring diagram,
General Notes.
-.
This is a simple valve receiver
in which the valve acts as a.
rectifier.
A - or 6-volt accumulator (preferably 30 to 40
actual ampere hour capacity)
will be required to light the valve.
A modification can be introduced

marked
Plug No.

WEEKLY"

3.-A

-

° °

q---

-

I

ßI4oR6
Fig.

E

3A.

-A

VOLT5'

single

valve

circuit.

if desired by using the inductively coupled tuner of circuit
No. 2 in lieu of the direct
coupling as shown above. Care
should be taken in the adjustment of both filament current

and anode voltage if the best
results are to be obtained. Lowresistance telephones may be,
sed in conjunction with a stepdown telephone transformer, the
lIne wire winding of the transformer being connected 'to theterminals 2. and 3 and, the telephones being connected to the
ends of the thick wire winding of
the transformer.

-

-

CIRCUIT No. 4-A SINGLE-VALVE RECEIVER . WITH
VARIOMETER TUNED PLATE. CIRCUIT.
fixed condenser (0.01 to o.i 1tF)
the pitch of which vilI be varied

connected across terminals 2 and
- HT.
A.R. plug No.
"out " for ordinary valve,
Connect ATI to parallel variable
condenser (o.00i zF), and to terminaIs AE and + E.
Connect
LT and HT battery to proper
terminals.
General Notes.
This is a single-valve regenerative circuit.
The variometer
)n the anode circuit, when tuned
to the same frequency as the
aerial circuit, viIl cause the
valve to oscillate provided that
the correct values of filament
current and anode voltage ar
employed. If excessive reaction
is used, not only will received
speech and music be greatly
distorted, but the incoming
carrier wave vil1 be hetérodyned
and will be heard as a continuous w:histle or musical note,

as the tuning of the aerial ciraltered.
In addition,
cuit
considerable interference may Ie
caused to neighbouring receiving stations, and, although the
P.M.G.'s regulations now permit the use of this type of redction, the privilege should be
used with the utmost caution.
i

VRÌ

:i.

R220

,-

Ic3

1±

J..

jo.oui'ø

1pF

CI
0-001

I

8

[
I

L1

Fig.

-A

4A.
single-valve
regenerative circuit.
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:4 WA. - clearance hole lready
made
in. from the top. Now
(Iflil

and

..

EVEkY

exprmeier

vil1

appreciate. the utility of a
device which makes it
possible for a ñumberóf lead to
be attached easily and quickly to
ce terminal. When working
with :experimental layouts oné
frequntly has t fasten two or
more leads to terminals; and it
is not at all an: easy màtter in
the ordinary way to ensure that
all make a realf' good éoatact;
A further point is that if one
vire has to be removed, all the
rest are apt to Come adrift. In
any case, if ordinary terminals
are used, the process of making
or unmaking a number of connections to òne of them is timewasting and occasio'nally rather
exasperating.
Quite a good adaptor for use
with standard sipgle' terminals
.

can be made as shown in Fig.
from a strip of fairly stout heet
iii.
brass 2l in. in length and
vidé. A 4 BA. clearanée hole
is drilled in the middle of it and
two others are made, oné òn
either side of it, a clistaricç of
i in. from centre to centre. In
the outer holes are mounted
small 4 B.A. terminals.
The
middle hole is passed over the
shank of the existing terminal,
the strip b'eing firmly secured by
a ring tint, which is turned hart)
down ou to it.
For terminals of tlue telephone
or " push in ''. type an adaptor
canbe made on the saniejines.
A
BA. terminal with a long
shank is inserted into the middle
hole and its shank is secured lo
the terminal by means of thc&
binding screw.
The writer has found most
useful the. multiple biñdin post
shown in Fig. 2, which i very,
easily made.
Take
21-in.
length of round brass rod
in.
in diameter, and drill through it
four 4 B.A. clearance holes in.
apart. Drill and tap a 4 B.A.
hole in either end.
That at the
upper end must run into the
.

-

%

RIN6 NUT

Fig. f-A simple ,nulti-terminal

Or

bus-bar arrañge;nent.

of us feel the want of
extension handles for our
MOST
variable condensers át
timès, especially when we are
engaged in trying to receive very
weak transmissions from great distaLlces. Nothing is more annoying than to find that just as one
lias got the correct tuning, with
one ciicuit and wishes to make

its condenser. Again, it may be
that one can tune in the signal
quite well so long as the hand is
kept upon the knob of the' con-

-''I
liii

L4.aA.4'

Iiti.!tIlIllllhlI!

IN

S

I

PosITioN

t
i

o

j

3/4

..

k-piz
-

Fig. I-Constructional details of the extension handle.

final adjustments to the second,
signals vanish entirely as soon as
the hand approaches the knob of

"Z

"

I-'---.
-.-*i

2/4"

/2

ht

'dJ'/2.

I

"W

Fig. .z.-A multi-connection binding post
or terminal.

studding, fixing. it in place with
à little solder. This serves as a
shank fòr the post and enables
it to be mounted in the ordinari
way upon the panel with a nut
and a lock nut.
The post shown in the draw
ìnj allows four connections to be
made.
If it is desired others
may be made on the same lines
for aiy number of conncctions
from 'two upwards.
They do
not take long to make and their
usefulness well repays one's
trouble..
-

.

R.W.H.

HANDLE

EBONITE

=

'

I

-

A DETACHABLE EXTENSION

4BAC5k5CREW5
DIA.

maining clearance holes and running. into them.
Fit millédhèaded sérews as shown. Into
the tapped hole àt the lower end
screw a -in. length of
B.A.

denser, but that it becomes inaudible dìtectly the hand is withdrawn.

.

The most satisfactory way of
eliminating capacty effects is to
fit extension
handles, which
enable the knobs to be moved
without any part of the body
being brought within 6 in. or so of
condensers.
It may also be desirãble to fit them to inductance
stands, fdr the additional capacity
introduced,
hen the hand is
hrouht near to make a variation
in the coupling, is often sufficient
to upset the- tuning.
'Perthanent 'extension handles
hase distinct drawbacks.. They
take up a great deal of room and
they are simply a nuisance at
limes when they are not actually
required. Here is a simple way
of making a handle which can be
slipped on to a knob or removed

'
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If it is used
single handle. will as a rule be
sufficient for the wlole set, sinbe
it can be employed to make one
adjustment after another, in the
manner qf a spanner.
Cutout a piece of in. ebonite
in. wide. Drill
2
in. long by
and counteisink a 4BA. clearance
hole quite close to each corner.
Now obtain-two small pieces of
in. square. With
¿ in. ebonite
a half round file make one of the
in. faces of each sufficiently
concave to enable it to fit the
circumference of a condenser
knob. In one of them drill and
tap a 4B.A. hole from the middle
from it in a moment.
a

of the face opposite to that which
has been made concave.
-

Decerither 19, 1923

to

Drill and tap
4B.A. holes in
çach block to correspond with the
clearance holes made in the 2.ifl.
Mount the two blocks
upon the strip so that a knob will
slip easily in between them.
strip.

Nov take a 6 in. length of
in. ebonite rod and make a
tapped 4B.A. hole about ¿ in.
deep at one end of it. Screw a
i
in. length of 4B.A. screwed
rod into it and secure by putting
on a nut and turning it hard down
/
against the ebonite.

Insert the end of the rod into
the tapped hole made in one of the
blocks, scress 'ng in until the point
just protrudes from the concave

HOUGH the vord vernier

that they wifl allow very small
measurements to be 'made, it
seems to have been adopted by
wireless people as a designation
for any kind of apparatus which
jermits minute adjustments to be
made. Hence the term is used
in this note for an auxiliary rheostat, the purpose of which is to
make it possible to obtain very
small variations of the filament
current.
Such a rheostat is particularly
needed when one is using either
soft ör dull-emitter valves as
rectifiers. The Wecovalve, for
instance, requires very careful
adjustment of its filament potential to give the best results. Vith
the ordinary 6-ohm rheostat even
of the bet type, one cannot
throw -in Jess than one complete
turn of resistance wire by moving
the knob. The auxiliary rlìeostat is designed to bridge the gap
between one turn of the main
rheostat and the next; hence
very small fractional changes in
the currnt may be effected.
Fr the former a disc of
ebonite 2 in. in diameter is required. A shallow groove s cut
in this to hold a -in. length of
No. 26 Eureka resistance vire,
whose total resistance w ill be
ohm. The wire is
about
stretched round the circumference
between two screws, as shown in
the figure.
The i-emainder of the make-up
of the rheostat calls for very little
comment since it follows the
general lines previously described

surfacé.

The handle can how be

placed over any knob and firmly
fixed.by a slight twist oí the rod.
A twist in the opposite direction
loosens it without in any way
interfering with the condenser's
adjustment and allows it to be
removed at once.

Even if 'tthpacity effects are
unknown in the set, a handie'of
this type will be found a great
boon for making fine adjustmen'ts,
since owing to its great length t
lias to be moved through a con-

siderable distance to make the
pointer of the condenser travel
through one division of its scale.
R. W I-f.

A VERNIER FILAMENT
.

RESISTANCE

these notes. The design given
has, however, one or two goodpoints. It will be noticed that
the spindle is held semi-rigidly by
means of the nuts and spring
washer, and that the distance
in

L

L
y4,,

DER

_____

J
I
1

/

¡
.S?O

--

,Vz

-

-

The arm itself should be of the
shape shown in the figure, and
should be so bent that it makes a
very firm contact with the resistarìoe wire.
The auxiliary rheostat s wired
in series with the main rheostat.
In actual operation it should be
set at first so that the arm is midway along the piece of resistance wire. One then obtains the
best adjustment possible with the
main rheostat, making final exact
adjustments by turning the knob
of the auxiliary rheostat to right
or left, and so throwing either
little, more or a little less resistance into the circuit.
Beside this application to detector valves, the rheostat will be
found most useful with high-frequency amplifiers of any kind, for
here the filament potential is
often very critical, and especially
good results may be obtained
when it is adjusted to precisely
the right point.

.

R.W.H.
-

.

fArr'NED

Details asid section of the 'ernier filament
resistance.
TRADE NOTES

.

pieces enable the rheostat to be
fixed very firmly to the panel.
As the arm is fixed by means of
nuts to the end of the spindle
therè is no chance of its working
loose.
56
.

The title of the advertisenent
on page xii in our i1ssue of the
çth iflst., given as " The British

Electric and Transformer Co.,"
should havereàd, " The British
Transformer nd Electric Co: "
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Broádcastin News
i

'4.1)
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-

&

sound of the
is heard
day... at zLO these days.
.ai
..The offices are being considerably
etilarged, and the new stutho S
nearing completion So far s
cubic capacity is concerned it
will be about three times the size
of the old studio, and xviII he big
enough to contain the largest
orchestras and bands in the
Country.
-

tradesman's hammer

.

D

D

O

The various station directors
niet together last week when an
interesting interchange of ideas
place. Steps will be taken
to cull the best ideas of each
(lirectOr for the benefit of all
stations.
1'he women's ani
children's hours were the subject
of special consideration, and
steps aie being taken to bring all

22nd

D

-

Music.

-

Mr.

:

-:

rffRokucRsli
TRANSMISSIONS

!

SIT

LOURNEMOUTH 6BM
......

.

.

.D'fl

(THURS.).-UnCIC Leslie's Zoo
Talks to the Children. Band of
H.M. Grenadier Guards.
Orchestra. Mr. Foden Williams
Miss
Heleña
Miflais,
and
entertainers.
'21St
Mr.
(FR.).-'--Orchestra.
Charles Stainer, solo banjoist..
Mr. Lvell Johnston, singer. The
Elliotts
20th

..

D

D

DECEMBER.
(%VED.).-Pupils of Miss Nellie
Donaldson.
Rendering of " A
Christmas Carol," by Mr. R. E,
Jeffrey.
20th (TJluRs.).-Band of H M
Royal Air Force.
21St (FRI.).-Scottish Music, assisted
by the Pipers ' of the British
Legion.
22nd (SAT.).-General Popular Concert.
25th (T)io.s.)..-Popular Conceit.

igth

...... 475
...... 895

SSC.... .420

S'ANCHESTIR . IZO ...... 4GO
EEWCASTLE ... .5N0 ...... 350

TIMES OF ,WORKiG..
3.00 lo 4.70 p.m. ono s.
to 10.00 p.m. O.M.T.

(pdoy,.... 2.0p.m

to 5.0 p.m. ami
0.30 to 10.30 p.m. 0MO.

D

is

DECEMBER.

-

fr

D

good to learn that rhen
the British National Opera Co.
begins its season early in the
new year excerpts from the
performances will -êontinue to he
,roadcast as before. There will
.b sorne new works never before
given, and listeners vill look
forward to these with special
interest.
n
n
n
Forthcoming Ecents

.0

The variety of the herdeen
programme is exciting favourable comment.from a wide range
of listeners. Correspondents go
as far as to say that of all the
programmes that broadcast by
2BD s the most acceptable,
largely because of the efforts
made to please every type of
]istener. lt is tribute enough to
say that Alerdonians are satisfied,
a more critical audience
does not exist.
D

(ARDIFF ........ SWA ...... '35
GLASGOW

when the uncles and the áunties
juenile
entertained
eighteen
listeners at teá in the studio-the
outcome of a competition organised by the director.

Forticming Events

ColiSfg'
LONI2CN
...... 2L0 ...... 305 metre,
.495
ASERTEEN ...... 2BD..

the provincial stations more into
line with London. There will be
special children's programmes
for the days round about Christmas.
It is recognised that the
kiddies are allowed to sit up a
little later on festive nights, and
the entertainments for the children will he somewhat later than
usual.

It

(S.r.).-Dance

Hector Gordon, Scottish enterExtamer.
Capt. Grtersn
tracts of articles which h.ae
Old-time
appeared in Punch.
Dance Music. ..-.
23rd (SuN.).-Band of H.M. Irish
Guards. Talk -ón St. Dunstan's
by Capt. Ian Fraser, C.B. Choir
of St. Paul's Cathedral.
24th (M0N.).-Uncle Rex and Mr.
E. W. Lewis will entertain the
children. 2L0 Wireless Waits,
asisted by the Mayfair Singers.
Mr. R. I. Stephenson, entertainer.
Savoy Band.
25th (FuEs.).-A Fairy Play by
Auntie Phyllis and Uncle Carac-

D

D.

recent

BIRMlNG1M.The,
land-line
by
transmission
Rev. J. A. Mayo, Rector
Orchestra.
Whitechapel.
of
Miss
John Henry, entertainer.
Mr. Ronald
Helena Millais,
Gourley and Mr. Jay Rave,
Dance Music. The
humorists.
Rev. G. W. Kerr, BA., LL.B.,
on "Wit and Humour." Dance
Music.
tacus.

-

"

D

D.

-

D

A BERDEEN. half That
hour
children's

the
has

become one of the most interesting of the 2BD features
is attributable mainly to the
humanity and knowledge of tle
wants of the kiddies displayed by
the central characters. An exemplification of this was forthcoming last week (December o)

a concert at the Birmingham Town Hall was a welcome variátion from the :sual
run of programmes, and, having
regard to the difficulties involved,
In Bach's
was a success.
Sleepers Awake" nothing of
the original volume of sound cf

of

the City Orchestra vas lost, and
the various parts seemed excellently balanced. Thi's vas perhaps the best rendered piece
(from the wireless, point of
yiew) of the evening. Many very
enjoyable concerts are given in
the Birmingham Town Hall, and
it is hoped that they may be
broadcast more irequently by
51T.
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Special Concert
for Kiddies. 8. Concert as given
at the London Studio.
th (TUES.).-6.3o,

Fort hconing Events

DECEMBER.
Paul
i9th
(WED. ).- .30-4.30,
Rimmer's Orchestra playing at
the Lozells Picture House. 7.30,
Station Orchestra.
8.45, The
Station Repertory Chorus. 10.30,
Morse Practice.
20th (THURS.).-3.30, Miss Elsie
Wilson, soprano. 7.30 Operatic
Night. Performance of Balfe's
Opera, "The Bohemian Girl,"
by the Station Repertory Co. and
an Augmented Orchestra, conoseph Lewis«
ducted by Mr.
Musical Director; Station Orchestra, Suite, "Three Dances
from Nell Gwynne."

21st

(FR1.).-3.3o,

Deccnber

Paul Rimmer's

26th (WE».).-7.3o, The First 1adio
" Singbad
the
l'anto-Revue,

D

Wailer."

D

D

DOURNEM0UTH.

-

T

li

week ending December 8
was a particularly interesting one
for the Bournemouth station.
The two simultaneous broadcasts
of " Trilby " from Glasgow, and
Tales of Hoffman' from London were the star features, and
the engineering staff of the
B.B.C. is to be complimented on
the excellence of these transmissions.

-

19,

I93.

Religious Address by Rev. A. F,
Annand, Rev. S. W. Allen and
Father Trìggs.
Jennie
MÌSS
Malkin, contralto. Mr. Charles
Leeson
solo pianoforte.
The
Messiafl ,(S.B. from London).
24th (M0N.).-London Programme.
Sir Frank Benson in Shakespearean Recitals. Savoy Bands.

25th (TuEs.).-Mr. George Dale,
solo cornet. De Vekey's Juvenile
Serenaders. Mr. J. C. B. Carter,
BA., on " Christmas Custonis.V

Christmas Night Programme.
The Rev. G. W. Kerr. Savoy
hands.

26th (WED.).-Lonclon Programme.
Major L. R. Tosswill.
The
Savoy Bands.

-.

I

---.

L
The Studio at the 'Bournemouth Station, with Bertram

Fryer, the Station Director, announcing.

Orchestra playing at the Lozells. Forthcoming Events
Evening ProPicture House.
gramme by Miss Doris Lemon, DECEMBER.
soprano; Mr, William Michael,
9th (Wao.) -Popular Night. Orbass; Mfss Alice Couchman, solo
chestra.
Miss Edith Thomas,
pianist; Mr. G. J. Jeffcock, barisoprano. Miss Gladys Seymour,
tone, and Major Vernon Brooke.
solo pianist. Mr. Robert Sturti22nd (ST.).-3.3O, Kiddies' Concert.
gant, baritone. Miss Constance
by
the
Band
Evening Programme
Mr.
Villis, Qf the B.N.O.C.
Mr.
of I-IM. Royal Air Force;
Stroud,
tenor.
Harold
Percy Edgar in Recitals, " Scenes
(ThURS.).
Instrumental
from the Christmas Carol " and 20th
Night. The Bournemouth Vire" The Carol Singers "; Mr. john
less Orchestra, Mr. Reginald S.
Hingele, Talk on' " Some Ghost
Mouat, solo violin. Mr. Thomas
Midlands."
of
the
Stories
E. Ihhingworth, solo 'cello. Mr.
23rd (SuN.).-8.3o, Performan of
Ben Huhn, solo violin.
the Oratorio, " The Messiah,"
21st (FRI.).-Eighty Years AgoSB. from London.
Old-time Programme.
24th (MON.).-3.3o, Paul Rirnmers
Sr Frank 22nd (SAT. ).-Wiretess Orchestra:
7.30,
Orchestra.
The Eiliotts, Mr. W. H. Lester
Benson in Dramatic Reetals;
and Mr. Lincoln Wright.
Carols and Waits as played at The
23rd (SUN).-.Jrish Guards Band.
London Studio.

-

"Tales of
c ARDJFF.-The
Hoffman,"
simultaneously
broadcast
December

from London on
was considerei
by Cardiff listeners as one
of the finest items that has
yet been simultaneously broadcast from the London station,
Every word came through as
clear as a bell, and it was diffi.
cult to realise that the trans.misicrn was being sent over iço
miles of land-flne.' Praise s,
indeed, due to the B.B.C.
engineers for the exceijent transmission of this opera, as weIJ as
to the artistes for their excelleat'
rendering.
3,

.
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Forthcoming Events
DECEMBER.
i9th (WED.).-Falkman and his
Orchestra from the Capitol

:

24th (M0N:).-Sir Frank Benson ii
Shakespearan Recitals, S.B. fröm
Newcastle. Savoy Orpheans arid
savoy Havanna Bands.

-

-

-

Cinema. Miss Doris Lemon and
Mr. William Michael in Selections
of Operatic Scenes. Talk by Mr.
C. T. Hutchinson on Producing
a Pantomime."
Pro(TituRs.). - London
20th
gramme.
Prof.
" Memories."
A. J. Ireland.

Nt.

2ist(R

-

Games.
side

,

'

.

-

-

-

Medical

:

-

.

.

Quartette.

Boys' Choir of WoodParish Church aingín
" A Christmas Carol
Carols.
(Dickens). Mr. Robert Murray,
entertainer; Wireless Orchestra.
Savov 13nds.
O

D

D

.:

Schoolboys. 7.30, Sir Frank Benson, Shakespearean Recitals (SB.
9.40, Christ»
from
Newcastle).
-Savoy
io,
mas
Greetings.
Orpheans. ii, Carols and Waits.
25th (Tuas.).-4, Dickens' " Christmas Carol," recited by Mr. R. J.
l-Lever. Incidental Music by Mr.
Children's
Eric Fogg.
Flour, including a few words from
Fther Christmas. 6.30, Chit',
dren's 'lalk from London.
Savoy Orpheans.
Concert.

-

--

.

2th ÇFvs.).-Wireless

Weekly

Wireless

.

.

-:

-

versaM.ESTER.__The
tility of Mr. Victor Smythe,

(SAT.).-Popular Ot-chestral
Night. Mr. W. C. Clissitt on
Miss
Sport of the Week."

22nd

TEWcÀSTLE
of the Manchester station,
was fully demonstrated last
1r.
Bella Redford, soprano.
Saturday
week.
He
con- Forthcoming Events.
G. F. Jeffcock, baritone. Talk by
fesses to three distinct voices,
"
ncome
on
1)ECEMBER.
Coath
r. Howard
but we credit him with four,
I ax."
qth (\VED.).-\Vlreless Orchestra.
viz.
III nis naturat conversa231d (SuN.).-Band 01 H.i i. ris
piiss Mavn Grant, contralto.
tiotial
voice,
(2)
his. amusing
Guards. "The Messiah," S.B.
Mr. J. Wilson Be.'eridge, tenor.
" dandy " voice as typified in
from London.
Mr. Tom Sherlock baritone.
Christmas Algy, .() the aged professoriaI
(MON.). -- " A
24th
20th (Ti-wis.).-Boy Scout' an'i
Carols.
"
(Dickens).
Carol
Sii:: voice, and () the radio orLoidoiì
Girl Guies' News.
Frank Benson S.B. from New- announcing voice
redunda.rt..in
.Programme. "Memories."
castle. Savoy Bands.
cdnsonants.
many smiles 2iSt (FRI.).-" The Butterfly on the
25th (IuEs.).-.London Programme.
Wheel " (SB. from Manchester).
h
een
b
aYe
raise
d
b
h
d r ht
Rev. G. W. Kerr. Savoy Bands.
22nd
(SAr.).-Lee bixon nd Party,
an
o iepeaec
mi
D
D
D
"A Christmas Carol." Wireless
arri rs
Jazz Orchestra.
Ç'L.4SGO J'V.-In the broad23rd (SUN.)._H.M Irish Guards
'-casting of George du
Band. Miss Godfrey, soprano.
Maui-ier's '' 1'rilby '' another
Miss Beatrice Eveline, solo 'cello.
Forthcoming
Events
venture of an ambitious nature
Mr. Jobn Collinson, tenor. Lónwas carried through successfully DECEM BER.
The Lord
don Programme.
at 5SC. The production was
Bishop of Southwark, "The
19t1 (W..).-3.3o, aZY Trio.
Mr.
the hands of Mr. George Ross,
Messiah."
T. Taylor, baritone. Miss Helena
who took the rAIe of Svengali
Wheelhouse,
soprano,
Mis 24th (Mow.).-Sir Frank Benson,'
NewShakespearean Recitals.
Gladys Woodward, contralto. Mr.
and gave a brilliant interpretacastle \Vireless Orchestra. Miss
R. Hunter, entertainer.
6.3o,
tion. The speaker in the part of
Organ Recital. Piccadilly Picture - Ethel M. Stanley, mezzo-soprano.
Trilby " was Miss Gladys MacHouse. 7.45, th Symphony Con-' 2Sth (TuEs .).-London Christmas
Donald, while Miss G. Simpsoi
Night Programme. Rev. G. W.
cert by aZY Augmented Orchesrendered with fine effect the
Kerr.' The Savoy Orpheans and
tra.
8.25, Miss Amy Buxton
Trilby " solos.
The other
Savoy Havanna Bands.
Nowell, elocutionist.
members of the cast were equally
oth (TnuRs.).-ii.3o, 2ZY Trio.
'D'
"
D
o
6.30, GuI Guides' and Boy Scouts'
,
successful. The play was reBulletins. 6.40, German Talk.
layed to all stations, and judging
Simultaneous Broadcasting.
Events.
7.5, Concert relayed from Birby the letters which have been
mingham. 94, Percy Phlage.
received at the Glasgow station 21st
DECEMBER.
(FRI.).-3.3o, Concert by Mr.
the effort was very highly appr.eE. Sidebottom, baritone. Miss B.
23rd (SuN.).-3, Irish Guards Bthid.
ciated throughout the country. Blackburn, soprano.
Mr. F.
9.10, "'I'he Mssiah."
D.
D
D
Carleton, tenor. Miss A. Calvert,
24th (M0N.).-Sir Frank Benson,'
contralto.
6.40, French Talk.'
Shakespearean Recitals, etc. Forthcoming Events
-.
25th (TuEs.).-Children's Hour.
7.45, 2ZY Drarnatid Company
...
DECEMBER.
present ." A Butterfly on the 26th
Chi!dren's
(WED.).-5.3o,
19th WED.).-Band of H. M. Royal'
Wheel," adapted and prodüced by
ConParty.. 7.30, Childreti'
Air
'Mr. Joseph Farring-:
Mr. Victor Smythe: Incidental
cert; Singbad the, Wailer,," the
Music by the 2ZY Trio. 10.20,
ton, of.the B.N:O.C., bass.
fifst Radio Panto-Revue. -Morse Practice.
26th' (Ti-iuRs.).-Wireless Qua'i-tette.'
'Memories " Programmes S.B. 22nd (SAT.).-3.3o, Oxford Picture'
House Orchestra: 6.30, Organ
from London.
"HOW-TO ADJUST A
Recital, Piccadilly Picture Hoús'e.
21st (FRI.).-Dance Music.
Dance
Bertram Griffith, bass. Mr. Jan
Garner-Schofielcl
745,
VARÏABLE GRIDLEAK.
Wien, zither-banjoist. Talk on
Band. 8.20, Miss Lilian.Gibson.
Referring to the note under this
"Physical Exercise for Health;''
, Mr. Victor. Smvthe.
heading in last week's isiue. it
Irish
23rd (SuN.) :-3.3c, HM.
by Mr. William Carswell.
is to be observedthot the adjustGuards Band (SB. from 2LQ).
ment described shoúld be made once
22nd (SAT.).-" Pudding and Pie."
only, preferably oat of broadcastin
8, Tal( to Young jeopIe by 1r.
Orchestral Selections.
hours. Apart from the probability
Hande"s
8.30,
Honey.
S.
G.
of
Irish
H.M.
23rd (SuN.).-Band
of causing interference, there is no
need whatever for. frequent re"
(SB.
from
2L0)
Mesiah
Guards. Capt. Ian Fraser. Lord
adjustment of the gridleak...
24th (MoN;).-..3o, 2ZY Orchestrâ
Bishop of South ark. " The
.
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Messiah ." S.B. from London..

5.o,

Carols by the Abbott -Stieçt
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A VARIOMETER CRYSTAL RECEIVER
ByH.A.C.
-

--

:

-

A description

THES receiver may be easily

constructed by those readers_
.who have as yet not
attempted to construct their
apparatus, and will provide some
experience to aid them in the
building of the more complicated
valve sets at some future date.
Standard components may .e
used, or, if preferred, the constructor may make each separate
part himself from easily-acquired
materials. The cost of this little
set shouki certainly not be 'niore
than about ten shdlngs, exclusive
of the containing box, even 1f
bought components are used.

oi

j.

of

a

:

-

simple crystal set fi»' the beginner.

(6) A crystal detector or
materials for making same,
together with a 3-screw cup.
() Two pieoes of brass tube
screwed 5/16 .Whìtworth with a
central 2 B.A. clearance hole and
nuts or tapped washers to fit;
alternatively, a screwed thndenser bush and nuts.
(8) One ebonite knob tapped
2 BA.
B.A. terminals.
(çj Four
lb. of No. 20
(io) About
S.W.G. d.c.c. copper vire,
(ii)
Two ordinary contact
studs, with nuts. -.

each side of the panel so that the
tube is flush with the nut on thé
upper side. To accommodate
these pieces of brass tube, which
serve as bearings, two holes are
drilled in the cardboard tube, care
being taken that These are
exactly opposite and at the midpoint along its tength. The
'airdboa.rd tube or former should
then be coated with a thin layer
of shellac varnish and wound
tightly and evenly with No. 20
S.W.G.
wire. leaving a
space of
in. vide to allow for
the clamping nuts, as shown in
Fig.
Fourteen turns siould be
.

I.

b

0
Figs.

i and z.-PJotgraphs showing front and
views of the

Components and Materials.
¡n order to build a receiver

(12)

of

the type under description the
following materials and em'ponents are necessary
(i) An ebonite panel measuring
6 ins, by 4 ¡tIS. by 3/16 in.
(2) A containing box 3
ins, in
depth to take the panel, or
alternatively the wood.;necessary
to make same.
() A cardboard tube 2 ìns
long and having an internal diameter of 2 ins.
A wooden variometer rotor
(
2
ins, overall diameter.
() A piece of 2 B.A. threaded
rod 4 iflS. long.
.

back

receiver.

5

A

pointer or piece of plain

BA. brass rod.

The ebonite panel shou4d:- be
squared up to the dimension
given in Fig. 4 and drilld as
shown.
After driliiñg it is
advisable to rub. the surface of
the panel with coarse and then
fine emery paper, after which it
may be polished with.a soft rag
and a few drops of- oil. This
treatment will give the panel a
good appearance whilst reducing
surface leakage to a minimum.
One of the two pieces of
crewed brass tube h inserted in
the large hole in the panel and
secured by means of a nut on
-

wound on eaci side of the centrc
spindle, with a further six turns
on each skie wound over them,the ends beiiìg secured by pass
ing them through holes pierced in
the ends of the former, which is
itself clamped to the panel over
the bearing tube by means of
another nut.
The rotGr should contain from
thirty to thirty-five turns of wire,
añd by means of a 2 BA.
screwed rod passing through
holes drilled and tapped in its
walls it is supported within the
outer tube' or former.
The
second bearing consists, as may
he seen from the diagrams, of a

-.

-

t

6ò

t
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piece of threaded brass tube
similar to the first piece, with two
nuts screwed up tightly against
the cardboard tube. The tube
should then be flush ith the nut
on the outside, whilst it will project slightly on the inside.
The rotor is secured on its

-

thiÓûkh this tube carrying i
small ebonite knob at one end
and the cat's whisker at the
other. Any of the treated or
synthetic galenas may be usci
with a - cat's whisker of gold,
silver, or even copper in a '3-

by means of two locIt
nuts, vil1 give the -rotor a
smooth niovement. The pointer
is secured under the knob by
means of a nut, but a better job
cah be made by screwing a small
piece of pointed brass rod into a
brass bush drilled and tapped

place

screwcup.

,flhu,iflhuullIII I,

r
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Figs; 3; 4, 5, 6 and 7,

.
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Fig

-

5

.

Iii

wiring diagram

of

¡4

'

the variometer, panel and

I

.

the

-

.

."

A

-'i

:

instrument.

\-HÛNE

-'

.

crystal detector, together with a

-

I....

DETECTOR

CLAMPING NUTS.

-.
.

of

':

'ßR.s.s Tu& 5cgEwUI
5/16WHIT. TO TRK

-.

.

siowing constructional details
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Fig. 4

.
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Pig. 6

shaft by a large terminal nut,
which is tightened against the
wooden rotor on the inside,
whilst the ends of the rotor winding are passed through two small
holes drilled at its two ends
towards the central hole in the
rotor. A channel is cut in the
thick part of the rotor, and the
two inner ends of its coil are
joined and soldered .'within it.
The outer ends, after passing
through the two holes,- are
soldered to two pieces of thin
rubber-covered jlexible wire,
which allow of free môvement of
the rotor whilst giving a good
electrical connection.
The ebonite knob is fitted to
the 2 B.A. rod, the free end of
in.
which is cut or filed off
A
from the bearing tube.
spring washer, slipped over the
projecting. end and secured n

B.A., whichis in turn sciiewei
up agàinst the knob. Two contact studs serve as stop pins, the
excess of thread being filed down
flush with the nut to make room

The terminals are inserted in
their holes, and secured by
means of the, back nutS, whilst
the wiring may be completed
with tinned copper wire, the
connections being soldered
place. Should the constructor
wish to avoid soldering, tIle
wires may be held
firmly
beneath the terminal nuts and
screws, which in this casé should
have lock nuts.
At a distance of six miles from
the London Broadcasting Station
results are remarkably loud when
'using three pairs of phones and
a rather badly-screened aerial.
If it is required to receive Aber
(leen on a small aerial, a few
'more turns will probably 5e
required. Ten to fifteen extra
turns wound on the former
should, in this case,. -prove suf-

--

5

for the variometertube.
A neat and effective. 'cryst-d
detector i made, às sliowr in
Fig. 7 from two brass balls vih
-two retaining side plates and the
usual knob, rod, and cat's
-whisker. One ball is drilled and
tapped 4 B.A., and fastene'l
down to the panel by means of a
screw, the ball itself, resting on
a small brass bush, as may he
seen from the diagram. The
side plates are held together by
means of a
B.A. screw, and
large holes fare drilled in their
ends to clamp over the balls. A
piece of split tube is soldered
into a hole drilled in the upper
ball,
and a brass rod slides

i1

-

-

-

ficient to

give

efficient results..

Referring to our reporton djll-emitter valves (Vol. z-No io), it has been pointed out to us that our remarks regarding
the General Electric Co.'s D.E.3 valve may bè interpreted as meaning that'this valve is a copy of the British ThomsonHouston Co.'s B5 valve. Ño such meaning was intended, and, although the characteristics of the valves in question were
very similar, we would never suggest that such well-known makers as the G.E.C. have any need to copy another valve..
i
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Damping Effect of Crystals.
Crystal detectors have a considerable damping effect on
cillatory circuits, and for this
reason itis sometimes advantageous, in the case of a crystal
receiver, to connect the crystal
across only a portion of the
across the
aerial inductance
lower half for example. It will
be found that this will lessen the
daning of the oscillatory circuit,
anid aithough there might be
expected a decrease in signal
strength, yet the advantages
gained, both as regards the
strength of oscillatory currents
and selectivity, usually balance
any expected loss of signal
strength.
In the case of valve circuits
where a crystal detector is connected, for example, across the
tuned-,anode oscillatory circuit of
tue receiver, -the damping effect
on the circuit of the crystal
detector is very marked.
Oiie
beneficial effect is that the circuit
is made much more stable and
when a crystal detector is used,
tw'o stages of high-frequency
amplification are much more
readily handled.
As would be expected, any
adjustment of the crystal will
vary its resistance and the damp¿ng effect on the circuit will vary.
This will vary the reaction, and
quite misleading results may
often be obtained. For example,
'with ght pressure, the crystal
detector may be working at its
best as a detector, but the dampìg effect ill be very considerable, and this will lessen the
stren-th of the high-frequency
oscillations in the oscillatory cirCuit which, we will assume, is a
tuned-anode circuit coupled so as

-

r

-t-

I,I

.-.

to producer reaction on to the
grid circuit, as in the case of the
STioo circuit.
If we now lessen the pressure
of the cats-whisker on thé £rysta.i.
the signal stregth 'may increase,
and it nig1ht at rst be thGugiit

a more sensitive adjustment
of the crystal detector liad been
found, but a little thought wi-Il
show that the increase in signal
strength may, in all probability,
be due to the increased resistance
of the crystal detector and the
onnsequent decrease of its damping effect on the tuned-anode
The result is that the
circuit.
reaction is iiìcreased and signals
In actual fact,
become louder.
the sensitive adjustment of the
crystal detector may be altered
for the, worse, hut the increased

that

BURNT OUT!
A

cor respond.ents
1014(1 -

speaker

ayer use on the

S.T.ioo at Io.
,rilrs from !ZY...:
W.e

pub/is/s ,ih-is

photogra.pi 'yiiith

IsrP

suitable distance it ill be found
that the ear is far more critical.
and will, in the case of distortión,
often find it difficult to pick up
the words, whereas when in the
room where the loud-speaker is
situated it is far easier to understand what is being said. Clear
speech, however, should be easily
discernible even at a considerable
distance from the loud-speaker.
These remarks, of course, (lo.
not in any way affect what is
often observed in the-case of loudspeakers, namely that when too.
close to them speech appears dis:
torted, whereas when one
further away the speech sounds
quite clear.
When the speech
can be understood in a room buí
not at a distance, there is something seriously wrong with tise
reproduction.
Polarising Effect of Oscillating

Valves.
Many experimenters w ho with
speéial circuits imag-ine they are
getting super-regenerative effects,
are really only obtaining either
ordinary efficient reaction
ir else their valves are oscillating, and the local oscillations of
the valves serve to strengthen
the incoming signals, although
the latter may appear somewhat
distorted. The usual procedure
is to tune in the carrier wave of
the distant broadcasting station
and then to adjust the condenser
until the squeal is no longer
lìearcL It must not be imagined
that because the squeal is not
heard that the valve has stopped
oscillating; it is probably still
oscillating, but does not produce -.
beats with, the incomingsignals.
The incteased signal strength
is thielly due to what is known
as the polarising effect of t1ie
results4

all reserve!

reaction may more than make u
[or this.
The moral is, that whenev&
the crystal deteotor is adjusted,
a readjustment of the eactioti is
desirable if the full benefits are
to be obtained. In the case of
4ual amplification uircuits, the
crystal detector is usually a boom
in that it introduces sufficient
damping into the circuit with
which it is connected to prevent
undesirable ,scillation.
Testing Quality of Modulation:
When working with a loudspeaker, ex.perirnenters frequently
get a wrong idea of the quality
of the reproduction by. remaining
too close to the instrument. It
is a good plan to go into another
room
of a house and to listen
carefully to what is being said
.At a
from a lou-speker.

The
oscillations.
ontinuous
efficiency of a detector valve or
of any other form of
such as a crystal detector, is
greatly eithanced when there is a
local continuous oscillatkrn to be
applied to the receiving circuit.
rectifiers
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SÌÑGLE OR TWIN WIRES?

Sii,-In
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-

less.

?

Weekly,

Vol.

No.

2,

9).,

riter states that if the two
-wires of a double aerial have
different values it )is almost
impossible to tune the receiver
critically.
I cannot see any
reason why this hot.dd be so.
The w riter does not offer any
explanation, but I have seen it
stated elsewhere that such an
aerial responds to two wavelengths which are -the fundamental wavelengths of the separate wire,s. .This, I believe, is
entirely untrue.
The values of the two wires,
when connected in parallel, combine to form a single fundamental
value, the capacities being added
and the inductance reduced. This
11the

s,

cañ seldom be traced to any
.reliable source.
The writer also raises another
point, when hesays that a tuner
will be at efficiency at thé one
point on the condenser where the
inductance an(l capacity are in
agreement, and at that point
only." This implies that for t
particular wavelength there i an
optimum ratio of induótance to
capacity.
Reference to' a -text-boo-k o-n
'wireless theory 'elucidates th
fact 'thà.t, where the capacity is
iñ parallel with 'the iriductánce,
the impedance of a tuned circuit
to currents of the frequency to
which it is tuned is inductance,
capacity, resistance, so that the
optimum ratio of inductance to
capacity is infinity. This, of
course, is an unattainable ideal,

a double wire aerial in
which the two wires are of widely
different lengths does not receive
simultaneously on two different
wavelengths (a property which
might be very useful in some
cases).
Actually I bave not tried such
an aerial, but imagine that its
behaviour would be perfectly
normal.
It would be a very good thing
if someone with suffcient aerial
facilities would conduct exhaustive experiments on various types
of aerials, including unorthodox
arrangements, and publish the

being

your article " Single
Double \'Vire Aerial
(Wire.
.

-.

.

-

.

.

-

results.
The theory of aerials seems to
be somewhat obscure, (at any
rate, to the average amateur),
and in practice we, are led by
traditional superstitions w hic-h
-

-

r
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Perfect Reproduction with the New

"FULLER" TONE SELECTOR.
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Tone Selector
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"Fuller" Filament Resistance and Potentiometers are of the same
pattern and have been specially designed to operate noiselessly and cflicienUy.
Exctptionally neat and compact, they can be fitted into the same space as
that occnped by the valve Holder. All resistances are fitted withaa "off"
position so that no separate switch is required.
The

FIÏAMVNT RESISTANCES.
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Potentiometer.

Pi'ice

TWO SILENT TUNING DEVICES.
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Overall size 4VX3"X3" high. Code SELKE.
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Icn months of patient reearch this marvellous tgrie control Las been
perfected, with the result that music can now be reproduced so faithfully as to be
¡adistinguishable form the actual performance. The secret behind the success
cf this wanderful device is its ability to filter the sound, eliminating all thora
parasitic' noises which result in the reproducien being harsh end distcried,
allowing only the pure natural tones of the music to reach the Loud Speaker or
Telephone. Anather distisctive feature worthy cf special mention is the G-pcsi.
flou -swi'c'm enabiing the volume cf sound to be controlled to a degree hitherto
impossible. lt is supplied in a polished wood cose with terminals marked
"input" and "phones" and is for use with either low resislance Lcud Speaker
or Headphones.

i
E
E

i Valve Resistance

4!3.

2 Valve

Res.416.

3 Valve

-

Res. 4j9.

POTENTiOMETERS.

4

The Resistance Value is approximately 400 ohms. Price 7/.
We shall be pleased if YOU will come to oar London Depot, 58, High
Street, W.C.2, and inspect our complete range of components appealing
particularlY to experimenters. Anyway, make certain of .aving our
Catalogue No. 315 by sending a postcard NOW.

FULLER'S UNITED.ELECTRIC WORKS, Ltd.
Woodland Works
I/fod
,

-

::

-

Chadwell Heath, ESSEX

TdetJion;

Tekgrcrns:

ulIe,. Chadwell

200 (6 lines).

.----.

-
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simply implies that the
capacity.should be the least pos.
sible. This however, is only
rule to get maximum impedance
in the tuner, and therefore maximum potential across the receiver, and does not apply to the
aerial itself: Capacity in th
aerial is not a disadvantage.
Whn the ccndenser is in series
with the aerial, maximum efficiency is. obthined with an infinitely large capacity, and minimum efficiency with infinitely
small capacity, i.e., the more
capacity the better.-Yours, etc.,

the grouhd,

an

R. ST. Q.

LG.

-

loud-speaker-Yours,

the

on

etc.,

[We disagreed with most of
the views in the original article,
which we published to make discussion. Differences in length
of the twin wires makes no difference, nor is it necessary, to take
the lead-in from thè esact end or
the exact midd!e.
These are
hoary superstitions which . it is
sacrilege to expose !-ED.J

EXPERIMENTERI

[Will' correspondents please

note t1iat there is no reason why
they should desire their real
names to be withheld in such
cases
AMERICAN RECEPTION.
SIR,-! have to inform you
that L received WGY, General
Electric Co., New York, on a
home-made STioo so loud and
clear that I eventually switched
oo my Brown loud-speaker anl
microphone amplifier and heard
every word of Owen B. Young's
speech in any part of the room.

spite of the fact that,
owing to force of circumstances,
my aerial has almost every conceivable fault, faces the wrong
direction, is only a few feet from

&
¡,

the best, and
joo ft. kng
the ground.
down I tried
to get the other stations, but
only managed to get scraps.
The
of speech and jazz music.
ether seemed to be all upset with
countless waves, and my instrument would not keep stable io
seconds at a time.
The results I got were, however, wonderful, and say a great
I
deal for your STzoo circuit.
get better results from it on
broadcasting than from all my
other sets put together-Yours,
LAURENCE BIL.
etc.,.
Edinburgh.
My aerial is not of
is a single wire,
and 3Ó ft. above
After WGY shut

-

ST76

Sia,-In

badly shielded by

1s

trees and buildings, etc.,.
and also is about
miles from
London, I get the most excellent
results on ST76,. the volume on
the loud-speaker, an Amption,
being so loud that one can place
it at the far end of one room to
hear easily ail over the house,
and the tone is beautifully pure
and free from distortion:
Now comes the more interesting feature. Using one's body
.s the aerial, i.e., by placing one
finger on the aerial terminal, and
re-tuning, one can still hear 2L0

.hi!l,

1923

19,

f

-Det.-2

L.F.

coi,

Manufacturers of Physical and Electrical
Instruments,

5'

/

'

/

Granta Works,

J

j

b

ERRATUM.

are informed that in our
issue of " Wireless Weekly
for Deceiiber 5 under the
heading "American Broadcast Reception," wherein if is
stated that L. V. McN. of
South Shields received WGY
on a frame aerial with Det.-i
L.F., this should read i H.F.
I-Ve

I

-

.

CAMBRIDGE.

If you are building your own set, and want

the best components, you must use our

4

//

-

TWO-VALVE RECEIVING SET

-

:-

Tuning Coils,
Coil Holders,
Switches,
Condensers,

(Nc. 520.)

Price, including all myaltids (less Valves)
Price, including Headphones. V4lves, Batteries,
..
etc., and all Royalties ..
..
..
Two Valve-Power
Amplifier of SHTh

£1210

o:

£18 IO

o

£10 10

0

-

Complete Receiving. Sets of 2,
Valves also supplied.

3,

and

4

(j)
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1
T. D: C. (MANCHESTER) asks what is
meant by double reaction.

B. J. (NORTHAMPTON)- requests par:
ticulars regarding the issue of transmitting

.

licences.

In simple circuits reaction is applied at any c
point, but it is possible to react into two or more
of the circuits in a receiver vitli beneficial effects
on the signal strength. Some receivers are apt
The accomto be difficult to handle, however.
panying diagram illutrates a double reactiop
circuit.

-

-

..

-,

-

This matter, is referred to briefly in an article
appearing elsewhere in this issue. Further partculars are given in the Radio Press Handbook,
Wireless Licences and How to Obtain Them."

T. R. R. (GLASGOW) asks what is the
difference in sound between spark and coutifluous -wave signais. .
Spark signals do not, as a rule, posses a vêuy
musical sound, but may range between a harsh
buzzing sound and a clear note, the pitch of
which is not altered in any ay by varying the
tuning of the receiving set. If the receiving set
is allowed to oscillate, spark signals will b
leard with a harsh, scratchy sound. Continuouswave signals, on the other hand, cannot he
received properly until the set oscillates, or, as
an alternative, a local heterodyne is used, SuJ

-

I

-

..

L

flUBILIER

LICONDENSERS
When

-

you buy

Vanicon,

a

you pay slightly more ; but;
when you consider: he improvement which it will
make to the results fronì..
your set1 yoii -agree
thoaids ¿f other users ofT.1
Dubilier -Condehsers, that it

e,

i

Capacity

-

coo5 ,,
C007

with:::

WORTH

is

Price

OQQ3 MEd

,,

-

E

-

-

-

Ebonite

17/6
£1- 0 0-si- 2 6
£1 5 o

-

--

x

7/6
7/6

-

-

12/6

Each Condeiiser can be supplied -.
with a calibration chart at an
extra charge .of io/6.
Write fo ii to-dar for our Tade -.
Terms and Descriptie Leaflets.

IT.

E
E

:

E

THE VANICON
THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO (1921) LTD Dept G

E

DUCON WORKS, GOLDHAWK- ROAD,

-

TthiJ.one

Te1grarns:

Hmmersrnith 084.

LONDON,-

-

w.12:

Hjc,oltcon. P0onc,- London.

-

.

-

.

.

J

E-

-

-:

-

-

-

-

.

-

.

-

.

.
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ig.avesthe- greater

sgna1s hav'é c1eai rnusica1 note, theptchof
which can be varid between the iig.het aid
lowest audible frequencies, by altering the tunitg
of the receiver or separate heterodyne, if he
latter is used.
J. T. W. (SHREWSBURY) asks if we can
identify the source of certain telephony transmissions, on a wavelength of 1,000 or 1,100

-

metres.

-

thick

N

We cannot positively identify the station from
the particulars given, l)ut suggest that it was
probably one of the following
- -

-

-

-

-

j,100

Brussels (ÉAV)

i,ioo Concerts on Tues

The Hague (PCUU)

1,070

lttflhI

The Hague (PCKK)
(PCMM)

Ijmuiden

1,050

O LU 9

}J.1tI.

day evenings.
Concerts on Thursday evenings.
Concerts on Friday
evenings.
Occasional concerti
at 8.30 p.m.

The object of using thick wire is to keep dowtt
-the high-frequency resistance of the aerial drcuit, thereby decreasing the damping and improving the efficiency and selectivity of the aerial
crcwt.. The higher the frequncy of the incom-

any

Wireless

or Component
is a guarantee of
efficiency, reasonable price and

.

-

-

I

I

¡

.,

,,
,.
..,

,,

1924.

Com25leteCalalogue
Post Free x/8

.'

,,

...
Talite
Radiocte and cats whisker
Electromte
Tellurium ...
Lonite

the Britis/iEmpire

I

.

.::
Calena
Permanite
Bornite
...

are exhibiting
in the Electrical
and Allied Egineering Section of

i

-

,,
,,

-

,,

..

,,

Molybedmite
We have a large stock

,,

3d.
3d.
1/3
1/3
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6

1/-

IN

CONJUWCTION WITH

B .HESKETh

Al corresp,njenre to Head- OfFres
HOUSE, NORFOLK STREET, STRAND,

RASTINCS
-

-

Radio Corner,

179,

INDUC']FANCES

Strand, W.C.2.

Sh,wroorns

-

S,

-

T

.......
.......

Wavelength range 32O-4,00 m
5/- per set.
Wavelength range 300-2,000 rn
2/6 per set.
Descriptive Leaflet free upon Application.

LIBERAL
All

1/6

,JISCOUNT

TO

LI

FACTORS

'OOJAH " Inductances are wrapped In a transparent
sealed with the ReIstered Trade Mark

covering and

of brand new
Sullivan low resistance head telephones (no cords) which we are
disposing ofat exceedingly low rates,
- namely 8/- per pair.
Send at once
to avoid disappointment.

- OOJAH -

Ç

-

-

OOJAH " Basket and Slob Inductances are being extensively
copied, as most good things are, and purchasers are advised
to not only specify "OOJAH " Brand in thetr Order, but to
see that the seal Is intact.
It is not sufficient to say " I want a set of Basket Coils."
Demand "OOJAH" Basket Colis.

LMMICHAEL
-

BASKET

;,

Sil'icon

IVe

I

"OOJAH ,,

Good Music

,

manufacture.

I

Probably the most satisfactory results are
obtained by using a high a'node voltage and resistances of ioo,000 ohms. With ordinary values
of high-tension, ranging, say, from ôo to too
volts, qùite good results can be obtained by the
use of resistances having values of from 50,000
to So,000 ohms.

-

sound British

____________________

.

best and most sensitive spot is facilit'ited.
...... per piece 1/6
Hertzite
Carborundum
6d.
Coppee Pyrites
3d.
Zincite
.,
9d.

Set

Exhibition,

-

To receive good clear music on a crystal set
tt is essential that a good crystal be used.
An additional advantage obtained by the use
of a good crystal is that adjustment to the

The Mark of Merit
on

for

J. K. (ABERDEEN) asks whether it is
necessary to have more than one insulator at
each end of the aerial.

'R.-Dr F. (GRAVESEND) asks what is the
best value for anode resistañces in a resistance capacity coupled amplifier.

J. T. M. (TORQUAY) asks wbat advantage
is gained by using thick wire windings upon
aerial tuning inductances.

Good CrstaIs

the advantage in using

-.

-.

Occaional concert

Amsterdam (l'A5)...

-

r

Although a single insulator at èach end of tI
aerial will probably give quite satisfactory results,
especially when the aerial is-newly erected, two
connected in series are much to be preferred.
Insulation may be regarded as being a question
of extremely high resistance. If two equal resistances are connected in series, the total resist» v'
ance .viIi be double. By using two or three insu:
lators in series, thèrefore, the insulation resistance of the aerial at that point will be two or
three times greater than if only one insulator
was used. Three small insulators in series vil1
probably give an equal or better insulation thar
a single large one, at less cost and with probably
only about half thê weight. The-dielectric losses
in the " condenser " formed by the insulator
are -also reduced by the use of several in series.

S

Metres.

wire.

GREENSL&DE & BROWN

-ITO

LANSDOWNE ROAD, CLAPHAM,

LONDON. W.C.2

Telephone-BRIXTON 639

-

Yelverten Reati, Bouzu mouth

66
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This year give a
Radio Préss Book

Four typical Books,
from the extensive
1Raío

11:lre9

Series..

\TOUR wireless friend will appreciate

Elementary Text-Book on
Wireless Vacuum Tubes
By JOHN

the practical help and assistance
derived from the gift of a Radio
Press Book. It is certain that you'
cannot give anything which will' be
more appreciated.
A

SCOTTTAGGART, F.In5t.P.

Contains a
as the standard work on the Valve.
vast amount of material which every experimenter needs to
help kitts to obtain better results from hb work. For the
Recognised

-

student it in a veritable stepping-stone to tmprnved knowledge. Bnund in full cloth.

post free

More Practical Valve Circuits

And because all Radio Press Books
are so essentially practical and dependable your selection is greatly'
simplified.

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.lnst.P.
A handsnme clatfi linund bnolt giving details of nearly 100
different circuits, together with n complete explanation of
each. shnwing the values of the various components used.
The circuits are Sn carefully drawn and the information is Sn
cnmplete that set building is considerably simplified.
Postage 2d. extra

500

-'

Any of the four Books described here
are eminently suitable, but there are
thirteen others to select from and your
Bookseller has them all in stock. Why
not call and examine them to-day ?

Wireless Questions answered

By G. P. KENDALL and E. REDPATH
A perfect mine of information is contained in this Bonk.
The experimenter, student or novice, will lind that there is
no one Book published which can be Sn helpful to him. All
information is readily obtainable by means nf a comprehensive index.
Postage 2d. extra

Radio Valves and how to use them
By JOHN SCOTITACGART. F.Inst.P.
This B00k s written in the form { questions and answers
on the Valve-and provides a sinse,le method of explaining

your
which are of considerable assistance to the reader.

St

Pub

is

2/6
i

z

s

h e

Devereux

d

by

Court.

Strand, W.C.2.

Postage2dextra.

-a

I

Radio Press, Ltd,

ìÍi3 111I1Ie
co-rLpadt_

'
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overflowing with
A catalogue,
illustrations and accurate descrip-
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will be

sent free on

I

gifts always
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apprected

These illustrations show a few R.!.
products designed on 25 years experience, and built throughout in our
factory and by the best British Labour,

The famous R.I.L,F. intervalve transformer. One price, one quality.

-

25/-

I,

R.!. components and
sets are the accepted
British Standards of
to-day. Noothercomponents equal them in
efficiency or finish

''

L

¿

and

4&1
E

S

-

'

150-4,000 metres,

designed for easy panel mounting, scale may te used as
template.

II

I

35/

-

=

-

-

.

Crystal Detector, Micrometer Adjustment.

-

8/6

.

n

=

Combined Variable Intervaive Re-action
W.ivehengtti
and Anode Reactanc,
range 200-4,000 metres,

--

HF. Translormer with 9 point switch,

j

E
E

RADIO INSTRUMENTS
s

Chief Designer:

W. A.

Msnagln Director: J. JOSEPH, M.I.E.E.
APPLErON, M.B.E., M.1.R.E., late ddmirally Technical

Research Officer.

Works, Offices and Showrooms:

12, HYDE STREET, NEW. OXFORD STREET,
Telephone:
1lnstradio, London."
Regesst

I

NORTHERN DEPOTS

6214.6215.6216.

'

29, Hopwood Avenue, ?sfANCHESTER,Ia,sd

.

W.C.i.

Telegrams:

Trinity House, Commercial Street, LEEDS.

-

6.

Printed for the Proprietors. Esnio PRESS, Lio., Deveroux Court, Strand. W.C.2, by TEE AVENUE PRESS (L. Iipcott Gil! & Son, Ltd.). 55-57, Drury
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Comm,mic.ations :-Devereux Court, Strsnd. London, \V.C.2, Advertisemeit Sinbagers :-1iiE SCHEPF PUBLICITY ORGANISATION. LTD.. 125. Pall Mail.
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The latest type
of receiving set
"Cosmos"

iiài.

are made by the manufacturers of the well-know.i
"COSMOS" RAItIOPHOES.
comprise a èom-

I,

e"

"Cosmos"

p r e h e n s i ve
range of units
bp various combinations of which the radio experimenter or amateur can
Imild up any type of receiving set or circuit.
have been designed
to secure the utmost
flexibility. They en
able tise "listener " to build up hs set gredually as his means allow, yet
the bricks obtained at. first never become useless but can be utilized as
part of a more elaborate set.
are thoroughly 'wel.
,,
made and moderate
in price.
ASK YOUR REGULAR \\IRELESS DEALER TO SUO\V YOU

Cosmos

"Cosmos
Cosmos

,,

sending his name to the manufacturers-'

-

O2A

M
-

JTROPOLIT4N
Vi

The above i/Isis/raison and diagram shows a lJsree-vajve
ret made up with RADJOBRIX. Get a copy of the ,iew

"BUiLDING WITH RADJOBRIX,"

of
useful circuits with theoretical and wiring diagrams.
OBTAINARI.E EVERY WHEEl?, ONE SHILLING,
OR POST FREE, ONE AND FIVEPENCE.
book

fistS

ciei.....

LLECTRJCAt

WORKS: TRAFFORD PARK, MANCHESTER
BUILD YOUR RADIO SET WITH RA.DIOBRIX

yet ob.
tamed his stock write,
If he has not

BUY
BRITISH

GOODS
V
(JI
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Loud-Speakers for Wireless urposes
Broadcasting News
A Two-Valve Pöwer Amplifier (concluded)

;

2iA
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The Eight per
LAST Wednesday a meeting
of the Radio Society of
Great Britain was held to
make the most important decisicn
in the history of this body. This
ital mattei was decided at an
innua'l general meeting which
was attended by 72 persons,
which included officers, exofficers and visitors.
These gentlemen scemnly approved in principle the new constitution, a dccument of seven
long pages of small type, which
was distributed on the spot.
That such a state of affairs
should exist is, perhaps, one
reason why the influence of the
Radio Society has declined during
the past year. Arbitrary methods
are persisted in up to the last,
and the Committee obviously
has built on the natural instincts
of the average member not t
make a fuss, hut to agree tì
whatever is decided by it.
One member only, from an
afìuliated Society, had any comments to make, although how he
managed to rad sufficient of the
memorandum on which to hase
any questions is still a iiiystery
io us.
Mr. Percy W. Harris remarked
on the impossibiity of forming
any decision regarding a matter
which vas oply raised at the last
He, and hundreds of
minute.
others, including those at th
meeting, had not even seen the
memorandum of association until
he reached the building in vh'ich
the meeting was h'eld. Even a
momentary glance at the merporandum was impossible, and yet
it was thought fit l)y the committee to put a rpotion of
approval to the Society, or the
remnant which represented the
Society.
As regards the memorandum,
we desire to say nothing, for the
simple reason that we have not
yet had time to read it ourseves,
ar less to consider it with the
-

cent. Votes
full attention which is essential
to a ery important matter of
this kind.
Our one and only objection so
far has been the precipitate way
in which this matter has been
dealt with. The papers were
sent out to members by the \Vednesday morning post, and the
great majority of the 800 mcmbers of the Society would Only
receive their copies on Thursday,
long after a decision would have

taken place! A most remarkable state of affairs for a Society
which claims to represent the
whole experimental movement iii
this country
Mr. Harris's protest vas, of
cou rse, unconnectéd with the
contets of the memorandum of
association, which he had in his
hand; but had had no time to
read. \Vhen it - came to the
motion regarding approval of the
memorandum there were five dissentients, not with regard to the
memorandum itself, but as an
indication that there were at
least some who w ere not ready
io vote eubloc on a motion which
they had not liad time to consi der.
\'Ve believe thaithis is the first
time in the history of the Radio
Society of Great Britain tl'at the
Comfnittee has put. forward any
proposition which has not been
svaIlo'ed whcle without a Lrulp,
by. the meeting.
We congratulate them on having a sufficient
interest to' piod«ce even one
(lissentient.
The incident must
be mentioned- in the Society's
Year Book.
This, the last act of the old
committee, is both a fitting and
a typical one. The lack of consicleration to the members, however, is not likely tobe forgotten.
The vote on the memorandum,. of
course, could hardly have resulte(l
in any other decision in the otm
in which it was put forward.
Whether or not it had been
68

watered down at the last minute,
ve do not knov, but it was ceitainly of an unnecessarily vague
character. Mr. Harris desired to
move the adjournment of the
meeting to enable members
to consider the questicn of
the new constitution which
had been sprung upon them,
but this was not pern-itted.
rt was poiñted out tha(thcrc wás
nothing really new and that the
whole question had been discussed ad nausea?1l in the technical Press. The only thing we
have notieed is the expressed
desire in the Press for a new constitution, together, of cour.
with a certain amount of iìausea
reardiiig the present state of
affairs.
It is regrettable that important
decisions shoull be taken by 8 per
cent. of the total membership of
the Radio Society when the great
majority, 92 per cent., do not
even know the proposition to be
(heckled. We can readily imagine
the indignation of provincial
members and provincial societies.
The members of the retirinCommittee have, no doubt, becn
so comfortably ensconced in their
positions that they reseit any
criticism. We hope the rrew
committee will take a broader
view and its members realise that
they are trustees for a national
society aid not the Wireless
Society of London.
The Radio Society cannot be
run like a village social club.
This apathy must be dispelled.
We cannot have a society with
Soo membel's having at their
Annual General Meeting an
audience which., many a provincial radio SOciety would be
ashamed of at one of their
There is
ordinary, meetings.
something. wrong, and the position..ofthe Committee is.much
too weak to justify any childish
indie-nation at honest straiht-forward criticism of their method
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LECTURES 0N DUAL
AMPLIFIÇATION
COTT-TAGGART, F.Ii.P.,

Ey..JOHN
-

N.

Dual Amplification and Reaction.
IN the single circuits we have
so far considered, plain highfrequency amplification lias
been the first step in obtaining
We can, howloud signals.
improve matters still
ever,
further by using reaction. . l'-i

Fig. 13.-Single valve dual ciyei1
using reaction,

the case ofa single valve circuit,
the reaction has to be applied LO
the aerial circuit or to e closed
receiving circuit,. and fortunately
in many ways this is now pemitted by the Postmaster General provided the experimenter does not use the reaction
carelessly and so cause selfoscillation of the valve, which in
turn will result in continuous
waves being radiated from the
receiving aerial, thereby interfering ith the reception of neighbours.
Fig. 13 shows a single valve
dual amplification circuit, which
has many features to recomiiend
It will be noticed that the
it.
circuit is the same as a preceding figure, but that the anode
inductance coil L2 is now
coupled to the aerial inductance
-

iiie

ttL)1IIa1y

1

3t

.

i

varying the potehtial of the gri
of Vi at an audible frequency.
These audio-frequency, or lew
frequency, potentials applied to
the grid cause amplified low-frequency corrents to flow in the
anode circuit of the valve, these
passing through the inductance
L2 and round through the telephones T, which are shunted by
the condenser C4 of about 0.002
F capacity to aliow the highfrequency currents to pass.
The condenser C4 may sonie
times be omitted, and the experimenter may care to try connecting a fixed condenser of
about 0.002 F capacity across

:

Tx.

-

Operation of the Circuit.
circuit of this kind needs
r'ather careful adjustment.
In
the first place the reactió« coil
L2 should be kcpt well away from
Li, and, having set the crystal
A

.

/

\4/-

.

.

J

F C2

L1
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Vi
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'

-
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.

-

1,,:

intervalve transformer Ti T2 S
connected tin the aerial circuit
for the reasons already explAned. It seems rathr strange
that this idea was not previously
thought of because it increases
the stability of any dual amplification circuit very considerably.

±.:

III.

:

id.

.

..:

Edior.

Fig. 14 is a pictorial representation of the Fig.- i circuit,
and may prove of value to those
who are not fully con'ersant
with the ir tricacies of sonic
circuit diagrams.
The action of the circuit is as
follows The aerial circuit consists of the variable condenser
Ci, the inductance Li, the fixed
condenser C3 of about o.00x
capacity and the earth.
This
circuit is tuned by means of the
variable condenser Ci, which
might, however, be connected in
parallel with Li without altering
the operation of the circuit. The
anode circuit contains the induct'ance L2 tuned by means of the
variable condenser C2 to the incoming vavelength. The crystal
detector D and the primary ri
of the intervalve transformer i'i
1'2
are connected across the
oscillatory circuit L2 C2.
i he
high
oscillations,
frequency
I

We'eKiy

F?g.

t.

-

Pictorial loi-m

bein-amplilìed by the valve Vi.

appear in the circuit L2 C2 and
are rectified by the crystal de
teeter D. The rectified pulsè
passing through- Ti,- produce
var'ing currents in T2, thee

ójg.

i3

detector,- the condensers Ci an
should he carefully adjusted
until the loudest signals are
obtained.
The -next step is to
adjust the crystal detector. very
carefully :unil. the naximum re-

-C2
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spouse indicates that the- best
adjustment lias been made. Now
bring the reaction coil a little
closer to Li and retune on
the condensers Ci C2. It vill
he found that as the reaction
is increased, the selectivity of
the aerial and tuned anode
circuits becomes greater and a
'more accurate adjustment of
the condensers is required. The
next step is to inci'easc the reactiOn a little more and retunc
the condensers.
This process
should be continued until the
fullest amplification effect i5
)htained. If the coupling is toò
ii,,ht it ill be found th it 'is

-

December.2&I923.

strength shu1d be- ohtaliied as
the reaction coil is brought jicar

with- the reacti&n coil well- away
from the aerial incluctancecoil.

d

to the aerial eoil, provided;
course, the condensers are retuned. It must not be expectc'l
that an increase in the reaction
coupling should increase the
signal strength without a retuning of the condensers; this
latter operation is absolutely
essential.
As thè rc-iction is

-

Reaction and Instability.
Troubles with dual amplification circuits begin when reaction
is used. \'Vhen a good circuit
is employed and the various precautions, which will he outlined
in these lectures, are adopted, no
regarding instability
ti:ouble

-

-

-

-

-

-

-.

-

-
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cautious adjusinient of the
:1
-reaction again made.
The reaction may be varied y
altering the tuning of one of the
condensers, while keeping the
coils fairly tightly coupled. This,
however, is undesirable, partly
because. the results obtained are
usually not as good as by slackcuing off the coupling, but also
tJic chance of oscillating is: increased and more interfèrence
from outside stations may occur.
-and

-

-a

'
-

-

-

Reverse Reaction.

(laIger when connecting uìp
circuit of tIle Fig. 13 type is
that the leads to the reaction coil
A

may be reversed. If this is
the case, bringing the coil L2
closer to Li will usually at first
L2

Fig.

x.

cause

Use

no

of stabilising resistance.

increase

in

signal

strength, and then a reaction
effect vill he felt and even selfhe produced, n

'ocillation may

spite of the reverse inductive
This is clue to
coupling.
capacity coupling and: iS undesi rable.
The experimenter
should always try reversing the
leads to his reaction coil.
1f
the reaction is the right way
round, an improvement in signal

+

-

-

-.

E

i

-

B2

.

r

.

-

:

Fig. th.

Pictorial forni

of Fig.

15.

tightened, the wavelength cf should be experienced when reIt -is,
1)0th circuits should be
in- action is not employed.
creased if the reaction is the however, very rarely that a reiight way round. It will be ceiver will not start buzzing at
found that if the reaction is audible frequency when the retbe right way round, a lower action is increased to too great -tn
value on - both the condensers extent.
This is due to the fact that
Ci ad C2 will be necessary to
there is always a certain amount
tune in the stations to be received, whereas if the reaction is of inherent low-frequency rethe wrong way round the value action even though this is not
òf both con(lensers will have to deliberate. -The valve does not
need very much provocation t
be higher.
increase this inherent low-freAdjusting the Crystal.
quency reaction to such an extent
The crystal detector should not that self-oscillation at audible
be adjusted when the reactioii is
frequencies occurs.
The frc
ht the critical point because the quency' is -audible 1ccause th.
results obtained depend, not only transformer windings and the
on the efficiency of the crystal capacities across them form hoydetector as a rectifier, but also frequency oscillatory circuits. 1f
upon the amount of the reaction, the reaction. on a dual anìphificítand when the reaction is being tien circuit is increased too fai-,
applied, a variation in crystal the valve vihl first oscillate at
pressure will alter its value and high frequency and will the:
an increase in signal strength 'oscillate t än audible frequency
may be due, not to the improved in most cases. .Tlie setting up osensitiveness of the detector as
continuous oscillations clue to too
result of adjustment, but to the tight a cotiphing acts like i
increased amount of reaction trigger and starts the valve
(lue to the crystal detector intro- 'oscillating at a low frequency.
ducing less clamping into the This sometimes only happens
artole oscillatory circuit L2 C2. when the high-frequency oscilThe experimenter -should there- lations are made sufficiently
fore always adjust his, crystal strong by tightening'the reaction
.cletector with weak signals. and coil past the oscillation point, but
-

-

-

-

-
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Methods of Stopping Buzzing
resistance such as that marketed
The design of a good dual am- b) wireless dealers.
Fig. i shows the Fig. 13 cirplification circuit involves the
stopping o.f the unpleasant buzz- cuit rendered more stable by coning noises which so readily come
necting this variable ioo,000 ohm
in when an unsuitable circuit is in
resistance across the grid of the
use. These buzzing noises are valve and one side of the filament
battery.
This resistance will
due to. the reasons stated above,
and the way to avoid them is to have a great stabilising effect
lessen the lo -frequency reaction without
weakening
signal
and also the tendency of the valve strength to any appreciable extent. The stabilising resistance
to oscillate at high frequencies,
because in most cases it is- the ..R2 of Fig. iç serves three
-.
initial high-frequency oscillation purposes
i.' It introduces damping into
which starts off the low-frequency
the low-frequency circuit and
huzzin.
The first thing to do to obtain lessens the tendency for low-frStablè dual amplification circuit quency reaction.
2. It lessens the
tendency for
ìs to see that th connections' to
the low-frequency trarsformer are high-frequency oscillation, am1
the' right way round. 'A good therefore the tendency for
rule is to connect -O S (out buzzing.
secondary) terminal of the inter3. It improves the purity of
valve transformer so that it comes th music or speech in the. case
nearest the grid of the valve. of broadcast reception. This is
One side of the crystal will a common result of connecting a
usually be connected to the O P resistance across the secondai-y
terminal of the primary winding of a transformer.
The resistance R2 may be fixed
of the transformer. These rules
are not inflexible, and the experi- and have a value of ioo,000
menter should try juggling with ohms, but a variable resistance is
the leads to the transformer to see preferable and will also serve as a

more frequently the low-fi-equency buzz starts the moment
the high-frequency reaction is
made sufficiently tight to cause
the valve to oscillate at a high
frequency.
Experinient prove that the
valve rarely oscillates at both frequencies simultaneously, and the
suggestion that dual amplification circuits cause a great deal of
interférence is not founded on
fact. lt will he found that in
nearly al! cases, as the reaction

F.

17.

.

:-

Slabilising dua1 circuit with
a potentiometer.

increased a point is reachej
where the valve will begin Id
oscillate at high frequencies, but
this seems to be only a state of
affairs lasting for a fraction of a
is.

i' tose

QPfll

,

tI,

ata

WeeKly

-

igh

frequency,. the general working
-conditions -are altered and the
-valve changes its mind and begins
to oscillate only at a low frequency vhich of course, does
not in any way interfere with the
:reception of neighbours.
Under certain conditions, lìowt
ever, both high and low-frequency
-oscillations may be generated by
'the valve, in which case serious
nterference -will. be caused to
nearby stations. Thé idea that a dúal amplification circuit when it -is oscillating at audible frequencies is causiiig a great deal of
'interference to neighbours, is
'probably believed in because such
a loud, unpleasant noise is heard
Piaoria.1
Fig. i 8.
in one's own telephones, but n
most cases this is quite innocuous. In nine cases out of ten the -wliich forni of connection dives
-experimenter uing a dual ampli- the most stable and effective
.ficatin circuit experiences a results.
loud, low-frequency buzz the
moment he gets too near the highUse öf Stabilising Reslstanc.
frequenc) oscillating point of the
-The author lias found that one
alve; this audible warning is
:of
the best methods f stabilising
an
loosenfollowed by
immediate
'ing of the inductive r.action a dual ampflfication circuit, apart
coupling, whereas the inexperi- from the method of connecting the
enced experimenter using an 'secondary of 'the- transformer .in
the aerial circuit, is to use a
ordinary circuit often has h
va've oscillating without knowing resistance of about ioo,000 ohms,
which is preferably a variable
it.
-

-

-

-

-

I

..

-

-

-

-

form

of

Fig.

i

.

means of obtaining extremely flue
reaction.
The remarks regarding the
desirability of having the- condenser C4 which were made in
connection with Fig. ¡3 also
apply here.' It-is, unfortunate]',,
very largely a matter of individual experiment to find out the
best value of tue fixed condensers,
or even .if they are required at
all.

.

-.

-

Fig. r6 is a pictorial representation of the Fig. ¡5 iicUit.

-
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Anther Method
Fig. 17 shows anotler method
of arriving at soinevhat the sanie
result, although the author does
not favour this to th sanie
extent.
1n this case, damping is introduced into the grid circuit of the
valve by connecting the moving
colitact oñ the potentiometer R2
:10 earth.
A somevhat similar
-

effict could be òbtaiiied by taking
tappings off the filament accumulatorrßi. The value of the
potentiometer resistance R 2 IS
not important and any of the
tandard makes will do quite
vell.

-

The author does not like thì'
method because he believes thàt
it introduces a certain amount of
distortion and also decreases the

degree of amplification obtainable
'. ith
the valve.
Morver
owing to the characte!kstic curves
-of the valve in use to-day, a
large high-tension voltage cnot
itli a
be effectively employed
circuit of the Fig. 17 type, and
therefore the loudest results are
not obtainable.
Fig. i8 shows the cii-cuit.
Fig. 17 redrawn pictorially.
-

-

Next Week: Another Instalment of this Series.

'

RELAYING AMERICAN BROADCASTING.
-

AA interesting experiment, in which
the co-operation of Amateurs isinvited.
--:

\Ve learn that the MetrcpolitaiiVickers Electrical Company have
for some time paàt been carryin
out experirnonts with a view to
ascèrtain ing the best methods fer
pithing up broadcasting from
long distances, and,, with this
end in view, have made arrangements w ith the Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburgh' to conduct
a series of experiments extending
over the first week of the New
Year. Arrangements are being
made to gauge the possibility of
receiving these signals with
'sufficient clearness and separation
from interference by atmospherics
or other outside influences to
enable them to be relayed to a
broadcasting station, and 'reradiated.
\Vith a view to testing the
character of the re-radiation of
these received messages, the
Metropolitan -Vickers 'Company
vill use a transmitting power of
.i kilowatts on 400 metres, with
the call sign " 2AC." Th transmissions will be carried out from
the special experimental plant of
the Company's Research Laboratories at Trafford Park. The
signals will be picked up from
the Westinghouse Company's
broadcasting station at Pittsburgh, known to amateurs as
KDKA," this station being
opened in December, 1920, and
the first to transmit a regular
broadcasting service.
Experiments so far conducted
between the Westinghouse Corn-

-

.

-.

-

-

.

-

--!

:,

'..

'

pany and the Metropolitan- stations have closed down.
Vickers Company demonstrate During the remainder of the week
that the chief trouble arises from it is hoped that it will be possibl
static or atmospheric disturb- to radiate a message at 11.30
Conditions vary enor- ,each night, or immediately after
ances.
mously from day to day, and even the B.B.C. stations shut down
(should they continue after this
f rom hour to hour, so that while
reception of the American signals hour), whether or not relaying is
may be achieved on one night likely to take place that night,
with a very simple valve set, it and at what time. In all probmay he impossible to receive in- ,ability relaying on favourable
telligible signals on a succeeding nights wi-Il commence at 11.30
occasion, even with the most p.m. to midnight. Special messensitive and selective of receiv- sages vill be sent from America
ing sets; consequently, it will not at 1.00 a.m., and it is hoped that
be a matter for surprise if
Mr. Sidney J. Nightingale, of the
sufficiently good reception for re- Metropo1itan-Vickers staff, ..who
laying is obtained on only one or is at present in America, will contwo nights during the week of 'tribute one or two vocal items to
the tests.
the programme sent out by
While the station at Man- " KDKA."
chester will re-transmit the reFor the purpose of collecting
ceived messages on 400 metres, experimental data, the Metrothe actual transmission from politan-Vickers Company will be
Pittsburgh to Manchester will be interested to receive reports from
carried out on a new system those who are able to listen to
which this series of experiments the re-radiation (anyone who is
is intended to test.
able to pick up the Manchester
It is speciaMy requested that Broadcasting St.tion ç>1. the
between the hours given below British Broadcasting Company
amateurs in this country will should be able to hear this reavoid oscillation, and listen rather transmission).
Such reports
to the re-transmitted messages should be addressed to
ith a view to reporting to the
Mr. A. P. M. Fleming,
Metropolitan - Vickers Company..
the success of the éxperimènt. Manager of Research and Educational Departments,
The first attempt will be thade onNew Year's Eve, and, if recepMetropolitan-Vickers Electrical
tion is successful, re4ransmission
Co., Ltd.,
vill probably' comménce shortly
Traffod
Park, Mihester.
after midnight, but, in any casè,as soon: as possible aftër the
N.B.-Al1 the times mentioned
British Broadêasting Cdmpany's are British time.

:-
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can ever bring
back to us the god oldfashioned Christmas when all
were as merry and as bright as
could be, and when even the
staidest of men laid aside their
dignity for the nonce and skipped
like young rams, wireless will do
the trick.
Thanks to it there
will be music in hundreds of
thousands of home.
Under the
inspiring iniluence of the Uncles
the kiddies vill fling off that
tirèd feeling induced by too
steady application earlier in the
clay to turkey and plum pudding.
Their elders will forget gouty
'toes, 'and hóbnailed livers when
thi orchestra strike's up. All will
be joy aiid jollity. -So tolerant
vill théy be of everything that
the' wfll not even switch off as
the
egregious
usual- when
entertainer " prepares to make
The
tlìe microphone stitidder.
vöung folk will dance their heels
off, and will look deeply into one
another's eyes when the contralto
and the tenor öblige with parA tenticularly .sloppy items.
dency to high frequency osculation vill be noticed where niistle-

0'

--

-

-

-

V

.

-

V

V

V

V

V

.

T

-

bowelled his set before he discovers that he !ias not remembered to attach the aerial. Progsnapp will be horrified to see that
a valve lias burnt out, and will
run about the city grinning like a
dog in search of a spare, only to
find later that he liad omitted to
\Vith chattering teeth and shiverturn the rheostat from the " off
ing hands
position.
In his chill den he sits alode
But these little things will only
And sniffs and sneezes.
add to the general gaiety of the Before him, see, a table stands
nation.
The only households Decked with the most unholy load
that I have any doubts about are
Of bits and pieces.
those of fellows like Gubbleby
and Potsworthy, who are more To his blue ears the 'phones.at-c
clamped;
than likely to sit up all night on
Christmas Eve listening for Silence enfolds them like a pall.
K DRA,
America, and thus to be feeling
Nevcr
far from hilarious when the time Is what he's after.
dampecj
of jollity draws on. So strongly
do I feel about it that I am con- VHe yearns to hear a nasal clral
Frdm U.S.A.
Vstrained to invoke the muse and
burstinto song.
And thus, he'll sit
nd twiddle
A Song of Christmas Morn.
knobs,
Christmas
morn.
'Tis
Two
In enting whackers without end,
hours ago
Such tales ! But hush,
The bells rang out their midnight
galvanised: He thrills.
IIe's
chime,
He throbs. . .
Two hours and more:
what a gay deceiver, friend,
And inthe homçs of high and low
Is Northolt's mush!
Folk slumber, recking naught of
time
But when the world to Christmas
They simply snore.
wakes
Tile night is cold and black; a
He'll be as grumpy as a bear
With a sore head.
gaie
Is screaming,, shrieking, bluster- 'Tis sad that radiomania makes
This erstwhile cheery father
ing,
swear,
A reg'lar snorter.
Even see red.
In fact with rain and sleet and
-

V

Some wonderful programmes
are in preparation, hear. From
London, Captain Eckersley is
-arrnging to relay from the Restaurant Magnilicent the suggestive noises emitted by profiteers
as they ingurgitate their Christlilas dinner. Not to be outdone,
Bournemouth will endeavour to
transmit the postprandial groans
of its distinguished invalids.
Glasgow hopes, by means of the
new Popoff-Yuvadenuff. npso-ftequency method, to broadcast the
smell of a cooking haggis. Listeners are urgently warned not to
use reaction for this item.
Adding to the Gaiety.
The prospects of a really cheery
Christmas, then, are of the
There will ,be little
brightest.
contretemps, of course. Poddic-

gleam-

But stay ! What's that? I spy
a
From yonder casement.
Let
US peep,
There's one awake.
Whilst others snore and gnint
and dream,
Here's one ho robs himself of
sleep.
It takes the cake.

-

-

toe is present.

-

-.

flat's accumulator will conk out
just when things are at their best.
Snooksby will he unable to tune
in anything, and will bave disem-

Christmas Cheer

IF anything

-
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V

.

V

V

V

-

hail

warning ere, you
wreck
Your Christmas cheer by burning, rapt,
The midnight arrnp.
Keep your devotion well in check
For Mistress Radio, for She's
And so take

The wéather's doing eyerything
It didn't orter.
But all is peace, for anyhow
When )ou're asleep you do not
care
If it snows ink.
-.
And all the world is slun'ibe?ing

-

ant
To be a vamp.

now.

If a light's burning

anywhere,
Then strike me pink.

-

-

*He

kas a cold.

-

----

.-

.

-

-

-
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Treating Father Gently.
And now iet'Uncle Wayfarer
broadcast a word to the kiddies.
Be especially kind to your fathers,
all you boys and girls, at this jolly
season.
You have thrown all
cares aside.
" Impots " 'and
punishment drills no longer hang
over you like the sword of the unfortunate Damocles.
You can
frisk as you will with never a
worry in the world. But what of
him? Ah, what? He is what
thìe vulgar call " going through
it." Thoug.h he may preserve a
smiling exteriòr, awful fears anti
(bubis ai'epreyiiig upon his grey

cells.

..

Deernbev

For it falls to him to look aftr
the wireless set, and he is 'jolly

crackles and splutter, talk loudly
to your friends about atmowell certain that something will '.spherics.
go wrong with it in a minute.
Wireless sets are the shyesf
A Merry Christmas.
things in the world, and they are
May I be permitted to wish
very apt to become dumb in the each and everyone of these
presence of a crowd. Therefore readers who have the fortitude to
treat your fathers gently, remem- read through these random notes
bering that they have much to the best and happiest of Christbear. Stifle your mirth if three mas,es? May our sets behave
,valves go tip in a blue flame; do perfectly, may your neighbours
not chuckle when he gets a shock réfr'ain from oscillating
May
from the loudspeaker terminals; your. high-tension batteries be
éondole with him if the brightness purged of crackles! May your
of the filaments growing small by crystals become miraculously
degrees and beautifully less supersensitive !
heralds the accumulator's dying
%VIRELESS WAYFARER.
;gasp. 1f he-can get-nothing but
!

'

.

-.

f.

-.

-,.-.--

-S.

S

-

the rack-and-pin ion
system to be described can be
applied without difficulty to any
kind of loose coupler, the writer
has found that one of its best
uses is for working a reaction coil
coupled to the inductance of a
tuned-anode.
In this base the
primary or outer coil forms the
anode inductance, and the inner
sliding coil that of the reaction.
Where an anode inductance is
made to cover a fairly narrow
band of wavelengths, such, for
example, as that of the home
broadcasting stations, no. tap.pings are necessary for either this
coil or the reaction. A oOoo21zF
condenser shunted across each
vil1 be all that is necessary to
tutie them. in this case the coils
iiiadc up into a small loose
oup1er can be mounted beneath
the panel, nothing but a knob
attached to the spindle of- the
pinion appearing above it. -

-

-

This kind of small loose coupler
makes one of the most satisfactory arrangements for working
with. It does not occupy a great
deal of space, and it allows reactioo coupling to be-adjusted to a
nicety. It is important, by the
vay, that there Sl)Oukl be, sufli(-cnt length for the secondary
eoil to be able to slide right out
of the primary, for with a mode-

.

........

a
-

...
..

..

.

.,

t

..

°cut

correspond with each mark. It
will not now be a difficult task to
trim the teeth up with a fine file
until they mesh perfectly with

.,

.

Though

.,

-

transfer the marks upon the papel-

A -RACK-AND-PINION OPERATED
LOOSE COUPLER-.
.............................................

-

.

..................................................

i
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rately... strong: signal only the
loosest coüpling will be needed.
The dimensions are nót given
in the drawing, since: they will
depend naturally, upon the size of
the coils used anl of .thc -kind.of
rack and pinipn that the constructor is able to obtaiji. .. lt is
thought, however, that the drawing vi11 make things sufficiently
plain to anyone who desires to fit
up this kind of adjustment.
The rack and pinion will in
many cases be found in the
lup)ber rpom as parts of an
ancient and. discarded
stand
camera or microscope. They arc
often to be picked, up. at secondhand shops which deal in odds
and ends, or at those shops which
supply photographic accessories.
A suitable pinion can always be
obtained from a clockmaker, ever
if a rack is not forthcoming, and
anyone who is fairly handy with a
file will be able to cut quite a good
rack for himself. An easy way of
doing this is as follows Mount
the pinion upon a spindle Of 2B:A.
studding and run it over thC surface of a .piçce of paper pressing
it hard down. The teeth vill

those of inion.
The rack is mounted upon the
ebonite disc of the sliding coil
simply by drilling and tapping
two 6 B.A. holes in it and inserting a pair of screws from the
inside of the disc. It passe
square hole cut
through
in the bracket which supports the
bearings of the pinion spindle.
This supports it and prevents it

a

PAN

.

-

5q.HQLE

liii

5PUT

--.

PIN

-

e
ar,angenthnt of the
rack and pinion.
-

illustrating
,

tIse

-

-

-

S

-

-

from being thrust away from the
pinion. The pinion's bearings
are formed as shown by three
standard bushes. The spindle is
secured by two nuts placed on the
inside, these nuts being secured
by small split pins passed through
holes drilled through both .nut and
.

-

74'

PJ&

HERE

:

make depressions in the paper
which will enable the pitch-to be
measured without dif1c.uIty. Now
taJe.a-piece of. -in. square brass
rod and with ruler and sctquare

.5p11T

EL

-

-

-

-

.spindle.-

-

.....

-

-

-

R. \V. H.
-
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By PERCY W. HARRIS, Assistant -Editor:

The third article

Design of single-layer Tuning
Coils.
Whether we use method No. 2
Or 3, we shall require to wind
The
single-layer inductance.
reader is strongly advised to use
a fairly heavy wire for his inductance, such as No. 22, or, if
the inductance has to be verv
large, No: 24 or 26. While it
sometimes convenient to use fine
wire to enable the inductance ro
be wound in a small space, sig-nat strength is undoubtedly
sacrificed in this way. Particu.larly when using, crystal (letcctors it is advisable to have as
thick wire as possible, so as to
reduce the high-frequency losses.
In valve sets where reaction jn
to the tuning coil is used, the
importance of thick vire is not
,so great, although even het-e
careful test vvill show that thick
wire gives better results thai
thin wire.
A whole book could vvcl! be
written on the design and construction of inductance coils, and
in a series of articles which
attempts to embrace the general
principles of the design of wireless apparatus we cannot do
more than indicate a few leading
points. It should. naturally be
ur aim in designing a tuning
coil to get the maximum inductalice for the amount of vire
used, for. which reason the
lengtlr of a coil should not
greatly exceed its diameter. By
this we mean that a given number of yardsof vire wound on
long former of small diameter
will not give so much inductance
as the saine amount of wire
wound on a shorter former of
much greater diameter.
In
general practice for broadcast
wavelengths, a 3- or
-in.
former vill be found very Suit.aoie.
Choice òf Kind of Wire.
The man who makes his own
pparattìs has a .'ide choice of
wire, not only in the sizes, but
ì

o/a series of six

which began in Vol. 3, No.

also in the method of insulatiot
Thus he may use enamelled wire,
single-cotton covered, doubleeo t to n
covered, single-silk
covered or double-silk cm ere(l.
These are known as enamelleJ
s.e.c., d.c.c., s.s.c., and d.s.c.

,.p

A

.

ypica1 commercial vari9meier.

It is also posible
to obtain (although it i not
geñerally sold yet by dealers)
wire which is not only enamel
insulated, but also double-cotton
covered as well. Such wire has
many advantags, and I would
like it to he inore generally
obtainable.
As in many other wireless
matfers, we must comprcmis.r
when designing tuning cils. In
order to get a maximum elliciency, the self-capacity of our
tuning coil (that is to say th
capacity between tûrns and b2twen various parts of the coil)
must be reduced to a minimum;
further, we must avoid dielectric losses in th insulatin
material. Enamel insulation h
the advantage that, it does not
absorb moisture from the air,
but this advantage is outweighed
by - the- fact that 'the insulation

respectivel.

t.

-

*

exceedingly thin and thus
turns wound close to one another
'are separated by a very tiny film
of insulating material. The fact
that adjacent conductors are so
close to one another means that
the capacity hetween turns s
high, and in many cases this will
rule out the use of enamel.insulated wire. When we come
to cotton-covered wire, we find
that these have the distinct
advantage of a fairly thick msi:lating covering, which enahlds
the turns to be better spaced, the
double-cotton covered wire naturally giving a wider spacing than
the ingle-cotton covered, but
here again vve have a disadvantage of importance. Cotton
particularly susceptible to atmospheric conditions, and will absorb a very considei-able quantity
of moisture from the air. Tb.;
moisture gravely affects the nsulation of the cQil, its sefcapacity and general losses. For
this reason it is sometimes adv'jable to bake the coil and impregnate the cotton insulation with
a material such as paraffin wax
or shellac. We do not overcome
all disadvantages by so doing,
for although we make the coil
more or less immune to the presence of moisture in the air, e
introduce into the space betweezi
lurns a material of very high
dielectric value, which therefore
greatly increases the selfcapacity.. If we should impregnate a coil with paraffin vax or
shellac, only the barest minimum
is

-

-

should b used.
Silk insulation possesses the
disadvantage of being affected
as least as much as cotton by
the presence of moisture, and its
insulation is thin. A silk-covered
wire coil thus has a greater selfcapacity than a cotton-covered.
It. is possible that' a coil
wound vth double-silk covered
\vire and not impregnated with
any- insulating material such :s
preferable
paraffin or shellac,
-

:
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to a coil wound of double-cotton
covered wire and impregnated,
but there seems to be no agreement among experts ón these
points. Certain makes of multilayer coils are impregnated with
a synthetic resin compound, the
coils first of all being dipped into
a solution and then rapidly
whirled so that the surplus insulating material is removed by
centrifugal force. The coils are
then baked.
Another make of
coil is wound with double-cotton
covered wire not impregnated,
absorption of moisture bei:
largely prevented by wrapping
the whole coil very carefully in
Empire '' cloth, a kind of
varnished fabric.
Tappings on Coils.
There are many methods of
tapping coils, perhaps the simplest being to wind up to the
poiat where tapping is requirel,
hold the wire do n with the
thumb, taking a loop of the vire
and twisting it up, con.tinuing
the winding once again until
the next tapping is reached.
\Vhen the whole coil is wounti,
the end of the loop may be
scraped and the \vire soldered
to this and taken to the switch
point. Another simple method is
Io wind up the point where the
tapping is required, bend the
wire back and make a complete
turn over the wire already wound,
and then càrry ou back agaiu
Oli the former until the next tapping point is reached. After the
whole coil is wound and impregnated (this method is best when
impregnating the coil), the loop
is -cut and the two ends twisted
together up to the point where
the winding continues on the
former. Still a further method
is to take a strip of ebonité and,
when
the tapping point is
reached, barry one turn over the
strip. When the next tapping
point is reached, the ebonite
strip is pushed forward, and the
same procedure adopted until,
at the end of the coi1, one has a
strip of ebonite the whole length
with a wire running over it at
each point where a tapping is required. This is probably the
iieñtesf and most efficient way f
ll, although the beginner may
find it:a little difficult to apply.
Variometers
Many beginners seem to think
that the vari9meter is a mysten-

December

ous and wonderfully efficient
piece of apparatus
enablin.
much better signals to be received
vith crystal apparatus than by
any other method. Whilst a good
variometer i very efficient, even
the best of them can be equalled
in signal strength by the other
methods if thesè are suitably
cat-ned out.
A variometer is
simply a pair of inductance
Windings arranged so that one
may rotate within the other.
\Vheii the two windings are
parallel with one another and ¡n
the same direction, a maximum
inductive action will he obtained.
If now one winding he rotated
through i8o deg., so thtt the
two inductances are once more
parallel, but the windings in
opposite directions, the induct-

26,

1923

is rather beyond the abilities of
the experimenter, as wi-1 be seen
by examination of a highlyefficient variometer. In America

the design of variometers has
been carried to a wonderful
degree of efficiency. The best
form of variometer for obtaining
the widest range of inductance is
that in which the stationary
winding is wound on the inner
side of a globular fcrmer, the
moving winding being wound on
the outside of. a ball of such a
diameter that when the içe is
woun(l on both formers there is
the barest clearance between
them.
Quite efficient spherical
variometers can be wound by: the
method described in Mr. E. Redpath's book, ." The Ccnstruction
of a Unit Receiver." In the
best commercially manufactured
variometers, the amount of dielectric material in the formers
has been reduced to a minimum,
thus avoiding losses.

Efficincy of Variometers.
variometer is working at its
maximum efficiency when the
windings are parallel and in the
same direction, that is to say,
when it is giving its maximum
inductance. The whole cf the
iic in the variometer is theñ
used at high efficiency. A ariometer is least efficient when it is
A

Another type of commercially nade
variometer.

unce of one winding will tend to
neutralise that of the other. We
now have a minimum inductance.
By varying the angular displacenient of the coils, we can pass
from a minimum to a maximum
inductance in even progression.
The simplest variometer of all
is probably two coils of wire
wound on two cardboard tubes or
formers, the smaller being of
such a size that it can just be
rotated inside the larger. A
spindle can be passed through
the two formers, the inner former
being ri.gidly attached to the
spiride so that a knob will enable
a turning movement to be given.
In making variometera one
should use as large wire as
possible.
Such à variometer,
however, will not enable a very
large range of inductance to be
obtained, for the inductive effects
at its maximum between the two
coils: will not be particularly
great. The construction of a
variometer of max ini um efficiency
76
-

to

set fo minimum inductnnce, for
in this case a great deal cf wire
is used to obtain an inductance
be had
which cou!d o'therwi
with perhaps a quarter cf the
The high-frequency
amount.
losses are thus larger thin need
be for the particular inductance.
However, few variometers are
used at the minimum pcint, and
therefore you are not hkely to
find serious losses in variometer
tuning. The range of variometer
can, o-f course, be greatly increased by shunting its winding
with a fixed condenser of such a
vlue that when the variometer
is set at the minimum the fixed
condenser will bring the wavelength up to just below the wavelength the variometer would give
at its maximum without this
condenser. lt is easy to arrange
the tuner with a fixed 0.0003 F
condenser across a variometer,
so that one can obtain the first
range of wavelength from minimum to maximum on the variometer- alone, and then the second
range from minimum to maximum with condenser.
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CIRCUITNo. 5 ......................
:A SINGLE-VALVE
"WIRELESS
..

.

RECEIVER
WITH REACTION.
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Below appear four further circuits of the twenty possible

Connecting Up.
RID condenser Plug
in.'' Grid leak
No. 2, shunted (S).

arrangements, using this panel as the main unit.
Constructional details were given in Vol. 3, Nos. i &

.

Plug

2.

A.'.

rtilii1
/L

REACTIO

-/

±L

:

i.

Jâ

o

T-

j

R

-

Bj

:

-

T

HT

I

E
:

Fig. 5A.

Fig.

V

E.

AR Plug
for ordina i-y valve.
The reaction coil may be tuneti
by meafls of ? tpal apacity
indicated by
variable
dotted lines

Reconrbected to iE and
action coil connected to P and

No.

XHT+.

Telephones connected
to terminals
and 3.
Battery
and .LT straps in position.
F)
Fixed condenser (o.oi
betweei terminals 2 and HT.

"out"

..........
.condenserr

CIRCUIT No. 6.-A CRYSTAL RECEIVER WITH L.F.

Connecting Up
Plug the crystal detector into
Grid consockets i and 2.
-.

denser Plug No. i " out." arid
leak Plug No. 2 "out."
One
'end of A.T.I. to terminal 2, and
the other end to earth an.rJ to O.P.
terminal of LF transformer.
IP. terminal of transformer to
terminal r. I.S. of transformer

513.

"otit:"

FC Plut No.

detected by the peculiar " cluck
which occurs as the reaction
coupling is increased or as the
aerial termi.nal of the set s
touched with the moistened fingci
tip. Modifications which may he
tried include connecting the telephoaes between the FIT and
+LT, with a short-circuiting plug
between terminals 2 and ; and
connecting the earth end of the
.A. T. I. arid aerial condenser to
the positive side of the LT battery instead of to the negative.

AMPLIFYING VALVE.
The operation of this éiruit
precisely the same as that
when, using a crystal receiver,
the' only additional requirement

the' most effective way of anplifying signals which are sufficienily strong to' actuate the

.

-

is.

'crystal detector and, with'care:

-

.

r

,

:

r

r

.

,

'.

'

.

'

.

.-

-

"out."

AR Plug No.
for ordinary valve
Vote i ry the effect of re
versing the connections of the
LF transformer to see which
arrangement gives the best reAlso, try earthing tile
:sult.
negiitive side of the LT battery,
as shown by d&tted tine.

:

General Notes.
This circuit represents a con.pletecrystal receiving set with a
low-frequency amplifier (or note.ag.ißr). added... It is proktbh)'

¡

1'

,

I:ta-3
--

'

out

fr

I

'L;
4

-________________

.

,

iS

T

I

I

0

°
,

.

.

'

-

_JtI +
Bi

Fig. 6A.

ful adjustment, should enable a
small loud-speaker to be operated
at distances of 8 or io miles from

It is a
broadcasting station.
very simple cjrctit to operate
and. cannot cause. any interference with adjaéent receiving
s tat io us.
a

L,T
.

I

I

H.T+

-__________________

Fig.6'.

being the adjustment of the 1-

ment rheostat. The effect of
connecting a fixed condenser
(say, o.0005 tiF) across the IP
and OS terminals of the L.F.
transformer, as described in recent " Valve Notes," should also
be tried.
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7.
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-

HIGH FREQUENCY
AMPLIFICATION (WITH
REACI'ION) AND CRYSTAL
RECTIFICATION.

LJJLV

I

i

rJÌ

I

I

o

Connecting Up.

Grid còndenser Plug No.
Grid leak Plug NO

out." A.T.I. conneçted to

-

Lib!
Ra

B2
I

-

Li

L2

JE

and -E terminals.
Tune the
tuned anode coil (L2) connected
to terniñal P and
with
,
0.0002 tF variable condenser in
parallel across the coil. Crystal
detector jilugged into sockets 2
and
Telephones connected lo
terminals 2 and
Both battery
s.traps in position., Plug No.
.\R ' out " for ordinary valve,
FC Plug No. 4" ont." Variable
condenser 0.001 F, in parallel
across A.T.h
Fixed condenser

iI
Fig.

.

-

of high:fiequcncy
amplification, and, by c6upling
the anode coil (L2) to the aerial
coil (A.T.L); reaction inay be
obtained upoh the aerial circuit.
Normally, a very slight coupling
will be required, as, when the
anode circuit is exactly in tune
' ith the aerial circuit, there is an
inherent tendency to oscillate.
1f trouble is experienced due to

SF), shunted across telepIlone receivers.
General Notés.
This circuit eniploy the tuned
(0.002

Connecting Up.

CIRCUIT No.

R1

=lHXir
Fig

7B.

.'

this, thecoil L2 may be coupled
to the A.T. I. in a reverse direction,vhich will ensure stability.
This circuit is particularly use
ful for the reception of more ditant stations, and .adding a
valve in this manner' effectively
increases the range of the crystal
set, but a fair amount of skill in
adjustment is required to obtain
the best possible results.

8.-A

-CRYSTAL RECEIVER WITH
SEPARATE SINGLE-VALVE HITERODYNE.

Grid

leak, shunted (S.). Place crystal
detector in sockets Nos. i and 2.
Connect one telephone lead to
terminal No. 2, and the other to
thc earth lead and the earth end
Both battery straps
of A.T.I.
." ¡n." Connect grid coil to 1E
an(I -E terminals. Connect reaction coil to terminals P and 3.
Variable condenser (o.00r ¿zF),
Variin parallel across A.T. I.
able condenser (00005 SF),
across grid coil.
Note.-This separate single
valve heterodyne can he readily
used ¡n conjunction with any
existing valve receiver.

7i

anode method

.

Grid condenser '' in.''

-

-

-

General NOtes.
employment
of a separate
The
heterodyne is particularly useful
in the reception ôf long waves,
where, owing to the- amount of
detuning necessary with a selfoscillating or autodyne receiver,
-there is a considerable loss o
The locai
signal strength.
oscillations are obtained by coupling grid coil and reactin coil
together, and either of these coils
may he variably coupled to the
A.T.1. If this coupling is carefully adjústed, care being taken

1,0

to avoid too tight a couPling an
consequent radiation from the

aerial, signals from fairly distant
stations can be received, including continuous v'ave transmissions, which vould otherwise
beinaudible on an ordinary crystal set. For the eception of
short-waves
the o.00i
variable cohdenser may be connected in series in this aerial circuit, hetwéen thé aerial end of
the A.T.I. ând the áerial itself,
the coils Li Li and L3 consisting
of suitably wound basket coils.
-

TO OUR NEW READERS.

;
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A NOVEL EXTRA RESISTANÇE

FOR DULLEM1TTERS

:

............................
NOW that the experimenter

dealing from time to
time with valves which reso
filament
voltages
quire
widely different as the Wecovalve
is

(.8--ii

volts), the Mullard L.-F.
Ora arid M.O. D.E.R. (i.8 volts),
D.E.V. and D.1E.Q. ( volts),
Ora and R. (4 volts), V24 (just
over 5 volts), and the various
patterns. of power amplifying

/

"ESP5TANGE WINDIN&5

/COPPER'5TRJP
Fig.

i-The

Resistance.

valves, most of which take about
6 '.olis, the ordinary
or 6 ohm
rheostat does not enable him to

control the output of a 6-volt
.accumulator, so that it can be
.useclvith any of these types.
There arc various ways of
O\ ercorni1g ..: the
difficulty.
Special batteries may be used for
low temperature valves, or the
accumulator may be split up into
separate cells and a switch
arranged so that the E.M.F. can
be made at will 2, 4.or 6 bolts.
The most satisfactory arrangement, however, is to provide
some form of auxiliary resistance
which may be varied from about
30 ohms to zero. This, wired in

satisfactory
transmitting key is rather

AR E A L L Y

series with the existing rheostat,
vïl1 enable one and the sanie battery to be used for all types of

valves that
require filament
potentials between about
volts to 6 volts.

n

.

convenient form of
extra resistance is shown in
Fig. i. The former is a piece
of
in. ebonite
in. long by
2
in. wide.
The corners are
bevelled off, as shown, o make
the winding of the wire evenly
and tightly, an easier matter.
Two strips of thin sheet copper
or brass 2 in. long and
in.
wide are cut out and fixed to the
lower edges at each side of the
former by means of countersunk
6 or 8 BA. screws. The windings consist of about 120 turns
of No. 28 gauge enamelled
Eureka resistance wire. As this
vire makes sixty-one turns to
the inch, the vindings will occupy
about 2 in. if wound closely,
thus leaviiig space in. or so at
the end of the former. The starting end of the, wire is passed
through a hole drilled right
through the copper strip and the
foi-mer, and is soldered to both
strips. l'ue other end is anchored
in the usual wn.
The clips, the shape of which is
shown in Fig. i, are easily macle
from springy sheet brass, Tshaped pieces measuring 4 in.
across the arms and
in. from
top to bottom of the upright, arc
cut out and bent into shape with
pliers.
A

very

ì

A

SIMPLE.

expensive to buy, but one
that will be found most convenient to use, either for actual
translaiss:9n or for morse practice with a buzzer, can -be con- mlled headed screw provided
structed very easily in the work- with a lock nut, seen at the right
hand end of the bar, and that as
shop. As most of its parts can
be made from odds and ends from the return spring is also adjustthe scrap box, its cost will be able; the user can set the key to
suit both his speed and touch.
very small indeed.
The bir should be preferably
Fig.. ¡ shows the finished key.
lt will be seen that the travel can of 5/16-in. sçuare brass rod, but
be adjusted by means of the if a four-inch length of this is not

Fig. 2.-One of i/ic Clips.

The clips are mounted

2

in.

apart either on the valve-holder
or on a small base of their own.

The enamel is now carefully rcmoved from the wire along
in. wide at the
band about
lower edge of the windings n
each side of the former, in order
to ensure good contact with the
clips. This is easily done with
fine glass paper.
It will b seen that when the
resistance is placed as shown
Fig. i, practically the whole of
the windings are in play. As it
is moved tova,rds the right, less
and less extra resistance is
brought in, and when the copper
strip makes contact with both
clips, it is altogether out of
action. The extra resistance and
the rheostat can thus be worked
one against the other until
exactly the right voltage for any
particular valve is found. As the
Current carrying capacity of
No. 28 Eureka wire is i ampere,
the resistance can be used for
controlling any ordinary type cf
high temperature " valve, and
may be employed in Connection
with two or more dull emitters,
according to their current requireR. W. H.
ments.
;t

MORSE KEY
to be found in th scrap box,
either +-in. or a-in. rod vill do
çuite well. Drill the rod as shown
in Fig. 2, tapping the ho-le for
the adjusting screw- 4B.A. and
drilling the other two .betveen
The hoçizontal faces 4B.A. clearance. The hole made from side
to side, which is for the pivot
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pin, should be
in., for the in
will be made of round brass rod
o-f this diameter, and it is important that it should be a good
fit.

-

The handle may be of any
shape that the maker favours,
but one turned to the dimensions
shown in the draviag will be
found very comfortable. Beiow
it is a disc of i-in. ebonite i) in.
in diameter, which serves to keep
the hand from coming into contact with the br The upper contact, a -litt!e
piece of platinoid..is fixed into the
middle of the underside of the
-

-

.

by

-

¡n.

-

.

.

. 4 BA.C.L LAR.

:.
.:

F

.

-

Fig.

'

.

A .........................................
j

:

-

.

;.

-

.

-

.

.

..

.
.

-LOWER

-: -

Figs. i, 2, 3, showing.
key and constructional
details, together with wiring diagram

2

bar, i in. from its end. The
iower contact is made by drilling
a suitable hole in the top of an
ordinary contact stud and, inserting a piece of the same iñe*pensive, but 'quite efiioient, material.
The bridge should be filed oLit
of a piece of brass mèasuring in.

The return spring is a short
piece of coil spring, each end of
which is bent into a small, almost
closed hook. The lower fits into
a hole iii a smqll piece of 4B.A.
studding. screwed into the ebonite

j

-

4

The slot Cut in

clearanCe holes should b drilled
are seen in Fig. i. There are, of
- course, two others as-well for the
to allow the key to be fully de- screws securing the bridge.
pressed without coming into cnThe iidjuster is a i-in. 4B.A.
tact with its lower edge. The screw ith a milled head. A
ends of the pivot pin should be milled ring nut put on below its
spread over slightly by tapping head serves to lock it once the
best setting has been found.
RETURN
Below the point of the screw is a
5PRING
JADJU5TER second stud.
in. by

tshould bea close fit for the
sar, and it should be deep enough

..
.

-

.

......

.

CONThCT

BRIDGC

L

.

:

.'

TERMINALS

Fig. 3.

-

......................................................

hammer
Two 413.A.
tapped holes are drilled .in the
lower side of the bridge for the
screws which secure it to the
ebonite base.
in. by
This base measures
2. The points at which 4B.A.
ith

a

The upper is attached to
a i-in. length of 413.A. studdingwhich passes though the bar and
has a milfed, adjusting ring niit.'
The wirink.of the key-is shown
in Fig. 3.
i. W. H.
base.

.

.

.

.

-.

-

j

NE has to " nurse ". órdinary dry cells a little when
the) areused for lieatiìg
the filaments of Weèovàlves or
other dull emitters iñ ordér to get
Handled
the best out of them.
with reasonable èare they will
work satisfactorily and will have
a respectably long life, providéd
that they are of imple proportions, otherwise they will soon
become noisy and useless.

A SELECTOR SWITCH FOR

PEANUT DRY:CELLS
Normally, then, it is best to
use two cells in parallel; but it is
also desirable to give them a
complete rest from time to time.
Fig. i shows the wiring diagram
of a switch which enables this to
be done without difficulty.
When the arm is placed upon
stud No. i, cell A only is in circuit. Stud No; 4 brings in cell B
by itself. No. 3 5 a dead stud,
which acts as an " off '' pointfor
the switch. If the arm is turned
so that it rests upon both stud
No. i and stud No'.' 2, then both
cells' ai'e'brought in connected in:
parallel.
To make this switch (Fig. 2)
obtain a selector arm with knob
spindle and bush such as is sold
by advertisers in this journal for'
in
about is., four studs +
diajiietér and a pair of stop pins.
Drill the holes for the studs with
centres -i6 iii. apart on the drcuniference of an arc of a circle

......

Fig.

i-The

wiring

of the

switch.

It should be noted that if
two dry cells of equal size are
wired in parallel their life is from
two and a half to threè times that
of one cell

fl:

-

.ftuTçmhh1t0J
E4,
j

Fig. 2.-The completed switch.

whose radius is the same as that
of the switch arm ; this
ill
usually he i in. or '+ in.' Place
'the stop pins so that the arm
'cannot travel beyond the end
studs' 'The switch is best jnounted
directly on the battery 'box. A
piece of hard wood 2 in. by 2 by
3 in. thick makes an excellent
base for it. It is unnecessary to
üse ebonite owing to the low voltages that it is called upon to deal
with, but soft or unseasoned wood
should be avoided.
-

.
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SHORTWAVE

1

RECEIVER
By A. D. Cowper,M.Sc.,
Staff Editor. -

ciuit

Sorne notes on a
.01 especial
n(eresI to those who are experi-

njéntiñg in skort-wave
reception...

-

-

THOSE-who served with the
Fig 2-A pictorial represe alatiön of the circuit shown in Fig
Wireless Section of the
Royal Air Farce during the
the second- ri lleal tyje of reseries condensér, -. and tuning
late unpleasantness, may recog- by means of a .-variometer
sistance right across the grid and
nise the type of short-wave re- placed in series in the aerial filament.
Experiment
shows
ceiving circuit illustrated here; circuit.:
that this is necessary. The value
but it does not appearto be very
By this ingenious device tle Sdoes not appear to be critical but
well-known amongst amateurs.
ordinary type of bulbous valve it must be much lower than one
It is a commonplace that with can be used-quite successfully in would expect and the ordinary
extremely high-frequency waves reception Iown to about loo anode resistance of around
the grid-to-filament capacity of nieties vave-lengtli.
Reaction 50,000 ohms suffices. With soft
-the ordinary valvé is responsible must almost-. necessarily be ob- salves, the regular grid-leak can
for a serious loss of signal- :tiiiedby maiis of t-tiined-anode... often be -. Omitted ilto-euIiér,
rstrength. This i cceitüated if With. ldw-resistane varionieters
although the writer found that,
further capacity is introduced by and particularly by the Ose of with a soft Dutch valve, a
the tuning deVice, a -for in- easily oscillating ' soft " valves. 2-megohm Diihitier leak slirrhtiv
stañcë,' a tunhilg eondenser
níifflciilty i expeiencei in irnprvecl clarity of recepti.
parallel ivith th& A.T:U- - Fr
bringing up reaction to-the osdilThe-aerial variometerinust be
ói
this- reasòn, special(at ¿ng point, if necessary for autoof lo HF. resistance, as othervalves in which the-filament con
wise the set w ill not oscillate at
dyne reception of C. W. Morse.
nections are kept as remote
all.
An extra advantage, from the
A large variometer wound
possible from the grid (an
point of view of the amateur with with No. 22 dsc., about 6o
RoToR 5iioi
limited resources in the way of tlLIns each, on rotor and statoi-,
ROTORSTATOR 5OTuRN5ACIj
apparatus, is that by this offered far too much HF. re30 TUR,s EAcH
NQZ6.O.C.C.
Nf zO. E,-,EL.
arrangement of a serie vario- si stance. A Bowyer- Loevarkmeter, of the ebonite tùbè typé,
meter, the ordinary tuning units
provided for broadcast reception
stator about 4 in. :iametei-,
can be used, without modificawound with No. 20. enameltion, for occasionally listening to (c-vet-ed wire, -was veri: succesthe numerous transmissions on ful. The plate variometer vas of
about ¡8o to 230 metres nightly the small mouklcd compositin
committed to the ether by experi- t pe with internally-wound stator
Even with a
in. diameter) and ball
(about
> mental to-watters.
P.M.G. type - of double-wire rotor, rewound with No. .26
aerial, of 0.0003 uF, capacity,
dc-c, about 50 turns each.
N there is no diflculty in picking
\Vith the soft Dutch valvê,
_J_E
up, e.g., Sóuth-East London
both filament temperature and
transmitters at a point in outer plate voltage vere, as úsûal,
Fig. i-The circuit arrangement.
N. W. London, on a single Dutch
rather critical, hut the results
plate) have been developed, such valve with 20 volts on the plate, \vere vell orth a little trouble in
as the Marcorn tubular type of at comfortable strength in the adjusting these.
The-filament
valve, which is particularly suit- 'phones-after broadcasting has volts were less tian 3. 5,..for best
finished for the evening.
This reception and easy oscil1aton.
able for short-wave reception.
does not rtpi-esent exactly any
A good deal can be done, howThe wave-length range of the
ever, to minimise this loss by record in. reception, butmerely set as escribeØ, with a .M.G.
using a series condenser of fàirly indicates what can he done at any double aerial,vas from below wo
time on a fairly ' heavy;".aerial to about 250 -rpetres, and it
small .valu. In the circuit here
decribed, this principle has been and without any .special. shortoscillated reidi-ly- --within. this
taken to the logical limit by wave equipment.
range with 20 volts H.T.,
A particular pointto notice is
using the grid.to-filament capacity
and proper setting of the plate
the extraordinarily low. value of variometer.
of the valve itself as the small
8t
i
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most convenient to be

aro?

'tuned

capadtycplgon

Foi-tunately, it is very casy to
make a fitting which will allow
one coupling to be exchanged.for
the other in a moment. A little
thought will show that the two
are similar, the only real difference being that in the one a tuned
circuit, consisting of inductance
and variable condenser in parallel,
is interposed between the plate
and the H.T. + lead, whilst in
thc other its place in this circuit
is taken by a fixed non-inductive
resistance with a value of about
8o,000-ioo,000 ohms.
-

TO H.T+,/f

O

TUNED-ANODE OR RESISTANCE
CAPACITY COUPLING

.

the high-

.__

Details of the plug, which
takes cartridge resistances of the
standard type, are shown in
Fig. 2. The body is a piece of
¿,-in. ebonite, ij- in. long and im
deep. Two i-in. holes, in. deep,
are drilled, as shown, and the
holes are continued size 4B. A.
clearance. For mountings that
take standard De Forest coils the
holes will be 9/16 in. apart.
Insert a plug into one and a
socket int, the other ; they 'ill
be found to be a good driving fit
foi- the i-in. holes. Fix them in
place, by 4B,. screws driven
froth the sides, as shown.
Now, through the holes at the
top, drill and tap a 4B.A. hole
in the top of both plug and
socket.
Cut out two little L-shaped
pieces of sheet brass, drilling a
4B.A. clearance hole in one arm
rind a 3/16-in., hde in the other.
The clips should be of such a
length that when they are
mounted by means of 4B.A.
s&ews, driven through them into

plug and socket, their upright
arms are about 2* in. apart. A
cartridge- resistance can now be
slipped into place, its pointed
ends fitting into the 3/16-in.
''Vhen this is done the
holes.
device is ready for use (Fig. 3).

m
''
I
.

.

-through
-

:

7

.

Fig. 3.-T/i finished plug.

'

-.

TO LATE
-

Fig. r.-Showing switching method for
cutting ut condenser.
-

.

-

that ve have to do then to
solve the problem of interchangeability is to design a resistance
that can be plugged in in place of
the usual anoe coil, and to find
some way of removing capacity
due to the tuning condenser. This
latter we need not \vc.rry about,.
All

-

2'o"
.

.

It1

if the

condenser is specially designed to have a very low
minimum value; it will be sufficient to set it at zero. In most
condensers, however, the minimum is at least ten per cent.
the maximum. With a condenser
of the ordinary type, therefore,
it is best to provide a simple
switch to enable the capacity to
be cut out, as shown in Fig. i.

'

TAPPED

4

j

-

-

-

-.

It must be remembered that -a
higher anode voltage will now be
needed for the high-frequency
valves, in order to compensate
for the drop that occurs across
the large resistance introduced.
Should the constructor not
desire to go to the expense of.
cartridge resistances, he will find
that very gc.od results can be
obtained by using in their stead
match sticks that have been
dipped in Indan ink and afloved
to dry. These should be slightly
pointed -at the ends, 3/32-in.
instead of 3/16_in, holes being
drilled in the brass to receive
them.
\-Vhere resistances of different
lengths are used, it is best to cut
slots instead of drilling plain
holes in the horizontal arms of the.
clips. Their distance apart can
then be adjusted to a nicety.
-

.

1 L_'
I

Ii]

-

fl
'J)W
I

-

I

Fig. 2.-Constructional ctetaits
the plag.

of

R..

'

PICTORIAL WIRELESS CIRCUITS."

Will cnr read rs kindly note that as a result of ths.unexp-ctdly large dønand for "PICTORI-AL
WIRELESS CIRCUITS,' by Oswald j. Rankin; th first edilin is now out of priflt, and
cwing b the disorganisation produced by th C1zithnas holidays there will be sone delay in the
preparation of a sccond edition.
Prospective purchasers are therefore rqusskci ? wiThheld their orders until January I4th. T.
.
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A SIMPLE

C.W.;

AND TELEPHONY:

TRANSMITTER
By E. REDPA TH,

Constructional details

of

the

A

ssjsiant Editor.

instrument illustrated and dseribed in oir last issue.

4

LAST week was given a brief
description of the action
which occurs when the
transiiitting key is depressed
and with the arm of the
3-point switch S2, upon the
centre stud, as shown in Fig. 2.
If this switch is now moved
to the upper stud and the key
is depressed, the microphone
of the
M and the primary
microphone transformer are connected across two cells of the
6-volt battery, that is to say,
volts are applied to the microwhich, if spoken into,
causes a variation in the current
flowing through the primary
pets up induced currents (of
higher voltage) in the secondaryT2.
and -so varies the grid
potential in accordance itli the
original speech. This is known
as modulation, and this particular
application as " grid modulation.'' The object of the fixed
condenser
(capacity. o.00i
shunted across the secondary of
the transformer, is to bye-pass
the high-frequency currents induced into, the reaction coil
from L.
If the. arm -of the 3-point
switch S-is mwed over on to the
lowest stud, the buzzer, reprc
sented at. B in Fig. 2, -in' series
with the primary T1 of the microphone transformer and -the transmitting- key K, - is connected
across one cell of the filament
battery, so-that when the key is
depressed, the buzzer operates,
causing varying voltages to be
applied to the grid via the microphone transformer, thus producing what is known as " buzzermodulated " C.\V.
The Tuning and Rection Coil
These- items, which, together
jth a variable condenser (0.0005
PF), form the complete tuning
artangements, should be coñstructed first as, when completed,
they may be temporarily Connected up and tested. This ill

ii

T1

phone,

T1,

-

4

lt

-

\.
lt-

C3

Fig.

3.

,j,'

Shewing the arrange me et fcoñzponents izsíde:t

ensure that they are quite satisfactory, both as regards the
generation of oscillations and,
provided a wavemeter is available, the range of wavelengths
covered, before they are fitted in
place in the transmitting set.
The materials required are as'

-

knob and dial, nd about oz.of
No. 3F or 32 S-. W.G.-d.c.c:
copper wire.
Full particulars of the windings
of the aerial coil, the closed oircuit or primary coil and the reaction coil (which is to be fitted so
as to rotate through iSo deg.
inside the primary coil at the posi-'
tion indicated by the dotted
centre line) are given in Fig 4 (a)
and (b).' The actual procedure to
be adopted in winding, securtng
and tapping coils of t-bis description has been given so frequently
that it is nct necessary to repeat
the, details here.
-

.

S

-

i

.

.

follow :i ebonite or
wax impregnated
cardboard tube, 4 ins, long by
ins, diameter; about 4 OZS. of
No. 20 S.W.G-d.c.c. copper
wire; wooden ball formei to the
dimensions gieh in Fig." 4 (b),
complete with Nô. 2 B.A. brass
spindles, nuts, wáshers, ebonite -

'"

î

'

'

-

.
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AERIAL COIL
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and
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-

-

\

FLEX

t',

..

TURNS

5.w.G.

o.c.c.

---Details of

In Fig. 4 (a) is also shown a
method of securing the completed
coil to the back of the panel by
means of two No. B.A. countersunk-headed brass screws willi
small ebonite distance piece, and
nuts and washers inside the cardboard tube.
When completed,
all the windings should receive a
coat of thin shellac varnish.

Preliminary Test.
When the varnish on the coils
thoroughly dry; a simple preliminary test may be made by
cnnecting up in accordance with
With
the diagram, Fig. 5.
everything connected as shown,
set the variable condeiser in the
:..pimary circuit to its maximum
value, close the key or switch and
tlâry the coupling and " sense "
of winding of the reaction coil
vitli respect to the primary coil,
the maximum glow is obláined in the lamp, which shoull
be an.Qrdinary 2 or 4-volt.pocket
-

hlashlamp bulb.
With a high-tension suply of
joo volts only, the lamp will
flash brightly, but quite a good
-glow should be obtained. Keeping the key or switch closed,
reduce the capacity of the variable
-

nt

condénser gradually, adjusting
the coupling of the reaction coil
simultaneously and note where
the set ceases to oscillate, which
indicates the minimum vavclength obtainabje. The coils and
'ariable condenser may no be
disconnected from the valve panel,
batferies, etc., and, if.a suitable
wáVemeter is available, thé range
of vavèlengtlis over which oscillations veïe ôbtained, may readily

-

!!L...

.-

.

-

¡lie

quired
2 ebonite end-pieces,
i ins.
square by
in, thick, having a
7-i6th in. centre hole in each.
An iron core, assembled so as to
be a tight fit into the 7-i6th in.
hole in the ebonite end pieces, and
consisting of soft iron -wire (No.
22 or No 24 SWG), about
2 0Z5. No. 26 S.W.G.-d.s.c. or
No: 28 S.W.G.-d.c.c. copper wire
for the primary winding; about
4 OZS. No. 38 S.W.G.-d.s.c. copper wire, for the secondary
winding, and a supply of thin silk
insulating tape and (to finish off.
the transformer) some Empire
tape or Empire cloth.
The iron core is first to be arèfully insulated- by being tightly-bound with the thin silk tape.
Fhe primary winding is to consist
of iço to 200 turns of the wire
specified, wound cIosly afid
evenly over the tape upon the'
core, after which the complete
core should be immersed in
molten paraffin wax, removed,
and all surpluswax drained off.
Over the primary winclng...j to
be wound another layer osilk
tape, and,' the twobonit& end-.
pieces having been tightly sécurd
in position, the whole should be
iincling devic òf
moUnted in
sorne kind and the secdndary
winding of from 6,000 to 8,000
turns f the wire. specified should
be put on as smoothlyand evenly
as possibI over the insti1(l
primary winding.

4

.

B

-

tuning andreaelion

The transformer fitted in the
riginal set and clearly visible in,
thc photograpn Fig. , is one of

-

-

-

Transformer.
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Y
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Mici.ophoiie.
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-
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i
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Figs. 4 (a)
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coils.

be (letér1ined by colmnecth)g a
crystal detector in series with a
pair of telephones, across the
o.000
F variable condenser, and
operating the wavemeter in th
vicinity of the primary coil.
No useful purpose will be
served by notin
the actual

.

.

J

-

I!005ç

-

B

2
-

L

-

.

-

Fig. 5. Circuit arrangement for

-

-

preliminary jest,

coupling of the reaction co
when the aerial coil is subsequentiy connected to aerial and
earth, and energy is being transferred from the primary coil to
the aerial, a considerably tigltcr
reaction coupling will be required.
The sense or direction of the reaction coil winding may be noted,
how ever.
-.
-

-

:

[To be concluded next week.].
-

-
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Czstrüction of the'rnicrophone transforner.
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end form a loop about

A CRYSTAL TE STING HOLDER
the sürfáce of paiels 'vfll be
found to answer admirably.
Take a piece abbut 8 in. ib
leigtli. - With the .aid of a 2B.A.
(!riIl or some piece of_rqund metal
of about the same size form a
loop as shown ai.A in the drw-.
ing. Now separate the ends for

the m&its
WHEN testin
of rival crystals one requires a simple holder of
some kind which will allow them
to be changed as easily and as
One ce'rapidly as possible.
tainly could not set each in
Wod's metal, and even the type
of cup in which the crystal is re
tamed in. place by means of three
screws (loes not allow changes to
be macle quickly enough for the

V

purpose;

.

......
-.

-

.

.

-

.

-

..

.

.

.

very siiiiple holder can be
)A
made, as shown i6 thedrawin,
from a short piece 6f wire of
about No. i6 gauge: .The wire
c /'
should be as spriny as possible,
and -it is desirable that it should
The er stai /&d e;.
-'.,.
be tinned in order that the contact may n6tb spoilt by a coi- -a short distance, afterwards
ing of oxide The stiff wire soki bringing them back and across
for' making connections beneath', each other. Quit close to each
A

/

7

.

.

'

.

.

.

'-

.

,

'

.

LMOSTevery experimenter

ae

ence of burning out
sooner or later through carelessin inserting it into the
holder. We all of course know
the very sound rule that the H.T
-.
.batterj shoukl be switched off
when a valve is being changed,
but when we are in a hurry most
of us honour it more in the
breach than in the observance.
Safety fuses protect the valves
.
...... to a great extent from such illtreatment, but the difficulty about
them is that their current carryI
capacity does not suit every
type of valve. 1f, for example,
one fits a fuse which will burn out
at .75 ampere, it will protect Ora
anl smilar valves admirably, but
it will not be of any use with such
dull emitters as the D.E.3 or the
Ediswan A.R.O.6, which are designed for a maximum current of
.o6 ampere. Nor would such a
valves to be
fuse allow " R
used on the set, for these, even
ampere, and
when new, pass
when they have aged a little their
requirements are consid&ably
'

.

-----------------------------------------------------------

greater.

Tle best way is to design òne's
valve holders so that a short
circuit is practically impossible.
A simple way of doing this is

.

'

-

-

'm::..: ---------

------------------------------------------------------------

w:.'.........
-..'

---------_

-------- ------------------'

:

-

,

terna! diameter,'oe canuìt

Stati'sb-own in the, drawing
dat-d valve legs are use(l, those
for the grid and the two filament
connections being inserted in the
ordinary way into 4B.A. clearance
holes and secured with nuts. The
plate leg, however, is freated

a size

ofthiead that

II

suiialI.

hole tapped with the, same
thread is then made in the ebonith
panel inth proper place an(1 tli
leg is screwed home' so fhát it
top is in. or s below those of
the other three.
'
An aIteathie_ancl perhaps a
simpler method in which no
screwing is required,' is shown
A

-

-

-

-

-

'-,Y

A SAFETY VALVE HOLDER

ing
.

in

-

.

.

in.

diameter.
The holder is fixed to the panel...
of the detectrb5
tJìrough the loopA. To insert ä
fresh crystal simply press thé
oirits B aiid C with thé finger
and thumb. The jaws will thet
open and the crystal can be
slipe loto the Jop, which ill
grip it firmly
lt is important that the crystal
should not be handled, for even
the cleanest fingers have a thiil
- coatiig of greaswhich is de
.posi(ed upon the crystal atd may
detract greatly frónì its sensitiveness Insert the cttal in this
vay. Pick itu with a pair of
tee.zers and dip it into rectified
spirit: Do not 'use ntl1ylated
spirit or petrol, sine bth of
these' contain" solid impurities
which will be deposited upon the
crystal.
%Vave it about in the
air for a moment until t ìs dry,
then, still grasping it in the
tweezers, place it in the clip
:
R. w. iÏ

in the accompanying drawings.
It will be seen that so long as

Safety va/ve pins.

.

the valve is not tilted right over
whilst being inserted' inth the
holder it is now impossible to
apply H.T. to. the filament, for
the other three prongs must be
'pushed well home before the
plate pin can make any contact t
all with its socket: Care must of
course be taken to arrange the
height of the plate leg so that
its prong makes good contact
when the valve is pushed hom.
À holder of this type may atfirt
soùnd rather elaborate, bpt' it is
neverthless- a very .useful and
precautionary device.
R. W. H.
-

LEG

GRiD L,,Ec

-

j

4A7
-

-

-

The

safety valve holdey.

'

--

-

cluite differently.. Its ockeì is
cti off ,qûie short and it is passed
throúgh. a suitable die so that a
¿iàTe thread is put on to its lower
half. As valve legs vary in cx-

-

-

-

-

-.
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that the PostmasterGeneral has to some extent
NOW
relaxed his regulations regarding the use of. reaction upon
broadcast wavelengths, interesting new fields for experiment
become available. The relaxation in the regulations, of course,
does not entitle one to make a
set a nuisance to one's wireless
neighbours, but it (loes enable
circuits to be used which vere
previously forbidden, but which
may now be employed provided
that " all reasonable care is taken
to prevent radiation." The carcful experimenter may. therefore
use circuits which employ reaction on the aerial circuit, but
it is most important tliat he
should familiarise himself with
the methods of assuring that no
radiation is taking place. Certainly, no one should use such
circuits until he feels confidént
that he knows lio to ascertain
when a circuit is oscillating, and
how to adjust it so that any selfoscillation which may occur shall
be only momentary.
One of the surest tets for selfoscillation is that known as the
wet finger test, since by this
means one is enabled to ascertain
whether oscillation is taking
place actually in the aerial circuit,.' and not inerely in 'one of
the
intervalve circuits.
A
moistened finger is applied to the
'.. aerial terminal with the receiver
in the operating,condition, and
.. the .'ound thereby produced in the
phoies is noted. 1f a strong,
distinct ¿lick results upón touch'ing the terminal and upón remov' ing the finger, you can féèl fairly
:certain that oscillations are flowing in the aerial, and that radia-.
tion is taking,place. The reactio-n coupling should be immediately loosened by separating
-

:

-

-

:

N

RECEIVER

CRYSTAL

-

-

the coils more widely, and it
should be noted at what point
the self-oscillation ceases.
At
this point, of course, the finger
test will cease to produce strongclicks and will give only extremely faint ones. A variety of
other indications may be used,
only a little experience being
necessary to recognise theni.
For example, in a receiver iñ the
oscillating condition, there will
usually be heard a slight rustling
noise as a reult of the partial
heterodyning of the contiauous
stream of small atmospherics,
battery noises, etc.
In 1-eceiving telephony, moreover, if the receiver oscillates,
speech will almost certainly be
heard in a somewhat distorted
fashion, and upon varying the
tuning some sound of the carrier
wave will be heard.
One of the earliest, and still
one of the most efficient, singlevalve circuits employing reaction
is that shown in the accompanying circuit diagrim, Fig. 3. The.
valve fthìction as a high-frequency amplifier, the anode current traversing a tuned circuit,
C2,
L2,
in which tile amplified
oscillations are built up, provided
that the inductance and capaci.ty
are of the correct values to tune
in the desired signals. Reaction
is provided by coupling the anode
coil L to the aerial coil L,, it
being necessary to couple these
two coils in the correct sense, as
is usual in reaction circuits. A
practical point which may per-.
haps he mentioned at this juneturc is that this circuit is one in
which it is sometimes a little
diflicult to ascertain if the coils
are connected correctly.
It is
often found that the set will
oscillate, whichever way thecoils
are connected, but much more

Fig.

I-The

freely .and controllably when they
are connected in one particular
sense. The reason,, of course, is
that there is considerable capacity between the two coils, and
that this serves to make the set
oscillate in the ordinary manner
The
of a reaction condenser.
experiment should, of Course, be
tried of reversing the connections
to one of the coils, and ascertaining in this way which is the
correct connection to obtain both
capacity and magnetic reaction.
Connected across the tunedanode circuit are the crystal- detector and telephones; No telephone condenser is shovn since
the writer has not found it of
any benefit in this circuit.
As in all simple citcuits, to obtain the very best results it is
nei cessary to acquire a certain
an ount of skill in the handling
of the -receiver; but given this,
reiruarkably good results can be
Upon a reasonably
ob tamed.
ge iod outside aerial, and given
fa ny favourable conditions, it is

-

-

-

-

-

Fig.

2.-Plan
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Cóñstructional details are given in'
this article of a very simple receiver
einnloyinc the newly introduced Myers

i,-

L

M

-:'
_________________________t

Valve.

-

possible to receive all the broadcasting stations, not very loudly,
but at readable strength. As an
example of its powers may be
quoted the fact that it was with
the aid of this circuit that the
writer first succeeded in picking
up the Dutch concerts in the
.North of England soon after the
Hague station commenced work
upon its early very low power.
Actually, such long-distance reception demands an exceedingly
critical sttinO- of the reaction. a
good valve, 'suitable values of
'high-tension andlov-tension supplv, a good crystal. detector, and

-

-

-sso on.

components, with one exception,
vere purchased, and the actual
construction and wiring of the
set occupied rather less than one
afternoon. The only component
which actually required to be
made vas the holder for the
valve, and this was necessitated
by the fact that one of the newlyintroduced Myers valves was
used.
These valves are of the
tubular pattern, and are held hetveen four clfps, which make
connection with four contacts in
the cothposition ends of the
valve. Clips for the purpose are
supplied with these valves, and
the making of the holder merely
consists in cutting a strip of
in.
ebonite 6 in. bug,
wide and + of an inch thick. The
holes for the clips were drilled
by means of a template, and the
ebonite strip vas mounted upon
the baseboard by means of two
The strip is
wood screws.
spaced above the surface of the
wood to a height of about + of
an inch to allow room for the
wires to pass beneath for the connections, by inserting two thick
washers through which the wood
screws are passed. If any difficulty is experienced in obtaining
suitable washers, two brass nüts
of 2 B.A..size will serve perfectly
vell.
The construction and
method of mounting of these
valves is such -that the capaelectrodes
is
etweçn
city
very mtích less than that
of the four-pin type, and it
may tlierefore be expected that
they ivould give better results as
The
high-frequency amplifiers.
one used in thisset certainly gave
very good results in this capacity.
The wooden base upon which
the set is assembled is of
of an inch
polished mahoeanv
u

The receiver illustrated in the
photographs, Figs. i and 2, was
.designed.to incorporate this dr,cuit in such a \vay as to simplify
..the construction as much as
possible.
The assembly takes
the usual experimental form of
an arrangement of bought cornponents upon a baseboard, and
the wiring- is all of the '' above
board " type. -The wh&eof .the

iLa.T

-

-

0

-

1J

-

-

-

-

y.

of

¿he instrument.

-

-

inpicted receivrr.

4

WeeKly

in thickness,

-

14

Ifl. long,

nd

in. wide.
Two cross-pieces
are fitted to its ends, 7 in. long,
i in. wide, and
an inch thick.
These serve the purpose of lifting the baseboard itself clear of
the table upon which the set may
stand, rn order to make room for
various projecting nuts, sCrewheads and connectixg wires, etc.,
upon the underside.
The terminals of the receiver
must, of course, be mounted in
some way upon tlii baseboard,
and it is worth a little consideration to see how this may best b
dolie to procure good insulation.
If the constructor feels quite confident
that his sample
mahogany has good insulating
properties-that is, that it is vell
seasoned and thoroughly dry-it
may be simply varnished, well
dried, and then the terminals can
be mounted directly in the wood.
This, however, is a somewhat
risky proceeding, since it is very
difficult to tell vithout the aid of
measuring instruments whether
any given sample of- wood is
satisfactory from the insulation
point of view. A cheap method
of ensuring that the insulation sfirly good is to drill all the holes
for the terminals perhaps a
thirty-second of an inch larger
than is necessary to insert
the terminal, and then, before
screwing up the nut and washer,
fill the hole surrounding
he
shank with very hot liquid paràfThe wax will thorfin vax.
ouglilï impregnate the wood and
pi-ovide- quite good insulation.
-- A neater and more workmanlike method which is slightly.
more expensive is to use the
ebonite bushes sold by a number
of. firms for the purpose of
separating each terminal frori
When using these
the ood.
bushes it is necessary to drill ,for
7

-

-

-

-:

-

-

-

.

-

-:

-

-

-

-
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cadi. terminal a in. hole, after
whiçh the two halves of the bush
are inserted..-from to and bot tom, and the terminal passed
through and screwed up.
The
ari-angen)ent actually adopted by
the writer, as may be seen from
the photograph, consisted in the
use of the ebonite terminal plates
now upon the market.
These
accessories are extremely useful
in making up experimental receivers, and each one consists of

December. 26i923

-

particularly convenient pattern is
made by Messrs. Burne-Jones,
one of their make beingshown in
the photograph.
This cornponent was attached to the base
by means of- two wood- screws
through the holes provided in kts
angle brackets.
It is important that a really
good crystal should be employed
in this circuit, since much of its
efficiency, is dependent upon this
component. It is a great conenience to fit one of the double
pattern with a change-over
switch for using either of two
crystals. One of these is illustrated in the photograph, and it
will be seen that each half consists of a very simple but effective detector of the cat-whisker
type, the change-over switch
being fitted at the end of the detector. One cati thus secure a
rough adjustment:npon one of
the crvstals switch over to 'the
other and get this iii adjustment,
and then changé back and forth
from one to the other, iniprovin
each at each: changeover until it
is difficult ro improve the results
of either beyond the- point which
has been attained.
Ydu my
-

-

-

Fig.

3.-The

ci?cuil.

a short strip of ebonite
of an
inch thick, upon which two or
more terminals are moanted:
The terminals are mounted in
such a way that their shanks do
not project below the level of the
under-surfáce of the ebonite
strip, and two screw holes are
provided so that the block cali be
easily screwed dovn upon a
wooden base.
These will be
found particularly cdnvenient,
since each terminal is double,
being provided with two nuts.
In the lower nut the internal wiring of the set is clamped, while
the upper nut is left frée to
accommodate èxternal leads.
This, coupled with th&fact that
all the -other components used
have terminati. th
onvenient
screws, enabled the whole wiring
of the receivef' to be donc without só1dering; This, of course,
is not in general desirable, but
provided that all the terminals
are well tightened up, the ends
of the wire thoroughly cleaned,
and so oiì, it rïay be regarded as
permissible..
Sinôe the adjustment of the receiver is somewhat delicate, the
contróls must be easy of access.
and manipulation.
The coil
holder, for example, should be
smooth' and easy in action and
provided with a long handle to
keep the operator's hand away
from the co,il, and to provide
leveràge
its màement.
'A'

positions of the filanerit ésistance and the crystal detector
upor the board should be noted,
and adhered to, since it vas
chosen with some care to make
the operation of the set as simple
as possible.
The crystal detector is obviously a component
which is frequently adjusted,
whereas the filament resistance is
not often touched, and was therefore placed further to the rear.
Little details of this sort are of
considerable importance in-such a
simple set as-this in view of the
previously mentioned fact that
somewhat critical adjustments
are necessary, -and therefore it is
to be expected that hand capacity.,
effects will be present in the set.
The whole arrangement of the
parts has been made in such a
way as to minimise these latter.
The two variable condensers
employed are of 0.0003 SF,.
capacity, this size havrìg been
found to give the greatest convenience of handling. To adopt
the actual methc of construction
shown, it will be necessary to obtain two condensers with square
ebonite top and bottom plates.
The necessity for square plates

'-I

-

-

-

fr'

Fig.

4-Wiring diagram of

then feel sure that a reasonably
good point has been found upon
each çrystal.
Such a detector, also, provides'
an interesting means for carry
ing out real comparative tests of
the virtues of different specimens
of crystal.
The filament resistance employed must alo be of the board
mounting type, that shown being
o b t a i n e d from Messrs.
There are, of
McMichael.
course, a number of othêr good
patterns available. The"relative

the receiver.

will be apparent upon an ex-

amination of the photograph,
from which it will be seen that
the condensers are mounted in an
edgewise position, the actual
method of attachment being to
pass short pieces of stout copper
wire through the holes in the
ebonite top plate which were intended for attaching to a panel;
these pieces of wire are then
taken down' through holes in
the.wooilen board and twisted tip
tightly beneath.
(Concluded

on' page. 90.)..'.'
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LOUD SPEAKERS FOR WIRELESS
PURPOSES
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Below ¿re given fur/her summaries of a series of several interesting paers recently deliv.ied
before the Institution of Electrical Engineers and the Physical Society of London
(Concluded from Vol ,- No. i, page '9.)

M.A., M.I.E.E. on the subject of
Sources of Distortion in the
Amplifier.''. Professor Fortescue
shued very clearly how distortio may be produced in the proamplification by the
CVS3 of
fdlowing causes
(a) Curvature in the valve
characteristics.
(b) The use of intermediate circuits having more or less clearly
defined natural frequencies.
(c) The unavoidable reaction
effects present ¡n .most ilote
-

-

circumstances,
capacity across the anode resistance is appreciable a resistance
amplifier will bowl, owing to self
oscillation being set up in the
same way as in the " Kalliro-

-

troll.''

-

---

-:

.

I»

Jnder certain
also,
if
the

\ ery large indeed.

:

magiiifier.
(d) Unsatisfactory i-eiiroduction
"- in the last (output) transformer.
Taking these causes individually, it was demònstrated that

to reduce tile first it is necessary
to use valves possessing a long,
straight portiOn upon thei
characteristic curves, to adjust
the mean grid potential to near
the centre of this part, and to
prevent grid current. The effect
of the latter in cutting off the tops
of the positive half-cycles va
very clearly illustrated by means
of oscillograpli recoi-ds..
Trouble (b) arises in the case of
transformer coupled amplifiers,
and leads to the over-empbasisin.
of such frequehcies as correspond
nearly to the nailiral period of the
windiiigs. The trouble is naturally more pronounced the larger
the number of stages of amplification that are used.

I.

.

\.

-

-.

.

.

--

-

-

-

-

k-

y

y
JvÎagnavox

-

fi

-.

-

-

however,

may

be

fi

-..

an

advantage owing to the fact thatit can be used to. some extent to
compensate for defects in othet:.
parts of the equipment.
The next speaker was H. L:
Porter, BSc., whose paper was
entitled, '' The Acoustical Problems of tile
Gramophone."
Exigencies of time prevented the
reading of more than a small part
of this, and after ail interval the
discussion was continued by a
paper on " l'ue Relative Importaiice of Each Frequency Region

.

-

.

the

iii

Spectrum

Audible

-

-

-

-

-

'-

l\Icasurcnients

On

Speakers," by

Loud -

E.- K.

Sandeman,

B.Sc.
This paper included a series of
curves showing the relative im
portance of the. :iffcretit ftcquencics composing speech when
considered from the view point
(b)

(ion.

tude than waves of other fre-

stage.

.

by: re- .'
Tile presence of this

and may be accentuated

action.
effect,

-

-

-

(a) Intelligibility.

Loud Speaker

does not appear that any serious
distortion can be charged against
the amplifier. Valves giving considei-able power output .plust,
however, be used in the last

.

fi

of:.

Tue

transformer

quencies..:
The pure resistance amplifier Ois
not entirely immune from the
effects of reaction unless the condenser across the H.T. supply is

-

--

-

Distortion in the last stage is
not infrequently a source of
serious trouble for two reasons:
(a) The amplitudes are large.
'' load ' on the output
(&) The
transformer viz., the winding of
the loud speaker, is inductive, and
this inductance is not constant..
In his concluding remarks the
speaker stated that with properly
de.sirned valves and circuits it

Reaction effects arc greatest in
- coupled amplifiers,
and
are attributable to the
capacity between the valve electrodes. - The effect of this rethat with sustained
action
freauencv which
waves the
i-enders the system mast nearly
unstable attain to a higher ampli-

fi

-fi-

nt paper was delivered
Professor C. L. Fortescuc,

-The
tiv

-

-

0

O

O

Some resonance effect seems
unavoidable in the transformers,
89

Naturalness of reprodiic

(c) Reproduction
at correct
volume.
The curves showed that (lie frequencies between about 200 and
2,000 per second are the crucial
oiles which carry the greater part
of both the energy and the
intelligibility '' of speech. The
actual meaning of the curves was
demonstratéd in a very interesting
manner by means of the Western
Electric public address systm.
The speaker gave a part of his
discourse from an adjacent room,
his voice being macle audible from
two large loud-speakers. Certaiti
filter arrangements were connectecl in circuit which had the
eliect of suppressing cet-tain
definite and
frecalculable
quenciçs, and the effect was clear
to the whole audience. When al
frequencies below 500 cycles per
second weré suppressed the
speech lost a certain amount of
naturalness, but the intelligibility
.

.

.
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was still good and the articuation
sounded quite clear. On cutting
off all above 2,000 fhe speech
becamemuffled andnasal but was
All frequencies
still intelligible.
below x,5oo were next suppressed, and the result was
almdst unintelligible, with much
In the
distortion and ringing.
last experiment all aboye 500
were cit off, and tlie speech Was
then found to be practically
destroyed.
The second part of the paper
was concerned with the measurement of the energy output of
loud-speakers, and showed how
this may be done by placing in
front 6f the horn at a fixed distance an electro-static. microphone whose output has been caliAn interesting point
.brated.
which arises with this method is
in connection with the production
of " standing waves " in the air.
This was demonstrated, the audience being instructed to close one
eal and listen to a note emitted
by a loud-speaker. It was found
easy to find a position in which
no sound -could be heard in the
ear remaining open, although. on
moving the head a few inches the
note was heard 'loudly.
The next contribution to the
discussion was a paper on "The
Overtones of the Diaphragm of
a Telehone Receiver," by Professors J. T. MacGregor-Morris,
M.1.E.E., and E. Mahlett, M.Sc.
(Eng.), M.1.E.E. This paper
demonstrated that the diaphragm

very commonly vibi-ates in a cornplicated manner, rather than in
the assumed simple up and down
motion. Experiments were performed with sand scattered upon
a vibrating diaphragm, which
assumed the geometrical arrangements known to physicists as
Chiadni's figures, and indicated
the particular system of over-

-

-

S

S

S

-.

.

-
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were considered in detail by- this
speaker, and he showed that these
effectsre of greaf iriipotance i n
satisfactory
reproduction
of
speech an(l music. If the auditorium is exceedingly resonant
the reverberation effects w ill be
so pronounced that successive
notes and syllables will be prolonged and interfere with each
othel-, whereas if Ihe borbing
power of the room is too great
there viI1 be a lack of continuity
in speeh, and there
ill be no
blending of the sounds in music.
The actual amount of sound
absorption in any given room
depends upon a variety of factors,
chief among which are the size
and shape of the room and the
nature of its lining. A lining of
porous material indreases the absorption and therefore rcdiices
re erberation, whereas a hard
glazed lining has the contrary
effect.
Further, different sound
frequencies. are absorbed. to a
different extent, and thcrefoft
what we are accustomed to cll
distortion in a loud-speaker must
always be present to some extent
in a concert hail.
The meeting closed with a
demonstration by S. G. Brown,
FRS., of the Frenophone loudspeaker, and by Captain P. P.
Eckersiey of the new- Gaumont.
loud-speaker. The latter had not
previously been publicly demonstrated, and aroused considerable
interest.- It is. illustrated in this
-

\

-

I

j

I

..

-

I ________

.

''..

-

The Gau;nont Loud Speaker.

tones to which thè diaphragm
was responding.
A paper entitled " Auditorium
LoudAcoustics
and - the
Speaker " was (lien read by
G A. Sutherland, MA.
The - effects of reverberation
and SOUnd-al)SorptiOn or decay
..

-

-

A SINGLE

report.

VALVE AND CRYSTAL RECEIVER.
(Concluded from page 88).

condensers
variable
The.
are held with quite sufficient
The adrigidity in this ay.
vantages of this method in a
board-mounted component set
are simply those of cheapness
and ease of construction. The
condensers actually used by the
writer cost only 6s. each, which.
is. of course, a considerable
conomy over e usual price for
condensers mounted in boxés
1f difficulty is experienced in ohtainng suitable condensers, how

26,

ever, the boxed type ma be
used, whereupon it will be necessary to use a wooden base some
wider than the one
1fl5.
3
specified.
The wiring of the set is exceedi ngly simple, and probably
no difficulty will be experienced
in following It from the wiring

diagram, Fig.. , without detailed
T he simplicity of
explanation.
the wiring is such that bare vire
might quite wel be used that

-

-

upon the set illustrated haiiig
been sleeved with white svstoilex
Ior the simple reason that it vas
desired to make the wiring as
prominent as possible in the ilkistrations. The only part of the
wiring which cannot be done
vidi ordinary stiff viré, either
bare or slee'ed, are the cnncctions to the moVing socket of the
coil-holder.
These must be
macle as usu1 with flexible
rubher-covcred wire..
..
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conception of this cifective little
composition.
Mr.
George
Parker secmed at his best, and
we were particularly enanoured
of
his
singing of " i he
Iihroch," by C V. Stanford.

ever the B.B.C.

LONDON-If
were to advertise, a de-

,

veloprnent which is not in contemplation, sorne idea how, to
charge would be provided by a
letter sent, by Lord Knutsford-,
the champion beggar of London,if not of all the world.
Lord
Knutsford sorne months ago
made an appeal fo-he London
Hospital, and in response he received over j5,000 in tile course
cf a few

dn.

-

D

D

D

Lord Knutsford now offers the
B.B.C. £5 a minute for a
twenty-minute talk, but this
offer has not been accepted.
Lord Knutsford has been in'formed that the idea of payment
for a talk on behalf of a charity
Cannot be considered for one
moment, and no offer, however
great, will influence the B.B.C.'s
decision to maintain a strict
rota for Charitable appeals.
o
o
'j
The Archbishop of Canterbury has kindly consented to
broadcast a message to the
nation on New Year's Eve at
6.30. The address vill be transmitted simultaneously from all
tile stations of the B.B.C.
This
is the first occasion on which
His Grace will have spoken, and
it is to be hoped that others who
have the i:ight to speak to the.
nation as a whole will avail themselves of the opportunity afforded
by wireless of doing so.
D

ñ

D

Sunday, December 9-A most
excellent afternoon concert, and
the listeners who did not hesitate
to forego their siesta vere well
xcwarded by such items -as Liza
Cuckoo,'!. most
melodiously rendered -. by Miss
Foulds'
Cowper;
Dorothy
Celtic Lament," as interpreted
by Miss Beatrice Eveline on her
'cello, the warmth and roundness
of tone and excellent technique
all combining to give us a tr!ue

hm's"The

o

D

-

-

.. o

.'

3oth (SUN.).-Sacred Concert. Mr:
Keighley Dunn, tenor. 2LO
31

-

-

Binds
JANUARY
ist (TuEs.).-The Band of His
Majesty's Grenadier Guards. Mr.
Mr.
Frederick Lake, tenor..
\Vilfred Chissold, entertainer.

i

-

ClI'Si,j

...... QLO ...... 385 metr..
ALERDEEN ...... 2ND ...... 40
LIRMINGRAR .512 ...... 45
IOURNEMOUTH SRM ...... 395
CADhFF ........ 5WA ...... 350
GLASGOW ...... 580 ...... 420
MANCRISTER .2ZY ...... 400
NEWCASTLE
.5N0 ...... 435
-

.

.

TiMES OF WORKiNG.
Weekdoyi ...... 320

lo 420 p.m.
to 10.20 p.m.

omt5.0

-.

-

ORT.

od
p.m to 5.0 p.m.
8.50 (o 10.30 p.m. O.31.T.

Cuodops.... 3.0

-

.1.''
while that there are such out
standing questions as " Repara-

tions,''

amI the like.

-.:-o

Forthcoming Etents
.

-

Rowly on
Bathing at Christmas." " The
Mariners of England." Savoy

27th

_

.

in this district are in doubt
as to whether they should be
content with the local programmes or run the risk of a
ruined " simultaneous " from
London. That risk is, of course,
at its maximum (luring the winter
months, when the vagaries of the
weather put the long land vire
to a severe strain. And so the
demand of one day for more
simultaneous broadcasting is
cou'itcred the following day by
requests to let vell alone; iii
other words, to stick to the admirable Aberdeen programmes.
Tests are l)eing undertaken
almost nightly in an endeavour
to eliminate the risk, and it is
hoped that the progress which
has already been made vill be
expedited.
.

-D

D

.

plebiscite of Northrn listciiers shows that. Scotch songs
and music are ereativ in demand
and it is noticible hat nrtional
airs atc more and more taking
their rightful place in the programmes.
There is also a deniand for the more popular type
of song.
A

D-...D

DECEMBER.

-.

D

D

D

LONZ2ON

.

.

.

BERDEEN.-'Many listeners
'"4

TRANSMISSIONS

.

Archbop

Concert.
Miss' Ethel Kemish,
sopranó. Mr. Torn Cojeland and
Miss Suzette Tarn, entrtainers.
Savoy Orpheans and Havanna-

On Satuiday, December ç,
" ihe Koosters
once again
flapped their wings at 2L0 and
They
gave us a lively time.
certainly do keep the ball roiling,
and we trust vc may have, the
pleasure of hearing them' from
time to time to stii- things up a
hit and make us forget for a
.

Light Orchestra.
(MON.).. The

(Ti iuRs.).-Mr.

Orpheans and Havanna Bands.

28th (FRI.).-Miss H. M. Boulnois
on "The Buddhist Monasteries
of Little Thibet." Savoy Bands.
29th (Sxr.).-ist and 2nd Acts of
The Magic Flute," from the
Old Vie " Theatre. Talks by
Prof. .Cheshire .and Mr. R. D.
McMihlan. Savov Bands.

-

-

.D

.D.

D

Forthomirg Events
DECEMBER.

-

-

26th (\VED.).-1'n old-time Christmas night with reminiscences of-. Darby and Joan (specially written
-

9'
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Jeffre, Station

Director).
27th

:Deee,ither

(THus.).-Auld Scotch

Urs.

Talk by Dr. John Levack, MB.,
on Mountaineerin
29th (ST.).-Dance lusic.
3oth (SUN.).-,A Short Address by
the Rev. W. Mair, MA., Ferr5bill U.F. Church, Aberdeen.
31St (MON.).-One-act Play, " Hogmanay," produced by Mr. R. E.
jerey. Jazz Music by Orchestra.
Programme conc!uding at 12.30

am.

JANUARY.
Ist (TUES.).-Oakbank Industrial
Aberdeen
SchOol Pipe Bind.
Wireless lazz Orchestra. Band
of the Britishi.egion.

quent intervals towais the end
of the programme, but it was
explained afterwards that this
exasperating trouble was not the
fault of the transmitting station.
Still, it di.d add emphasis to the
growing feeling on ti'e part of
many listeners-in that something
ought to be attempted iñ the way
of simultaneous broadcasting
with wireless itself as the
medium, instead of trunk lines,
after the manner of the recent
experiment at the Old Vie. This
would, of course, do away with
the distortion due to the land
.

The Studio aiid Staff al Aberdeen.

not a little inconvenience to
many listeners-in, particularly
those with crystal sets of limited
Happily, those who
capacity.
did not know how to adapt their
sets had the guidance of menibers of the technical staff of
çIT, who broadcast their instructions on the first few evenings on
which the- change carne into
opera tioi.
r
o
o.
o
The link-up with Manchester
two Sundays ago, when an
orchestral concert was transmitted from 2ZY, was not so
successful as it might have been
on account of induction effects -in
the trunk lines. Reception was,
;nfact, cut off completely at. fre-

Forthcaming Events
DECEM BE R
27th (THuIs.).-3.3o,
-

-.

Pàul Rin..
mer's Orchestra. Evening pi-ogramme by the Station Orchestra
and the Greys Concert Party,
followed by ari hour's Dance

-

Music-

-

2Stll (Fi.).-3.3o, Lozells Picture
Station Or1-louse Orchestra.
chestra in special request items.

Major Vernon Brook, Talk,
Motors and Motoring Review.
Station Repertory Co. Mr. Percy
Edgar, impersonations of old
favourite music hail, artistes. Orchestra.
2c)th (S.î.).-3.3o, Special Concert
by
the
Kiddies.
Orchestra.
Humorous Items by Mr. Walter
Badham. Lecture Recital from
the vaHous musicl' come'dies, by
Sidney Russell and Miss
- Mr.
Doris. Lemon.
92
-

Station OrchesAddress by the Rev. Ronald
H. Role, of the Birmingham
Branch of " Toc H." Station

30th

(SUN.).-6.3o,

tra.

Chok.
Orchestra.
Repertory
Mr. George Diln and Mr.
Harvey Smaliwood in a Duet.
3ist (M0N.).--3.3o, Paul Rimmer's
Orchestra. Mr. Sidney Rogers,
" Horticultural
on
F.R.I-1.S.,
Hints." Talk by the Rev.° Dr.
and
Auld
Hyn
Fleming.
Lang Sync."
JANUARY.
Ist (TUEs.)..-3.3o, Mr. Ingram
Benning (song recital). Station
Orchestra. Mr. Brarnpton Hawkins in Humorous Recitals. Mr.
William Clarke, bassoohsolós.

lines.

r

M.-The change
B!RMINGH4
in 51T's wavelength caused

26, 1923

..

JO URNEMO UTH.-The
-i
standing feature at

outthe
Bournemouth Station during the
past week was the broadcasting
of Sir Julius Benedict's " Lily of
Killarney" on Friday, Decembei
14. This was the first opera
transmitted from Bournemouth,
and all concerned in its production deserve congratulation s.
:Dr. Rowland Tiurnani, M.D.,
gav an exceedingly happy talk
on the opera, and its composer.
The principals and chorus all
did extremely well.

-

.

-.

.

-D-.

D

Having heard thern " LiÌ o'f
Killarney," Bournemouth folk
are tiffering from Oliver Twist's
complaint,, and the Station
Director will do vchl to see that
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Forthcoming Events

his listeners do not have to wa4t

DECEMBER.
26th
(WED.).-Popular' NightClarke,
Vocalists
Ramsay
baritone; Miss Clovia Giles,
soprano. Dr. Jas. J. Simpson,
MA. D.Sc., Coined, " Feed

too long for another opera.
D

D

_.

Another item, worthy of mention, was the dramatic sketch
The Bishop's Candlesticks,
played by Madame Owen and'
the brute," repeated by special
Mr. Edward James, of Manrequest.
27th (TiluRs.).-" The Mariners of
chester. On Suday, Decembei
i6, the Royal Air Force band, -. England." Special Sea Programme.
under Lieut. Amers, rendered
(Fi«.).-The Cardiff Musical
some
music,
the 28th
excellent
Society's Male Voice Chou in Old
Merry Wives of 'Windsor
Folk Carols of the English
and " In a Monastery Garden
Counties.
being especially good.
29th (SAT.).-VOCaliSt, Lyell JohnViolin Soo,
stone, baritone.
'D
D
D
Mr. Hubert lsaacs.
Forthcoming Events
Symphony
(SUN .).-Stat ion
3oth
DECEMBER.
Orchestra. Carols. An Address
26th (WED.).-Mr. Arthur S. Tetby the Rev. S. C. Edwards.
low, L.R.A.M., pianoforte recital.
31st (M0N.).-Popular Night. The
Women's and Kiddies' Corners.
Col)' Workman's Silver Band.
Mr. H. J. Harding. vill talk to
JANUARY..
"
Further
Scholars
on
the
ist (TiEs.)..-S,hakespeare Night.
Rambles of an Entomologist.'
Critical Commentary by I'rof.
27th (THuRs.).-Mr. H. j; Sherring,
:

S

-

.

.

Miss Jennie 11alkin,
contralto, and Mr. A. S. Tetlow,
piano.
Women's and Kiddies'
Corners. Girl Guides' and Boy
" Dickns
Buì'!etins.
Scouts'
solo banjo.

and Christmas," by Mr. Hubert
Miss Amy
Orchestra.
Hill.
Cockburn, mezzo, and Mr. Harold
Violin solos by
Stroud, tenor.
Miss Nellie Fulcher, with orchestral accompaniment.
2Sth (Fni.).-Mr. J. T. Thompson,
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., pianoforte
recital. Talk to the Scholars by
Mr. W. J. Woodhouse, A.C.P.,
on " The Wizard Jack Frost."
Orchestra. Mr. Lyell Johnstone
baritone.
3oth (SUN.).-Addresses by the Rev.
C. R. Stewart, the Rev. j.
Courtenay James and Father
Trirc,cs. Concert by the .olian
Quintette.
3ist (M0N.).-Concert mainly relayed from London.
JANUARY.
(T1'Es.).-Popular Orchestral
i st
Night.
D
D
D
CARDIFF.-The band of the
Glamorgan Royal Garrison
Artillery (1'.A.) was one of the
most enjoyed " turns " at the
The
Cardiff station last week.
transmission of their items was
perfect. The Cardiff Musical
Society's Small Choir, which
gave several selections on December 14, was also greatly appreciated by Cardiff listeners, and
" Charlie Chipon December
niunk in a Restaurant Episode"
was the feature of, the evening-.-"Charlie Chipmunk " being impersonated by the Station Director, Mr. A. Corbett Smith.-

'-

i,

IJ

tL L.

D-

D.

O

M4NCHESTER._The change

wavelength to 400
metres seems to he a nhlxe(l
blessing.
Whilst many listeners have reported an impro'ement in transmission, otherschiefly: crystal set users-state
that i is the reverse, and sonic
go so far as to suspect the
station engineei:s of playing
pranks with the transnission to
the advantage of valve Users and
to the disadvantage of crystal
sets. Such a contention is obviously absurd.
in

D

D

Forthcoming Events

-p

DECEMBER.
26th (WED.)..-No afternoon transmission. Kiddies' Talk. 7.45,
Mr. J. Proctor, baritone. Mr.
Mikel Arenstein, solo 'cellist.
Miss Molly Gray, soprano. Mr.

James Worsley, dialect entertainer.
Keyboard Kitt3. Mr.
Victor Smythe. Savoy Orplieans.
27th (TiluRs.) .-2ZY Trio. Children's Party. Father Christmas
vill tell a story and all thc
Aunties and Uncles v ill combine
the youngsters.
to entertain
Dance MUSIC. Savoy Orpheans.
28th (FRI.).-.-2ZY Trio. Concert.
Christmas Party at 2ZY. Miss
Madge Taylor, Miss Helena
Taylor, Miss Rachad Hunt, Miss
Nellie Davis, Mr. Lee Thisththwaite, Mr. Wilfred Hindle and
Mr. 1-larold Marsden will sing.
Savoy Oroheans and Dance Band
of the 2ZY Orchestra until mid-

nicht.
2qtI1(SAT)-Øxfc)rd Picture House
Children's Hour.
Orchestra

-

Miss Bel'a
Keyboard Kitty.
Mr.
Redford, mezzo-soprano
T. H. Morrison, solo violin.
Miss Mabel May, contralto. Mr.
L. T. Whipp, dialect entertainer.
Mr..
Mr. Tom Case, baritone.
Victor Smythe Savoy Orpheans.
3oth (SUN.).-Young People's Talk,
b Mr. S. G. Honey. Rev. K. L.
Parry, B.Sc.
Cambria Male
Yoice Choir. Mr. Pa Ryaii, solo
clarionet.
31st (MON.).-2ZY Trio. Talk by
Rev. I)r. Temple (SB. from
London). New Year's Greetings.
JANUARY.
yst (TuEs.).-Mme. Alice Wragg,
soprano. Mme. Lizzie Pickles,
contralto. Mr. C. Turner, tencir.
Mr. D. Lewis, baritone. Dance
Music. Percy Phlage. Spanish
Talk. Savoy Orpheans.

D

',D

D-

-

NEff'CASTLE
Forthcoming Events

'

DECEMBER
27th (TiIuRs.).-3.45; Mine. Alec,
Thompson's Quar.tettc
Parts'.
-

7.30,

As

afternoon,

arid

Orchestra.
28th

5N0

(Fai.).-345, Mis Gvladvs

Ednionson, piano. Mr. and Miss
Golightly, duets. 7.30, Waverley
Orchestra. Miss Phyllis Rickard,
contralto. Mr, Geo. Harris, tenor.
29th (S.T.).-3.45, Mr. Mackintosh,
cornet. Mr. Rovell, tenor. 7.30,
Mr.
Harton Colliery Band.
\h-.
\V. A. Bates, entertainer.
Kemp Jordan, baritone. Mmc.
Phyllis Howe, soprano.
3oth (SUN.).-8.30, Rei'. F. \V.
Beal, address. Band of the SuriMiss
Constabulary.
derland
Madge Raine, contralto.
3ist (M0N).-i.45, Mr. \Vm. I aws'
Ti-io. Mr. Yates, baritone.
TANUARY.
ist (Tues.).-3.4, Mmc. Leonara
Party.
Quartette
Nicholson's
Mr.
7.30,
5N0 Orchestra.
Harold Brown, baritone. Mr.
Catchesde \Varrington, entertainer. Mr. Babbs, violin.
D
D
D
-

Simultaneous Forthcoming
Events.
DECEMBER.
27th

(TuuRs.).-'' The Marinérs

ol

England." Children's Party.
28th (FRI.).'-Christmas Party.
29th (SAT.).-" The Magic Flute,"

Acts i and 2 (Mozart), relayed
from the " Old Vic ' Theaft.
3oth (SON.).-Organ Recital rcla'.ed
from the Armitage h-Tall.
3ist (M0N.).-The Archbishop of
Popular Concert.
Canterbury.
M. I'oincaré relayed from Park.
The Rev. Dr. Archibald Fleming.

1.\NUARY.
is (TuEs.).-Barìd of HM.
dier Gúards.

reia-

S
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A TWO-VALVE POWER AMPLIFIER

-

By STA ZVLEY

G

RATTEE

Staff

Editor

The following is the conclusion of a constructional article which began in our las«issu.e describiig an instrument
which may be added, to any crysta or single valve receiver, permitting thereby the use of a loud-spaker,

Wiring Diagram.
With the connecting-up of the
instrument carried out as gi en
in last week's issue, the final
result will be as shown in Fig. 4,
from which photograph may also
be seen the disposition of' the
various components.
For those readers w ho have
not yet made this amplifier 'and
et intend to? do so, Fig. 5 shows

the actual wiring diagram, and
should be used in conjunction
with Fig: 2, at the same time
observing the instructions given
in last week's issue, with regard to connecting-up, when no
diuuiculty will be experienced in
the assembly.. For the guidance
of those constructors who prefer
Io work from full-size drawings,
a blue. print wiring diagram of

especially when both power
valves are in circuit; the reason
being that not only will the
reception, be amplified very ccnsiderably, but any extraneous
noises due to faulty connections
mUst' of- rieces'sity be siniilaty
amplified.

Generai Considerations.
''
With the
amp:ifier
just
described, made up with compcnents as givn, 1cud-spaking
of uncomfortable volume was
received the same evening as the
completion of the instrument by
means cf a crystal receiver afl(l
an Aniplion loud-speaker some io
miles from 2L0, using ioo volts
on the plates of two R valvc,.
Other results indicate that very
little strength of signals is required ncross tíie " input " terminais to make the ampifier give
satisfactory volume; a point
which is nt common to all power
amplifiers, in that certain designs
of the same type of instrument
fail to:give any results unless a
relatively loud signal is applied
to them.
It may be found with certain
makes of low-frequency transformers, results may be improved
by the addition of high resistances.
connected across the secondary
vindings, though with the two
eììumerated in this article it is by

t.

:

i
.1

I

:VVj
-

this ampliflér miy be 'obtained
from the. Offices of this Journal,
price is. 6d.
All conneétions
höùld be
soldered, rather 'than locked,
bétween nuts, as ene bad connection in the instrument will cause
hissing or crackling sounds to be
present in the 'loud_speaker,

Il

-

.

Figs -4.-A

dose-up

of the

jiQ

ac/,.
cje

of hie instrument wzth

ox opened

upouenis a;td.irng.

10

-

5/lOW

no means necessary. Should the
constructor choose makes other
than these, and his results have
a scratchy sound in spite of the
adjustment of the grid voltage,
then resistances of not less than
zoo,000 ohms should-be connected

94
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.

transformers,

different

.

connecting them to the receiver
one .afier the other... It.. vill be
readily observed that certain
makes of these cómponents
açcentuate the high notes, others
give a mellowness throughout
the musical scale, vhilst others
produce a "blurry " sound, in
spite of the fact that the sanie
transmission is being received.
To obtain clear, yet powerful,
loud-speaking in such circumstances, resistances across the
secondary windings are introduced, and though a certain
amount of volume may be lost,
such tosses may beadequately
recovered by the judicious adjutment of the HT. voltage..:
Dependent upon the type of
-loud-speaker used, a fixed condenser of any value betweeti
.0.005 zF and o.008 F connected
across the loud-speaker terminais may also improve results,
the necessity of such con,denser being decided by th
charactcristic of the loud.- speaker connected to the ampiifier, the prèsence of " voolly'
speech advocating its use.
The reason for this is that
simiLar to low-frequency transformers, most loud - speakers
.respond more readily to certain
audio-frequencies than to others.
Parallel Loud-Sçckcrs.
Should the object cf the reception be to fill a sma1 hail for
dancing or other purpscs, then
rather than load one loud-speaker
to its maximum volume, it is
recommended tha( a number of
speakers be disrbuted
loud
about the hall (one in each
corner, fci instance), and co-ño-utnected in parallel with the
put " terminals of the amplifier.
By this method each individual
loud-speaker is giving a good
clear result, free from overloading, and since there are a number
of such instrument"tlìe volume
of sound. is evenly distributed
throughout.
-

-

-

.

.

-

-

-

Blue prints of this
iagram may be
blamed from the
offices of this journa! at a cost of
i/6 each.

Fig. 5.-Wiring diagram
of the instrument.
The
LT- negative circuit being.

shown black, with con nec-.
lion for grid cells shown
shaded.
-

-

..

0
t

-

-

.

.

-

.-ance frequency which causes the
accentuation of high-pitch notes
in some transformers and lowpitch notes in others.
Many interesting experiments
may be carried out in this direction by testing a number of
roughly-wired-up low -frequency
circuits of the same type
.

directly 'acros
he
econdary
windings.
.The purpose ser'-ed by these
resistances is to stabilise the
response of the transfrmers to
varicus frequencies.
In the
majority of transformers' of the
low-frequency tYpe there is what
may be termed a " cak " reson.
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By JoIn Scott- TaaLrr,
Crystals and Valves.
many, and I
must number myself among
them, who are partial to the
judicious use of a good crystal
detector in conjunction with one
or more valves.
noint to nötice in connection
with the use of crystal detectors
is that if too high potentials are
applied to the detectOr, the sensitive spot will be impaired. It is
quite possible for signals, after
two stages of high-frequency
amplification, to injure seriously
a crystal detector. The effect is
rather curious, but many have
noticed it when working with duaN
amplification circuits ; if the
signals are too strong after two
stages of high-frequency amplification, the sensitive point rapidly
loses its sensitiveness, and so
different points on a crystal may
lose their frelincss and effectiveness
Another point to remember is
that there is a limit to the output
obtainable from a crystal detector.
Unlike a two-electrode valve, a
crystal detector has a characteristic curve, both above and
below the horizontal line on
which the E.M.F. applied to a
detector is indicated.
The
characteristic curve is somewhat
like the letter S, and, while the
crystal acts as an excellent rectifier for currents of medium
strength, for strong oscillations it
is not so ideal.
As, however, loud signals may
be obtained by stages of lowfrequency
amplification,
this
peculiarity of the crystals need not
worry us very much ........
I have been told that clearei
signals may sometimes be obtamed by connecting a very small
condenser in p?railel with a

THERE are

A

NEXT WEEK

F.

If the cr stai detector is of the
home-made variety, it may possibly not have an insulated
adjusting knob for varying the
pressure of the catswhisker or
upper crystal. If this is the case,
the lower crystal cup should be
the side connected to the highfrequency end of the oscillatory
circuit across which the detector
is
For. example,
cqnnected.

Beginners are nearly always into jump. to conclusibn
regarding the importance of a
certain effect they have noticed
in their own particular set and
which is due to some special peculiar cfrcumstances.
lt is not
fteii that an effect is obtained in,
practice which is contrary to
theory; if it appears to be, then
there is'probábly sóme special cir-..
cumstance .or"posibhy some fault
in the sèt. F'or'.example, I was,
recently told that ,a ì'eader oh-t
tamed better results by connecting a -megohm gridleak across
thè joo,000-ohnìs' resistance

Ariother-in fact several-state
that since -certain.broadcasting

(STioo) by
Radio Instruments, Lid.

valve-crystal receiver

,.

-

-

-

when a tuned anode circuit is
used and it is desired to connect
across it a crystal and a primary
of an intervalve transformer, as
in the Troo circuit, the low'er
crystal cup should be connected
to the anode side of the anode
inductance, and theothe? side of
the transformer winding.
go to the other end of the inductatice nearest the positive terminal of the high-tension battery.
Cr) sial users often niake the mis-

li

clined

.,..

.

P

1923

take of connecting the terminal
which goes to the catswhisker to
the aerial end of the inductance,
with the result that every time
they touch the detector signals
are weakened, aocI this interferes with the correct adjustment
of the detector. If the adjusting
knob is duly insulated, it does not
matter which way round the
detector is. arranged. I have
been told by sonic that they find
a roversal of the crystal (letector
in a dual amplification circuit
often improves results, but .1 have
not noticed the çffect myself.

ctystal detector. This is stated
to do away with a good deal of
the " mush " experienced by
some listeners. The effect of the
condensci-, of course, will be LO
veaken the signal strength
somewhat.

A

tsr

26,

-

station has changed its wavelength -by a few metres signals
arevery much weaker. This is
coupled with a statement that
tuning is perfect and no fault lies
there.
Many a beginner will
blame everything except his hightension battery, which has run
d6wnor some other simple fault.
Nesertheless,. he. will. -stoutly;
affirm that a certain circuit he has,;
triéd is no good at all, even.
though all hi neighbours may. be
getting ecellent results with it.
-

-

A Complete Single-Valve
A

Broadcast Receiver.
Simple Three-Valve Receiver.
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ST76.
SIR,-Again I wish to .thank
you for that excellent circuit
.S176.
-

-

-

-

.

-.

.

At 12.53 a.m. recently I
received some station on about
3dq rnetres, words not readable.
At I.57 I got WGY aild lìel'l
them till 1.57 when they signed
off. I received:their call letters,
W- GV, seven times, and heard
the announcer very clearly.
At 2.8 am. I picked. up
another statiOn talking aiìd heard
a violin solo. This went on until
.2.41 a.th., band music and voices
being sometimes loud, but no call
letters audible. At 2.43 am. I
heard another station on about
400 metres.
At .2.57 am,
another station came in on

about 500 metres, some worth wires 15 ft. 6 in. Ing spaced
being audible. At 3.! n.m. I got 4-6 inS, under the roof. 'The leadWGY and heard almost cvey in is bmught down the stairs anJ
along one side of the room.
worl tIll 3.17 a.m.
Tli results are Çardiff (lou I
I then got WHAZ, and held
tbern till 4.2 'am. This circuit' speaker), Birmingham, Glasgow-,Ìs certainly a ool one.-Your,
and Newcastle. The set is ofthi
etc.
-.
" Hook-up " type.
z
Recentlyl tried IL,Paris, ah:l,.
j D.'ACLXD.
Allerford.
.
got great results upon the heal,
.

.

:

'.

.

.

.

.

-

.

-

.:

-,,

'

i

'

.

one whole transmissioi
heing perfectly clear and distinct.'
The outfit was as follovs:-Coils Li Burndept 300, parallel

-

-

s-rloo

'
..

.

.

..

-.

.

.

.

.SIR,-Owing to various cir:
cunistances I have been unable
to try out the STjoo until the capacity.
last few (lays.
Coils L2 Bürndepl 400.
At the moment the aerial is of
Condensers Ci 0.001 1iF, set at
a temporary nature,and ill he 6°.
replaced by an outside one at an
Condensers C2 0.0005 1F, set
early date. It is cothposed of six at 40°.
-

-.:

.

.

..

ThieMusiC
Loud Speakers
Clear as
,.(',

-

Headphones

--

/

-.:á

iysta1

,..

.

'

TMC

'V.'ireless
¡f unable
-

'

.

.

to obtain locally, write
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direct.
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REFLEX RECEIVER.
SIR,-I anî\vritin i'i prais&of

outfit,hich happeaso be

'

-

750

siti-

ated in,a house about 300 yards
from my private residence, vheie
I have a ç-valve wireless set.
- Some
months àg-o, with the
help of a friend, I çar.ried out
some tests to try and discover if
a spark disharge from my large
i6-inch coil could be heard on the
ïôadcasting wave band with the
aforementioned aRaratus. Mo:;t
careful tests were made, and mt
was not found possible for me to
hear the results of the intense
discharge which my friend v.is
creating at so short a distance.

Valves Ora, 'wow about 12
the Wireless Weekly Reflex
months old, and fairly well used.
Reçeiver, as described in No. ,
Traflsformers, Igranic.
Vol. 2, of Wireless Weekly. I
H.T. batteiy mo volts, T.E.C.
Crystal, Hertzite and gold am only a henner with valves,
wire,
so no doubt yOU will be. pleased to
Resistance,
ohms, -hear that I have received Paris,
ioo,000
School of Post and Telegraphs
Mullard.
with this receiver. The singing,
Reaction coil was out as far i
the coil holder would permit, accompanimerts and announc'ments were clear, distinct. and
about oc°.
quite loud, and the reception of
Now reading the above suggests a very good performance, the speeches at the Hotel Victora
but in no circumstances can i dinner were marvellous.
Preious to this I was able to
get 2L0. Of course, the aerial
get all the B.B.C. stations quite
is not good, but seeing the way
other stations come iii it seems loud.
It is an excellent circuit. I was
strange.
-.
using
honie-niacle variometers
Using my 7-valve set, 3 H.F.,
condenser
across
tue
.R., and 3 L.F.. I have liad ll and
the
secondary
of
transformers.
stations, but only after considerVishjg
ll success.able trouble did
get London,
Yours, etc.,
once. Later I shall report results
M: H. Oxn.
upon the outside aerial.
Svinton, nr. Rotherham..
Might I also suggest when
reports are furnished as to trials
INTERFERENCE.
of circuits, details of the outfit be
SIR,-!
do not think th tt
given as above for the assistance
X-ray apparatus can be accused
of others?-Yours, etc.,
of being the cause of ixìterferene
with broadcasting.
I ara the
J. C. H. HOWELL.
Bristol.
possessor of a powerful X-ray

-Yours,

etc.

Torquay:

.

.

AMATEUR TRANSMISSION
IN THREE LANGUAGES.
It will be of i.riteret to readers
to know that the well-known
French amateur, Dr. Pierre
Corret, of Paris, has lately been
sending out Morse transmissions

¡

.

under the call sign of SAE2. He
works at ii p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursda', and Friday
of each week, and sends out mes-sages in French, English and
Esperanto on a wave-length of
203 metres.

-TINGEY -SUPERFIVET
CABINET

RECEIVER

The last word in .PERFECT REPRODUCTION.
SELECTIVITY and STRENGTH OF SIGNALS.

Enclosed in Lck-up Oak Cabinets, complete with High
Tension Battery of 120 volts.
-

j
-

.

-'Y?

-.

.
-.

We

manufactùre Valve. Sets

-

1,

2,

3, 4

and

5

:

i

-

:.

Composed of TWO HIGH FREQUENCY, one H.F. Rect.
and two L.F. Powef Valves. By means of two simple
wander plugs any combination or number of valves may be
employed. '
Each set is supplied with a set of Coils covering the
wavelengths of British Broadcasting Stations. Other
e supplied at extra charge.
-. sets of Coils may

-

-

-_-

-.
.

'

'-'------

-

-.

i(

-

PRICE, as illustrated. including
Special Valves and High Tension
'Battery

-

56

-

-5 : O

Ask for SuperJit.'e pamphlet..

Valves, also an excellent Crystal' Set.

Send for our new ('omponents List-Jrc on request.
-

TIHÎ.TDI
--

(FEW AGENCiES STiLL OPEN.),

92,Queen
Phone

St.,

-

Of/ices

orni Slsowrooms:

.

rn(OPEN
-.

-

8 to

7.

SATURDAYS 8

to I.)

-

Í-Iammersmith, London, W.6.

Hornmersmih 1916.

Grams

'Thigoid

Lo-rdon
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W. W. (DALTON) requests constrUCtiOfl1l
detaiis of a Low_frequency intervalve trans-

of the respective valves, when, by using a hightension battery provided with wander plugs, the
desired effect can be obtained.

The necessary details of a suitable -transformer
would occupy more space than can be spared in
these columns, and we hope to be able to publish
a special article upon the subject in the near

W. J. M. (MANSFIELD) desires to improve the tone of his loud-speaker.
To-improe the clarity of the reproduction cf your
loud-speaker upon strong signals, try shunting

former suitable for use with power valves;

-

fut u re.

across its terminals a fixed condenser having a
capacity of 0.005 F to 0.05 1zF.

C. A. T. (riEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE) asks
several questions regarding the "All
Concert " Receiver.

J. T. T. (NOTTINGHAM) submits a
diagram of his receiver from whch he ha
so far.failecl to obtain results.

Provided that you are using a reasoñably efficient
-aerial, the results so far obtained by you do not
-appear to be satisfactory. It would certainly bé
an advantage to apply different anode potentials
-tu :the high-frequency, rectifying and low-Ire.quency amplifying valves. lt will be necessary
-to fit additional terminals to 'the set for this purpose, and connect each one to the anode circuit

The
MakofM.rit
one Wira;
component
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Moderately Price4 and Efficieflt
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14/-
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0'0003
000005
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12/6
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Iöf6'

.....
917/6

Suitable for use in
an-i Circuit, and
improves the wr,rking of any valve
fleA,
detector.
(50.000
to j0, 00 ohms for
theST.IOOC.rcuit.
PRICE 26 each
The bst Varl.bIe Grid I_eIi m
Çrice 3/6.)
House, la, Edpeare Road
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WATMEL

-
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1/8.

L

large stock of brand new
Sullivan low resistance head telephones
(no cords) which we are disposing of at
exceedinglylowrazes namely8/-perpair.
Send at once to avoid disappointment.
We have a

Pe't Free
-.

fl

)j1"'33
-

B .HESKETH LTD
IN CONJUNCTION WITH
SHOWROOMS: Rsdjo Career, 179, Str,nd, W.C. 2.

HAST1tGS H0USE

coeopondence to Head Oilca.
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NORFOLK STREET, STRAND, LCNDOI,

Bcurnemouth Depot:

-/

W.C.2.

I

f'

Office : 10,

L...o..oee.

The "EEC" "XTRAUDION" VALVE
is being used by the leading Radio Expi'
tHeaters flor detection, high and low Ire-

LMMICHAEE°

LECTRICJ

te,.TLersae_sJ

-

All

-

________

CONOMIC
Complete
Catalogue

GRID LEAK

No. 206098).

The Resistânce is
steadily Variable
beweeu 4 to 5
Only
megohms.
requires a lin, hole
inpanel forfittutig.

.

oooi with Vernier 17/6

SEE THE

ON EVERY GRID LEAK.

-

il'ustrated.

as

-

t.

prcend

Silted Esgt-

iMITATIONS,

WATMEL VARIABLE
(Patent

.

.

With Dial arid Knøb

reasonable

aeertln

cclnponents indicated thereon appear quite in
order and should give you excellent results at the
distance flaiTled. \Ve obsere, however, that yóu
flIC Using type V 24 valves, and as many of the
loose valve- clips SOl(l have been lacquered with

'

tea gva'anl.e
of eølciony,

&od

Tfie wiring diagram submitted and the values of

CONDENSERS..
M. H.

-

am ent

Dep

In format kùi.

%Veekly

quency amplification, power amplifiers ani
low power trausmission.
Price 15/U3E "RECTARIÌE," th synthetic
crystal that makes Loud speakers talk.
1/6 Large Specimen.
-

FITZROY

SQUARE, LONDON,

W.1.

303.

..

I'
I

J

e'.-

-

t4 JI

Write to-day for 4) pase Radio
Catalogue mailed post free, 4d.
.Show,00,,u:

I

J

j1f

EUSTON

RD.,

:
Br0,kl, ondWo,k,.,
N.W.-I - TWICKENHAM.
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-
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..colourless lacquer, which prevnts them making
proper contact, we suggest that you look carefully tç this point.and nake.use of alittle fine
emery. piper as necessary.

J.

Probably a simple panel type of amplifier, as
sh9wn. in the diagiam herewith, will meet your
requirements. The component& requred are as

:-

follows
4
or wa* impregñated
One panel of
wood, about
in. wide by 6 in. long, with a
cross-piece at each end, as shown by the dotted
line in the diagram; one iron core 1nter-valv.
transformer; one filanent ?heostat; i valve
holder or four valve legs; two small fixed cop
1ensers (capacity 0.002 F) and eight brass terminais.
The method of connecting up will be
understood on reference to the diagram.

requests details,
logether with a wiring diagram, of an easily
constructed low-frequency amplifier.
C. D. (SYDENHAM)

-

r-----

-

-

:f
-

ç-"---Ç
I.

-

-

-.

I.
$

I

'
'

/

.1

I
-

/
/

t
-

-

K. M. (SOUTH SHIELDS) experieñces conk
siderable interference due to spark signals.
He submits a.diagram of his apparatus and
requests advice.
.

I

/

I

Ii'

.

I

.-

r

We fear you will -continue to experience a good
deal of interference unless you modify the tuning
arrangements of your receiving set, which, according to the diagram submitted, are not at all selective. The substitution of
good inductivelycoupled tuner, either with a variable coupling or
with a fixed (but comparatively weak) coupling
consistinp of two or three turns of the aerial coil
wound cfsc to one end of the secondarycoil anl
upon the same fo-rmer, would no doubt effect conTry our suggestion at
.siderable improvement.
all events, and if interference ¡s still experienced,
try the introduction of some form of wave trap,
as described in previous issies of this journal.

tf! 9

---p ------------.
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FOR DEPENDABILITY IN cPERATION, (15E
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FU.AMENT ROSTATS.
(Patent No. 195,903.)

HONEYCOMB INDUCTANCES.
(De FOrest Patent 141,344.)
These world-famous coils are renowned for their high efficiency, low self-

capacity, small absorption factor and minimum high-frequency resistance,
No deaa-end losses. Each turn surrounded by air pocket. Made in two
types, plug and gimbal mounted. Wave-lengths approximately seo to
The only coils that uphold their claims for negligible
25,000 metres.
losses. Prices vary with Sizes.

TYPE

FRICTION PENCIL.

,VERNIER

.

"H"

Method of construction ensures smooth and silent operation.
DesIgned for individual valve control. Adpistable contact
figuree. Suitable for use with ordinary nd dull emitter
type valves. Supplied in two types-Plain and Vernier.Price: Plain, 4/6; Vernier, 7/-

Finetuning easily accomplished. Positive friction
drive. Irand interference minimised. No Radio set
complete withbut it. Each pencil complete with
three bushes and one spare rubberring.

-

-

.

VARIOMETER.

Recommended for use in the aerial circuit of crystal and valve sets. Wavelength range approximately 150-óoo
i«etres,-with- P.M.G. standard aerial.
Stator and rotor best quality mouldings, windings self supporting ana
impregnable solid. Price, with knob,
dai! and fixing bracket, 15!-

-

t-

-s

Writg for Lisis Y-16.

.

149,

Cjseen Victoria

Street,

tp

ELECTROJ

LONDON.

Works:
Road,
BEDFORD.

Obtainable from all Dealers.

EIStOW

TYPE "SR!' VARIOMETER.
Designed for secondary and tuned
anode circuito.
Wave-lengths 150 to
fino metres approximately. Similar to
type "B," but with larger winding.
Moulded insulation and windings
Impregnated solid. Price 18!-

I
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Good' Books and a few
simple househòld tools
Choose your Books
from this List':

Price

......

......

for All
By JOHN ScOrr-TAooAwr,

1. Wireless

6d.

F.lnot.P.

........

2. SimplIfied Wireless

if-

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART
to Make Your Broadcast Receiver
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.lnvt.P.
4. HOw to Erect Your Wireless Aerial
fly B. MITTELL, A.u.I.E.E.
The Construction of Wireless Receiving Apparatus
fly P. D. TrEses.
6. The Constructioe of Crystal Receivers
By ALAN L.M. BouGeas.

8. How

7. How

u

to Make
Receiver

116

1/-

1/6

Wireless

2/6

By E. J1EDPAT1.
8. Pictorial Wireless Circuits
By OSwALD .1. R INRIs.
O.

Wireless Valves Simply Explained
14v JOlIE SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Invt.P.

v

And a very large number of these Wireless experimenters have obtained their information from
Radio Press Books

2/6

2/6

-

-

work.

i/S

IO. Practical Wireless Valve Circuits
By JOHN SCOTT-TAOGART, F.IflSt.P.
(12. Radio Valves and How to Use Them
By Joies SCOTT-TAGGART, '.Inst.P.

Wireless Questions Answered ..
B' O. P. KENDALL & E. REDFATH.
12 Tested Wireless Sets
fly P. W. HARRIS.
..
15. More Practical Valve Circuits
By
JOHN Scorr-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.
14. Home-Built Wireless Components
1(.
on
Wireless
Elementary Text-book
Vacuum Tubes
By JOHN SC0TT-TAGGAIIT: F.Inst.P.

2/6

-

.

2/6

13. 500

2/6

3/6
2/6

.

t0-

"

Thousands of enthusiasts have madé their own
Sets not with the idea of saving money, but
because they are intrigued with the fascination of
being able to make something which will really

1/6

......
....

UnIt"

a

of the great charms of Wireless lies in its
appeal to our national character. We
possess in a far gr eater degree than any other
nation the faculty of teaching ourselves the use of
-. tools and the ability to devise home-made substitutes for the moie &aborate factory-made
article.

-

.

-

-

If you, too, have decided to enter the ranks ofdthe
Home Constructors, look down the list of books
on this page and make your' selection. Any of
them can be obtained from your local Bookseller
or we will send them direct at an extra cost of 2d.
per book for postage.

(post free.
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furnishings of any room.

-CAZ

of Deflector 8

Wound

Loud

r!

1287;

Diameter

eslgn o

distint

It reproduces with a beautiful,
mellow tone of ampie volume for
the home and all ordinary purposes.
Its compact and pleasing lines will
appeal specially to those who object to

-

No.

a

the usual large horn. The decorative
treatment. in. black and gold floral
design will harmonise with and enhance

L

,.

ins.

1Q21

--..I

Height 12

26TH,

to

.

15
.1.

Ins.-

resistance

of 120 or

2.000 ohms.

Obtainable from all Electrical Dealers and Stores..

STÊRLING TELEPHONE
r

'
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&

ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

Manufacturers of Telephones and Radio Apparatus,

etc.

.

TELEPHONE HOUSE, 210-212, TOTFENHAM COURT ROAD. LONDON. W.!.
p

1..

.

Telephone MuseUm 4144 (7 lines)
Telegrams: ' Cucuniis, Wesdo, London."
NEWCASTLE-ON-TVNE:
MANCHESTER:
CARDIFF:
BIRMINGHAM:
GLASGOW:
21, Mosley Street.
150, Edmund Street. 10, Park l'lace. 33, Robertson Street. 14, St. Peters Square.
Works: IJAGENHAM, ESSEX.

.

iflh!iHhiMhIiHHIIiIIiHhIiiflhIilHhiIiHlUiiIiU

'Wholly British

Manufacture.
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